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Raystown Lake Master Plan Update 

Public Meeting 1 – Breakout Session (Brainstorming/Facilitated Discussion) 
Notes: Huntingdon and Saxton comments combined 

Number value in () indicates the number of times the same comment was 

received/noted.  

 

Public Comments Zone 1 

Question 1: What RECREATION Opportunities (ie. camping, boat ramp parking, hiking trails, 

etc.) would you like to see in this ZONE? 

1. Hawn’s Bridge Peninsula: 
a. Development of Hawn’s Bridge recreation area into public recreation area - campsite, beach, small 

marina, environmental learning center and ADA accessible (+1) 
b. Open the Hawn’s Bridge area for environmental conservation camps (classes where people can learn 

about the resources) 
c. If Corps reports are positive, specifically see development of Hawn’s Peninsula. 
d. A marina at Terrace Mountain 

 
2. Access: 



a. Paddle boat and fishing access at the end of Parks Orchard Rd. 
b. Public access area at base of Terrace Mt 
c. Public access on the east side 
d. Fishing access to Hawn’s Peninsula 
e. Increase shore fishing on eastern side-mobility issues 
f. Across the whole lake – more handicapped fishing areas 

 
3. Recreation: 

a. Point Access more parking 
b. More places along the entire lake for people to use the restroom 
c. Support for universal fishing pier at Corbin’s Island 
d. Scenic driving loop and scenic overlook (+1) 
e. Add overlook or views from the Eastern side of the lake 
f. Parks orchard point to have expanded recreation opportunities 
g. Parks Orchard – a beach area 
h. Take care of current campgrounds/ more enforcement 
i. Facility upgrades as far as parking and expanding the current facilities 

 
4. Snyder’s Run: 

a. Upgrade to the boat ramp at Snyder’s Run- more parking 
b. More picnic areas and more camping( boat to shore) by Snyder’s Run 
c. Restrooms need upgraded at Snyder’s Run 
d. Develop the area around Snyder’s Run area 
e. Non-powered launch at Snyder’s Run 
f. Parking for boats at Snyder’s Run (+1) 
g. Improvements to Snyder’s Run Rd 

 
5. Boating: 

a. No wake buoys reinstated across the entire 
b. No Wake - Peewee Island near overlook 
c. No Wake - Review no wake issues and consider additional buoys  
d. Putting back no-wake buoys at H 2 
e. Safe & separate place for kayaks to enter the water 
f. Non-powered craft area in appropriate area 
g. Non-power (including tubes) access south of Corbin’s Bridge (+5) 
h. Non-power boat access at the hydro power plant 
i. Non-power access to Park’s Orchard (+1) 
j. Parks Orchard – a passive area for paddling 
k. Creation of a channel for boat navigation from Corbin’s to Juniata river 
l. Maintain area as is pertaining to speed and no further development in that area  
m. Additional boat launches with parking on the west side 
n. Add a fuel dock on the northern end of the lake 
o. Improve boat launch status updates to better notify incoming visitors 
p. App development for boat launch status updates 
q. Add rules of etiquette for boat launches 
r. Consider boat traffic directional flow 
s. Post buoys around the whole lake for the 100ft no wake from shoreline rule 

 
6. Trails: 

a. Terrace Mountain Trail - needs attention (signage, maintenance, additional shelter) (+1) 
b. Re-Blaze Terrace Mt. Trail 
c. Improve signage for accessing Terrace Mt. Trail. 



d. Expand TMT and Riverside trail to run the entire length of the river with designated crossing 
downstream of the dam 

e. Re-routing Terrace Mt. Trail onto Corps property (+1), continue to riverside trail. 
f. Incorporate Terrace Mountain spur down to Hawn’s peninsula 
g. Develop improved access to TMT with an overlook 
h. Expanded designated primitive hike in areas along Terrace Mt. trails. 
i. Hydro loop trail west side- house boat tie up area for people with the bikes 
j. Portage trail east of emergency spillway (+3) 
k. Complete river walk form Corbin’s Island to bridge (+1) 
l. Expansion and maintenance of hiking trails and backpacking. 
m. More parking at Baker’s Hollow/ Allegrippis Trail 
n. Add trails and expanded opportunities to the Allegrippis Trail System 
o. Nature trail maintenance 
p. Bridge Maintenance 
q. House boat tie ups off of trails 
r. Do not disturb existing trails (Allegrippis, TMT). 
s. Horseback Riding Trails to zones 1 or 2 
t. Rails to Trails opportunity 

 
 

7. Other: 
a. Explore ideas and opportunities to connect Lake visitors with the downtown Huntingdon area (similar 

to Bedford Springs trail) 
b. Review the existing lease agreements before considering additional commercial development to 

determine why they appear to be stagnant in recreational opportunities 
c. Perform economic feasibility study on existing businesses to determine if feasible to add additional 

businesses 
d. Marker 4 boating/camping – remove from M.P.  
e. Removal of logging roads 
f. Signs for ecological significance 
g. Refuge collection at point access 
h. No change needed (+1) 
i. Better signage on the downstream roads 

 

Question 2: What ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP Opportunities (ie. protection and 

enhancement, hunting and fishing opportunities, land management initiatives, etc.) would 

you like to see in this ZONE?   

1. Fisheries: 
a. Protect fisheries from shoreline development – entire lake 
b. Protect shoreline along Hawn’s Bridge peninsula for striper summer migration 
c. Protect Striped Bass area near mile marker 2 
d. Striper habitat (+1) 
e. Protect Striped bass population (+1) 
f. Preserving aquatic resources 
g. Cold water fishery below the Dam 

 
2. Wildlife: 

a. Preserve the hunting area at Gate 1 for handicap hunters and disabled veterans 
b. Preservation of public access for hunting on Hawn’s bridge 
c. Protect special needs hunting area from end of Hawn’s Bridge to the water 
d. Continue partnership with national wild turkey federation 



e. Continued turkey habitat enhancement in Hawn’s Peninsula 
f. Involvement of ruffed grouse society in Zone 1 
g. Protect copperhead snake habitat on east shore opposite MM 1 
h. Maintain existing conservation habitat for bats (+2) 
i. Maintain large trees (+1) 
j. Preserve the Alleghany wood rat habitat and shale barrens 
k. Increase eagle population- protect the area (+1) 
l. Bald Eagle nests preservation 
m. Maintain wintering areas for northern black ducks (a species of concern) 
n. River below dam – maintain turtle habitat – with respect to water release 

 
3. Other: 

a. Protect area as is now 
b. Permanence of environmental changes 
c. Maintain the current environmental stewardship program that is already there 
d. Protect endangered species plants identified in the Heritage inventory 
e. Include designated Raystown Dam National Heritage inventory. 
f. Protect viewshed visible from Hawn’s and Ridenour overlooks – east and west shores 
g. Classifying the Hawn’s Bridge Peninsula as an Environmentally Sensitive area (+1) 
h. Protection of species in both land and water. 
i. Opportunities for nature education 
j. Find a better way to inform the public of clean up days, Lake programs 
k. Access the negative economic impact of development 

 

Question 3: Do you have a major CONCERN about this ZONE? 

1. Hawn’s Bridge:  
a. Concern for potential reclassification to high density recreation 
b. If reclassified to high density recreation, level of enforcement would need to be increased on land 

and water 
c. Threat of development 
d. Potential development for a fuel spill with respect to location near Dam. 
e. Keep Hawn’s Bridge as is 
f. Hawn’s Bridge road access 
g. Do not develop the Hawn’s Peninsula area as stated in previous master plan (+1)  
 

2. Snyder’s Run: 
a. Restrooms at this location, and others of that design, need to be replaced  
b. Parking situation bad 
c. Snyder’s run cannot handle more boats 

 
3. Boating: 

a. Speed (+4) an issue in narrow areas (+1) 
b. Limited horsepower  
c. Safety- to many boats on the lake already (+4)  
d. High boat traffic (+2) 
e. Boats too loud- noise reduction (+1)  
f. Boat launches for non-powered boats (entire lake) 
g. Roads cannot handle any additional development 
h. Decrease of no wake zones 
i. Potential lake zoning changes-increase of no wake zones 
j. Relocate the no wake coves in Bakers Hollow 



k. Evaluating the no-wake area in the rabbit ears 
l. Educate and enforce no wake zones 
m. Enforcement of water safety and rules 
n. Concerned about the number of boats on the lake and the safety of the lake if more parking 

availability were to be offered.  
o. Concern for BUI’s with increase development 
p. Patrolling availability on the lake 
q. Increased erosion due to boat traffic 

 
4. Other: 

a. Outside concessionaire failure  
b. Ensure that Branch camp is maintained at current status before expanding. Ensure proper conduct 

and maintenance 
c. Enforce noise issues from Branch Camp 
d. Lake shore should not be developed 
e. Corps should not give land to private developer 
f. Opposed to development in this zone (+1) (light pollution) 
g. The impact that a marina will have on the Snyder’s Run boat ramp 
h. The high-use and economic impact Hawn’s Bridge development would have on Corbin Road 
i. Responsibility for paying for infrastructure leading to the development 
j. Lack of infrastructure 
k. Studies of EA into Union Township 
l. Making sure proper studies are conducted that are thorough 
a. Environmental impact 
b. Providing emergency services for a development in this area 
c. Leave Eastern Shore as is. 
d. Shoreline erosion 
e. Impact of road expansions and access (run-off) 
f. At capacity now 
g. Topography does not support development 
h. Water safety initiatives – more enforcement (entire lake) 
i. Address littering issue (entire lake) (+1) 
j. Reduction to dusk to dawn lights- recessed and shielded lights - light pollution (+1) 
k. Preservation of overlooks 
l. Disabling access of handicap hunters 
m. Reduction in special needs access. 
n. Disruption of terrace mountain trail 
o. Fishing worse 
p. Trash 
q. Lack of development on lake. i.e. (restaurant facilities) 

 
Question 4: What do you VALUE about this ZONE? 
 

1. Recreation: 
a. West side- swimming and no wake 
b. No-wake zone (+1) 
c. The original dam and powerhouse (scuba diving) 
d. The entire Snyder’s Run area  
e. Snyder’s Run boat launch proximity to Huntingdon 
f. Parks Orchard - this zone has small inlets that are no wake and easy to navigate for small watercraft  
g. Views (+4) - Views from the Overlook 
h. Terrace Mountain Trail (in all zone) 



i. Allegrippis Trail 
 

2. Stewardship: 
a. Handicapped hunting area 
b. Wildlife hunting opportunities 
c. See wildlife (+5) 
d. Appreciate the Bald Eagles (+1) 
e. Striped bass fishing area to middle of May to end of September  
f. Quiet fishing opportunities  - sports fishing (+1) 
g. Fishing 
h. Cleanliness of water 
i. Downstream rivers 
j. Exceptional ecological significance 
k. Woods and inhabitants that exist there 
l. Unbroken forest 

 
3. Other: 

a. Peace and quiet (+2) 
b. This lake is not like any other lake – pristine, scenic view is untouched 
c. Beautiful untouched mountain on East shore  
d. Beauty of the area after Labor Day 
e. Pristine environment/shoreline (+2) 
f. Beauty, pristine, undeveloped, non-populated 
g. How it is now 
h. Hawn’s Peninsula in current state 
i. No private exclusive use (development) 
j. Big boats and lots of money that helps the economy- close proximity  
k. Opportunity to develop Hawn’s bridge into a recreation area because it’s close proximity to 

Huntingdon- bring money and jobs to area for economic benefit for everyone 
l. River access 

 

Public Comments Zone 2 

Question 1: What RECREATION Opportunities (ie. camping, boat ramp parking, hiking trails, 

etc.) would you like to see in this ZONE? 

1. Access: 
a. Access on the Eastern side of lake- beach, picnic area 
b. Open gates during archery season 

 
2. Recreation: 

a. Cabins with electricity and heat to camp during the winter 
b. More wheel chair accessible areas to fish  
c. More areas to tie boat off near picnic areas/ bathrooms in Seven Points 
d. Enhance the sandy part of the beach (add more sand in the water and to the beach) 
e. Expand the beach area- where the beach hits the shore for small children particularly 
f. More picnic tables at the beach area 
g. Add opportunities for visitors to put sun shelters on the beach (+1) 
h. Allow access from day use area to Seven Points concession area 
i. Explore option of year-round entertainment/recreation in the area 
j. Increase hours in the Visitors Center 



k. Visitors Center visits need to be updated (+1) 
l. Fishing tournament support 
m. ADA fishing piers 
n. Concentrate development within a zone without covering into other zones 
o. Expand camping facilities 
p. Bathroom facility should be made lower at Bay front  
q. Restroom facility at Baker’ hollow park 
r. RESTROOMS (throughout the lake, maybe floating?) 
s. Make more sites first come first serve 
t. Disc golf opportunities 

 
3. Boating: 

a. Non-motorized paddle sports access area 
b. Non-powered boat launch (every zone) 
c. Non-powered access to Beer Barrel Bay 
d. No –wake for beer barrel bay (+2) 
e. Identify the 100-foot buffer with buoys 
f. More parking for boat trailers, or additional ramp 
g. Boat ramp at Seven Points needs to be enlarged- more parking 
h. Parking for paddlers in Upper Corners Road  
i. Improve boat docks 

 
4. Trails: 

a. Equestrian access on Terrace Mountain side from Rothrock Forest down to Finks rd. (camping areas 
for horses)  

b. Horseback riding opportunities around the lake (in any zone)  
c. Trail continuation from Trough Creek & Rothrock for snowmobiles & horses 
d. ATV trails-could be applied in any zone 
e. Add connectivity of recreational resources (campsites) to the trails 
f. Expanding bike trails connected to different recreation opportunities (every zone) 
g. Continue to promote dirt fest and promote safety during event 
h. Overnight shelters on Terrace Mt. Trail and Allegrippis trails (+2) 
i. Boaters having access to the bike trails (tie-up areas) 
j. Allegrippis Trail having more shoreline trails 
k. Boaters gaining access to Terrace Mountain Trail (+1) 
l. Trail to run the distance of the lake on the Western side 
m. Expand Baker’s Hollow/Allegrippis trail parking 

 
5. Other: 

a. Move the Hawn’s Bridge proposal to Upper Corner’s Development area that is in the current master 
plan 

b. Restaurant addition to Upper Corners master plan. 
c. Conference center-keep in the plan 
d. Remove Upper Corners and Tournament Fishing areas from the new MP 
e. Logging area on eastern shore needs better signage. 
f. Reduce light pollution from existing recreation areas. Consider recessed and shielded lighting 

(comment for all zones) 
g. Enhance food opportunities near boat docks 

 



Question 2: What ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP Opportunities (ie. protection and 

enhancement, hunting and fishing opportunities, land management initiatives, etc.) would 

you like to see in this ZONE?   

1. Fisheries: 
a. Stop bow hunting for carp in the Seven Points Marina (and in Zone 4) 
b. Enhanced fish habitats in Beer Barrel Bay 
c. Promote continuation of the fish hatchery 
 

2. Wildlife: 
a.   More opportunities for visitors to interact with pollinator and bird habitats 
b.   Increase habitat specific for the Pennsylvania state bird (every zone) 
c.   Save the bats! (all protected wildlife) 
d.   Protect Upper Corners for wildlife 
 

3. Other: 
a. Current classification of upper corners area be changed to low density recreation 
b. Continued protection. 
c. Additional education programs at amphitheater  
d. Marina fuel docks – safety mechanism to prevent fuel spills 
e. Recycling cans at the beach (throughout the Lake as a whole as well, possible partnership 

opportunity) (+1) 
f. Pipeline environmental improvements to easement areas  
g. Preservation of sheeprock area  
h. Rehab on Terrace Mt. Trail (invasive species improvements). 
i. Prescribed burns. 
j. Maintain and expand the current environmental stewardship program in this area 
k. Maintain natural areas on eastern shoreline and hillside 

 

Question 3: Do you have a major CONCERN about this ZONE? 

1. Boating: 
a. No skiing and tubing in unsafe narrow areas across whole lake 
b. More law enforcement on the lake 
c. Launch ramp at the SP Marina crowded and hard to launch boats and tie a boat up 
d. Boat density - Congested boating areas (+1) 
e. Large boats on the lake traveling fast 
f. Safe places for paddle boats is not well defined that are being rented from Seven Points Marina (+1) 
g. Loss of the no wake zone Beer Barrel Bay 
h. Consider returning Beer Barrel area to no wake (+1) 
i. Fuel dock at marine closes too early 
j. Establish no ski areas and tubing in front of marina 
k. Notification system for boat leaks 

 
2. Concession: 

a. Expand boat gas hours and more gas docks on the lake 
b. Wait list for docks and poor communication on dock availability and how long you will be on the list 
c. More gas docks= more boats= more trash= less fish 
d. Lack of visitor and non-boater access to the Seven Points Marina 
e. Expanded dock opportunities for restaurants and in general 
f. Lack of concession lease opportunities-dinning & outfitters 



 
3. Other: 

a. Parking areas not to be extended and keep to the master plan the way it is  
b. Expand parking areas 
c. No additional lodging added to the lake in any of the zones 
d. Vehicular traffic and boating traffic. 
e. Protection of existing cemeteries. 
f. Increase awareness over conflict between bikers, hunters, hikers, and fisherman 
g. Clean up debris along shorelines for boaters to gain access to wild areas 
h. Spend more time to clean up the garbage 
i. Spend more time enforcing/educating on littering 
j. Pump station – move fresh water station to a different location, add surveillance camera 
k. Post emergency phone numbers 
l. Enforce speed limit in seven points recreation area 
m. Sunoco Pipeline will leave a scar on the landscape 
n. Continued pipeline work 
o. Restoration of utility crossings. 
p. Camping full and had to go else where 
q. Protect viewshed of eastern shoreline and hillside 
r. Seasonal restroom access is seasonal 

 

Question 4: What do you VALUE about this ZONE? 
 

1. Recreation: 
a. Restaurants and bathrooms 
b. Beach to take kids to and a lot of picnic areas (+1) 
c. Camping and campgrounds are nice (+1) 
d. Concentrated development at Seven Points is a great idea 
e. Recreation opportunities (+1) 
f. Seven points is maintained the best it could be (+1) - roads paved, marina security, nice walking trail 

(+1) 
g. Picnic facilities 
h. Public access to beach and keeping wake down 
i. Great access to lake for biking, hiking, boating, etc 
j. Tire trail (can be used year round) (+3) 
k. Allegrippis Trails (+1) 
l. Skills Park (+1) 
m. Mountain biking/ Dirt Fest 
n. Landscaping around Visitors Center is beautiful  
o. Visitors Center – beautiful view (+5) 
p. Visitors center is beautiful and the location is great for the county(+1) 
q. Marina 
r. Availability for handicapped hunters 
s. Public boat launch 
t. No wake areas for kayakers 
 

2. Other: 
a. Beautiful (+1) 
b. To be able to relax 
c. Not overpopulated – land base does not feel overcrowded 
d. Everything is good there Monday thru Friday 
e. Economic impact of amenities 



f. Development is contained within zone 2 and not carried into other zones 
g. All the amenities are located in one area “show point” and “show case”  for the lake 
h. Keep the high density recreation in zone 2 and 4 

 

 

Public Comments Zone 3 

Question 1: What RECREATION Opportunities (ie. camping, boat ramp parking, hiking trails, 

etc.) would you like to see in this ZONE? 

1. Access: 
a. Access for swimming to the lake near the Trough Creek entrance  
b. Access to the lake from the Eastern side (Trough Creek side) 

 
2. Recreation: 

a. Potable water at Nancy’s Camp 
b. Expanded parking at the Aitch Ramp 
c. Repairs and improvements to parking at Aitch 
d. Dead-end roads be utilized for paddling opportunities (parking) 
e. Environmentally friendly parking upgrades (gravel)  
f. Car with trailer parking in first lot, single cars in second parking (overflow). 
g. Longer trailer parking spots to accommodate longer trailers and vehicles 
h. Expand on the boat to shore camping not only in this zone but others as well 
i. More organized kayaking opportunities 
j. More education exhibits across the whole lake 

 
3. Boating: 

a. Non-powered boat launch in Brumbaugh Cove (+1) 
b. Non-powered launch at Aitch and Trough Creek inlet (+1) 
c. Support non-powered boat launch(es) (+1) 
d. Aitch boat Launch needs widen and the access road too (+1) 
e. Parking at Aitch for kayakers 
f. Pump out station that boats on the water can access near party cove 
g. Extend no wake Brumbaugh Cove to the main channel 
h. Return No Wake Zones to James Creek and Trough Creek 
i. Boat retrieval area on Corps property at Trough Creek 
j. Improve lake access to Trough Creek State Park facilities 
k. Remove boat launch from MP due to road access issues 
l. Support for the boat launch identified for trough creek as scoped in the 1994 plan 
m. Return the buoys to the to the original location 
n. Wider boat launch and more accessibility at the dock 
o. Limiting boating access to prevent overcrowding 

 
4. Trails: 

a. Continuation of equestrian trail near the Rothrock side of the lake (+1) 
b. Snow mobile extended from Rothrock into this zone 
c. Terrace Mountain Trail – signage and blaze 
d. Terrace Mt. Trail to Trough Creek blazing of trails/improvement 
e. Overnight shelter on Terrace Mt. Trail. (+1) 
f. TMT general maintenance 
g. Add trails to the mitigation property 



h. Brumbaugh trail is poorly marked/ improve signs 
i. Improvements to the trails system and more educational/historical information along paths 

 
5. Other: 

a. Juniata’s field station to be more than like a visitor’s center, more educational opportunities 
b. Environmental Center at Juniata College Field Station 
c. Expand how the Juniata College communicates with the public about what is going on at the field 

station- more open to the public tours 
d. Keep existing features from 1994 MP, but protect and consider bat conservation area(s) 
e. Wider access roads (James Creek specifically). 
f. Off Corp property traffic study. (road conditions). 
g. Partnership with the Game Commission for water fowl mitigation education 

 

Question 2: What ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP Opportunities (ie. protection and 

enhancement, hunting and fishing opportunities, land management initiatives, etc.) would 

you like to see in this ZONE?   

1.  Fisheries: 
a. Increase enforcement and visibility of buoys for propagation area in Aitch 
b. Improving water quality and aquatic resources 
c. Maintain the fish habitat near Trough Creek 

 
2. Wildlife: 

a. Add nesting opportunities for Osprey 
b. Protect BATS (+1) and eagles 
c. Continuing to work on bat preservation research 
d. Target land management for pheasant hunting on Game lands (for better habitat) 
e. Expanded partnership with Game Commission in ruffed grouse habitat 
f. Expand on the possible locations for hunting and publicize it more 
g. Maintain the nesting places for the birds 

 
3. Other: 

a. Keep it the way it is  
b. Maintain and continue current environmental stewardship programs 
c. Juniata college should build nature center near field station instead of Hawn’s peninsula 
d. Maintaining appropriate weed levels when possible 
e. Increase planting of American Chestnut throughout 
f. Study/inventory of lake shore erosion 
g. Second clean-up day (August or September) 
h. Tie ups at Trough Creek 
i. Awareness and education of impacts to insects and nocturnal wildlife by light 

 

Question 3: Do you have a major CONCERN about this ZONE? 

1. Boating: 
a. More law enforcement in party cove – check for restroom facilities on boats, trash, gray water, sewer 

etc.  
 

2. Other:   
a. Poison ivy needs maintained along James Creek cove 



b. Party cove. 
c. Trash 
d. Shoreline trash in the area (James Creek and Brumbaugh Cove) 
e. Vault toilets difficult to use  
f. Parking an issue at James Creek and Aitch, no parking for just cars (not just here the entire lake) 
g. Improper & poor quality parking 
h. Aitch boat launch widening needed. 
i. TMT is poorly maintained and improve the condition 
j. No financial input from the Juniata College field station 
k. Monitoring Pipeline for environmental impacts 

 

Question 4: What do you VALUE about this ZONE? 
 

1. Recreation: 
a. Nice for kayaking at Aitch  
b. Easy to launch a canoe or kayak at Aitch 
c. Water skiing near Nancy’s Camp 
d. Great boating access 
e. Great place to anchor, less traffic, beautiful 
f. Handicapped fishing pier for night fishing 
g. Multiple recreational opportunities 
h. No-wake zone (+2) 
i. Fishing pier 
j. Trough Creek State Park’s connection to the lake 
k. Good hiking and varied terrain 

 
2. Stewardship: 

a. Great area to fish (+1) 
b. Nice hunting areas (+1) - Pheasant and grouse hunting 
c. Eagle nest 
d. Variety of topography and fauna in this area compared to other locations at the Lake 
e. Scenery. Wildlife watching 
f. Mitigation area 
g. Continuing the partnership with the Game Commission to create great wildlife habitat and mitigation 

areas + 
 

3. Other:   
a. Tucked back, away from busy part of lake 
b. A lot quieter, less boat traffic 
c. Less busy, level, wider waterway 
d. Less people. 
e. Offers a different landscape from the rest of the lake (+1) 
f. Natural view of hillside and undeveloped shoreline 
g. Beautiful, pristine part of the lake 
h. Connection Trough Creek State park and Raystown Lake Eastern shore 
i. Support for the Juniata field station and increased activity with the public 
j. Juniata Field Station continue to prosper and progress 
k. Preservation of the log cabin and maple trees at Juniata Field Station  
l. Juniata College Station – it is well maintained; good opportunities for students (+1) 
m. Support for the existing propagation PAGC 
n. Juniata College field station. 



o. Access to the middle of the lake 
p. Remembering that this area is Home for many 
q. Public land not being used for private profit 

 

Public Comments Zone 4 

Question 1: What RECREATION Opportunities (ie. camping, boat ramp parking, hiking trails, 

etc.) would you like to see in this ZONE? 

1. Access: 
a. Development of scenic overlooks and parking areas 

 
2. Recreation: 

a. Potable water at Tatman Run 
b. Flushable toilets at Tatman Run 
c. Fishing access to water along the bridge by Resort (Entriken Bridge)  
d. Universal access fishing pier (+1) 
e. Keep life jacket loner station 
f. Public beach access (not specific to any zone) 
g. Promote kayaking activities 
h. Bring back Paradise Point boat to shore campground (+1) 
i. Closer to terrace mountain at Tatman Run - increase picnicking areas 
j. Eagle cam opportunities 

 
3. Boating: 

a. New access, non-motorized launch in Coffee Run (+3) 
b. Paddling Sports at Coffee Run 
c. Even out launch ramp at Tatman Run or move it or improve it 
d. Non-power access at Tatman Run old beach area  
e. Add 100-foot No Wake marker/buoys 
f. Balancing boat parking, and adding boat slips 
g. Boat dock at LRR water park needs improved as well as the pathway 

 
4. Trails: 

a. Trail expansion, horseback riding, to connect to trail network in Rothrock 
b. Overnight trail shelters in Terrace Mountain Trail (+1) north of Tatman Run 
c. Maintain Terrace Mountain trail around the resort 
d. Maintain the Terrace Mountain Trail (maintenance and improvements, very rugged) 
e. Terrace Mt. Trail is worst section of trail (not passable). 
f. Upper Terrace Mountain trail, north to south 
g. Enhanced trail head and signage TMT and additional access as applicable 
h. More access points for Terrace mountain trail 
i. Biking and hiking Terrace Mt. Trail connection to state park. 
j. Additional Adirondack shelters along the Terrace Mountain Trail 
k. Develop winter use trails for cross country skiing 

 
5. Other: 

a. No future developments, only improvements to the current facilities 
b. Proper signage for pipeline easement 
c. Ensure compliance with lease for Lake Raystown Resort 
d. Retain existing master plan updates 



 

Question 2: What ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP Opportunities (ie. protection and 

enhancement, hunting and fishing opportunities, land management initiatives, etc.) would 

you like to see in this ZONE?   

1. Wildlife: 
a. Continue protection of bat conservation areas (+1) and shale barren habitat 
b. Additional food plots plus conservation of all species, development for pollinator habitat 
c. Maintain wildlife habitat 
d. Initiatives to help honey bees (developing hives) 
e. Coffee Run area potential habitat for ruffed grouse 

 
2. Other: 

a. Non development from Terrace Mt. down to lake in all zones. 
b. Anyway to contain infectious diseases or invasive species 
c. Oak wilt around Entricken anyway to address 
d. Improvements to the utility corridors (more environmental opportunities) 
e. Access south to the Resort 
f. Expand and maintain the current program as is 
g. Maintain all natural habitat areas. 

 

Question 3: Do you have a major CONCERN about this ZONE? 

1. Boating: 
a. No-wake violations 
b. Implementing no-wake zone from 22 mile marker 
c. Water surface crowded – congested bottle neck area 
d. Safety at bridge area – add reflectors on HWY 994 bridge piers 
e. Improve the boat launch –Ramp steepness & dock safety (Tatman Run launch) 
f. Steep grade at Tatman boat launch 
 

2. Other: 
a. Commercial development lake wide. All zones 
b. Monitoring of environmental conditions in high development areas 
c. Trash (+1) accumulating in coves 
d. USACE inspect and require standards for concessions 
e. Erosion problems at the end of the Lake Raystown Resort 
f. No more building or lodging at Lake Raystown Resort 
g. Air quality in the Lake Raystown Resort area & at docks 
h. See Resort invest in the infrastructure to stay open all year round – upgrade water system, electric 

system and waste system, docks 
i. Parking at the Resort - designated parking area for the slip holders  and paved parking 
j. Boat and wild fire in Lake Raystown Resort 
k. Insufficient restroom facilities at Tatman Run 

 

Question 4: What do you VALUE about this ZONE? 
 

1. Recreation: 
a. Another great place for kids to swim 
b. Swimming at Tatman Run (+1) 



c. Beach 
d. Life jacket loaner program is great (+1) 
e. Tatman and the marina. Outdoor atmosphere 
f. Concentrated recreational areas. 
g. Existing no wake areas 
h. Tatman Run 
i. Easy boating access at Tatman Run 
j. Boating -When you leave Shy Beaver and head toward Zone 5, it is not congested and is scenic. 
k. Like the “No Ski” zone 
l. The overlooks 

 
2. Stewardship: 

a. Fishing  (+1) 
b. Eagles (+1) 
c. Access to gated roads for handicap hunters 
 

3. Other: 
a. Not a lot of outside people there 
b. Primitive atmosphere of lake. Pristine nature. All zones. 
c. Aesthetics  
d. Most beautiful part of the south part of the lake- safe, top notch 
e. Public access 
f. Less traveled 
g. The small by-pass area 
h. The Resort and economic benefits.  
i. Variety of concessions that the Resort offers  
j. Waterpark at Resort very popular 
k. Wedding facilities and proms- convention center very nice 
l. Resort does a nice job with the restaurant, nice view 

 

 

Public Comments Zone 5 

Question 1: What RECREATION Opportunities (ie. camping, boat ramp parking, hiking trails, 

etc.) would you like to see in this ZONE? 

1.  Access: 
a. Additional parking at the bridge or upstream on eastern side 
b. Improve road access to camp 

 
2. Recreation: 

a. Swimming area at Weaver Falls 
b. Beach at Weaver Falls 
c. Increase interpreted opportunities 
d. Expand boat launch parking – remove picnic area and convert to parking 
 

3. Boating: 
a. Reinforce canoe and kayak trail. 
b. Balancing parking issues with additional marina slips. Carried over throughout. Based on boat density 

study. 



c. Continued use of the ski club course and its maintenance 
d. Non-power boat access 
e. More boat launches – whole lake.  Associated parking with new boat launches needed, also. 
f. Need additional boat slips – dry storage 

 
4. Trails: 

a. More hiking and mountain biking trails  
b. Continuing bike trails 
c. Biking trails for older folks- flatter terrain (across entire lake) 
d. Parking access for Terrance Mountain Trail 
e. More access points along Terrace Mountain for day hikes across entire lake 
f. Upper Terrace Mountain trail- along the upper edge along the East side (scenic trail) entire lake 
g. Additional shelters on Terrace Mt. Trail. 
h. Coordination with Broadtop TWP and the H&BT trail (+1) 
i. Trail from Terrace mountain to Weaver Falls – sign directing to Amenities 
j. Extend Terrace Mountain Trail past Weaver Falls along Saxton river area 
k. Connecting Warrior’s Path to Weaver Falls (+1) 
l. Trail off the road and re-routed thru the woods 
m. Gate toward Millers- more parking areas and ATV trails 
n. ATV club partnership to create and maintain trails 

 
5. Other:  

a. Keep 1994 MP proposals, but consider environmental impacts. 

 

Question 2: What ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP Opportunities (ie. protection and 

enhancement, hunting and fishing opportunities, land management initiatives, etc.) would 

you like to see in this ZONE?   

1. Fisheries 
a. Artificial fish habitats in all areas 
b. Shallow water poorly marked upstream from Putts  - place fish structure in deeper water 

 
2. Wildlife: 

a. Sensitive areas for bats and eagles be protected for entire lake  
b. Designated area for bird habitat – viewing… 
c. Open gates for hunting access 
d. Improve food plots in Miller’s area 
e. Maintain protection endangered bats, plants etc.  
f. Improvements to rough grouse habitat and woodcock habitat 
g. More bat boxes 
h. NW Shore potential habitat for ruffed grouse near Upper Ridge area 

 
3. Other: 

a. Continued protection and active management. 
b. Maintain the forest as is and environmental stewardship program 
c. Acid mine discharges treated with constructed/artificial wetlands 
d. Buggy there… 

 

Question 3: Do you have a major CONCERN about this ZONE? 



1. Boating: 
a. Trees sticking out of water need removed or marked (entire lake) 
b. Boat ramp configuration 
c. No wake zone – better identification needed 

 
2. Other: 

a. Sedimentation concerns and water levels. (+1) 
b. Address the trash along the river – add garbage cans 
c. Amount of trash unbelievable- further development of the area will increase the trash population 
d. Marketing campaign for trash responsibilities, signs for campaign on land and water 
e. Maintain Pine Ridge road into Weaver Falls 
f. Existing beach proposal for Weaver Falls- consider removing from master plan 
g. Identify hazards on the lake such as debris.  Need cleanup. 
h. Use of fish structures needs to be revisited. Shallowness pose safety concerns.  Mark fish structure 

locations.  Include for whole lake 
i. Striped bass survey 

 
Question 4: What do you VALUE about this ZONE? 

1. Recreation: 
a. Great kayaking. 
b. Opportunities for Boy Scouts and any other non-profit at Putt’s Camp 
c. Safer for non-power use & small water craft 
d. Value the no wake laws 
e. Terrance Mountain Trail 

 
2. Stewardship: 

a. Good spring time fishing (+1) 
 

3. Other: 
a. Beauty of the area (+2) 
b. Natural  
c. Slower pace 
d. Placarding to recognizing nuclear plant/interpretive opportunities 
e. Maintain primitive areas across all zones. 
f. Quiet location  
g. Keep the no wake area as is 
h. Peace (+1) and quiet and Beauty   
i. River like-ness of it 
j. Lack of development (woodsy feel) 
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Raystown Lake Master Plan Revision - Public Comments
Comment
1) I would like to see camping, hiking, fishing, and hunting available in the respective units - but I would like the units to remain as natural and primitive as possible.
2) In all areas I would like to see hunting and fishing opportunities remain or be created. Further, land management activities need to be done as old growth is a detriment to wildlife - healthy 
forests do look ugly in their infancy but they are glorious for all animals in less than 3-5 years. Protecting these areas from development! We can always build more parking lots, we can't build 
wild places.
3) A major concern is the proposed plan to develop the peninsula into a resort. I'm sure Raystown Lake would make a lovely place for this, but the impact the resort would have goes beyond the 
peninsula itself, especially when it comes to the increased road traffic, foot traffic, and boat traffic that could further erosion and pollution to the lake. There's no need to develop any part of the 
lake. It's wild. Keep it Wild
My family lives in Blair county & makes their living off the lake. I have been fortunate enough to grow up enjoying Raystown Lake. Now that I have moved away to Philadelphia, I still return to 
the lake several times a year to share it with my young family. Raystown Lake is unique because it feels untouched by human hands. There are few, if any, places like it where humans have not 
developed and changed the landscape forever. I believe that as stewards of the lake we have the responsibility to protect this wild unspoiled heritage for generations. The proposed 
developments on Hawn's Bridge Peninsula are unneccesary and unwanted. The proposed marina and lodging would not fill any niche that doesn't currently exist. Boaters already have access to 
fuel and safety services on the water. There are public boat launches & campsites within a few miles of the peninsula. I am also concrened about the steep topography and the impact of runoff 
on water quality in this critical striped bass habitat. 
I understand a developer proposing to construct a restaurant, a 150-slip marina, cabins, campsites, hiking trails, an environmental learning center on Hawn's peninsula. The proposed 
development would likely make the whole of Hawn’s Peninsula off limits to hunting due to Pennsylvania’s Safety Zone regulations and would negatively impact angling opportunities and flora 
and fauna through direct habitat loss and indirectly through the increased disturbance by visitors to the proposed development. Please consider the thoughts and feelings of all public 
landowners in regard to making decisions effecting this area.
Zones 1 and 2: I would like to see better trail access in these areas, particularly better connectivity between Huntingdon Borough and areas for swimming, hiking and biking. The Allegrippis is the 
crown jewel of the entire area of the lake and should be maintained indefinitely, addressing problems created by the proliferation of e-bikes as they become more prevalent. I value the remote 
views of the lake and would vehemently oppose any development of Hawn's Peninsula that would threaten fish habitat, water quality through erosion or construction activities, or the 
appearance of the peninsula. 
Zone 3: I regularly frequent Trough Creek and would support further trail development in the area, as well as placing a gauge on Trough Creek itself so it would connect to the American 
Whitewater website o better alert paddlers when it's runnable. 

   I have major concern about each zone. I, along with the Pennsylvania chapter of Backcountry Hunters and Anglers oppose any and all development of wild lands surrounding Raystown Lake. 
This land must be preserved for the aesthetic value of the landscape, ecosystem, and for the pursuit of recreational opportunities. As an American taxpayer, I position myself as a partial owner 
of all American public lands. These areas must be conserved for use by ALL Americans, not just those choosing to utilize a resort. 

Keep the eastern side of the lake at low density recreation.  Hawn's peninsula should be environmentally sensitive area.
I support the use of the Hawn's Bridge Peninsula region of Raystown Lake for recreational use and request you consider its use to increase access to eastern shore regions of the lake for boating, 
fishing, hiking, swimming, camping and other healthy pursuits.
Development of this area assures that this space has potential to generate economic growth opportunities for my family and I.  Proposed development there will bring hundreds of jobs and 
millions of dollars into our economy.  This provides a pathway to grow my transportation services business while also increasing the possibility that my children will have the economic 
infrastructure needed to afford living and working here -as opposed to moving away for career development.

while i support promoting raystown to guests and visitors i vehemently despise the proposed plans for hawns peninsula.  the untouched shorelines is what makes this lake the " crown jewel" of 
pa. traveling from the dam to susqehannock and seeing practically no man made interference is pure bliss, peace, and tranquility.  (yes im aware the lake is man made).  upgrade seven points or 
susqehannock area if you want luxury or more accommodations.  there is plenty of room.  we don't need a deep creek lake here.



Zone 1.  Love the cove areas, perfect for swimming off of boat.  Would love to have gas on the lake here.  I have several times, towed boats out of gas up to 7 points.  Overall.  Too many boats 
near 7 Points and Resort area.  If there is more development on the lake there should be less in existing high density areas, and/or fewer parking spaces to control boat access.

Increased "Hike-In" camping areas around lake.
Keep the shoreline pristine and unencumbered with development; please keep the surrounding forests in their NATURAL state. We LOVE this lake as-is!
Please DO NOT add any more boat trailer parking, new boat slips or CERTAINLY NOT another marina! We have too many boats on the lake at peak times... averaging those numbers doesn't help 
the peaks. 
Please DO NOT allow development of Hawn's Peninsula (or any other shoreline areas not already developed). The light pollution, noise pollution, etc. will totally ruin this natural habitat. 
Please keep Hawn Bridge Road access open for disabled hunters.

The development plans that I have seen proposed for Raystown lake (specifically the peninsula) will restrict hunting and angling access as well as disturb natural habitat and spaces that support 
a variety of wildlife. There is plenty of recreation opportunities and recreational use in the area. 
Please do everything you can to keep this land wild and accessible to hunters and anglers and all those people, flora, and fauna that appreciate an uninterrupted wild habitat. 


I am commenting as a lifelong citizen of Huntingdon county that spends much of my time out at lake raystown. It concerns me that they are considering adding a new resort and boat slips into 
zone 1. I live 1 mile from aitch boat launch and understand better than most the ammount of tourists that frequent the lake in the summer. Boat traffic on the lake is through the roof and what 
used to be a great place to fish has become a mess of inexperienced boaters through the late spring to early fall. Adding a resort and  more boat slips is not only irresponsible but also ruins the 
natural beauty of the lake that most of your residents have come to love. If anything in that area it would be nice to see new swimming areas and parks for children that would not disturb the 
natural environment. This has become a giant debate that pits big business against conservation and once you give up the conservation effort you can't get that back. Common consensus of 
Huntingdon residents is no resort or slips
Would like to see an outdoor amphitheater, anywhere on the lake.  More boat launches on east side of lake.
Make Brumbaugh's House into a museum/destination.
Zone 1:  Q3.  The Nature Trail needs to be better maintained on a regular basis.  Q3.  The quiet hours/visiting hours at the Branch Camp are not always enforced.
Hawn's Bridge Peninsula should be reclassified:  Environmentally Sensitive Area NOT high density recreation.  Terrace Mountain should remain :  Low Density Recreation.  This would protect the 
eastern shore and Terrace Mountain from degradation of:  water quality, wildlife habitat, recreation (specifically fishing and hunting), and scenic beauty.  Attention must also be paid to what 
development, and the resulting increased watercraft activities, would mean to congestion and boating safety on Lake Raystown.  There should be special attention to restricting any 
development and disturbance to Natural Areas/Environmentally Sensitive Areas on the eastern shore and Terrace Mountain.    Huntingdon Co. Natural Heritage Inventory (2004) lists the area 
around the river below the dam, around the dam, and Hawn's Peninsula as Exceptional Biological Diversity Area.  The rare shale barrens on Hawn's Peninsula:  are one of the most endangered 
and unusual ecosystem in PA; contain flora and fauna found only in this habitat.  USACE Bat Conservation Area on Terrace Mountain for long-eared and Indiana and other forest bats

Please do not allow any development on Hawn’s Peninsula and/or Terrace Mountain near Hawn’s Peninsula.  That part of the watershed should remain wild because it is important for bats and 
plant and insect species of special concern.
We have camped at Raystown for the last 8 years.  In staying there, we have encountered many great people.  We kayak, fish, mountain bike, swim and hike when there.  
In our opinion, we would love to see an official kayak launch area, campsite camps that are dog free (people are not cleaning up after them), more routine rounds made by the staff enforcing 
rules (noise control), new geocaching, and kid activities on the weekdays along with weekends.  
We love the no wake zones especially for teaching the kids to kayak and paddle board.  
Thank you and good luck on this awesome plan



More permanent boat docks would be nice. It would cut down on the traffic at the boat launches. Everyone is always looking for a permanent boat slip to make it easier to get on the water 
during busy weekends or just to make it easier for a family not to fight with people to try and get their boat in the water.
Please consider reclassifying the peninsula for recreational use and help bring more recreation options and tourism to Huntingdon County.  I love Raystown Lake, and we have only recently in 
the last 2 years begun to camp at the lake.  We learned that reservations have to be made months if not a year prior to get campsites ideal for families needing access to kayak launch areas.  My 
family would love another place to launch our kayaks and to have for camping.  

My family likes to ski, it is already impossible to safely ski between 10am and 4pm. Another marina would overcrowd even more making safety worse.
We love Raystown and all the nature and beauty that it offers and feel that this potential development would absolutely be the wrong way to go.  Too many boats would be added to the lake 
causing unnecessary traffic, trash, utilization of resources.  Please keep it as is so that many generations can enjoy the splendor that was created by God.  It needs to be kept LOW DENSITY, 
LIMITED RECREATION!

I enjoy the lake the way it is.  It is already crowded enough.  We dont need new facilities.
Better restrooms at boat launches would be nice.  

Please keep the lake the way it is.  It is already crowded enough the way it is.  Everyone loves the undeveloped lake so we can enjoy the natural scenery.
Please keep raystown lake the way it is.  It is already too crowded with boats.  We enjoy the natural setting and enjoy the peaceful surroundings of the lake.  Do not develop the peninsula.  We 
are from Lancaster and have been coming to the lake for many years.  We own a cabin near the lake.
Please keep  the lake the way it is undeveloped.  We don't need more boats on an already crowded lake.  Plus protect the natural environment  
Please designate hawns peninsula as environmentally sensitive and do not allow any more development.  The lake is already very crowded with boats.
Please do not allow any development at raystown lake.  The lake is already crowded.  Please keep the lake in its natural state.
I am writing to express my concern and dislike regarding the potential development of the Hawns Bridge area.  I come to Raystown for the solitude, peaceful waters, and surrounding, non-
developed land around the water.  Adding this developed area raises concern regarding over commercializing the lake, making it a "touristy-type" destination, and will take away from the 
current atmosphere that the lake provides. 
Thank you for your time, I hope my comments are appreciated as Raystown Lake has become a weekend family get-away and what I hope to become a tradition for generations to come.

Zone 4 - Allow shower house in Walnut Hickory Camp
Need better enforcement of no wake zones.  Striper fishing must be protected - environment in Zone 1 especially.
I have fished for striped bass, hybrids, bass, and other fish species on Raystown Lake for over 20 years.  I agree with the comments of the Pennsylvania Striped Bass Association that a marina or 
marinas located on the Hawn Peninsula would have a detrimental effect on the health of the fishery and violate the Dam's mission to protect fish and wildlife.  While some non-intrusive 
recreational development on the Hawn Peninsula may be appropriate, the scale of these proposed marinas would be inconsistent with safe boating and with the survival of aquatic species.  
They would do serious harm to striped bass angling businesses that have thrived in the Raystown area for many year as there would be fewer fish and fewer customers.  For those reasons I wish 
to oppose the changes to the master plan and recommend their rejection.  Thank you very much.
This project is a great idea and one of the only perspective opportunities for creating jobs and tax revenue in Huntingdon County.
I support this project so that others can enjoy the beauty of Central Pa.
I am the owner of several local businesses.  I am in support of opening up the Hawn's Bridge area for potential, sustainable development initiatives.  Our communities and the businesses in 
them could benefit.  My family, employees, and the citizens of the area value our natural resources.  Any development should be in keeping with sound, environmentally friendly projects and 
practices.  Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the conversation.
I am in favor of all upgrades except the new 150 slip marina.  The lake is crowded already regarding safety issues and boaters.  We will consider going elsewhere  if the new marina is approved.  
Have been boating since '85.



Dear US Army Corps of Engineers,  Our family has been boating and fishing on Raystown Lake for 30 years.  It has been an absolute treasure of memories for our whole family from a 
recreational area for pleasure boating, as well as a haven for early morning fishing exhibitions.  We are absolutely against any changes that would add to the boat number on the lake.   We have 
loved the area so much that we have purchased a second home near the seven points marina.  Already we have often experienced an unsafe number of boats on the week-ends and have 
witnessed some very dangerous potential boating accidents.   We would be apposed to any change of designation of the area around Hawns Bridge Peninsula that would allow for intensive 
recreation or the building of a marina.  This area is a treasure for fisherman due to the striped Bass habitat where the fish remain year round, due to the water temperature and dissolved 
oxygen levels.  In addition it is well know in this area there is series of underwater structure that provide underwater habitat for the striped bass.  Finally if you have ever boated around or near 
the present resort area, it can hardly be called pleasure boating, the upper end of the lake is needed to have safe recreational boating. Plus the upper end of the lake is the perfect to tie up 
along the shore and on a nice week-end you will see hundreds of boats just tied up along the shore across from mile marker two just enjoying family swimming or recreate.   The proposed 
marina would destroy that beautiful area, destroy natural habitat for striped bass, and add to an already dangerous amount of boats per acres of water. Thank- you for hearing our concerns!!!

1.  Restrict HP on Lake. 2.  More kayak access. 3. Keep no wake by Seven Points beach area.  4.  Release land back to original landowners/heirs.
As a long standing family who not only has used the lake for 25+ years, but also a family who has bought property at the Trough Creek area, please do not add another marina on this lake.   It is 
already becoming so dangerous and stressful on the weekends.  The Snyder’s Run area is most beautiful.  It would be a  great loss for  Thank you for allowing me to express my deep concerns. 
to be so commercial.  A resort, campground, restaurant, ok.   It could be a beautiful attraction.  Weddings could be done there, etc.    Please no more boats.   You will ruin the best lake in 
Pennsylvania and our beautiful Peninsula.
We have been boaters on the lake for 20 years.  We also live part time in the trough creek area.
We would love to have the no wake areas near Tatman launch moved back where they originally were located. The surplus of people on jet skis and their rudeness or lack of education of rules 
makes it very dangerous while launching.
The removal of the no wake zone at the beginning of the great Trough creek has made one of the nicest areas, into a James Creek tight unenjoyable hang out.  Please consider placing the no 
wake signs back much further.
If daily usage fees were reinstated, perhaps a dock for people who need to tieoff to launch out could be built away from the actual launch.?
Thank you for allowing us to state our concerns.
I support our public land and do not want Hawn’s Peninsula developed.
Please do not commercialize Raystown Lake any further.  I have been visiting the Lake for 40 years. Over that time, I have seen the lake become more polluted and dangerous to maneuver a 
water craft. When the Resort was built at the upper part of the lake, boat traffic got so bad that I no longer go to that section of the lake. I see more trash in the water and it is not clear as it 
once was. Please do not let money and greed ruin this natural environment. I have seen in the past outsiders coming in and tearing up the land that is unrecognizable to what it was. I cannot see 
how a facility that is proposed to be built on the lake could support itself in the off season. I can see this organization turning this resort into a casino and bring crime and burden to Huntingdon. 
Please save the Lake. It’s the best attraction in Pa. Thank for your attention to my request. 


Please do not commercialize Raystown Lake any further. 
I have been visiting the Lake for 40 years. Over that time, I have seen the lake become more polluted and dangerous to maneuver a water craft. When the Resort was built at the upper part of 
the lake, boat traffic got so bad that I no longer go to that section of the lake. I see more trash in the water and it is not clear as it once was. Please do not let money and greed ruin this natural 
environment. I have seen in the past outsiders coming in and tearing up the land that is unrecognizable to what it was. I cannot see how a facility that is proposed to be built on the lake could 
support itself in the off season. I can see this organization 
turning this resort into a casino and bring crime and burden to Huntingdon. Please save the Lake. It’s the best attraction in Pa. Thank for your attention to my request. 

Very Exciting, I support the project.



I am in favor of the proposed Hawn's Peninsula Recreation Area in Zone 1 of the Master Plan.  I believe this to be a positive addition to the lake and to the community as it will boost the 
economy of the area.  That said, it needs to be environmentally friendly.
I would like to also see additional parking spaces at the launch ramps in Zones 1 and 2 specifically.  This is necessary with, or without the new marina and recreational area.  We are short on 
parking spaces on the weekends (Saturdays).
I believe each zone has it's unique charm and personality and I appreciate visiting each area for specific things.  I do believe that Party Cove in Zone 3 should be closely monitored and perhaps 
water quality samples taken on weekends when all the boats are "rafting up."
I do still wish the dam had not been built as I miss my homestead, now approximately 140 feet under water.  However, I also know that Huntingdon would be a ghost town without the tourism 
created by the lake.
As a member of the Huntingdon County Community and a frequent user of Lake Raystown, I would like to take this time to answer some of your questions concerning the future use of 
Raystown Lake and it's Master Plan.
I am a full range user of the Lake (hunting, fishing, hiking, swimming, skiing, boating, etc.)  The natural environment surrounding the lake is important to me.  Every year I am hunting and fishing 
in the area of the Hawn's Peninsula area of the lake.  But I also see the area for what it is and what it was originally designed for, flood control, recreation, and energy and a subset of that is 
economic growth to our area.
I have long hoped for a "fine dining" option on the northern end of the Lake.  I am certainly in favor of the proposed resort, but would request that if this is incorporated in the Master Plan that 
the Master Plan would make it clear that any new growth around the lake be environmentally friendly an be incorporated into the current landscape.
I have no problem w upgrading and expanding the existing facilities that are on the lake now.   But developing hawns peninsula is not in the best interest of anyone that uses the lake.  It 
certainly isn't going to improve the lake and will be detrimental to wildlife and the lake itself.  Please allow the pristine areas of the lake to remain as they are.

I am in favor of the revision of the Master Plan to include the Hawn’s Peninsula Recreation Area.  I believe this would be vital to the economy of Lake Raystown and the surrounding areas.  
Please revise the master plan to include this project.  Thank-you.
No changes needed. The lake is a great place and already too busy on the waterways during boating season
I adamantly oppose any projects that add to powered boat access to include Hawn's Peninsula resort.
I am opposed to any revision plan that adds to the total number of boats on the lake. On holidays like Memorial day, July 4th, and Labor day, the boating experience is not a fun one except for 
those with ocean vessels. The no wake zones have dwindled to the point of non-existence and those same zones are polluted with ocean vessels tired of making waves for everyone else (even 
they require a break from the bustling activity). I would have less issues with sites similar to Nancy's boat to shore except that there is no accountability for those boaters who dump in and park 
in a place like Snyder's lot (not the public launch the private landowner). Excluding these boaters from the grand total is a misrepresentation of the total boats on the lake at any given time. In 
summary, any plan revision that adds boats to the bottomline is a recipe for increased tragedies and disasters.

I appreciate the ability to comment on the master plan and thank you for taking the time to solicit feeback.  My concern is for the long tern preservation of the lake's habitat, specifically the 
potential for new campsites, a new marina, and recreational development of Hawn's Peninsula.  I feel that the lake has plenty of land dedicated to recreational activities and does not need any 
additional develpment.  Additional boat traffic, camping, and vehicle/person traffic will severelyaffect the beauty and enjoyment of the lake.  I have never had an issue finding a campsite or 
launching my boat, even on the busiest of summer days.  There is plenty of traffic and people enjoying the lake and I strongly feel that additional development will tip the balance negatively.  I 
can't imagine driving the lake and having to clean up more trash on the water than is already present. (I like to help where I can!).  Please do not permit any additional development on  this 
beautiful lake!
No to Hawn's.  Keep the lake the way it is.
Major concerns regarding the proposed development of Hawn's Peninsula:  increased traffic, water supplies and the water table, sewage disposal, garbage disposal, pollution - land and water, 
putting greed and money above protecting the environment.
I am opposed to any development on Hawn's Peninsula and the National Forest on Terrace Mountain.  These areas should be classified as environmentally sensitive and low density limited 
recreation areas.  Zone 1 is special and unique and should be protected in the new Master Plan - protected for future generations and protection from private commercial greed.  I value the 
wide variety of plant and animal species and the pristine beauty of the lake and surrounding woods.



I support public land and do not wish to see Hawn's peninsula being developed.
 I am a lifelong resident of Huntingdon county and support the development of the Hawn's Bridge Peninsula project and would encourage the Army Corps of Engineers to amend the Raystown 
Lake Master Plan to allow the project to go forward.
Concentrating recreation too much in one area could encroach upon and harm wildlife.
I am against the proposed new marina. The lake is crowded already, boat launch parking lots are full to capacity. If more recreation is needed why not build it where access is feasible , With it's 
own public launch and parking lot. If this resort had a launch and lot nobody would want to haul our the mountain to get to it. I can see too many negatives on why this marina shouldn't be built.

Many issues are confronting this revision plan. Please consider each point made by the Coalition to Protect and Preserve the Hawn Peninsula. Our public deserves a fair and responsible revision 
to ensure environmental protection of this lake. So many of the lakes in PA are developed and the natural beauty is lost for generations.
I see nothing in this plan appears to be in the best interest of the health of the lake. It adds to the overcrowded nature of the lake. A lake all ready over crowed with boats making it unsafe to 
young and old alike. The development disturbs critical nesting areas for fish and animals. And, the water quality will deteriorate. the area which will deteriorate more crimes. The only positive 
will be the few big business owners, not the taxpayers. Who do you serve, the community or big business. 
Put any new marina mile marker #4.  Best let the present marinas enlarge.  Zone 1 - The area proposed marina - best place to learn to ski.  Great fishing.  Will ruin the view of the most beautiful 
lookout on the lake.  I think there is a cave on the mountain.  We have tons of wild animals.  Let them alone.
You have enough things do not add anything else it would just cause problems!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Please reduce boat motor size to ten horsepower to make the lake more friendly to kayaks, canoes and rowboats.

In your revision of the master plan for Raystown Lake I hope you will consider the following items.
In terms of boat traffic on the lake-it seems to me it is already overused. I would suggest that you do not allow for more access for power/motor boats. 
I personally prefer to canoe and kayak and I think Raystown offers a great place for this. I go to Raystown to get away from the busyness and get back to nature and when possible a little 
solitude. I would like to see the land stay as it is as much as possible. I believe that along with me most of the people who come to Raystown come to experience nature and the beauty of the 
area and do not want to see further development. 
If there is to be further development I would suggest that it be as far removed from the shores as possible as I along with others come to see the natural beauty of the outdoors and not condos, 
hotels or resort centers. 
I would like to see Raystown stay as natural and unspoiled as it is for all to enjoy.
My name is Blake Garlock, and I am a hunter, angler, public land owner and outdoor enthusiast. I recently heard that a developer is attempting to put in a resort on Hawn’s Peninsula along 
Raystown Lake. 
I speak for the blue collar outdoorsmen and women when I say that we do not need this. Although development is certainly important (in some cases a priority), this one is not. We have a great 
balance between development and remoteness near the lake now, and disturbing this peninsula will only damage hunting, fishing, and opportunities to view wildlife and nature (natural nature, 
not where a developer puts flora and fauna in a building and call it a “viewing center”).
Please don’t allow my land to be developed.
1.  No increase of boat traffic on lake.  2.  Keeping the lake as is today with  upgrades to current features.  The lake is pretty much at capacity.  3.  Remove from plan additions at mile marker 4 
for launch and restaurant.  4.  remove from plan upper corner road for convention center.
In 1998 the boat study stated that only 25% of the boaters who had seasonal docks where on the lake. The study at that time showed the lake @ capacity. 2018 is thirty years later. Boat traffic 
has increased over the years to include jet skis, kayaks, stand up boards etc. and much larger boats with increased horse power. WE DO NOT NEED another marina to only increase the 
conjestion on the lake.
As of 2018 there are 1,596 boat and dry docks available.This does not include 725 spaces at public launches and additional spaces avilable through the campgrounds on corp property and 
surrounding private campgrounds are not a part of this number. The lake is very conjested as of now NO MORE additional launch areas or marinas should be considered. NO Changes of any kind 
to the lake.
Current Master Plan shows possible Convention Center on Upper Corners Road. This area should be changed to a low density area. This area is a prime area that is widely used for the hunting of 
Deer, Bear, Turkey and small game. Please change to low density area.



Area on lake known as Beer Barrel should go back to a NO WAKE AREA. This was always a no wake zone but was changed about three years ago. This was always a very nice area to go to excape 
the high volume of traffic on the main channel. Please consider making this change back to a NO WAKE ZONE.
I would hope when doing the boat capacity study that the 100ft. no wake along all shore lines is taken into consideration. Most boaters are not aware of this rule since it is not posted anywhere 
or marked..
I am a slip holder at Seven Points Marina and was told at the beginning of the season that I would receive a survey which would be done thru the army corp. This survey was to be sent out June 
or July. Word is that approval from OMB is holding up this process, can you respond?
I think there are plenty of boats on the lake especially on weekends with all the launches being full.  Why destroy the most pristine part of the lake at Hawn's Bridge.
My family and I enjoy the lake for boating,fishing,and relaxing while spending quality time with family and friends .I certainly believe there is an immediate need to expand boat trailer parking at 
the James Creek and Tatman Run areas .Perhaps the current parking areas could be designated for boat trailer parking while a separate parking area  be made for vehicle parking only .On many 
occasion dozens of vehicles park in area near the launch site and basically hog such spots while camping at Nancy’s for a week .It is not uncommon to find all parking spaces full by 10 am .Trucks 
and vehicles are parked there overnight to insure they have a boat trailer parking space anytime the next day or throughout the week .My concerns include too much alcohol consumption and 
loud music in the party coves no wake areas .Overall ,the lake is a tremendous asset to the area businesses and certainly prevent flooding and the associated loss and damages which would 
result .Thank you !
I believe due care and due process and study of boating impact and environmental issues should be given in evaluating the Hawn's Bridge peninsula for further development through the Master 
Plan revision effort. 
I believe the development of the resort would have a greatly positive impact on the region and the towns in the area as per the Southern Alleghenies Economic Impact Study, and that 
recreational opportunities for both local residents and tourists would be increased through this usage of federal land. 
Thank you so much for making us a wonderful playground.  Also thank you for taking care of our environment.  We've been boating for 40 years and we love it at Lake Raystown.

hello – I just attempted to use the official comment page to submit my feedback, however, the page does not appear to be working at this time. 
Below are my comments which I attempted to submit on 9/30/18. 
 I  I have been boating on Raystown Lake since I was three years old. I am now 44 and bring my own children to Rayatown as often as possible. My parents have a house boat that they keep at 
the marina and we just spent a week camping at Raystown in July. I am extremely concerned that the army corps is considering an out of state oil baron developer as a purchaser of the most 
beautiful and pristine area of Raystown lake. This Lake is a jewel that belongs to the citizens of PA, not to a Texas oil billionaire. I simply can’t imagine the lake with any additional traffic on it or 
allowing this pristine area to be ruined by an unwanted, unnecessary resort. The traffic and shorelines are already overrun with day boaters who don’t take care of this beautiful lake. 
Instead, we need more resources to be dedicated to preserving the lakes nature beauty, animals scenery and family atmosphere. Please do not approve this development! Thank you!

My wife and I currently use the lake for multiple purposes. We enjoy hiking the scenic trails, taking our boats out for the weekend (cruising as well as fishing), taking advantage of the vast array 
of fish species(which could use some higher populations) as well as using it as a meeting area for my out of area customers. I would love to see the new resort and marina approved. The 
addition of a year round facility would do wonders for the local economy. In addition to the economic benefits from what I have seen Mr. Roberts plans would have great environmental upside. 
It's another place where teachers would have easy access to get students into nature and learn their environment. Thank you for the opportunity to express my views on what I hope the future 
of Raystown will be.
Please for the ove of God do not let this happen. The man has 1200 acres now. Don't let him take 400 acres of public property. The public property, as it is now, everyone can use. If this man 
develops it will not only eliminate the public use but destroy habitat that we will never get back. People come to yhe lake for the beauty and mountains. They hunt and fish all over that area. 
That will be gone and changed forever.  Let him build what he wants on HIS ground. Please do not let him alter or take public property. The  money is not worth the cost. Thank you for your 
time.
I would like to voice my wholehearted support for this project. Huntingdon county needs every possible opportunity to offer people work and/or recreation. This lake is huge and still offers 
plenty of room for nature, even with this small project. This project can only improve the lake and our area.



To whom it may concern, 
Please do not allow this proposed resort to be built on this ecologically and historically significant part of our land. Please do not allow a few to capitalize on the destruction and eventual 
development of beautiful, natural landscapes such as Raystown lake. Not only will the land, flora, and fauna suffer due to continued fragmentation and increased human activity, but also will 
fall victim to increased litter, waste, sound and light pollution...all things that are already too prevelent in our beautiful forests. Please resist the those claims that a new resort will help the local 
economy, as that is a one-sided, Short-sighted argument with gains for only a few people, but losses to many. 
Thank you for your consideration. 


Public Land should stay public for all to use and not privatized for some individual to gain profit specifically around Raystown lake.
The area around Hawn's Peninsula harbors a large portion of Raystown Lake's smallmouth bass population.  The south side of the peninsula is a wintering area and to the north is the largest 
spawning flat on the northern half of the lake.  Commercial development could result in a major loss of habitat.  Bass fishing on Raystown is a major boost to the local economy and a passion for 
many of us.  We recommend keeping this portion of the lake in limited use as far as development.
I believe the lake is just fine as it is.  Raystown is a beautiful lake to go to because it is not commercialized like the rest of the lakes.   I personally don’t want to see a resort put on the lake along 
with many others.  There also could be some more parking at the ramps.
Please do not develop any more shoreline of Raystown Lake. This is one of the few areas where you can go and not see development, just the raw beauty she is. That cannot be replaced or have 
a value placed on it.
I’m opposed
i am oppossed to the new hawns project, there is enough boat traffic on the lake as it is
Raystown Lake is a unique resource for recreation, outdoor activities, economic development, community, and the environment. It is also ingrained in our identity as County residents. Many 
locals and visitors spend a large number of days throughout the year enjoying "The Lake". Others have an even deeper connection because they or their family previously owned property that is 
now incorporated into federal lands. I personally spent much time as a child and young adult fishing and hunting at Raystown Lake. I hunted Hawns Peninsula for many years.  
I understand the deep personal connection that many have to this place, but our area has not fully reaped the economic potential. I fully support additional, balanced, prudent, and 
environmentally sustainable development of the Hawns Bridge area in a way that brings additional economic and recreational opportunities. Other than several holidays each year, the lake is 
not overly busy and could easily support the additional boats proposed.

I am a life-long resident of Cassville and am in full support of the revision of the Raystown Lake Master Plan to include the development of the Terrace Mountain Resort and Hawn's Bridge 
Marina.  This would provide lake access to residents on the eastern side and would create much-needed job opportunities and economic growth for the entire area.

I serve as chair of the Board of Commissioners in Blair County, immediately to the west of Huntingdon County.
I strongly support the initiative to develop a high-end lodging resort near Lake Raystown in Huntingdon County.  The economic impact of this investment would provide a dramatic boost not just 
to Huntingdon but also surrounding counties.  This addition would take Lake Raystown as a destination to the next level and provide construction, hospitality, and additional ancillary 
employment opportunities to our area.

Please reconsider the calculations fo0r the capacity of the lake to carry boats. The concept that each boat will use approx. six acres of area must be wrong. The lake is already too crowded on 
the weekends. It is not enjoyable due to the number and types of watercraft racing around in all directions. Please do not increase the launch sites or the marina moorage. As for the lodge , 
make sure it is  it is well hidden from all angles, from the lake and from the road. Be sure to require that the roads have the capacity to carry the traffic.

Return the lake to the local municipalities as the constitution gives you no authority over it.



I have been coming to the lake since it was created. I have watch the Rothrock State Park be turned into Lake Raystown Resort that was enough. Traveling across America most lakes are WAY 
over developed. What makes Raystown Lake so special is the fact that the US Army Corps owns all the surrounding lake land.
It is your duty to protect this natural lake shore and mountain areas to keep it natural for generations to come.
The Lake is over developed and crowded now. I for the last five years will not get near the lake on weekends as it is dangerous. We do NOT need anymore boat traffic up there, just this morning 
of facebook was a video of a new 20 foot racing boat doing 126 MPH on the lake CRAZY.
Please keep the lake natural and do not let ANYMORE development around the Raystown Lake what so ever.
I feel that Raystown Lake is at maximum capacity for the amount of watercraft on it.  Any addition watercraft will only add to more pollution, drownings and boating accidents.  The lower end of 
the lake is quiet and almost untouched. I sincerely hope it stays that way.  The only change I feel is needed is every boat should have some type of toilet on it.  I don’t appreciate seeing people 
use the lake as their toilet.    
The development of Hawn's Peninsula is an unsafe location.  The boat traffic in this area is very high and this area is also a high wind area.  The other marinas on this lake are in coves not write 
out in the main lake.
Boat parking fills up at 10am it was told that in years past that meant the lake was full.  Why now could we possibly add more slips /camping/hotel?  The lake can not handle that much more 
traffic.  It will be dangerous for younger kids, canoes, and swimming, tubing if more traffic is added to the dam area.
I am writing you to explain why in my eyes I don't feel like new development on lake Raystown is a good idea. I have been coming to Raystown with my family for 20+ years. When we first 
started coming it was a very quiet lake no wal mart or large stores in town, no heavy boat launch traffic , could find a wonderful beach area to park the boat, swim let the dogs run and enjoy the 
day. Now 20 years later it's packed if you don't have you boat in by 10am and have a nice Beach area to park and swim for the day your not going to have a good day. The shore lines are packed, 
the water is rough, dangerous to ski or tube, can't kayak or you might be taken out by big boats. If there is new development on the lake for more traffic on the dam end it going to be very 
dangerous and over crowded. Please don't allow this the lake can't take anymore boat traffic. We launch at Snyder's Run so we know first hard how busy that end of the lake it. Please say no for 
our safety!!
I'm Cari Gustafson and I live in Centre County. We own a boat that is kept at Seven Points Marina at Raystown Lake. I'm writing to express that I support keeping our public lands around 
Raystown Lake as they are. I do not support any development of Hawn's Peninsula. Thank you.
Dear Members:  I am requesting a no vote on this project.  It seems to me from seeing the poor state of retail establishments in Huntingdon and surrounding areas near the resort that the 
existing facility has not been of a significant aid to the local economy.  The money generated is, i suspect, for the most part going away from our area. I see no reason to believe that the same 
would not be true of the proposed facility.  I believe that there are better ways to benefit our area and provide jobs and stable income for us, the local residents.  We have many former factory 
sites sitting empty and idle; attracting industries to take advantage of these would be a better use of our area's assets.  Two or three shifts of full time jobs will do more for the area and 
residents that what is essentially a place for entertainment at the expense of something not being made anymore-wild areas.   

We have been camping at Raystown since 1976 and have made many memories! We have seen the lake getting busier and busier! Hoping that no more Marinas, restaurants or convention 
centers are added at the lake! The natural beauty of the shoreline is great! It is always nice that you can go out in the boat and tie up to the shoreline and never being in anyone’s front yard! 
The only change could be possibly a limit on speed, to help with the safety on the lake! 
Improvements at the campsites could be more gravel at the sites to help with the mud problem when it rains! Some of the sites become a big mud puddle which creates a safety issue when 
plugging into the electric!
We feel strongly alcohol control should be monitored MORE.  People drinking all day in coves then driving to boat launch and car while I am on water.  BIG PROBLEM!!  Also boat that CLEARLY 
belong on bigger bodies of water coming down lake too fast with front raised up not able to see in front.
I feel the best plan for Hawn's Peninsula is to leave it natural.  I have serious concerns about high-intensity development and it's impact on the unique species that exist there.  There are other 
areas of the lake that could be developed with less negative environmental impact.
I would like to see a bike trail that could be used by all family members and easily accessible.  Suggestion:  Use old RR Bed near Aitch?  Reserve a section of lake in remote area for kayaks and 
canoes.



I am writing to inform you that you should NOT be selling our land to outsiders.This area is beautiful to our county.  It contains an undeveloped natural state, full of wildlife such as birds, bears, 
bats, beavers, turkey and ruffed grouse, plus home to many many kinds of fish.  I believe its development for hotels, marinas and whatever else imaginable is not  in the best interest of our lake 
nor our county.  As it is now, we have enough marinas and the lake is way over crowded with boats and other craft.  It is dangerous enough out there without adding more congestion.  We 
already have enough natural  beautiful beaches for the lake.  For the record, as a Huntingdon County taxpayer, I oppose the  peninsula's development.  Tell the Texan to take his money 
elsewhere.
Please do not let the resort be built under the overlook. Anywhere but the overlook! It’s the best place on the lake to enjoy the view. This would destroy that for good. We were all for the resort 
until we saw where it was supposed to be. Please protect this area! Thanks!
I am against Hawn's Peninsula as I feel it will ruin the integrity of Raystown Lake and that is what makes this lake special.  Allowing this is making it more commercial.  You cannot even fish or 
enjoy the natural beauty of this lake if you OVER commercialize it.
1.  No changes to Master Plan.  2.  No changes to Master Plan.  3.  Concerned about new marina - boat is too crowded as it is.   4.  I value the undeveloped areas of the lake.  Keep the lake as it is.

A dock at Trough creek would be nice!
1.  No changes to the lake.  2.  Keep the lake as it is.  3.  For the environment, keep the lake as it is.  4.  I value peace and quiet.
So many people enjoy Raystown Lake as it is.  Please don't make it into a resort for rich people.  If this project goes forward it will have a domino effect on the surrounding area and those of us 
who love this area will not support this effort.  
I have been visiting Raystown Lake for over 40 years.  My husband and I were dating when we first came to the lake in his father's boat.  Our children proudly call this lake their second home.    
We have gone from trailering a 19 1/2 foot boat to a large houseboat.  I do NOT want anything about the lake changed.  It is amazing to talk to other people in other parts of the country and 
when you describe our lake, they are in awe.  There is nothing like Raystown Lake where you can find privacy, a cove to yourself, and serenity.  Please do NOT change anything about the lake.  
Keep all the extra marinas, glamping, lodges, restaurants and other additions on other properties.    Please keep our lake as it is

As a resident of Huntingdon County I find that I do not utilize the Raystown Lake area as often as I should.  My family and I value hiking as a recreational opportunity.  We would suggest more 
hiking trails that lead to interesting waypoints (such as a vista or primitive swimming location) in all 5 zones.  Lake Champlain in Vermont is a great model - on our vacations there, we enjoyed 
several different short and long hikes to find a swimming location for the afternoon.  Raystown Lake does have Parks Orchard as one access point like this, but the area is often clogged with 
motorboats and the trail could be extended to make more room for small groups to find their own swimming area.  I look forward to utilizing the shelter on the Terrace Mountain Trail and think 
that increased backcountry camping access in all 5 zones is a good idea that fits with the Allegrippis crowd that is attracted to the lake already.

There are many sample letters that we could copy and send but we think it is better to just say that we totally oppose the proposed development for the same reasons stated by the Audubon 
society and other groups. This new development would ruin the ecology of the area and possibly exterminate sensitive species while providing an "environmental center" to show us what used 
to thrive here.
We think that some local officials are influenced by the promised jobs and money that the resort will bring to the area but we think that these numbers are highly inflated and unreasonable. 
Building a resort will probably bring some jobs in the short term but we do not see this resort as a long term profitable venture for the developer and feel that it will not generate the promised 
revenue.
Once this beautiful area is gone and the native plants and animals pushed out we will be left with a man made resort which will probably not be profitable in the long term and will be a blight on 
the landscape. 

We currently use the lake for boating and fishing and adjacent areas for hiking and birdwatching.
We do not feel that additional facilities are needed as have noticed that the motels and restaurants already in the area and not fully utilized.
We are concerned about the proposed development of the area. This will destroy lots of important animal habitat and we have serious doubts that it will bring in the profits and the visitors that 
are hoped for. It seems that a lot of beautiful land will be damaged and that the development will not succeed. 
The Raystown area is pristine and once you destroy that, it can not be gotten back. We do not need more recreation facilities and the native animals certainly do not need to lose any more 
habitat.



Please do not allow the developer to build the marina on Hawns peninsula. My wife and I moved the area from New York. The lake is a beautiful place and I would not like to see more 
development on the lake. Thank you.
ATV Trails, No launches, No boats, No more access to lake
No extra parking, too many boat, no more bikes
No more parking lots.  Too many boats on lake.  No building on Upper Corners road or beer barrel cove.  No more marinas.  ATV trails.
No more biking trails.  Too many boats.  Camping is fine the way it is.  ATV Trails.
Please consider denying the changes to Hawns Penisula.  This lake is already over run with boats on the weekends.  150 more slips will make this a very dangerous place.  Please consider the 
wildlife that will be impacted by this proposal.  
Those of us who frequent the lake take pride in its beauty  as it is currently.
The income that is projected to the area in my opinion is over stated.  
Part time jobs are just that.  
How much more pollution will be added by this resort?
How many bass fisherman will vacate this lake?
How many locals will be forced to go elsewhere or simply give up boating because you have taken away a perfect setting?
Will the developer volunteer his time to clean up the lake after flooding?  
Will the developer ever come to this lake or just collect the profits?
Please don’t ruin our lake!!!!!
As a boater, environmentalist, camper, hiker,  animal observer, angler of strippers, and patron of Raystown lake for many many years, I am not in favor of the disruption and development of 
land, or any type of resort anywhere on Raystown lake. Especially Hawns Peninsula. Many people feel the same way as I do. Please, I beg you, leave the land in its natural state.

Please allow our few precious remaining open spaces and public land from being developed on or having access denied. It is your responsibility.
We live in Shippensburg, and travel to the lake over several mountains to get to seven points. We would very much like to see lake access on the southern side of the lake with launches and 
parking available. We usually try to tent for a week or two in summer and have terrible luck in getting reservations near the water. They sell out as soon as they are available. This is a huge 
problem as people want to stay at the lake, not near it... The Susquehannock camp has been neglected and has no where to bring a boat ashore due to rocks battling the erosion there on the 
point. We felt as if we were at the ocean last year there it was so rough, once we got it anchored, we didn't want to move the boat. We launched from 7 points and found several times that 
there was no parking available to us even as campers at Susquehannock. We then ended up dropping the trailer and leaving it at a nearby overflow lot. I am interested in helping organize or 
donating time to get these improvements.
Please do not allow privatization of Lake Raystown. It will destroy what Lake Raystown is best known for. There isn't many lakes around in the US that have no homes on the banks of the lake. 
Plus bringing another 150 dock parking spaces to the lake will only add to the congestion at the lake. My family has enjoyed this like for 30 plus years and I see nothing good coming from a 
private person from Texas (not even local to the area) to build a millionaires playground on what White Collared people enjoy. There will be more speed boats added with this privatization 
which will only make boating at the lake more dangerous. I hope my comments will be considered.

As large as this Lake/water source is we only have two public swim areas - 7 Points and Tatum Run. I would love to see more swim areas added. What is needed for this to be considered?

I am opposed to changing the Master Plan at Raystown Lake to allow for the proposed development on Hawn's Peninsula. Our federally managed public lands wild lands should not be handed 
off to the highest bidder so that he can privatize their value and forever strip Americans of  access to their own property. 
As stewards of Raystown Lake, I ask that you deny current and future attempts to build on Hawn's Peninsula. 
In addition I support the designation of the Hawn's Bridge peninsula as an Environmentally Sensitive Area and the designation of Terrace Mountain as a Low Density Recreation area.



I strongly believe there should be no development of the Hawns Bridge peninsula.  The peninsula is one of the most scenic parts of the lake, and development would irreversibly destroy that 
beauty.  Raystown lake is unique with its undeveloped, wild shorelines, and development would remove that attraction.  In addition, that section of the lake is busy with boat traffic, and adding 
a marina would cause additional boat traffic and congestion, not to mention making the navigable channels even narrower and more crowded.  I strongly oppose the development of this 
peninsula so that we can keep Raystown lake's pristine, undeveloped shores that makes the lake a unique destination.

I am a local land owner near Raystown Lake. Recently I became aware of new possible additional development of Raystown lake. I feel this is not needed. First off we do not need an additional 
150 boats on Lake Raystown. I feel this would create boating congestion on the Lake. Second, how much habitat would have to be destroyed for this additional development? Considering what 
has been proposed, I believe it would be significant. Also the additional traffic load to local roads would increase as well. These are just 3 reasons I am objecting to the additional development 
being discussed and I'm sure I can come up with more.  Please leave the Lake alone and do not allow any additional development of this fine recreational  area in and around the Lake. 

I am writing in response to the Raystown Lake MP Revision. I grew up camping at Raystown Lake and my parents bought a house on Parks Road circa 2006. I've grown up knowing Raystown Lake 
to be a quiet, clean, and fun environment to all visitors. With the proposed revisions, my family and I's experience at the lake would be greatly tainted if Parks Road were to be extended and 
opened for public parking. Additionally, any sanctions placed on motorboats in our region of the lake could also negatively impact my family and I from using our boat. Raystown Lake is a family 
lake that should not be commercialized for monetary gain. I urge you to not accept these revisions to the master plan.

If a new development, of the caliber proposed, is added to Raystown Lake the quality of living will for plants, animals, residents, and recreation visitors will significantly deteriorate.
On any given weekend the boating traffic is congested at best.  Our family avoids weekends and holidays on the lake due high volume of boat traffic.
I frequently scuba dive the lake and have seen first hand all the plastic, glass, aluminum, and other trash that has found it's way to the lake floor.  A new resort and marina will only add to this 
enviornmental trauma. Say 'No' to the Hawns Bridge development proposal.

Want to see continued support for the environmental stewardship program including wildlife management and forest health.
We travel to the lake from Hershey.  Additional development would impact negatively on Snyders Run Boat Launch area.  It gets very congested now.  The dock should be tripled in size now.  It 
is nearly impossible to pick up or drop off passengers at the dock when other boats are docked.  Thank you
I am writing to voice my support for the development of Hawn's Bridge Recreation Area on Raystown Lake.  The area is in need of the 300 jobs and potential $3.8 million in annual taxes the 
development can provide.  This development can be accomplished in a way that does not hurt wildlife or detract from the beauty of the area.
Zone 1 - No development.  Please leave nature the way it is.
Please do not allow the development of Hawn's Peninsula.  The lake is busy enough during the summer and this project will not provide the jobs they claim. Please leave this area as a natural 
place, the habitat for many animals!
Would love to see hp limit on boats, restriction of overnight parking by houseboats and jet ski use in designated area only.  If there's such a big waiting list for boat slips you're not charging 
enough - simple econ 101.
Zone 1 - No high density usage on Hawn's Bridge Peninsula.  I value the lake for it's natural beauty and wildlife.  Possible damage to Striper habitat would be devastating and a slap in the face to 
the Striper Club's ongoing efforts.
Zone 3 - My favorite.  Wildlife abounds and is viewable when lake traffic is down and it's quiet.  Any thought to expanding the no wake zone out to Pee Wee Island?  Would like to see dedicated 
non-motorized boat launch area.  Any way to partner up with Trough Creek State Park for a spot?
Question 4.  Pristine, quiet.
3.  Need for additional parking.  Ramp to restroom too steep for a person with a disability.  Need for longer spaces for trailer.
I want to see the natural environment and beauty of Raystown Lake protected.  No new development (recreational or otherwise) on the eastern shore of the lake please.

Please do not allow any development of Hawn's peninsula, especially not the proposed new marina and hotel. There are already too many boats on Raystown lake and we need at least some of 
the lake to be preserved in a natural state, which is the attraction for a lot of visitors -- untouched nature!  



The proposed development of Hawn's peninsula would destroy one of the most beautiful parts of PA's largest inland lake. A marina and other construction would disturb the balance of nature -- 
animals, fish, vegetation, and human life. We don't need development or more boats here -- we need undisturbed places for hiking, quiet boating, and swimming. This project benefits the 
developer only, not the local population or the environment of Raystown lake. Please oppose it!
I do not support development of the Hawn's bridge peninsula into a marina. Keep this area as a natural area. Congestion is heavy on the water. The site does not naturally lend itself to easy 
development. Thanks.
Please keep Low Recreation Use designation for the Hawn’s Bridge peninsula.  That's the one nice thing about the lake is not having tons of infrastructure on the lake front, it retains is back 
woods feel.  
Rays town lake has long been one of Pennsylvania’s few public hunting areas. Public hunting is not right around every corner here in PA like it is in many other states. It would be devastating to 
lose any ground because of this fact. This is why I opppse the development of Raystown Lake.
My property is w/in line of sight of proposed projects.  I'm excited for this project to move forward w/ thoughtful consideration by the Corps, stakeholders, and the community.  The project 
does not come down to a binary resolution rather, there is a compromise to be had w/ competing interest all being heard.
I'm a property neighbor to the proposed development and a boater on the lake. Support of this project does not come easily because I appreciate the downsides that have been discussed by 
many including aesthetic impact, environmental impact, boating density, etc. I also believe that balanced and thoughtful development efforts can mitigate those issues and allow for economic 
expansion as a function of the Raysotwn project that would be a long-term boon for this region. For me, it comes down to an incredible faith in the Army Corps' talent and ability to simply do 
things well! I think the competing interests can be resolved through their management and stewardship in a way that allows the development in the Hawn's Bridge Area to move forward. Don't 
forget to address light pollution !
I strongly ask that any revision to the current management plan not allow for the building of this or any resort or development.  Please allow the Lake and its ecosystem to continue unchanged.

I am retiring to the are from the Dept of the Navy in a year. I do not want any development around the lake especially private homes. Keep the lake natural and the trail intact

Please don't allow big money and politics to ruin Raystown lake.   Raystown is one of the last remaining lakes that are truly remote on the East coast of the US.  With other lakes you are always 
in someone's yard.  Raystown is unique in that the shoreline is undeveloped and rustic. I grew up on Raystown lake when it first opened in the 70s and still enjoy going today.   The lake and 
facilities have been updated over the years but only minimally which makes it so nice.    It is very congested now on weekends near the marinas but at least you are able to get away from most 
of it by going up or down the lake.  Adding a new marina will limit areas to get away.    One person is trying to change the history and potential future of the lake for his own benefit.   I hope that 
the best judgement prevails, avoiding the influx of big money and political influence, so that Raystown Lake remains rural for future generations.    Thanks.  

I'm mostly a fisherman not a pleasure boater and mostly use the lake in the spring and fall -too many boats rippin and tearin around in the summer to fish -I'd like to see larger fines for littering -
I would not like to see any new facilities on the lake -I'd like to see the lake remain as natural as possible -What I hear from the local people (except those who make money off them) is that  the 
tourists  are rich pigs that have no common sense and create a lot of traffic -I tend to agree

Would like to see more hiking and biking trails in Zone #2 if possible.  Really think the direction of the lake is good.
I am concerned about the preservation of the sensitive environmental conditions which exist at Lake Raystown as well as the preservation of a space of peace and tranquility which, as 
development has occurred in my lifetime, has been greatly diminished.
“Rural Pennsylvania doesn’t fascinate the world, not generally.  Buy cyclically, periodically, its innards are of interest.  Bore it, strip it, set it on fire, a burnt offering to the collective need.”   —  
Jennifer Haig, 2016, “Heat and Light”
Dear Army Corps of Engineers staff,
I hope not to be too late in offering a few thoughts as you draw closed the comment period for the updated plan for the Raystown Lake property, and as I watch a growing debate with regards 
to the potential development of Hawn’s Peninsula by developer Rod Roberts of Lancer Resources.
Several months ago, I watched and listened to Rod and his group of developers present their tentative plans for the Hawn’s Peninsula “glamping” environmentally friendly marina / resort / 
meeting center / blitt blatt development, in a public meeting held at the Cassville fire hall.  It was an impressive presentation in some ways.  Impressive in a way that would, to many, make his 
plans look extremely attractive to a community in 



I urge you not to let this land be developed on. We are destroying this country by letting developers get rich and ultimately destroying native wildlife and the ecosystem. We need protected 
lands to be protected and not sold out to the companies who just want to get richer by destroying lands. This needs to stop!!!!
I wish to voice my support of the proposed resort at and abo Hawn’s penninsula. Please rezone the Hawn’s Penninsula area for high-density recreation.  Recreation is incrediblly important to 
the economy of our county.  With proper oversight, I believe the impact of the new marina and surroundings will have little or no negative effect on the use of the lake - and will greatly benefit 
most if not all county residents through tax revenue, jobs, and additional recreational opportunities.
Seven Points - limit cars w/o boat parking.
As a student I like the wilderness experience of the eastern side of the lake.  Keep the eastern side as low density recreation.  Thanks.
Following are my comments concerning the above. Thanks for your consideration.
Man has never developed, built or any thing else that compares to the beauty of nature. Every time land is developed a part of nature is destroyed forever. Now I realize people need to live 
somewhere so some destruction of nature may be necessary. Destroying nature to create play places though is much different. There are numerous play places already over the Raystown Lake 
area. Why are more play places needed? Why destroy nature to create more play places? 
Thanks again for your consideration.
Please don't allow this to happen. We need jobs in this community, but not this way. Protect the environment, its what you believe in, what you teach to kids in this area. It's what I was taught 
when I grew up here. I learned from the rangers at 7 points. You still teach it today. Don't sway from your principals now, because someone is flashing money around. Make a stand, show this 
community what you are made of, that you are for "us". The locals, who grew up here, that can't leave because of this lake and the beauty that surrounds us. The ones that are here year round, 
year after year, decade after decade. Don't fail us now.
I am writing concerning the proposed development in lake Raystown. As an active boater on the lake for over 30 years, I am concerned about the negative impact of additional development on 
lake raystown.
Specifically, I support the following statement.
  Hawns Bridge Peninsula should NOT be changed to allow for intensive recreation. That area should have a continued designation for restricted recreation.
Thank you for accepting comments on this.
I have grown up at Raystown Lake.  I consider it a second home.  What makes it so special is the access to it and that it is not highly commercialized.  I fear that adding another resort area will 
make the lake even more congested and it will disturb the natural beauty of the area.  I have enjoyed the improvements to the Seven Points campground area.  I do not miss the outhouses!  
Please consider keeping the lake as natural and undisturbed as possible.  I don't want Raystown to be the next Deep Creek.  Thank You.

I am a member of the PSBA. And a largemouth and smallmouth tornament fisherman also, i have fished this lake since i have been a small child with my grandfather being able to go where we 
wanted to go to fish and i would like it to stay this way for my grandson and granddaughter who goes with me now, with the new marinas they want to put in I’m afraid this will be just the start 
of a whole new wave of construction to come for the lake, which as a local citizen and angler this would be very very hurtful because this will lead to LESS access to get into to be able to fish. I’m 
AFRAID this will lead to what happened at deep creek lake where the PUBLIC barley has any access to the to do any sort of activity’s,To do so right now you need a boat to be able to do anything 
on that lake. So i say NO NO NO to these marina’s.
My wife and I have been vacationing at Raystown for the past 35 years . I am originally from the area as a permanent resident and now live in Lancaster and own a vacation home in holiday hills. 
The only thing I recommend doing with the master plan is putting barrel bay back to no wake, mowing at aitch more and among all, turn down Rod Roberts proposal to build a recreation are on 
that peninsula. That area is a fragile eco system and a beautiful site as Raystown is the jewel of the county and that view is the jewel of Raystown. Keep up the good work protecting it and send 
the billionaire oil tycoon packing. We all know it’s not going to make a new economy in Huntingdon county and that this man is from Texas he is a bully to his neighbors and taking over acres on 
the cassville side of the mountain. We see a spokesperson who lies, Mrs . Janet Chambers. She does not represent Huntingdon county well. These people are working for big money and are 
being directed by Dwight Beale 
Build on the success of the Allegrippis trail system by gaining easements, purchasing, and otherwise utilizing already-owned land to create a trail that circumnavigates the entire Lake.  Creates a 
venue for an endurance mountain bike event, captures the fast-growing bike-packing segment and provides connectivity from the existing trail system, other Corps assets (Corbin's Island) to 
Trough Creek State Park.  Should be close to a 100 mile loop.  Folks could use all or part of this system based on their goals, needs for that ride/day/weekend.  



Leverage the success of the Allegrippis trail system, but creating links that will eventually circumnavigate the entire Lake.  Use existing trails, roads, fire roads in the short-term and then add in 
more trail, section-by-section, as possible.  This would create one of the best bikepacking loops in the region, create additional recreational options, link existing resources, and allow for an 
endurance MTB event (100 miler).

I would welcome continued development of the Raystown Area.  Bring hotels, marina's, restaurants, walking/hiking trails.
Any one who has been on the lake in the summer, knows that there are already too many power boats on the lake
Further development that invites more power boats is just moving towards the condition that is present in the other smaller lakes in PA
Where you get in line and everyone rides around the lake together  stem to stern
A very diminished experience Indeed!
I recently spent the weekend at the Raystown Lake in Huntingdon, Pa. While there I learned of the proposed changes to Hawns Peninsula. We boated to the dam area of the lake for the first 
time and notice it to be more relaxed and less congested than the rest of the lake.If you allow the area to be built up,  that peacefulness will be lost forever. Some of us that use the lake want to 
enjoy a peaceful day on the water without all the congestion that covers  most of the rest of the lake.Please don't let money and greed  take over,and please keep that part of the lake as natural 
as possible. If you haven't  noticed the more people you allow anyplace,  you get more negative impact on the environment. Please consider the impact the modernization would have on the 
local area in the form of traffic congestion, noise , air and trash pollution. There's enough debris and trash floating on the water now, I can't imagine having more people, vehicles and watercraft 
.
Would like to see additional patrols to enforce water safety.
Our family has been spending time at your lake in Raystown for the past 20 years.  This lake and campground at Seven Points has been our favorite campground and vacation spot of all.  For the 
past few years it has gotten increasingly crowded and hectic on the weekends and fishing and cruising the lake is dangerous due to heavy wake and traffic.  We are retired and now spend 
Sunday afternoon through Thursday at the lake, but a weekend is not fun.  All good things get crowds and that shows the lake is valuable as recreation in addition to the other more important 
reasons it was built.  I do believe the planning needs to be adjusted, but to add more traffic and pressure near the dam will make weekends even more prohibitive and dangerous.  More 
campsites and or boat slips will put more pressure on the weekends, not during the week when the lake can afford that pressure safely.

Hawn's Peninsula Area (Zone 1) from just past marker 2 toward the breast of the dam is an area that tends to be protected from the wind. That make this stretch of water ideal for teaching 
beginners to water ski. It needs to preserved the way it is. Possibly even designating it for that purpose. If boaters were aware that beginning skiers and wake boarders were learning there and 
they should respect those learning by staying clear of the area that would be ideal. For 29 years we have taught countless people to ski in this area. It would be a shame to lose this area for 
some other use.
Regarding Raystown Lake's masterplan revision, I would like to see an increased emphasis on preserving native habitats surrounding the lake (especially shale barrens), an updated plan to 
reduce shoreline erosion, and an increased means of reducing boating accidents and reducing those who boat while intoxicated. There seems to be deaths on the lake every year. Even one 
death per year is one death too many.
I feel we have a need fro ATV/UTV trails to enjoy this beautiful park.  There are many acres of idle land for this activity.  Much financial gain could be attained here.  Other state parks will permit 
this use and a permit fee could be charged.
Please consider addition of the Terrace Mountain Lodge Project to the Raystown Lake Master Plan update.
This project will bring 300 or more good paying jobs to this project and untold number of jobs to the Raystown region. 
Over the past 10 years as the industries have left the Huntingdon County area the Terrace Mountain Lodge Project would be a great base of jobs to aid in the transition from Industrial to a 
positive income wage source to the Service industry.
Thank you for your consideration.
I am opposed to having another marina on the lake and further development along the water lines.Keeping the lake Serene is what people love when they come to visit here. I am sure the pfbc 
along with the army corps know how busy it gets on the water throughout the summer months.Wedo not need more boat traffic.



To whom it may concern:
I have been visiting Raystown Lake for over 13 years and also have vacation property in the area.  I enjoy the lake for it beauty, tranquility and peaceful nature.
I am very much AGAINST the proposed development of Hawn's Bridge, along with the Rod Robert's ambitions to try to make a profit with his adjacent land on Terrace Mountain as long as he is 
successful in obtaining a pristine peninsula.  Don't ruin the beauty of this lake, it is already too crowded on the weekends.
Thank you for your careful consideration. 
1.  Additional (or any) boat accessible restroom/picnic areas throughout all zones - shore access and /or docks. 2.  Speed limits in narrow/restricted areas. 3. No ski/no tubing areas in 
narrow/restricted areas. 4.  Separate / segregated kayak/tub launch areas. 5. Preserve Zones 1 & 3 as is.  5.  Widen Aitch boat launch ramp into water.  6.  Pump out dock/station to clean out 
boat holding tanks to try to eliminate illegal dumping.  7.  Potable water at Tatman Run. 8.  Add 4 wheeler trails somewhere along the lake property.

my family and I have, in the past year purchased property in the Lake area. We have enjoyed the serine beauty of this lake for well over 12 years.  The sole purpose for purchasing in the area 
was to enjoy the nature and non developed area that other resort type lakes lack.  
Boating on this lake is mostly safe from inexperienced boaters. Other than on weekends when the lake can be quite busy, we can enjoy boating without the fear of getting run into, and to find a 
spot suitable for skiing and safe tubing for the children.
I believe that another resort will not bring the expected revenues to the area.  Most of the food needed for this resort will be brought in by national food service distributors.  Local vendor will 
largely not benefit from this new location. 
Other than a few top management personnel, the wages of this resort will surely be minimum wage.
We are opposed to more development of the lake solely to benefit a developers pocket book.
I have been going to raystown since an infant when it was first flooded.  My family had a cabin under what is now the 7 points area and we frequent our summer property near shy beaver.   The 
lake is already at its max on weekends.  Allowing expansion to the hawks bridge area will only add problems to the lake.   Please do not allow additional development to hawks bridge

There are only 4 handicap spaces at 7 pts Marina.  Why not more.  Handicap people boat also.
Why can't there be activity's in the winter like ATV's & snowmobile trails.
Would be great to have ATV & snowmobile trails in this area.  Everything shuts down at the end of boating season.
When are they going to put in atv trails. They have all them bike and walking path
No Marina
I have camped and boated at Raystown for 25 years.  It has increasingly gotten busier over the years.  We even have to reserve camp sites in Jan/Feb each year now.  My boat is in rack storage 
so we use it often.  I don't think our lake can accomodate another marina or boat docks.  I would consider selling my boat and would avoid the area if another marina would be built.  There is 
not enough room for the boats that  on the lake as it is. In fact, I avoid the lake currently during holiday weekends.   I VOTE NO

I am against the private development of public land at the Hawns Bridge Pensinsula.  In looking at this area as a potential recreation area, please keep in mind that fishing, kayaking, hiking, 
ecology is recreation already to people who have been enjoying this environment in its natural state for years.
Development of this peninsula will forever change the landscape, change the recreational area, why change the type of recreation done at this juncture?
Additionally, the ecological component will be lost forever.  We have to conserve the natural surroundings.  As a culture, we cannot continue to think that development is better than no 
development.  Less is more.
As a slip holder at Seven’s Point and a regular vacationer at the lake, I fine it very concerning that another Marina is being considered.  We need to avoid the lake on all holidays and weekends 
due to the large overwhelming mass of boats and the fact that the water becomes very rough.  Please keep it safe and avoid over crowding by not buiding another marina.

I feel additional beach areas could be utilized.  This is especially needed near Zone 5.  I am concerned about increased development.  The attraction of the lake is the natural beauty.  Increased 
development will diminish this.  I have participated in lake cleanup.  More development = more people = more trash.



I am against a marina at Hawns Peninsula because the lake does not need more boats, more pollution from motors and certainly does not need development of this beautiful natural habitat.  
Development is a bell that can't be unrung.  There is no downside to allowing people enjoy this peninsula in its natural habitat.  A forward thinking master plan would best serve the community 
by allowing nature to have dominion over this area and not a manmade travesty.
Please consider that a decision to develop on this peninsula would be a disservice to the lake and God's creatures.  Don't do it.
My family and I have been going to Raystown Lake for many years and have always enjoyed and been so proud to live near a large man made lake that has been protected from development!  
We have a pontoon boat and enjoy rafting with our kids and grandkids every chance we get in the summer.  That is the biggest draw for all of us.  It can get very crowded on weekends the past 
few years and we try to go during the week when possible.  Please do not allow anyone, but especially someone who doesn’t live here, to destroy the natural beauty of the lake for greedy 
purposes only!  I have yet to see a sign posted in someone’s yard or business by the lake promoting this, even people who would benefit from the revenue the development would generate are 
opposed to destroying the natural beauty found here and at fewer and fewer places.  Once you allow this to happen you can’t take it back.  You can’t rethink it.  It would only be the beginning 
too.
I am originally from Johnstown and now live in Downingtown Pa. Most of my family stayed in Johnstown and Raystown Lake is a great place to meet and we’ve done that annually for the past 8 
years.  My sisters take their campers there, but we stay in a hotel. It always disappointed us that there were few hotel options until the Fairfield Inn and Suites Marriott. We love that place as it 
is more upscale than anything else we found in Huntingdon.  However, we wish it was closer to the lake and our family’s campground. We did an large 80th birthday party for my dad at 
Raystown resort but found for the money it was not as nice as we expected. This new proposed upscale resort sounds like it could meet all our needs.  The lake is beautiful and we would love to 
see more options for us and others to enjoy this place.
I'm in favor of this project
It would be nice if they put some effort into opening trails up for ATV and SIDE X SIDES to use. We live and boat on this lake and enjoy the sport. After the weather turns cold we would like to be 
able to continue to use the facilities. I think just like the bike and walking trails it would create a many season use out of the lake and bring more business to the area. We currently go to Snow 
Shoe to ride
I have felt since the early 1980s that lake has had excessive boat traffic.  There are more boats now and bigger.  It adversely effects the enjoyment of the lake.
Good morning! We couldn’t make it there in person, but I wanted to give my input. We have been coming to Raystown for at least 10 years already as a family. We have a house in Entriken, but 
are from Red Lion, Pa. In a generation of technology, it’s nice to come to the lake to disconnect from all of that. My kids are kids when they are at the lake. Boating, tubing, swimming, laughing, 
talking, bonding. We come up here to relax and enjoy the views. We come up at least 2-3 weekends a month in the summer, so we invest a lot of time in the lake. We are always bringing new 
people up to experience the glory that is Raystown lake. We don’t come to Raystown for the entertainment, we don’t come to Raystown for the fine dining, we don’t come to Raystown for the 
bars, we come to Raystown to enjoy time with each other on the water! We connect as a family when we are here. Nonstop fun on the water... without the pressure of modern society. I 
honestly couldn’t ask for a better place to share this tradition with my family. 
There are many other options we could choose to go and boat, but we always choose Raystown. The fact that there aren’t any homes on the water almost makes it feel like it’s your private lake 
every time. I feel that if the lake gets developed with this new marina and restaurant it will attract the wrong kind of vibe. Raystown isn’t for all of those things. We go to Raystown to get away 
from all of those things. We consider Raystown our sanctuary. You feel very connected to God when on the water, watching the Eagles fly. I don’t want that to be lost in this development plan. 
We have to stop thinking of dollar signs and start thinking of the reasons we come here in the first place. 
Let’s keep Raystown as is! (Ok, one request! 😉😉 extend the parking lots for James Creek so more boats can get in, or make a parking lot strictly for cars!)
My family and I are excited about the possibility of a new resort & recreation area (Terrace Mountain project) & the amenities it could provide.
People come from many states to enjoy the beauty and relaxation of Raystown Lake.  It would be a shame to change something that is so pristine.  
There are already too many boats on the lake and adding another marina would increase the traffic which would in turn increase potential risk of accidents.
My husband and I have  been  part time residents of Raystown area for the past 6 yrs and would hate to see anything change for the worse. The beauty of the lake is that there are no homes 
visible when on it making it a truly beautiful landscape.  Let's keep it that way.



I live in the Trough Creek Valley near where the new Project is scheduled.  I believe it would be a boost to the economy for both the Valley and County/Townships. I also believe that all of the 
local tourism would benefit from such a Project.  It would also give access to the Lake for our side of the same.  Now, we have to go all the way to Huntingdon or Entriken to access amenities at 
the Lake.  This would be a welcome change.  Trough Creek Valley has alot of properties owned by out of town people who would like a quicker access to the Lake.  I am in favor of the revision of 
the Master Plan to include this Project.  Thank you.
I do not want a entity like Nestle coming in and taking control of our water.
Please rezone the Master Plan to include Hawn’s Peninsula Recreation Area. I believe this would be a great benefit for the economy for Huntingdon County providing jobs and tourism to that 
area of Lake Raystown.  
Please take a moment to read the thoughts of the Coalition to Protect Hawns  Facebok page, there is a lot of great information there and a lot of concered local folks on board

The beauty of the area is too precious to exploit, I live on Snyders Run at Crestwood Estates, nearly all the folks here are from the York/Lancaster area, they come here and build summer homes 
to escape what the guy from texas wants to create.  The resort on the upper end of the lake is advertising for help at less than seven dollars per hour.   PLEASE do  not allow the resort at Hawns,  

We are opposed to developing the Hawn's Peninsula and adding another marina and more boats.  Please put back the buoys to protect Beer Barrel Bay for fishing.
This letter is written to say, very strongly, That I oppose changing the designation in the master plan to allow intensive recreation and building marinas in the Hawn’s Bridge peninsula for the 
following reasons.
*        The Hawn’s bridge area is a key area of striped bass habitat where these fish remain year  due to ecological factors as water temperature and dissolved oxygen levels.
*        Boat safety is an important consideration and safety of all people especially kids as this area around mile marker 2 is a prime area for tying up along lakeside for kids and adults to swim 
and recreate. Increased boat traffic going and coming from a new marina encroaches upon safety concerns!
*        When the lake is crowed on weekends the safety of kids is paramount! I have personally been involved in a boating / skiing incident when a boat went between the skier and the tow boat 
causing the rope to wrap around their prop and could have caused a major accident! As a result our family has never returned to that lake to boat. Our family has happily boated at Raystown 
for the last 35+ years! We have spent a lot of dollars in this area and now are looking to buy a retirement vacation home!
*        We have enjoyed fishing for stripper bass and are looking forward to spending more time on the lake during retirement!
*        PLEASE DO NOT CHANGE THE MASTER PLAN to accommodate a new marina that would allow another 150 boats with traffic on Raystown Lake, especially at the Hawn’s Bridge area!

Please limit further development of Raystown Lake. I believe that further development will be a detriment to the lake and surrounding area. Also any turning over additional Army Corp land to 
private development will not enhance the lake.  
I understand the Terrace Mountain Lodge project is dependent on the reclassification of the Hawn's Bridge Peninsula. I think the Lodge would be great to help bring even more tourism into the 
area and thus more revenue into the local economy.  

Please include the Hawn's Peninsula in the revised master plan.
I am against the Hawn's Peninsula project on the basis of boat safety.  There is already not enough acres/boat.  More boats would make it unsafe for water sports - skiing etc.

  I am against any more resorts on the lake. The lake is now overly populated with people trying to have a good time by what ever means they enjoy. I used the lake for a few years until the sea 
worthy crafts started to show up and push the smaller crafts off the lake.  If you tried to stay on the lake after 10 o' clock in the morning it was a fight to keep in control of your boat. Going to 
the lake on the week ends was out and gets worse and worse each year even through the week. I do take my chances an go to the lake during the coldest open water period of the year The over 
population of the lake isn't really from our local people it's an influx down East and out of State. The out of state people enjoy the lake and the lower cost of the enjoyment.                                                
         

Would love to see trails for ATV - snowmobiles!
Love the walking trail that goes down to Seven Points



First, the lake and 7 Points campgrounds are very well-managed.  Me and my family have enjoyed camping in Susquehannock for many years.  The facilities are well-maintained and the rules are 
reasonable.
Question 1: First, don't commercialize Hawn's peninsula.  Leave it zoned as-is. 10 boat llaunches and 2 marinas is adequate for this lake.  No more marinas.  No hotels.  That's what makes this 
lake so special, the natural forest backdrop! 
I would like to see activities catered towards more human-powered activities such as kayaking, paddleboarding, hiking, bird-watching.  I would like to see a large no-wake, no power-boat cove 
area.  Also, a few trails to access the Terrace Mountain Trail from the south side of the lake.  Perhaps it would even be possible to put a few primitive back-packing style campsites up on the side 
of that ridge (far enough away to deter the drunks and giant-cooler campers) that could be accessed by non-power boaters.
Question 2: What environmental stewardship opportunities (ie. protection and enhancement, hunting and fishing opportunities, land management initiatives, etc.) would you like to see in each 
zone? I would like this to remain much as it is.  We don't need any more large, intensive development nature center stuff.  What is there right now is great, and it is quite adequate.  It might be 
nice, perhaps, to have some small signs and informational plaques scattered along the shoreline indicating what the area was like before the lake:  Jim's anchorage was here, Sheep Rock was 
here, below was a graveyard and here's how we managed this during the transition to the dam, etc.
Question 3: Do you have a major concern about each zone?  First, don't commercialize Hawn's peninsula.  I've given due consideration to all the arguments that are FOR the proposal, but I find 
them lacking merit for the most part.  Keep it natural.  In general, the focus should be on engagement with the natural environment, not insulating oneself from it, so any 'improvements' should 
generally be to encourage people to slow down and enjoy the natural beauty and then go get in it:  swim, paddle, cliff jump, bike, ice skate, whatever.
Question 4: What do you value in each zone? Zone 1: natural beauty.  Zone 2: The large no-wake bay between Senoia and Susquehannock allows kayakers and paddle-boards to no feel like road-
kill.  Also the mountain biking and primitive camping in Susquehannock is just amazing.  Keep the developed areas concentrated around 7 Points and the Resort.  Don't let it bleed out of those 
areas. Zone 3:  Trough Creek is amazing.  Again the keep the power boats in the main channel, but provide a way for those folks to take a short hike and enjoy an amazing state park and great 
hikes.  Zone 4:  no comment.

I am strongly opposed to development of public land for private profit. 
Hawn’s Penninsula is one of the most pristine places and views on our lake. When that is spoiled there will be no bringing it back. The lake is already overcrowded with tourists and boat traffic. 
Please protect the natural beauty of Lake Raystown. 


My family and I have lived, hunted and been a part of this area for over 140 years. I also have boated, camped and enjoyed Raystown Lake for 46 years and every year it seems to attract more 
people, some good some not so much. I love the lake and surrounding areas but fear that we are reaching the limits of safe boating. My opinion on the proposal for Hawns peninsula to have a 
150 boat dock will create disturbance with wildlife, boating and safety for all parties. Thanks 
Please do not overbuild
I'm very opposed to any development on Hawn's Peninsula.  It is absurd, to put it mildly, to tear up a rare shale barrens habitat and replace it with an Environmental Learning Center.  There are 
enough marinas on Raystown Lake already.
I have fished and camped at Raystown since it opened. My mother worked with Richard Bowers Appraisal in the land acquisition that allowed the lake to happen. The main attraction to me has 
always been it's natural wilderness. With seven points and the resort is already too much development. So please no more development for private profit. It will ruin the natural beauty. Thanks 
for allowing me to comment.
Please, no more development for the wealthy.
I would like no changes done to the master plan.  Lake has enough boat traffic now.  We don't need anymore boat traffic.
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE do not sell out to profiteers. Leave Raystown to my children the same way I found it as a child. The region is a monument to me and I take this area to heart. I could say 
so much more if needed to express my feelings.
Please consider the economical impact that this would have on , our side of the lake. I say this in regards to the other side of Huntingdon county, mount union ,Millcreek area. 
This would be one of the best projects that would unify Raytown and the entire county of Huntingdon. This would be, step one to completing our recreational market. The spin off of this project 
would be great for the entire county.



The ecological evidence provided in the Huntingdon County Natural Heritage Inventory demands that the Hawn’s Bridge peninsula be designated as an Environmentally Sensitive Area in the 
Master Plan Revision.
The Hawn's Bridge peninsula is part of the Raystown Dam Natural Heritage Area (Biological Diversity Area) identified in the Huntingdon County Natural Heritage Inventory. The Inventory 
characterizes such areas as "containing plants or animals of special concern at state or federal levels, exemplary natural communities, or exceptional native diversity." The Huntingdon County 
Natural Heritage Inventory was administered by the Huntingdon County Planning Commission and identifies and maps Huntingdon County’s most significant natural places. The study 
investigated plant and animal species and natural communities that are unique or uncommon in the county. It also explored areas important for general wildlife habitat and scientific study. 

The Raystown Lake area was developed by the Corp of Engineers to support the wildlife and the natural beauty of the surrounding areas at the Lake. 
I don't want to try and address the Engineer's role, therefore I won't try to address the details and impact to the shoreline, wildlife, lake water, etc.
I will, however, tell you that as a visitor to the lake every year for the past 6 years (and with plans to continue to visit this beautiful & clean spot in PA), I COMPLETELY DISAGREE with the building 
of a “dream” resort for a businessman from TX.  Leave the lake as is!!! The Corp of Engineers did a fantastic job of protecting the beauty of the area - don't allow a "donation" to a politician 
allow this project to proceed and ruin a beautiful area!

This should not be a recreational area. The beauty and serenity of the area is the primary drawing point of Raystown Lake. Additional Recreation usage will impinge on this objective.

Allowing a resort and developing Mile Marker 2 would be the greatest injustice to this area.  Its one mans gain, and not fair at all.  No Resort/No Marina.
Recently my wife and I visited our son and daughter-in-law who live on Hawns Bridge Rd.  I had a wonderful time walking up Hawns Bridge and down to the Peninsula and enjoying the pristine 
beauty of the area!  I'm not sure what the "zones" encompass, but I would beg you not to allow any changes - resorts, boat launches, et. al. in that area.  What it is naturally is just beautiful!  
Please don't allow any of your land to further (especially commercial) development!  Thank-you for listening

My comments are totally against the resort plan. I have been fishing on that lake since it reopened in the 70s.  Every single trip is like a vacation to a beautiful lake with hardly a building in sight. 
I don't even like the cell towers for crying out loud. Aside from the peaceful times the lake shore IS the drawing card of this treasure that is Raystown! Please don't allow man to ruin anymore of 
mother natures artwork. Now as far as safety , are you  nuts to allow more congestion on that snake shaped lake!!!!

I own a summertime home near Seven Points. My request is for the building of atv/ utv trails. We have no places to ride close to Raystown Lake. I feel the 23k acres of beautiful mountains 
should be utilized to its fullest potential. There are many logging roads that only need to be cleared and joined up. Parking should be made for this project in the more remote areas of the park. 
Cooperation with state and county officials could produce some hard road usage and crossing. Penndot May have money available to help with expenses. 
There are several other atv destinations that have successfully cooperated with local municipalities. (Snowshoe, Bennezette)
Of course a user fee should be charged.
I have spoke to many who support this addition to the plan. 


Would like to see the upper end of the lake developed more…such as camping, swimming, area, larger parking area at gate going to Miller's to plan for ATV's trails that would provide outdoor 
recreation.  This development would be appreciated by the Broad Top & Saxton residents. This part of the lake really needs developed.
More accessibility for handicap (I use walker and/or cane).  More bathrooms.  Recycling receptacle @ site.
The lake is at full capacity now with boat and PWC's and on the weekends it's impossible to get around. We pick the weeknights to go out for a little piece and quiet! It is such a beautiful lake 
please don't destroy it with yet another marina/hotel for the totally rich who like to come in and defecate because they can!
Please- keep it clean, keep it clear and do not allow an outsider to destroy this valuable ecological site.
Please do NOT let this happen! We need to protect the land and the Lake. There is too much development going on all around this nation that infringes on nature habitats.



As a local resident for over 20 years, I have enjoyed Raystown Lake's natural beauty and the opportunity to kayak, swim, and hike in the areas of the lake that are not developed.  I sometimes, 
but rarely, visit the areas of the Lake that are developed, and I know that many people enjoy the campgrounds, beach, picnic areas and the attractions at the Resort.  I very much appreciate the 
undeveloped natural areas that are in proximity to my home. I also know that others who enjoy more 'wild' outdoor activities such as fishing, hunting, mountain biking, backpacking and 
kayaking, among other activities value the natural ares in our areas that are free of cars, people and development generally speaking.  I have two college-aged children and I observe that many 
people of the younger generations are much more in tune to these activities.  With much concern, I urge the decision-makers to keep development out of portions of this natural area and allow 
it to stay untouched by humans. 
All Zones - more winter or all year long activities.  ATV & Snowmobile Trails
Lake Raystown, under the current master plan, offers something for everyone.  On the western side, those who prefer a more commercial setting can enjoy the marina and resort, as well as the 
swimming areas.  The eastern side offers the beauty of unspoiled Huntingdon County, of those who wish to enjoy a more "natural" experience in Pennsylvania.  The dual nature of Lake 
Raystown should be protected for all to enjoy.  Rod Roberts' has shown that he is no friend of Huntingdon County.  First, he bought up thousands of acres of land, hoping to cash in on the 
fracking frenzy.  When that venture fell through, he made land available for the Mariner East 2 pipeline which is going under Lake Raystown, and where a drill bit was lost, construction 
continued after tourist season began, and the Migratory Bird Act and protection for the endangered brown bat were ignored.  Now he wants to exploit the major jewel of Huntingdon County for 
his own profit.  Deny this project and protect Hawn's Peninsula.
Boating on the weekend is already dangerous!  The number of boats is like driving the freeway around DC without lines on the freeway!
I am not sure how well the parties involved in making these decisions are familiar with Raystown, but with the current recreation activities, the lake already feels like it is near capacity. Each 
weekend the waters are crowded with boats which becomes dangerous for water skiing or tubing. The inlets where water is calm are already filled with boats and swimmers. Holiday weekends 
are this to the extreme. I cannot fathom where an influx from an additional marina would be absorbed without danger to visitors. I urge you to consider the safety of the visitors, as well as the 
affect on the habitat of the eagles and otters and deny future development.
I'm for the lake project to help  build jobs. We need it
I feel we do not need more camping or boating and they need to limit horse power on boats and no more private developers.   Feel the army Corps is doing a fine job.
I am writing to express my thoughts about the proposed revision to the Raystown Lake Master Plan. I do not support the proposed development plans. As it is, the Lake is very busy during peak 
times. We must preserve the natural beauty of the region for both tourism and activity purposes as well as environmental reasons. Terrace Mountain must maintain its current classification as 
Low Density Recreation. I urge the Army Corps of Engineers to listen to the number of concerned citizens about this special region.

As a frequent visitor to Hawns Peninsula for the past ten years, specifically my brother's cabin on Sand Rock Road, I strongly urge the Army corp of engineers to seriously consider protecting the 
integrity of the peninsula, including fish and wildlife.
I, along with many other visitors to the peninsula, have enjoyed the quiet, serene natural beauty of the area and shudder to think of the disruption to all of it should someone 
/some group descend to destroy everything this peninsula is.
I firmly believe we need to look past financial gain in favor of preserving Hawns Peninsula as a low impact, limited recreation area.  These words cannot convey how strongly I feel about this 
little piece of "heaven on earth" and if I could, I would pound my fist on the podium to accurately state how important this mission is in today's money hungry society.  
Do the right thing and bury this development plan forever!

Asking that we not allow another marina be built on Hawn's Pennisula, for one it will detract from the beauty of the Lake, and also the lake is over crowded with boats as it is. adding more 
launch parking and boat slips will just increase and already busy Lake. Weekends and holidays are packed enough without adding more. There is nowhere to get away and have a peaceful float 
on the lake.
Plenty of fancy resorts in the world and cant replace high quality ecosystems.   Pls, no more glamorous camping crap in Raystown area



The ecological evidence provided in the Huntingdon County Natural Heritage Inventory demands that the Hawn’s Bridge peninsula be designated as an Environmentally Sensitive Area in the 
Master Plan Revision.
The Hawn's Bridge peninsula is part of the Raystown Dam Natural Heritage Area (Biological Diversity Area) identified in the Huntingdon County Natural Heritage Inventory. The Inventory 
characterizes such areas as "containing plants or animals of special concern at state or federal levels, exemplary natural communities, or exceptional native diversity." Terrace Mountain should 
be designated as Low Density Recreation because it contains a Bat Conservation Area, the Terrace Mountain Trail, and steep topography that is unsuitable for development. I strongly support 
the designation of the Hawn's Bridge peninsula as an Environmentally Sensitive Area and the designation of Terrace Mountain as a Low Density Recreation area.

The Sierra Club Moshannon Group offers this formal comment for consideration in your update of the 1994 Master Plan for the Raystown Lake Project. Raystown Lake is part of the Moshannon 
Group’s area, and it concerns us that a pristine potion of the reservoir is environmentally threatened.
We respectfully request that Terrace Mountain remain a Low Density Recreation Area in accordance with the 1994 plan, and that the Hawn’s Bridge Peninsula be reclassified as an 
Environmentally Sensitive Area. 
As you know, the steep slopes of the rare shale barrens in this area contain plant species found only in this habitat that deserve continuing protection.  Since each of these shale barrens are 
different environmentally and geographically, their degradation would be especially harmful to the flora and fauna that they support. Once impacted by development, these important areas will 
be permanently lost as a part of this unique habitat and the species that it supports
I am the Chairperson for the Sierra Club Moshannon Group. This is a continuation of a message that I sent.
The Huntingdon County Natural Heritage Inventory cautions against threats that invasive species pose.  Development in this area could easily provide the opportunity for such invasions.
According to the Pennsylvania Striped Bass Association, this area supports prime striped bass habitat. Development of steep slopes in this area and increased boat traffic could negatively impact 
on this important natural resource and sport. Replicating the conditions necessary to support a healthy bass population elsewhere in the lake would be extremely difficult.
Development already exists on the lake. Any additional economic opportunities should be located where facilities and infrastructure already exist.  The Hawn’s Peninsula and Terrace Mountain 
areas are unsuited for development due to the steep topography, the existence of the Bat Conservation Area, and the unique environmental communities.

continued:
We are opposed to the proposed development of a marina and associated facilities in the Hawn’s Bridge Peninsula area, and request that the beauty and wildness of this area be protected in 
accordance with the Corps’ 1994 Plan.  The fauna and flora with whom we share this planet are under increasing threat from human development. We feel there is a moral responsibility to 
protect, where we can, our fellow inhabitants of this planet. Please preserve Hawn’s Pennisulla.

No to development at Hawns !
Flood protection and environmental conservation are the primary benefits that I value at the lake.  Limited to NO shoreline development makes this lake unique, beautiful, and one-of-a kind 
experience.  Keep the shorelines green, natural and protect the resources through smart conservation practices.
Zone 1.  Keep the Hawn's Peninsula Area as Protected Conservation Area.  The natural resources should be protected.  The infrastructure needed to support development in that area (roads, 
water, sewer) would bring unnecessary pressure to an area that can't support it.
The Re-write of the Master Plan for Lake Raystown will ruin this area for the very reason this area was created, as a place for the public to enjoy the water and wildlife of the area in an attempt 
to commune with nature for relaxation and family time together. Over-development does away its protection of wildlife and their habitat, as well as making the area too congested for anyone 
to really enjoy any peace and relaxation. Any attempt to control the flooding and water quality will also be lost if the area is turned into a resort community that will become over-fished and 
over- populated with problem of human garbage and sewage.  With over-population of the area, its efficacy as a natural resource and base of flood control will be gone. Human sprawl is not 
good for wildlife or its habitat!
I would love for Raystown to remain the same as it has for the many years we have been vacationing there. We see more and more people coming to Raystown every year. So i guess continued 
development is inevitable.  i don't mean to complain, but for example the Sevenpoints beaches are getting overcrowded, people blaring latin music, yelling and drinking too much.  but like i 
said, i guess it's all inevitable as the population conitues to grow. All good things come to an end :(



Why do we need more boats on the lake? Yes they bring money into the area, BUT they also bring their dirty habits with them, pollution, garbage.  Try swimming at some of the beaches where 
you will smell gasoline and sometimes even see it laying on the top of the water.  They run their big boats making wakes washing to shore leaving the beach area muddy.  I want to see Hawns 
Peninsula saved for future generations to see and appreciate.  We do not need further development in the area.
No development on the Hawn's Peninsula and Terrance Mountain.  Keep it wild.
I was not able to make the April 2018 Public meetings for the Raystown Lake Master Plan.
I would like to see the establishment of an Archery Park for Raystown Lake. I've been active in the sport for over 40 years. The area is need of a archery only recreational facility for public use. 
The Easton Foundation along with the United States Archery Association and Archery Trade Association offers grant money for the establishment of Archery parks. (see ata web site) 
Blockedhttps://archerytrade.org/grow-archery/archery-park/
I feel the an archery park would be an excellent addition to Raystown Lake.

As part of local outreach and following the guidelines from the US Army Corp of Engineers, this letter of support  requests that the Hawn's Peninsula be rezoned for high-density recreation for 
the following reasons:
1.  A majority of the lake would still be kept pristine and undeveloped, thus keeping the original plan of the lake and the region.
2.  The opportunity for economic development and growth so needed in our county.  We are in the top 5 of unemployment rates and this would assist in future development of local business 
and growth, aligned with the county vision.  
3.  The opportunity to improve options as a tourist location/destination.  
4.  The opportunity for improvements on this section/side of the lake. 
I also support my comments included as part of the public record for the Raystown Lake Master Plan update.
ATV TRAILS AROUND THE LAKE WOULD BE A GREAT SORCE OF INCOME TO THE AREA AND LOCAL BUSSINESES
I urge you not to lease this land for development. There is to much development going on and we need to preserve this land. It may just seem like a small bit of land compared to what is around 
it but this development will only bring more. I am on the side that it is left alone and remains land to hunt and fish on and remain wild.
1) Zone 3 - It would be great if the Aitch boat launch was turned into a 2-3 lane ramp instead of the one it is now, with additional dock space.
2) Zone 1 - Please protect Hawn’s Peninsula from development.  It would ruin this unique natural area and overcrowd this end of the lake.
3) Zone 1 - Area's like Hawn’s Peninsula used to be someone's property which was taken through eminent domain.  I believe it would damage the public's trust to give control of Hawn’s 
Peninsula to a private company and provide very little upside to the economy, environment, and an already crowded lake. 
4) Zone 4 - This area already has a resort and everyone that boats on the lake knows the traffic and noise from this area is somewhat contained here.  Let's not ruin Zone 1 with more of the 
same. I appreciate Zone 1 for it's lower traffic, lower noise level, clean clear water and a more natural environment.
You don't need to ruin this lake with more development.
I am writing this to voice my opinion and to please reject the commercialization of Hawn's Peninsula. This would totally destroy the natural beauty of the Lake and Forest. It would be 
detrimental to preserving the natural state of the peninsula, the trails and surrounding woods, not to mention that it would upset the natural habitat of the fish, birds and mammals.
Please reject this type of commercialization!!!!

I would like to see Hawn's Peninsula remain low classification to preserve the natural, pristine beauty of this area.
Yesterday, July 8, I lead a group hike on Hawn's Peninsula.  We observed a young gray fox, box turtle, imperial moths mating, and a pandorus sphinx moth.  Please do NOT classify this area as 
high recreation and let it be development.  Areas like this are too few around Raystown Lake.



Personal Use:  I do not own a boat or a bike and solely use the eastern shore for hiking and trail running.  My experience could be improved by better trail markings on the Terrace Mt Trail and 
better trail maintenance.  Also prohibiting logging would make the experience better and above all, banning any development of Hawn’s Peninsula is paramount. 
New facilities:  Potable water well at the Adirondack shelter on Terrace Mountain Trail.
Larger fit:  Tourist and locals visit the lake because it is largely undeveloped and fits into Huntingdon County’s rural setting.  Development would destroy the natural world and change the 
character of the lake.
Biggest Concern:  My biggest concern is the mismanage of the public land by the USACE in allowing development on the eastern shore.  Specifically giving into pressures from Rod Roberts to 
lease public land so that he can profit of off our public land is my biggest worry.  

When is new marina going in.
Please do not develop around the lake... it is so nice to go there and just relax on a pontoon or a boat... if you develop it, it will no longer be peaceful, it will become over populated and there 
will be more boating accidents.  Thank you for your time.
We love Raystown and live very close. Im very concerned with the incoming CAFO pig farm coming to the area and run off drainage from manure hitting trough creek then raystown from local 
fields. Please help us keep our area beautiful!
The lake needs nothing more commercial.  It is one of the most beautiful!  If it were to become  commercialised the beauty would be destroyed.  It would hurt the area and become like Deep 
Creek MD, dirty and polluted.  I enjoy  the regularly seen Herron,  fishing and the wild life that surrounds this pristine  lake.  Growth around the lake would only destroy it!  It would only draw 
larger more powerful  boats and push away the average person.   I live in near by Martinsburg PA and already have excessive boat traffic on my road, sometimes making it difficult to exit my 
driveway.  I do visit the lake weekly with my grandchildren for peaceful family fun.  New updated ramps,  and a vending area would however be nice!

First of all, thank you for your willingness to receive feedback in the development process.  From what I have experienced, you have done an excellent job of keeping the conversation flowing, 
helping everyone to feel heard.
One of the biggest issues, of course is zone 1.  I cannot ignore the positive economic benefit the region would feel by the development of the property adjacent to Hawn's bridge peninsula.  But I 
remain concerned that even on the private land environmental impact needs to be a priority.  But that's not your immediate concern.
I particularly am remaining unbiased until I hear your findings related to environmental impact and boat studies.  That will greatly weigh my decision.
I believe it might be possible to come up with an alternative solution to all or nothing.  I would be in favor to the development of non-motorized boat launches and environmental center on 
Hawn's bridge with gondola access to the private land.  
I request that the revised master plan continues to value Pennsylvania's wild and natural places over development.  Every year I hear stories of how people want to develop this or that tract, 
and how they want an access on the East side of the lake.  Development doesn't always equal progress.  It's important to keep our wild areas wild.  Thanks for your time.

Encourage increased support of biking recreation opportunities/development at lake - great low-impact activities.  Preservation of east side of lake as undeveloped area.  Better storm water 
management practices.
Concern of environmental degradation due to pipeline - mitigation of damage should be part of plan.
I would like to see zone 1 stay undeveloped. it is the only zone that still feels like you are in the wild. it is so peaceful in the spring and fall with the loons and turkeys gobbling. the lake is already 
starting to get crowded I feel like the last thing it needs is more boat traffic brought on by another resort. please let zone 1 to the locals who appreciate its natural beauty.

Please keep Zone 1 and particularly the Hawn's Peninsula designated as a protected area.  The undeveloped peninsula is a vital part of keeping the natural appeal of Lake Raystown--which is a 
major attraction to the Huntingdon area.
Any redesignation of this area to otherwise permit the proposed development puts short-term gains of a few wealthy individuals over the long-term preservation & stewardship that the Army 
Corp is charged to do the Lake.
Thank you for the consideration.
I read that a private developer wishes to lease federal undeveloped forest land along the lake.  I do not feel that public lands should be used for personal financial gain.   The shoreline should be 
kept as natural as possible and still meet the needs of public recreation. This project should not be included in the Raystown Lake Master Plan.



Hello, is there anything in the works to expand Snyder’s run boat launch? On any nice weather weekend it is full by 9:30am it could use another 50-75 parking spots easily each year it seems to 
get worst.
1.  Encourage expansion of marina facilities avoid the monopoly.  2.  Expand vendor opportunities.  3.  Proposed new marina and resort will bring economic wealth and growth to the 
Huntingdon area.
I just checked IPaC and noticed that there a few endangered species, several migratory birds and a good bit of wetland habitat where Roberts is looking to put the resort on Hawn's Peninsula. I 
understand that I drew my pentagram larger than the actual area that they are trying to develop but I wanted to include some of the area that will be affected by more boat and foot traffic 
because of the development. I hope this area will be taken into consideration when the Corps considers whether or not to include a resort on Hawn's Peninsula in the new master plan.
https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/location/ZMLW6MI2JNAQ3PO7NBJSORAD5A/resources#endangered-species

Build it this place needs more things to do n job opportunities not much else on the lake
Prefer that this end of the lake would stay undeveloped except more parking at Snyder's Run and better rest rooms.  Manage for boating, fishing, and hunting.
Need better, large and more trailer parking.  Need better more accessible restrooms.
Your rent for concessions is too low!
My husband and I are so upset over the proposed changes at Raystown it's hard to find the correct words. We enjoy our lake just as it is and will be devastated if it becomes just another 
playground for the rich.
There are a lot of miles of land not being utilized and an ATV/UTV trail would be excellent income for the lake/  ATV/UTV is very popular and much needed.  Huntingdon County and the Park 
must work together.
ATV/UTV Trails from 7 Points to and around Lake including resort area.  If you want resort we want play ground.
I oppose this development plan for the sake of preserving rare native plants and their habitats and because the purposes for the development are not sufficiently compelling.

we do NOT NEED ANOTHER BOAT PLACE AT THE LAKE....you took all those peoples property and said it would never be built up...so keep your word...the lake is busy enough in summer  ..we 
don't need more boats on the water especially on point 2 ..that is real good fishing and it would spoil the dam itself...besides that is too close to dam to build there...so keep the lake the way it is.

I as a concerned resident of mill creek ,pa.feel that we do NOT NEED another marina at Raystown….the lake is so full now that I don't even go on week-ends as its too busy..
   when you the corp took all the peoples land to build the damn it was supposed to be FLOOD CONTROL not recreation...on weekends the ln the summer the lots are full most of time...
   you as a corp cant even keep up with enforcing the laws now so what is it going to be with more boats out there..and further more you promised the people that when you took their land it 
would be flood control only..so how can you NOW want more docks and buildings thus breaking your promise too the people that had to move and give up their land???
    I never owed land there but I knew people that did and one thing I learned long ago YOU DON'T LIE and if you let that millionaire from TEXAS in it will just be an opening for more...he has 
money let him build in texas...THE RAYSTOWN LAKE PROJECT WAS TO BE FOR "FLOOD CONTROL" only so I say keep it that way...…..p.s. there are too many tournaments out there but that is 
what it was built for tournaments and recreation...….so please keep it THAT WAY...….the only people that want this is people who don't own boats and want to make MONEY OFF IT.....I know 
cause I seen their posts.

I am a regular user of raystown lake and I DON'T WANT THAT RESORT GOING IN...its going to ruin a lot of fishing and the lake is crowded enough...other feel the way I do WE DON'T WANT IT

I feel the master plan concerning low density use on Terrace Mountain and Hawn's Peninsula was and still remains the correct usage. The reasoning for the prior designation is still appropriate 
yesterday, today, and for  the foreseeable future. Any designation that adds boat traffic to the already over crowded lake is wrong. It is getting to the point that the lake will no longer be an 
enjoyable stress relieving place to be.



I oppose an additional resort on Lake Raytown! I have hosted on Lake since 1984.  I have watched as it has become overused.  The lake has deteriorated in water  quality.  There is increased 
vegetation growth. The increased number of oversized vessels, suited for bay use and over sized horse power vessels including jet boats has made weekend boating hazardous.  Teaching 
children water sports on a weekend is risking their  life and limb.  We no longer come to Raystown Lake on weekends.  We have discussed selling our vacation home because we see the erosion 
of a once pristine area.  
I am a landowner,homeowner off of Parks road.  My property borders the Corps land.  I am all for the Hawns Bridge development as long as we don't add lake access on Parks road and restrict 
motor boats in that area.  
Also, in PA, the Yogh Lake Dam is also run by the Corps and they allow adjacent landowners to have a dock, this should also be considered.
I am interested in participating in the planning committee.  I missed the meetings last week, but plan to attend future meetings.
My concern, should Rod Roberts' proposal to develop Hawn's Peninsula be approved, is how to protect water quality and at the same time manage sewage from the development.

Preserving the natural features of the eastern shore of the lake would be one excellent way to ensure the high quality of the watershed the lake needs for its fish and aquatic life.

Four friends and I recently parked our vehicles at the Hawn's Bridge Road parking lot, walked down the road, crossed the causeway-like connection and hiked out to the end of the peninsula 
itself. Dense brush at the end of the rocky connecting link caused us to wade 100 yards or so on the Saxton-side of the peninsula on our way back so as to bypass the bush-wacking. While 
wading, I noticed floating feces along the shoreline, and that led me to wonder how sewage would be handled in the peninsula's proposed development. I am not a geologist or hydrologist, but I 
can't help wondering whether a sand mound or septic tanks could possibly handle the effluent from humans in the numbers predicted for the restaurant, camping grounds, and marina. Could 
sewage possibly be pumped up that steep side of Tussey Mountain? What method of sewage disposal would guarantee the present water quality? Surely this matter requires some engineering 
expertise, and I would like to know how such details will factor into any development proposal.
There is probably some tolerable amount of human waste in the lake as it is, but there must be limits to any appreciable increase. To say I was discouraged by my discovery of human waste 
would be an understatement, for sure.
I write to add my name to the list of those hoping the USACE will recognize the wisdom of the original Master Plan in citing the uncommon natural areas contiguous to and within Raystown 
Lake, and upholding that classification by forbidding its "development" by Mr. Roberts. I feel that it is in the best interest of future generations to maintain the present, commercial-free natural 
state of the land as supported by the Hawns Bridge Coalition. I am not opposed to further "development" of an additional marina elsewhere on the lake, but citing it on the Hawns Peninsula 
would violate the trust placed in maintaining the natural state of the land by those who, in their wisdom, articulated the original Master Plan.

After the devasting blow to all the folks who lost their homes and properties in the eminent domain phase of Lake RAYSTOWN, can we as local citizens not be allowed the Dignity and Respect to 
have believed the promises made re: future development and to have the Right to determine our own future living environment? Many of us choose this area to live and raise our families here 
BECAUSE of the rural way of life. And yet, we are expected, coerced, and forced to be denied our Rights of Choice, in the chase of another’s  pursuit of dollars and development. I speak for my 
own opinion and post this to express my pride and admiration for the leaders of the Coalition in their relentless efforts and abilities to organize, maintain and coalesce a group of like minded 
citizens, who call this area, home. God bless us all.
I oppose the transfer of land on Hawn’s Peninsula. It will directly effect hunting and fishing opportunities along with ruining the habitat. Raystown is beautiful the way.

The lake is already busy enough.  There is no way more capacity is actually available.  The lake is only 8300 that’s eighty three hundred, this is not Texas!  Its not 83,000 .  Preserve what left of a 
outdoor experience.
Please reconsider the idea of allowing a new marina to be built in the Hawn's Peninsula area. 
Hawn's Peninsula is a beautiful area that will be destroyed by boat traffic if the marina is constructed. Wonderful wildlife will be disrupted and displaced and the best fishing area of the lake for 
Stripers and permanently ruined. Fishing is one of the most attractive assets the lake had and this will degrade that asset.
Additionally, rare habitats accompany the peninsula that are home to the PA threatened species Oenothera argillocola and PA endangered Trifolium virginicum.  It would be a shame to destroy 
these species rare habitats.
Please keep the beauty of the lake as it is by disallowing the construction of a new marina in the Hawn's Peninsula area. Please to do not lease the land to anyone. Keep it beautiful by allowing 
nature to remain where it belongs.



When calculating the optimum acres-per-boat ratio, do you also factor in the shape of the lake? An 8300 acre oval lake is certainly different from the shape and narrowness of Raystown Lake.

I don't see how a marina with its requisite No Wake zones that will extend into that narrow part of the lake can do anything but make for even denser boating situations there. Combine that 
with the beaches that he wants to add and it will ruin that VERY critical area for Striped bass. Changing the classification from its Low Recreation status just CANNOT be in the best interest of the 
health of the lake.
I am STRONGLY opposed to the destruction of the Hawn's BRidge Peninsula region for many reasons. The issue that keeps coming to mind - aside from the environmental issues - is that this 
amounts to public loss for private gain. He wants you to grant him the right to (bid on - I understand that) build this marina where he will have private access to it via his resort. What a 
sweetheart deal THAT is!
And, if you've seen that peninsula you can appreciate the beauty of it. Now try to picture it will 150 boats docked there and camping sites and a restaurant and environmental center (where 
folks can stop in to see what nature USED to look like), and cabins. That just CAN'T be in the vision for that lake. The noise and pollution that will most certainly result will be heartbreaking at 
best.
I am VERY much opposed to this project.
Hawns Peninsula is a pristine wild area on the development free Eastern side of Raystown lake. It would be a tragic case of money getting it's way if an out of state billionaire can come into our 
area, buy up land bordering the lake and then strong arm local politicians into letting him destroy a beautiful body of land for monetary gain. The fish, wildlife, and current users of that area of 
the lake will pay the price. The seasonal low income jobs are a moot talking point. Please do the right thing.
Q1:  Continue to maintain the Terrace Mountain Trail.  Allow Primitive camping for back packers.  Q2:  Protect and preserve woodlands.  Please do not build roads into this pristine area.  Q3:  
Some people are willing to sacrifice environmental qualities for economic development.  Bulldozing Raystown will not rejuvenate downtown Huntingdon!  Q4:  I come to Raystown to soak up 
the natural, bungalow-free beauty.
Stationary binoculars at Ridenour Overlook and Hawn's Overlook.

I understand that you will be conducting a boat density study over the summer. I do hope that the weather is good on those days so that you can see THIS: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CnT6Uz95ZoU I can't imagine what another 150 boats on the lake will do.
I understand that buoys were removed from certain areas of the lake as a cost saving move. In theory, boaters should know that it's a no wake zone. However, since it is nearly impossible to 
patrol that area for violations, the buoys act as a passive patrol and a constant reminder that it's a no wake zone. They protect more than just the kayakers in there. They also preserve the 
shoreline and the underwater topography. 
Also, I hope that the Corps will still deduct the acreage of that area from the allowable acreage when calculating the capacity of the lake. A lack of buoys doesn't mean that it's open waters.

At the meeting last night, after hearing about how crowded snyder's Run is with boats, I offered the suggestion of making another boat launch somewhere on the west side. WHAT WAS I  
THINKING? Another boat launch is the LAST thing that lake needs.
So, take that suggestion out of the mix.
Please don't ruin Lake Raystown. It's overcrowded now with boats and safety is a big concern. Too much drinking and driving and innocent folks being injured and killed. No quality jobs being 
created. The snack stand and 7 points restaurant can't even maintain steady tenants. We would definitely stop boating on Raystown if another marina was added. The Raystown experiounce 
would be gone for my entire family that vacations there every year. All 35 of us. Thank you
Alcohol and safety concerns while boating.  - Reinforcement of "no swimming" or "picnicking" @ beach area.  Specifically that area in which was designated to allow boats to pull up.  People 
continue to swim in this area, bring down picnic tables, etc.….



As you already stated in the project overview...developing this area would.
1.increase flood damage to the proposed areas housing and infrastructure road, water, sewer that has to be brought into the area.
2 . increased boating hazards.
3 destruction of natural habitat, destruction of the stripped bass population
4. increased water, land, air pollution from all the boats ,cars, and other incidental accidents. on the water, land, and increased air pollution from boats and fires that would possibly be started 
by the  increased traffic.
5. increased boat traffic at all the boat launches would have an ecological impact on all the associated activities at these areas.
6. this is public land and should not be used for private projects such as these
7. the Raytown lake is a flood protection project designed to protect the public not to enrich a private organizations or individual
these are several reasons I DON'T WANT HAWNS PENINSULA DEVELOPED......   

Raystown Lake is with out a doubt  the crown jewel of Pa because its not developed , its miles of mountains and woods are what make it what it is ,to allow someone to come in and destroy this 
beautiful lake for what MONEY would be nothing short of a crime to the general public.
The Terrace Mountain side of the lake is currently undeveloped in large part.  There is a tremendous value in keeping that large contiguous area pristine, not only for wildlife and natural beauty 
but also for future protection from development.  Once piece meal development begins a domino effect is likely to follow.
Raystown is a unique lake currently due to its lack of shoreline development, but yet provides tremendous recreation opportunities for boating, camping, cycling, hiking, hunting, fishing, etc.  I 
would encourage no further shoreline development and no further significant development of any kind.  Instead put scarce resources and funding to keep existing facilities and programs in 
operation and well maintained.
Please rezone Hawn's Bridge area for a new recreation area.  Two on the lake are not enough.  We need access to the lake on the northeastern shore.  Our community needs this!
The Hawn's Bridge peninsula should be reclassified for recreation use as it was on the original master plan. This area would be ideal for a public recreation site for swimming, boating, kayaking, 
camping and for a small marina facility. I understand from people who were part of the last master plan update, that this area was removed from the master plan because of the steep access to 
the area and the cost of building a road or access to the area. The proposed Terrace Mountain Lodge developer is willing to take on the entire cost of the access road to the area as well as the 
development costs of the recreation area. This would make this are OPEN TO EVERYONE including people with disabilities and mothers with small children. Right now, the only people who can 
access this area are people fit enough to walk in. Please open this area for the development of a recreation area.
I am opposed to any development on Hawn’s Peninsula by private developer.
I am opposed to the development of Hawn's Peninsula.  This is PUBLIC LAND that belongs to myself, my wife, my children, my friends and family, and you, the person reading this.  If the master 
plan is revised to allow the development of this piece of land, where does it stop.  I believe the lake already has too many boats on it for safe operation based on the acreage / boat and I also am 
concerned about the impact to the lake trout that summer in this area because of the ideal oxygen content of the water.  

Please don't allow further development of wild, undeveloped public areas of Lake Raystown!!! This will undoubtedly impact local wildlife and the fishery, but increasing pollution and reducing 
habitat.
Please do not sacrifice the natural beauty and the treasure that is Raystown lake, for the sake of a privileged wealthy few. This land that was acquired by the corps for the lake, came at the 
expense of family farms and homesteads. They were convinced at the time, that this was for the greater good, and that their sacrifice would be preserved as a public resource for all. That 
sacrifice lends itself to the sacred nature of the public trust. Please deny any requests to privately develop the Raystown shoreline. The perceived benefits pale in comparison to the value of our 
lake and its surrounding mountains, in it's pristine state. Please take the moral high road, and preserve the gem of Huntingdon county.

The future of the lake should be open to change.  Dry rack storage building for boats would relieve boat ramp parking & congestion and have a smaller footprint than a large parking lot.  Leaves 
opportunity to generate some revenue for surrounding communities.  Some type of waterfront property needs to become available for the safety and storage of boats.  Large boats are 
transported over the road because of lack close available safe property.  This could also be facilitated by a dry rack boat storage.



Our local community can be at times, tough to deal with. As part of the master plan, may I suggest an alternative income for the corps and our local surrounding communities. Should changes 
be made that lake front property becomes available the USACE could lease The land that is waterfront on an annual basis to the property owner on a frontage basis. Similar to how deep creek 
lake and smith mountain va lake work. Dock installs behind homes can be charged for as well. Community tax dollars could be collected. Standards can be set so that the lake and homes built on 
it  don’t have to destroy the natural beauty of our area.  With your master plan revision please leave options available considering after this year changes cannot be made for 15-25 years.
My profession depends on this lake, my life has been spent on this lake since 1985. Please keep the options available. 
There is always opposition to change, but change is good. 


I support our public land and do not want Hawn’s Peninsula developed.
Please update the master plan to maintain the natural/wild nature of the lake and surrounding land as much as possible.  Please prioritize hunting, fishing, and non-motorized use and access.  
Please reject the plans for additional resort development currently proposed on Hawn's Peninsula.
I feel that the Raytown Dam Revision is very important to Huntingdon County. It will enable the Lake to be available to more people. It was also hellp Huntingdon County to grow in 
population,investment in private industry, support of the 4 county schools in allowing for the development of more proper classes, and it will also help the taxpayer to invest in their community

Would like to see more bathrooms/showers at or closer to more loops.  Would like to see more or easier accessibility for handicap.  Would like to see more recycling receptacles around the 
campsites
Please paint lines at 7 Points boat launch.  We like the lake the way it is.  Please don't over develop.  Like not having construction on shorelines.
I hope that the Army Corp doesn’t coincide with this Terrace mountain proposal and the dumbing down of this county. The negatives outweigh the positives . It’s a disgusting proposal and only 
a rich infrastructure man would propose something like this. If it happens, I among others will stop using Raystown . It’s a mess as it is and our postcard icon? Are you kidding? What a gorgeous 
place to give in for an oilmans fantasy.
1. Maintaining natural shoreline and fish habitat areas.  Preserving eastern shoreline and hillside. 2. Boating safety - lake is congested and rough on weekends.  No additional boats should be 
added.   3.  Trail systems.  Would like to see primitive (low impact) camping shelters/sites for backpacking only.  4.  View shed - eastern shoreline and hillside should be protected.

Lake Raystown offers something other lakes do not, a mostly natural shoreline and viewshed.  When guests visit Raystown for the first time, they're amazed at how beautiful it is.  The majority 
of the lake is undeveloped with uninterrupted views of Terrace Mountain.  Please protect Raystown's shoreline and natural viewshed.  As a recreational power boater, canoeist, swimmer, 
SCUBA diver, hiker, and biker, I recommend no additional roads, structures, marinas or boat launches on the lake. The lake can become quite congested on a weekend resulting in dangerous 
conditions on and off the lake.  Red sediment laden water from shoreline erosion is another side effect of heavy boat traffic.  Please protect all zones from future development.  Not only will this 
protect the viewshed and the safety of boaters, it will also protect the plants and animals that currently live and thrive in this mostly natural habitat.
Thank you for your consideration of my concerns.

Thank you for considering my comments. I live on Terrace Mountain and often walk along the ridgeline overlooking the lake. There are many natural vistas that I often share with friends visiting 
the area. I hike the Terrace Mountain Trail and mountain bike the Allegrippis Trails. I enjoy paddling and boating(speed/waterskiing/pontoon) on weekdays because the lake is too busy on 
weekends.  I often spend time floating in the cove at Hawns Peninsula. I love having so much public land to explore. I would like to see more designated primitive (hike in and/or paddle in only) 
camping spots on the lake. The lake brings tourists to the area, but I'm afraid additional development will actually discourage tourists as the lake gets bigger and the view is interrupted. I don't 
want to see the shoreline and viewshed developed. Lake Raystown's natural beauty comes from being undeveloped.  Other lakes are polluted by lights and homes.  Please don't include 
additional development into the master plan.
Zone 1 is an environmentally sensitive area and shouldn't be developed.  Too many boats on the lake now.  Not enough "no wake" zones.
Do NOT go along with the plan for rezoning Hawns Bridge Peninsula. It will in the end benefit a small percentage of people most of whom do not live in Pennsylvania.



Please DO NOT allow for another marina, camping area, etc on Hawn's peninsula.  The lake is already overcrowded on the weekends, and the wakes from the boats create a bad chop on the 
water that makes water sports/activities difficult.  Adding another marina would make this even worse.  You will be inviting more boating accidents and more damage to the environment.

I have been an avid hunter and fisherman most of my life.I fish the area of the proposed development frequently, and hunt morel mushrooms, and wild Turkey in that area in the spring. Late 
spring thru fall there is great fishing from the upper causeway, down to "5 points" for striped bass, smallmouth, catfish, lake trout and Largemouth bass. 
Fishing the area can be quite dangerous at night, when the fog rolls across the lake from the spillway. Particularly in the summer, thru fall months. This area is probably the most dangerous area 
of the lake at night, and in the early morning hours because of the dense fog. Adding an increase to the traffic in that area, will cause accidents to occur.
Also the views will be severely impacted, taking away a view of virtually unspoiled natural beauty.

I urge strong support for the development of additional receational facilities proposed for the area referred to as Hawn's Peninsula. In addition to the additional recreation options the potential 
for expanding the area emplyment opportunities is important to the region. Thank you for accepting this opinion.
I can’t wait to see the lake developed further! Having had my first job(for 8 summers) at the resort be it being my favorite by far and would love to make a career change back to the area I call 
home.
I have been going to Raystown lake since I was a child and it is my favorite place in the world. I love it for it's natural beauty and setting. I am against changing it in any way at this time. I am 
against a resort going in.
Raystown needs to remain free of commercialization and development. We have a cabin nearby that we come to for the peace and quiet and we visit Raystown for the same reason. If we want 
development and a chain restaurant we can easily visit Altoona. Keep Raystown peaceful and calm
Please keep Raystown just the way it is. Quite and quaint. We need to stop disrupting nature. And "we don't need to reinvent the wheel"
The first thing I tell people about the lake is how much I love that it is undeveloped. I come here to get away from modern day congestion and relax.  Great work so far!  We come to fish, kayak, 
mountain bike, and hike.
Will Beer Barrel be put back to no wake.  It was a nice cove to go into without fast boats!
I appreciate the beauty of the lake and approve of fixing and updating area.  The environmental issues are very important to me and I hope there is no impact on wildlife and the tree and plants.  
 There is a lot of boat traffic which is a concern to me for many safety reasons.  So I don't think another marina would be a good thing for the lake.
We retired in Huntingdon in 2009 due to the beauty and serenity of the area especially the Lake. We believe if the proposed marina is approved it would have a negative impact on the Lake due 
to disturbing the wildlife habitat and having more boats on the lake which there are so many at this point that it isn't as enjoyable as it once was. We hope the decision will be to deny to the 
Resort and Marina Plan and to leave the Lake as it is now!
No development is needed the lake is not big enough for this.
I own a home on Hunter Drive which is located off Parks Road (Huntingdon).  My neighbors tell me the Army Core is considering extending Parks Road and putting in a parking lot at the end 
where the road would meet the water.  The primary purpose is apparently for kayakers to park and put their boats in the water.  I am also told that the Core is considering making the entire 
area back there inaccessible for power boats.  I have looked online and have not been able to find any information related to this.  Can you please provide more details?

My name is Jill Slowakiewicz.  I live in Coalmont, a small borough located 3 miles from the Weaver's Falls Boat Launch, along PA Route 913.  
Unfortunately, the economic impact from the lake visitors has not been seen in Saxton, PA and the immediate southern lake region.  However, we do see an increase in traffic and unsafe 
driving.  I cannot tell you how many times I have witnessed trucks pulling campers and trucks pulling boats going excessive rates of speed in a residential area. 
I continually bring this to the attention of Penn Dot and the State Police, and yet last weekend the boat and camper traffic started and I witnessed the majority going 50 - 60 mph in a posted 35 
mph. 
I hope that in the Master Plan traffic control is addressed for all the areas.  

I am all for the development of the land in question at Hawn's Bridge.  Huntingdon Co needs all the jobs and development it can get.  We are a depressed area any jobs would benefit.



I hope you will rezone the Hawn's Peninsula for high density recreation. We need more access to the lake on the northeastern shore and also more handicapped access to the lake. This public 
recreation area would benefit everyone. Thank you.  
I myself probably will not benefit from the new Resort that's being proposed.  What the Corps and interested parties have to understand is that this area didn't want changes.  Most people 
wanted things like they were.  We had a hard time getting a Wal-Mart in here.  Some of the people that oppose the new resort is because the person is wealthy and not one of us.  If it had been 
planned from someone that had been born and raised here and it was someone in high standing, it would of been a different story.  What some of the people have to understand is that we 
need to put people to work and have tax money coming into the area.  Even if a lot of the jobs maybe lower pay, it would be jobs for the younger people and give them something to build on.  If 
some of the jobs would be full time, great, that's more money here and families being raised.  Where would we be if no one had invested money around here way back.  No banks, railroad, 
college, hospital we would be back in the 1800s.
I sent a message earlier but ran out of space, so this is a addition to that.
The Corps have to understand is that if the new resort is approved, then the Corps have to oversee everything about it.  Make sure the plan is stuck to and that the environment is protected.  If 
the investor says he is going to do something, then hold him to that. It would of been nice if this project was scaled back and not be so big.  Shut it down if he over steps what is proposed.  I 
don't want to see where we have to regret doing this years from now.  I hope we have very competent people that will over see this and not just be thinking about the money.  Money is only a 
small part of this.  Thanks

Please leave the lake and the amenities as is.  No need to add anything.  Something’s  are better left unchanged
Just Say No !
Our Lake is beautiful as it is already, and needs no more development, boat traffic, or invasion by people who think they possible can improve upon what Mother Nature's Beauty has already 
given to us all, animal and human alike.
To remove 94 Plan Area's that have not been used for approval
Concerns on evacuate and explosion zones created by pipeline.
I am opposed to further development on Lake Raystown. The lake is crowded enough, but if further development was needed I think it should occur as expansion of existing facilities. the Hawn 
site has lousy access, really steep terrain and is not well suited for that use. A PNDI search also turned up a number of T&E species in the vicinity.The other side of the lake has better access off 
of rt 26, but again I think there is enough existing development for Raystown.
My husband and I feel the lake is already over used and too crowded. We often find litter and toilet paper and feces on the shorelines.  We feel additional development  will further degrade the 
beautiful natural peace of the lake.  We vote no to more development.  
I would like the Hawn's Bridge area rezoned for recreational development.  We definitely need this!  Thank you.
My family and I purchased a property near the main Marina at Raystown 4 years ago. The reason we chose this area was due to the simplicity and the lack of commercial properties. We want 
our family to be able to enjoy nature in its original and simple form. We feel that allowing new construction and another marina would conflict with our desires of "good old fashioned family 
time". We enjoy getting the grandchildren away from electronics and exploring the beautiful lake and surroundings in its existing state. Pleasd refrain from allowing this precious place become 
commercialized.
Boat Dock @ TRCR comment.  Trough Creek already has soft launch @ state park.  No Need.
Some trail development on east side of lake may benefit users of the south side of the lake. Additional paddle sport development would be welcome.
Zone 1:  There are many good places to anchor at shore in a natural setting.  There are not many other place on the lake suitable as Zone 1.  This should be maintained.  The biking trails have 
been very popular and may benefit from further development of the trails.
Some trail development on the east side of the lake in this area.  May benefit users of the southern part of the lake.
Zone 2.  The South end of Allegrippis trails could use more development to draw some of the crowd away from the North end of the trails.  I think if any hotel/resort development were to occur, 
it should be in t he upper corners area and not in Zone 1.
Yes, please proceed with the resort at Hawn's Peninsula. Build the restort! There are no recreational facilities on the Huntingdon (north) end of Raystown Lake. The Seven Points area is 25-30 
minutes away from Huntingdon. I believe builting a new resort will not have a negative impact on wildlife or nature as there are still thousands of acres left of untouched wooded areas. No one 
seemed to stop Seven Points from getting built. You will create many jobs with little drawbacks. The drawbacks are by complainers and are exadurated. SO BUILD! 



I think the lake is great the way it is.  I also think there is plenty of boat traffic now, adding another marina would add more boats.  There is already more every year.
Let's get this done on a lake that's so underutilized pass the terrace mountain resort
I would like to express my support for the hawns bridge project it will be a great asset to this area
This project is great for the community and will benefit the area all four seasons I'm pleased to support it.
I really see no benefits from this project unless you like low paying jobs.  I use Hawn's bridge road for hunting.  I can drive down to the lake.  As a veteran I appreciate.  If you take this away I 
won't be able to access on eastern side.  When Mr. Roberts purchases the Glatfelter parcels he signed them all with No Trespassing.  I seen his phone number on his signs so I decided to call and 
ask permission to hunt some of his lands.  He told me that he will have me arrested if I go on any.  All he cares about is himself.

If you look at other projects Mr. Roberts' was involved in pollution seems to be an issue.  What is Mr. Roberts 10 year plan with the balance of parcels he owns in the valley?  The lodge will be 
self sustaining it will have restaurants, activities, there will be little money spent outside the project after its built.  Roads would need improved.  I overhear the cost may surpass $200 million to 
complete.  How many more boat can the lake handle without pollution.
My wife and I have a home with property bordering the project.  In general, we are satisfied with the management of the resource.  We do power boat, canoe, fish, hike and hunt on Corp 
property and have not had any issues.  As you know, holiday weekends draw the highest use of the boat ramps and facilities so we tend not to visit those areas during the holidays.  We love the 
lake during the week and feel we almost have it to ourselves.  Expanded  No-Wake zones around Aitch, Snyder's Run, James Creek and below the resort would be our wish.  You can can get beat 
up a bit on the water with the wakes from larger watercraft and this keeps us off the lake at times.  If we had more no-wake area, we would feel safer in our smaller boat and canoe.  BTW, we 
support the proposed Terrace Mountain Resort.
Boat travel on lake during weekend has maxed out.  Outside of no wake areas, boating can be dangerous with boats traveling in "all" directions, and speed and wake make trip recreation 
difficult.  Additional development would only add to current issue.
Boat and motor size on the lake is out of hand.  It's dangerous on the water way.  Please reduce this to max hp of 25.  That would make it safe!
Do not develop in Zone One.  We love it the way it is!  Nature. Fishing. Hiking. Etc.  Keep it the same.
Overall I believe there are too many boats on the lake.  Please reduce!
I currently own a boat and love going to raystown however there is not enough development of the lake.  On a summer saturday there is simply not enough boat launching space for me to get 
on the water.  I have also been on wetslip waiting lists at both marinas for years.  I would love to see more access for boats including more launch space and another resort/marina.  The lake is 
plenty large enough that another resort would not effect the overall peacefulness of the area and it would grant increased access as well as tourism and things to do such as restaraunt lodging 
etc.  
Would love to have "no wake" buoys around point of Lake Raystown Resort.  Anchored boating area.
Zone 1:  Yes Resort.  No Boat Access.  Keep stripers happy.
H.P. restriction?  100 H.P. Max.  We don't need ocean racing cigarette boats on Raystown.
We retired here 15 years ago expecting to spend a lot of time fishing on Raystown.  This was good for several years but my last time out I was deep in a no wake zone and a boat was speeding.  I 
motioned for them to slow down. They ran right at me and turned at the last minute.  In recent years we have seen many infractions but no law enforcement.  If Army Corps/Fish wardens can't 
keep up now, how do they handle a big influx of boaters?  Parking?  We are selling our boat and will fish and kayak on the river.  It is safer less congested and the fishing is better.  Also would 
suggest max boat h.p. say 100 h.p.
The great economic benefit, and providing access from that side of the lake would be very beneficial to the area.
My name is John  Vatavuk, Commissioner in Somerset County, and member of the SAP&DC board of directors.      I am writing to offer my support for the Terrace Mountain Resort at Raystown 
Lake.  Many folks from Somerset County visit the Lake each year since it is one of the closest lakes that permit speedboats and other such vessels on their waters.  The resort would be a 
welcomed addition to the area and  would improve the recreational opportunities in the Southern Alleghenies  Region.  Thank you for your time and your willingness to invest  our area.  John P. 
Vatavuk, Somerset County Commissioner. 



As a concerned resident of Huntingdon Borough, I would like to add my voice to those that would like to preserve the natural, undeveloped beauty of the lake and oppose the development of 
Hawn's Peninsula.  In fact, I would like to see existing "no wake" zones expanded to promote more paddle sports and less gasoline engines on the lake.  It is a rare gem to have a place where you 
can paddle and not see development everywhere.  Hawn's Peninsula is a very central and visible place in zone 1, which would greatly detract from the experiences we all share on the lake if it 
and its access road were to be developed.
I understand the arguments about jobs and tax revenues, but they are never good reasons to me for destroying the environment.
I do not support the development of federal lands on Hawns Peninsula olong Raystown Lake.  I anticipate your rejection of this proposal.
Is there any chance of getting a small marina at aitch boat launch?
I disapprove of any changes to the Master Plan which would open Hawn's Bridge Peninsula to future development. I also believe that Terrace Mountain should remain as a Low Density, Limited 
Use Recreation Area.  It is the natural beauty which attracts people to Raystown Lake.  Let's keep it that way.
I do not support leasing or developing the Land on Hawns Peninsula. Putting s resort in this area would ruin the natural beauty and character of the area.
Zone 1 is a beautiful, natural, pristine zone on this lake.  It must remain so.  Audubon and bass fisherman position papers both agree.  Hawn's Bridge must be designated as an Environmentally 
sensitive area and the Terrace Mt. area should be designated as a low density limited recreation area for future generations.  Do we need to destroy the land on Hawn's Bridge to erect an 
"environmental center" to remind people of the importance of protecting the environment?  Do we need another marina when the density of boats on summer weekends already exceeds 
safety considerations?  The Army Corps has a responsibility to protect this land.  Overdevelopment will ruin what many people come here to enjoy.  The Natural Beauty!

The lake is already too crowded on the weekends. If there is a resort added it will be dangerous and total chaos. Fishing and hunting will be ruined as well. You can’t find a parking spot at the 
launches now on a weekend after 12pm.
As a public land user, the slippery slope of privatization of public lands scares me.  I enjoy public lands in multiple states doing many different activities, from hunting, hiking, running, camping 
etc.  I fear that if the corp revises the master plan to allow development of Hawn's peninsula what is next, the entire lake?  I am opposed to the development of marina.

We love the idea of a non-motorized boat launch at the bottom of Parks Rd. in Zone #1.  We would like to see more hiking trails.  Generally speaking we feel you do a great job.

What attracted us and keeps us coming back to raystown lake is the natural beauty and lack of man made structures along the shoreline. What I value most about Zone 1 and 3 are the no wake 
coves where you can spend a tranquil day on your boat. Unfortunately james creek coves are over populated on the weekends and no longer desirable. One of my concerns is that zone 1 will 
become  the same if the northern end of the lake is developed. I am also concerned about safety with increased boat traffic. This will force us to change our "master plan" of retiring at our 
huntingdon cabin and lead to selling to pursue a less developed lake.
Our family has been visiting Raystown Lake for over 25 years.  10 years while we lived in the Baltimore, Maryland area and then for 15 years while we have lived here locally.  We have used our 
boat all of these years and camped for a number of years. We live on the northeastern part of the lake and would like to see more access options.  Our house is less than a mile from the water 
as the crow flies but we are 30 minutes from both the resort and Seven Points.  Access to the resort is thru back roads with no cell reception and there are no amenities such as gas or groceries 
in the area.  Access to Seven Points is how we usually go to the lake.  However, the distance and travel time is a negative factor.  Seven Points Marina has a long waiting list for new customers 
and we were fortunate to finally get a slip.  However, we have at least five friends who have been on the list for a long time or were told there were no spots available.  Yet if you buy a boat 
from Jim’s Anchorage, they do.
We live on the eastern side of the lake and would look forward to a new marina!  It would be much closer to friends and families in the Baltimore area and to where we live in the Calvin area.  
Both marinas have waiting lists for boat slips and the lake is NOT crowded and could accommodate more boats!
1.  No wake from Rt 994 bridge to mile marker 22.  2.  No development at Hawn's Bridge Peninsula.

Please do not change anything in the master plan which could increase the number of boats on the lake. It is currently unsafe for skiing or tubing on weekends. Any additional boats on the lake 
would only add to the danger.



I wish to express my support for our public land.
I most certainly DO NOT want to see Hawn's Peninsula developed. 
This area is important to hunters, hikers and anglers, as well as the host of wildlife which makes it their home.
Please keep this area as is.

Raystown Lake is obviously the big attraction of this area, but I think there is potential to make it so much better for locals and tourists. I've always thought it was odd that a 30 mile lake only has 
two developed areas, Seven Points and the Resort, and those locations have limited hours for roughly half of the year. It would be nice to have more options to eat around the lake. And I'm 
talking about a meal I don't have to pack, cook and clean up after myself. It would also be nice to have a place to hear live music on the lake and do some shopping. I have friends in the 
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia areas who have visited here. While they think the lake was nice to look at, they say there's really no reason to come back again unless there's more for them to do. 
More development, especially in the zones that currently have nothing, would bring benefits to an economically depressed area. Gas stations, grocery stores, lodging facilities, shops and other 
area tourist attractions would all benefit.
Normally we launch our boat at Snyders boat launch.  In summer we try to launch by 8 am on weekends because there is no parking available later in the morning.  We love the lake, the 
beautiful shores and have observed deer quietly drinking water near mile 2. The area that will be severely impacted by development.  On weekends the parking lots are full and many are turned 
away due to crowding.  Friends come from Philadelphia to enjoy the pristine mountains, trees, water, and the possibility of seeing eagles, and hawks.  Please preserve the sanctity of God's 
beauty and not allow more development at Lake Raystown.
We like the dam the way it is.  Natural.  Area one will be troubling.  Thank You.
My father purchased a cabin near the lake ten years ago.  Since then Raystown lake has been my families favorite place in the world.  We primarily use the lake for fishing and a little hunting.  
We also enjoy taking the kids to Tatman Run beach or floating and pulling tubes.  Please do not further develop the lake!  The scenery and wildlife is without a doubt the best part of the lake.  
My in laws own a lake house in the Fingerlakes, NY.  It is a very nice place but absolutely doesn't compare to Raystown... and the difference is development.  The lake already has too much boat 
traffic as it is, any further development will just draw more crowds.  Please do not further develop the lake.

We have been going to the lake since 2011. I think there are plenty of existing facilities at the lake for visitors to stay and launch their boat. On weekend there are already too many boats. I’ve 
been on a boat pulled over before because we were too close to another boat while moving but there was no where else to go. Please do what you can to prevent another entity from building 
near the beautiful lake. 
We are Union Township, Huntingdon County residents and we are writing to express our opposition to the proposed development of Hawns Peninsula on Raystown Lake. We feel the low 
density area should remain undeveloped. It is a very environmental sensitive area and developing this peninsula would eradicate all the rare flora & fauna that  call Hawns Peninsula their home. 
We would also like to address the already overcrowded lake. We feel that boaters safety would be at risk by the increase of boat traffic on the lake, We are confident that the boat survey results 
would determine this lake is already at it's maximum capacity for it's size. Please keep Hawns Peninsula on Raystown Lake as it is today, untouched and undeveloped. Thank you.

I have a boat at Seven Points and have boated on the lake 18 years. I do not think any development should be done to the area that will marr it’s natural beauty or increase boat traffic.

We are a family of 5 and enjoy boating, fishing, hunting and bike riding on the beautiful trails.  I have great concerns that this marina will no doubt permanently destroy the striper bass 
population at that end of the lake and disrupt the quiet beauty found around the dam area.
It saddens me deeply to hear that the beauty &  tranquility will be lost when this proposed marina is built.  The traffic on the lake is busy now and will get worse and more dangerous.
Thank you for your consideration in reading my heartfelt concerns.

As the days to submit comments come to a close, I wanted to reach out one more time and request that you keep the Hawn's Peninsula area (Zone 1) designated as low density recreation.  
Protect this special and unique natural area, protect the entire lake, protect the community by not allowing this area to be developed.



I am a local resident and am passionate about the natural beauty of the lake.  I spend a great deal of time on the water . I try to participate in clean up days on the lake and always take the time 
to stop to pick up any plastic or other man made debris in the water when I am on the water in the fishing boat.   The wooded, non developed shorelines, beautiful clear water in the many coves 
and the opportunities to view abundant wild life are what make this lake so special .  It is the best possible combination of flood control while preserving natural beauty and recreation for 
generations to come.  Today the many launches and two marinas provide ample access to the lake without over taxing the existing natural resources.  The marinas are sufficiently far apart to 
spread the boat traffic and inevitable pollutants from boating across the many miles of lake. I oppose the Hawns development. I believe the additional marina in close proximity to 7 PTS would 
overburden the  lake ecosystem .
I am writing to ask that you do NOT allow the development of the Hawn's area.  Please keep this one section of the lake wild and remote.  It is such a unique environment for plants and habitat 
for wildlife.  It would be shame and a crime to destroy that special area with more boats, cabins, and people!  
To whoever it may concern!
I cannot believe what I read in the newspaper.
That you would even consider ruining Hawn's Peninsula, a little spot of wilderness with
lots of wildlife and great fishing along its shore, for the benefit of a wealthy TEXAS man who made the mistake of buying property adjacent to the federal property for fracking. Now that that fell 
through he wants to ruin our Pennsylvania treasure to line his pocket. If he wants to enrich himself, he should ruin some piece of Texas land, not ours!!!! 
We have a beautiful facility, which is already stretched to the limit with recreational pursuits. Let's
not permit a rich man to ruin it for his own personal gain. He does not appreciate this area for its natural beauty but only as a piece of land to be exploited for his own benefit. 
We should not erase this small wildlife refuge and supplant it with another marina, hotels, restaurants, etc., all  detrimental to anglers, hikers and animals.
To lease our public land for private profit is shameful!!!!! Especially Hawn's Peninsula, one of the
last wild and beautiful areas along the lake. To even consider supplanting this untouched area with a private commercial development boggles the mind.  To ruin a great fishing area, kill off all 
the animals 
on the peninsula, ruin the hiking experience of walkers & hikers, etc. all for the monetary benefit 
of a rich out-of-state man is beyond comprehension.
Really, is another marina needed on Raystown Lake? And so, perhaps an area where Mr. Roberts plan would be less destructive to the natural beauty of the lake could be found? 
Please don't allow this property guy to line his pockets and disturb the peace of the area. There are more reasons to oppose this plan than support it. We need to stop developing. Someone 
needs to be the first person to step up. Save the wildlife. 
I am opposed to the development of public lands. Please stop the developer from building! Let's preserve this beautiful peninsula and lake.

Raystown Lake's exceptional value environmental areas are not the places development should occur. The bat recovery has been painfully slow in Pennsylvania and this is a peninsula that they 
frequent. The economic plan is based on Berkley Springs which is off major highway routes and has historical and natural attractions that have been know for more than a century. To think this 
development would attract as many visitors is ludicrous. As a member of Sierra Club and a visitor of Raystown as a boater, a hiker and an attender of weddings- I urge you to reject this proposal.

When considering an update to the Raystown Lake Master Plan, I ask you to please do the following:
Visit Raystown Lake. Travel on its waters. Hike its mountainsides. What do you see? You see woods, you see nature, and you breathe in God's Country. 
I have traveled to 48 of 50 states, and on four continents. Few lakes of this size offer unspoiled beauty akin to Raystown Lake. Help us keep it that way. It is special because of its natural state. If 
others seek commercialism, that audience may go elsewhere; there are many choices to accommodate their preferences. 
I am familiar with the usual arguments for development; however, one question remains: Why must nature always lose? Please protect Hawn's Peninsula and say no to any master plan revision 
that would allow desecration of this haven.
Talked to 2 different groups this week, 1 from Allentown and 1 from Philly - why come to Raystown I asked.  They all answered "Look around, it is undeveloped!"  Keep it that way!



I am a Huntingdon natvie who had a summer home on the "old" Raystwon dam.  I grew up water skiing, boating, fishing, and playing in the woods of the "old dam."  Of course, I was very sad to 
lose my cottage but realize that the "new" lake as it is now is so much bettter.  My own children have grown up on the new lake getting to experience those same activites.  
My old cottage was between Mile marker 3 and 4 so we do most of our recreating in Zone !.  We have skied with both eagles and osprey and have been observing a copper head den in one of 
the coves opposite mile marker 1 on the Terrace Mt. side for over 25 years.  And we have fished along that same side of the Peninsula.    The lake is so crazy crowded on weekends that we don't 
go out any more.  
I am aware that the original masterplan (1974?) had provisions for development on the Peninsula, thus the casueway. 
This end of the lake is pristine and beautiful.  Please zone the Hawn's bridge as an ecologically protected area. 


I would just like to say, we are certainly all for protecting Hawn's Peninsula. We live in Timberlake Estates, close to the proposed area.  We have seen coyotes, deer, bald eagles, and bear.  This 
project will destroy habitat.
And, the lake is already overcrowded.  


I feel that the proposed development should not be approved.  The lake and area around it is already way too crowded.  Also, the land that the proposed development is to be built on was 
taken from families in the 1960's.  It should not be going to someone to be used for profit.  If anything it should go back to the people that once owned it or their heirs.

Keep Raystown Lake, especially Hawn's Bridge Peninsula designated as low density, limited recreation to prevent any development on the lake.  The beauty of the undeveloped land is so special.  
 I am concerned about displacing endangered bats and eagles plus other animals who live on the  peninsula with any development.  Increase the area for endangered bat habitat.

Oh, the lake is so crowded and noisy this holiday week and on weekends. Please do not allow any more boats on the lake. The boat launches are already too crowded to even put a boat into the 
water. And please do not consider having another marina on the Hawn's Peninsula. I believe we need rules to limit the horsepower of the boats and insist on mufflers or something to control 
the noise. The snake design of the lake is cause for accidents with too many boats, especially the ones that need to go so fast. It is too dangerous. I am frightened for any children to be in the 
water. There needs to be more wake zones for small fishing boats and kayaks. 


Why in this day and age would anyone want to destroy the natural beauty of this peninsula?  Ok money talks I get it, but I live here.  The men and women that would come to the new boat 
marina, restaurant, cabins, camping sites, etc they don't care about our area.  They leave trash, pollution of the waters, and bring their problems with them and when their time is over they go 
home.
I and my husband are opposed to developing Hawns Bridge Peninsula.  Once the development comes in and in time isn't used as often and the area is destroyed there is no amount of money to 
put the land and area back to the way it was. 
Just the other evening we took our new neighbor out to 7 points, to the breast of the damn and then to Raystown by the convention center.  Our neighbor came from the hub and bustle of NJ 
where there isn't much beauty as this.  He was totally amazed and when we told him of some big corporation wanting to come in to develop the land further...he said no way!!  And we Kathy 
and Frank Harper say the same...NO WAY!!  Unfortunately we cannot get out there to tell someone in person and as suggested in today's paper email.  So now you've got it process our thoughts.

1.  Would like to see some areas where boaters could stop and have safe areas where you could jump into water.  2.  Maybe some rope swings for kids to drop into water. 3.  Boat races were 
fun in the past.  4.  Bring in other weekend attractions.

More emphasis / education on littering everywhere!  I have been fortunate to see and boat on many lakes in the US - Raystown is the MOST beautiful.  Keep the Eastern shore totally in its 
natural state.  Maintain Zone 1 for restricted environmental management - fishing, hunting, etc.



Hello, I would like to briefly speak on the Rezoning of Hawn's Bridge Peninsula. 
As nice as it looks on paper, one of the biggest issues I see is the lack of boat ramps. The current public access ramps are basically filled to capacity already most weekends during the summer 
months. If this Resort is permitted to happen without their OWN boat ramp access, the public ramps will be complete jam packed with vehicles and trailers for days on end. I have reviewed the 
website, and as attractive as this may be, the public ramp usage for the resort is a huge problem. 
While I also understand this helps the local economy, it does add a burden onto the local Emergency Services, State Police and additional impact to roadways as well.  I may not be a direct Tax 
Payer in Union Township, but my parents are and I frequent the lake multiple times a year. Please take these issues into consideration,
I strongly oppose allowing development of additional marinas on Raystown Lake. Specifically the proposed Hauns Bridge marina.  I would like the lake and surrounding Federal Land remain 
undeveloped.
Would you consider opening areas to motorized vehicles?  ATV's or Side by Sides?

We come to Raystown Lake because it is undeveloped.  There are enough places with hotels and spas.  Keep Raystown natural.  Camping/hiking/mountain biking/boating is what makes this 
place special!  It is nature at its best!  Keep Raystown Beautiful!  Great job to those who work so hard!
For Zone 5:  Weaver Falls has always been one of my favorite spots on the lake.  One of the suggestions I have is for better signs to get there by car.  My family tried to find it a year ago and we 
got a little turned around.  It's a great destination for people who just like to see the beauty of the lake.  We enjoy the picnic and playground facilities there.

Consider safety over greed.  Control alcohol???  Put speed limit or horsepower on boat boats. Or boat length.  No need for cigarette boats on a narrow lake.  You need to eliminate number of 
boats on lake at one time.  So that means no more expansion!!
Zone 3.  Leave the way it is.  Not enough parking at Snyder's Run.  The lake didn't get bigger.
Zone 2 leave the way it is.  Tax payers need a place to park!  Not enough parking at Snyder's Run to begin with.  The lake did not change but boats got bigger and faster.
Zone 4.  Tax payers need a place to park.  Leave the lake the way it is.  The lake did not change but the boats are bigger and faster.
As a  property owner and a tax payer of Union Township Huntngdon County Pa. I am against  Hawns  peninsula  Resort . I think we need to  preserve the area. If one development is allowed, 
more will be added down the road as it will just open the door to any other developments. As a frequent user of Snyder’s Ryn Boat Launch, we already have a parking problem with the weekend 
visitors.
Zone 1.  Leave the way it is.  The lake did not change but boats got bigger and faster.  Parking @ ramps are at capacity now.  Tax payers need a place to park!
To whom it may concern,
I strongly urge that no new development be done on Lake Raystown or its shorelines. There are enough marinas launches and resorts. The new proposed development of Hawn’s peninsula and 
surrounding area Will ruin the lake for fishing and recreation. There is already too much boat traffic on this and other areas of the lake.  
 Furthermore it is not right to those who used to live there before the lake was made. Many people were made to move from their homes who would not moved otherwise. 
 Instead of new development, I think consideration should be made to fix up the many launches already on the lake. There are launches that only allow one boat at a time, that should be made 
bigger. Lighting should be improved, and buoys should be made more visable at night. Also should consider installing solar powered marker signs so boaters can see them easier.

  I oppose any new development on Raystown Lake. Including Hawns peninsula and surrounding areas.
Zone 1 concerned w/ the purposed Hawn's development relative to recreational boating.  NOT IN FAVOR of a marina or more no wake zone.  Luv Zone 1 as is.
My family has lived in this area for 250 years. We lived all around the lake. My mother, grandparents, and great grandparents lived near Seven Points Marina, and their homes are now flooded. I 
think it is incredibly disingenuous that the government took that land "for the benefit of all Americans" and now they are going to cede it to the highest bidder who can use it to make a profit. If 
developement is now an option, why not give us the option to repurchase our land first?
I am from maryland and usually visit Raystown lake a few times a year. I love the fact that it is not developed around the lake.You can have a peaceful day on the water without seeing houses  
every place.I mostly come to camp and fish. The peacefulness and serenity is the biggest draw for me . It is a place that you can enjoy nature without too much commercial interference. When I 
go to Raystown I want to get away from all of the traffic, noise ,and people and just enjoy nature peace and quiet. Please keep Raystown the way it is.



Please oppose new development plan on Hahn’s Bridge.  Please keep Raystown Lake beautiful.
I do love the lake for it's  beautiful scenery . But Huntington  county is in bad need of more jobs . And could use the resort it will help boost the economy  . Although  putting more of a strain on 
our local fire companies   with the added people  and buildings  . It would be great if the local companies  could get $ for the ones that service  the lake .. thank you

Given all the flooding that has occurred recently, here in Huntington County and elsewhere, the thought of developing the lake shore...any part of it...seems a foolish thing to do.  It's not a 
question of if but when all this construction and development will be submerged.  At what cost to the lake?
The real beauty of Raystown Lake is the undeveloped shoreline.  Developing Hawn's Point would devastate the essential character of the lake.
More troubling though, is the fact that Lancer is a Texas enterprise that seems to specialize in fracking.  The only project in their portfolio is in central Pennsylvania.  What Lancer is doing (and 
hopes to do) will be widely injurious to our region.  Our pristine environment will be polluted by the fracking activity of Lancer.  Well water and municipal water alike may be seriously affected in 
an adverse manner.  The proposed Hawn's Development is a project that only further damages Huntington County and the surrounding region.
Lancer must be opposed, and stopped, if at all possible.  This is not good for the region; it is not good for the lake.
I’ve been a home owner in the Borough of Huntingdon since 2002.  I’ve had my boat in the Seven Points Marina since 2003.  I have real interest in the health and future of Raystown Lake and its 
surrounding areas.

I spend approximately 35 days recreating on Raystown annually, traveling from outside the area to do so.  I live 55 miles away.  My main activities at Raystown include fishing, boating, camping, 
hiking and hunting.  I would like to see the lake and surrounding land remain as natural as possible with limited further development.  There is no need to add another resort/marina which will 
only spoil the natural beauty of the area and cause more boat traffic on an already congested lake.   Raystown is one of the few lakes of its size that is not developed.  It is such a joy in that 
regard.  Furthermore the proposal to develop Hawn's Peninsula makes little sense from a resource management perspective, the topography alone makes it not conducive to development.  Also 
the area around Hawn's is very good for fishing, one of the best on the lake in my opinion.  A marina would destroy that.  The current marina's on the lake already act as if they own the lake and 
confront anglers in public water.
Raystown has been a retreat that I have been fortunate to have had access to since I was 14.  Not only has it provided me with a getaway to relax and unplug during the summers, but I have 
been able to see my daughters and now my young grandchildren enjoy all that it has to offer time after time.  My family has created many memories while camping, enjoying the wildlife in the 
surrounding woods, and learning to fish, ski, and tube on the lake.  I fear that by turning Hawn's Peninsula into a commercialized area, not only is there a risk of economic detriment to the 
existing marinas, businesses and employees, but there will be an increase in pollution due to more boat traffic, people and development, causing the wildlife (in and out of the lake) to decrease.  
Heavier traffic also increases potential for boating accidents, and make it more dangerous for those who like to ski, swim, tube, etc. on the lake. Because of these reasons, among others, I 
oppose the development of Hawn's Peninsula.
My husbands family owns property near Weaver Falls BL. They have been escaping to the area from busy Lancaster life for over 30 years. To this day, we still enjoy the lack of Cell phone service 
at the cabin. 
We are outdoor enthusiasts in every sense of the word. We hunt, fish, and hike with our two dogs. We drop our 20’ open bow into the water several times throughout the summer. Raystown is 
our way to escape the “luxury” seekers in the Chesapeake. 
Keep the small town spirit of Raystown alive. Tailor it to those who seek a LACK of luxury - once it’s changed it will never be able to go back. 
NO TO HAWNS 
My Family and friends have enjoyed the lake for several years now, traveling 2 hours just about every weekend from spring through fall.   We enjoy skiing, wake boarding, tubing, fishing and just 
enjoying the beauty of the lake.  It is already a very busy lake and at times I am concerned for the safety of those behind the boat.   The addition of another Marina would only add more boats 
to an already crowded lake.  I love seeing nature all around. Commercializing the lake would destroy this beauty and wildlife. I feel this addition would be sacrificing safety and enjoyment for the 
almighty dollar.   When I get on the lake I want to feel that my family and friends are safe. This beautiful lake doesn’t have the capacity to hold any more boats on the weekends.  Please preserve 
the natural resources that this lake has to offer.



I have been boating on Lake Raystown for 12 years and am also a slip holder at Lake Raystown Resort and Lodge.  Over the last 6 years the lake has become very active with all recreational 
sports.  Newer trending interests in paddle boarding, kayaking, wake boarding, jet skis, etc. has produced an influx of visitors using the lake. I often see situations where these types of 
recreational sports are becoming a safety issue with the large amount of boats on the water.  Moreover, the lack of knowledge among the people operating these recreational devices 
potentially creates more of a hazard to themselves and the safety of others.  No Wakes zones regulations are continuously being violated by boaters and jet skis threatening the safety of these 
recreational sports and causing further damaged and erusion to the shorelines.  On any given holiday weekend there are crowded shorelines, narrows, and coves. Each year I worry about how 
dangerous the lake has become with boat traffic.
Keep Lake Raystown as it is.  The lake is already exponentially busier than it was 10 yrs ago.  The proposed resort will only increase an already busy recreation area.  The proposed yearly payroll 
averages just 20k or so a year and no way will 300 people be employed year round.  It's not what Lake Raystown, nor the town or county of Huntingdon needs for sustainable income or jobs.  
This guy will make huge promises just to fill his own pockets and let the lake and surrounding residents suffer.
I support our public land and DO NOT want Hawn’s Peninsula developed.
From an online pontoon boat forum.
LOTO covers over 61,000 acres and impounds 617 billion gallons of fresh water. We honeymooned here in 1965, bought a second home, (cabin sized) in 1972.
We moved our family from St. Louis to live there full time in 1975. I traveled Coast to Coast by airplane for over 8 years out of 6500 foot airfield just to stay there.
I learned to fly while here and put two daughters through one of the best schools in the state. It was just great - a beautiful, relatively quite, peaceful life style.
Then the "my boat is bigger than your boat" hit the lake and dealers and promoters saw the money floating on the surface. The developers built Condos and the 
little bucks and really big bucks started to take over. It's hard if not impossible to stop progress when superfunds are involved. 
So now, as Rick stated the lake is over run with large boats & Condos. Some of which went belly up in the interim and then recovered; way too many bars, restaurants, attitudes and 

If I owned land on the mountain can I also propose development with a lease?  Would the Corps have on their own decided to develop Hawn's?  Would any development been in that plan?  If 
focusing on the lake itself, as stated,  and as in the past development was denied.  Keep all development in the middle third of the lake.
I can't understand why the Corps was spurred to include Robert's scheme.   I focused on the lake Roberts, in legalese would not have "standing".  He has no right to use lake water to make 
lemonade out of his lemon.
Ecologically sensitive area as denoted in Huntingdon County Survey.  The only pristine area of the lake (except mitigation area @ Aitch).  Most photographed part of the lake - Hawn's/Ridenour 
Overlook.  Light pollution.  I take night photos.  There is no other area of the lake without light pollution.  A development would light up the whole horizon.  We must keep 1/3 of the lake 
undeveloped.
Today 8/11 Snyder's Run is full.  With 150 boat slips, visitors etc., Snyder's will need to more than double to accommodate.  The local folks will be negatively impacted.   If a development is on 
the "docket" there are far better areas - Coffee Run for example or Shy Beaver or across from 7pts.

There are security issues and much easier foot access to sensitive areas.  In today's world that should be a concern.  Infrastructure:  Roberts said he wasn't paying for it (Cassville Meeting).  This 
cost directly impacts locals.  Their taxes will go up.
Consider invasive species. As more boaters come from other areas, which are likely to expand in range, more invasive aquatic species will be introduced. 
https://www.anstaskforce.gov/Documents/AIS_Field_Guide_Finalweb.pdf 


Has the security of the Lake been considered? It's a short walk from the 'rustic' camping to the breast of the dam..and no one would see anyone trespassing from that side of the dam.

The master plan was out if date. If Roberts had never proposed a development 
 Would the plan have been reviewed despite his request? If not, a re-write was based solely on one man's request.
If so, would the Corp have proposed such a development without a request? (No) 
Essentially, the rewrite is based on the request on one man...no one else has that power. No individual citizen could have made that request. 
We cannot let the boondoggle of one person dictate how our lake is administrated. 




#1 no change in any zone, no resorts in any zone, open space old growth forest on federal land, keep current camping areas
#2 The State Forest can manage their land for game and timber. I would like to see the federal land not managed outside rec areas in terms of timbering.
#3 No more resorts or private development on federal land. Control second home development surrounding the entire project.
I would like to take a moment to offer my support of the changes to the master plan for Raystown Lake to include high-density Recreation on the Hawns Bridge peninsula. As an education 
professional, an active Community member, municipality Authority member, mom, and Trough Creek Valley resident I see nothing but opportunity for growth, development, and economic 
success in every hot that I may wear in my daily life. I understand the hard work and dedication that it takes from the staff at the Army Corps of Engineers on many levels to be able to review, 
update, and execute a master plan. I applaud you for giving us the opportunity to share our support of this plan revision. Raystown Lake has been an important development in Huntingdon 
County and continues to be a drawing point for visitors, & even individuals looking to relocate to a serene Wonder of nature that we have with the lake. The impact of having access to the 
Hawns Bridge peninsula for something like the Terrace Mt resort is key
Hawn's Peninsula contains rare habitats and rare plants that will be destroyed if the peninsula is developed.  Furthermore, there is already a lot of boat traffic on the lake and adding a small 
marina will make it even more crowded.  I like to camp at the lake and kayak along the undeveloped shoreline.  A lot of wildlife uses the surrounding forest and it is an important habitat for 
Indiana bats and other bat species that need large expanses of forest.   I do not want to see any new facilities developed on Hawn's Peninsula, but it would be nice to upgrade some of the 
campgrounds that are already in place.
The natural world around the lake should be kept as is, with sustainable forest management, but not development.  One of the lake's attractions is all the undeveloped forest that surrounds the 
lake, creating a sense of wilderness and privacy.  
Please notify me when the public meeting will occur in April.  Thank you.
In this current environment all must be done to protect the resource in terms of water protection, forest cover, wildlife propagation, and healthy recreation. Motorized recreation must have 
strict boundary's. This landscape has a project boundary, but the Eco system knows no such limit.  So the management plan must take the wider area so to protect the main resource. thanks! 

I support the Terrace Mountain and Hawn's Bridge Rec Area Project
Thanks for listening. I'm opposed to any more development and said so in a previous email.
I'd like to get you to consider drawing a line from the J1 sign to the point on the College Cove and making everything from there in to James Creek and Aitch a no wake area. This would provide a 
giant area for kayakers and fishermen to not have to fight the recreational boats, slow down some of the hot rodders coming out of the party cove all gooned up (the fish commission tries, but 
they don't catch most of the drunks) and give the folks looking for a quiet place to anchor a lot more area to use. 
Other than cramping the bass boats with there mad dash every weekend morning, this would have little impact on recreational boating and provide big plusses for kayakers and striper 
fishermen, you'd probably see a big boost in kayak/fishermen, if they knew they'd have a safe place to go.
I'm familiar with this area, but I'd also recommend establishing these large no wake areas on both ends of the lake too, for the same reasons.
Thanks, and please don't sell out this beautiful lake, your grandchildren will thank you.
I'm writing to give my opinion on further development that involves adding a marina. I have nothing against large recreational boats,they are  beautiful and enjoyable. However, we are full, 
there is no room for another couple hundred boats anywhere on the lake on any given weekend. Boating on the Huntingdon end of the lake is already stressful and dangerous, adding more 
boats will only compound the problem. Right now when the parking lots are full that is about all the boats and you can get on the lake. If we allow another marina with 200 or more big boats 
ready to go, on top of what we already pack in on a weekend and  we will ruin that end of the lake and push the congestion further South on the lake. There is already no where to go go escape 
the crazy traffic,  please dont make that situation worse.
We own a home three miles from the lake and have been boating on the lake for over ten years. My concern with developing another resort is about boat safety.  On busy weekends for already 
don't take out the boat because we feel it is too busy and too dangerous. I think the lake is already at capacity. thank you



There are currently too many boats on the lake on Saturday and Sunday and holidays. It is dangerous at the current capacity. Adding a third marina is a political fat cat idea. The lake is for flood 
control. The marina at the upper end of the lake has made that area a hazard for boaters. People are wild up there. This proposal will ruin the lower end of the lake.
We have been boating on the lake since 1980. I know what I’m talking about. How long will there be eagles at the damn after the influx of this many more boat?  How will the roads to the lake at 
that end handle such traffic. Who will pay for the road improvement. 
An expansion like this puts the lives of every boater at greater risk. Let this investor take his idea and cash elsewhere. This is Republican Trump politics set to make cash off the federal lands. The 
Damn Master at Lake Raystown should be more interested in preserving the lake not cashing in on it. 

Raystown Lake is pristine in its current state. Please do not allow the Haun’s Peninsula to be developed. I have personally observed the development of the Finger Lakes in New York State and all 
the environmental concerns that are challenging aquatic life. Let’s be proud of our largest Lake in the Commonwealth and keep it healthy.
No more development at  Raystown.  Enough is enough already.
1.  Recreation considered in M.P. thus far has focused on natural use of established environment - has not drawn those seeking commercialized recreation.  Please keep it that way - please!  2.  
Please consider restructuring path from parking lot to Ridenour Outlook - wheelchair accessible.

Please please do not allow someone who knows nothing about our area destroy it!!!!!!
We have a beautiful lake, a natural wild life area.  No one should be permitted to disrupt that...no matter how much money they have!!!
Please think long and hard about allowing this to happen!!

Please do not allow proposed development of Hawn’s Peninsula.
This is the nicest part of the Lake. It will forever be changed if this project is allowed to continue. We have recently purchased property at the north end of the lake because of its beauty and 
pristeenest. Please stop this now!
I support the development of Hawn's Peninsula.  Hunt Co and Lake Raystown need this.  Thank You!
I'm no writer, but I agree with comments sent to me recently by Valerie and Ron Rabena so I will paste those words into this email. I agree with their view whole-heartedly:
The lake is only about a mile wide. Let high density developers develop the surrounding adjacent private land, not public land! Keeping Raystown Lake the attraction that allured millions of 
people every year is better for the long term economics of the area, rather than allow one man or company benefit from destroying that very treasured attraction. As I would teach my children, 
it would be like killing the goose that lays the golden eggs! Once it's dead, you can't bring it back. Once it's extinct, it's too late. Responsible stewardship forever was our commitment to 
Raystown Lake. Improvements should not include destruction for the sake of high density in sensitive areas. RLMPR should include improving conditions and services for what is there so the 
visitors and surrounding businesses can also grow.

I am not in favor of adding another marina and boat slips to an already crowded lake.  The added marina would destroy the beautiful pristine area of that part of the lake and the habitat of all 
the wildlife that thrives in that area.  More is not always better and I urge you not to allow additional boat launches and businesses on the lake.   

The lower Raystown branch from the dam to the confluence is a superb recreational area.  Trails and access should be improved while minimizing impact to the natural beauty.

Thank you for providing this opportunity for public input!
Concerns about boat density, particularly on weekends and holidays.  I do not feel that Hawn's Peninsula should be developed and no more boat launches.  Extreme safety concerns during peak 
times.  A day use area for access for kayaks, canoes, paddleboards would be acceptable.
Many boats on lake are too big.  Lake is becoming very dangerous - a serious accident waiting to happen.
I am a lifelong resident of the area other than 9 years that I spent in the military. I am totally opposed to the development of Hauns peninsula.  I grew up fishing the lake and still spend many 
days bass fishing. The boat and jet ski traffic on Raystown is already ridiculous after about 9:30 am in the summertime. I have said for many years that i cannot believe that there isn't more 
accidents on the lake due to the heavy boat traffic. Raystown is just not wide enough to add more boats and a new marina is going to do that. If you want to allow development of the Hauns 
peninsula then consider returning some of the land to the families of the previous owners. Way to much land was taken when the lake was constructed. Please just leave things the way the 
presently are.



No Marina/No resort!  This lake is busy!  I learned how to water ski @ Hawn's.  Got Married for beautiful views
Building a resort would be detrimental to not only the environment and cause a concern for more pollution in the area but also cause more damage to our water shed.  This resort would be 
taking away the natural beauty and wild life our county has.  Lake Raystown brings an extreme amount of traffic to our area, adding a resort of this size would bring more traffic (more pollution) 
but also cause unneeded traffic.  We should be concerned with preserving this lake and all the animals that seek shelter on Hawns Bridge. People come to this area to observe the wilderness 
and hike the mountains and a resort like this would take all of this away from our community.  Please save this land, do not allow the building of this resort destroy all the nature we have to 
offer.
Please consider this as our area needs the tourist traffic as well as more available jobs.  I am th owner of a small business and would benefit from the tourist traffic.  
Recreation facilities are adequate and further development should not happen.  Please leave the 
Lake as it is now.

Please DON'T DEVELOPE  RAYSTOWN  WITH THIS NEW RECREATION AREA, PROPOSAL . MY FAMILY LOVES RAYSTOWN FOR IT'S CAMPING & BOATING ACTIVITIES .  IT IS OFTEN SO VERY 
CROWDED NOW, THAT ADDING THIS NEW PROPOSAL WILL TOTALLY OVERLOAD THE LAKE .  LET'S KEEP RAYSTOWN AS IT IS , THIS BEAUTIFUL, NATURAL RECREATION AREA , SO THAT ALL OF IT'S 
VISITORS CAN ENJOY IT AS IT IS .  WE DON'T NEED MAXIMUM OVERCROWDING , WITH SHOPS, CABINS      ,  AND ESPECIALLY AN INCLINE RAILROAD .   I VOTE TO PROTECT HAWNS PENINSULA .

I am not in favor of any more boats on the lake.  Too many boats on the lake.  Too dangerous.  More Biking regulations.  Bikers should be more cautious.  ATV Trails would be nice.  Thanks.

1.  No more marinas.  Lake is already too busy.  Hawn's Peninsula not a good option.  Expand marinas already in existence.  ATV trails would be great.  Thanks
1.  ATV Trails. 3. No more boating access on the lake, too many boats now.
1.  No expansion of parking lot.  Too many boat now on lake.  2.  Bikes are not a good idea.  Bikes need more regulations.  ATV would be nice.
No more boats on the lake, no developing more access, too many boats now.  ATV trails would be nice.
Add a fishing pier for fisherman without a boat!  Other than that, let the lake alone. Zone 3.
This man tried to get this approved a couple years ago and it was turned down. Now it looks to me like you want to change the Master Plan so it can get approval. This man's plan will ruin 
Raystown Lake forever. Once it is allowed and constructed the damage will be done and it will not be able to turn back the clock. This comment will be sent to the White House, and every one in 
the Senate and House. This so called Revision of the Master Plan is nothing but a way to get this man's plan to destroy Raystown Lake approved. This is bullshit and nothing but  DIRTY POLITICS 
!!!!
Please just leave it as it is. Please. I'm old enough to remember our cottage on the old, original Raystown Dam. I even have photos of me standing at the Sheep Rock Shelter Area. It has been 
changed so much already. Cemeteries moved. Valleys flooded. Just leave it alone-as is. At least right now the less-wealthy lower and middle-class folk can still enjoy it, too.

First I would like to commend the Army Corps of a very well-run open house this past weekend, the Rangers and all the staff were very well-versed and very helpful in all the issues. They deserve 
a good pat on the back.
It seems to me the way the Army Corps originally bought this property right across the Ridgetop of Terrace Mountain that somebody had the foresight to see this would be a good area to keep 
pristine and undeveloped. I talked to so many people that come to this Lake and this whole area specifically for the fact that it has been kept relatively undeveloped. So I am asking to please 
keep this area the way it is here for future generations to enjoy really experience what Pennsylvania Woodlands are like.

Stop the leasing of public land for private profit !  We do not want Hawn's Peninsula developed !
These changes are greatly needed for Raystown Lake.  Boat launches need improved. I am a Coast Guard veteran and have seen many boat launches.  Floating docks that are placed vertical to 
the ramp are needed for each ramp. (Not a horizontal dock like at Aitch.  James Creek has three ramps, a floating dock should be between each one.  Parking at the boat launches need 
restrictions.  Just like at Seven Points, Parking  close to the ramp should be for trailers only. No cars.  James Creek for example, the front lot should be trailers only.  Also if they are parking for 
Nancy's Campground they should have to park their trailer in the back lot. I am against any ATV trails around the Lake.  I am ok with the resort but no marina.  There already is one at Seven 
Points.



We build a cabin here 10 years ago fell in love with the area so much we decided to retire here last year. The main reason the beauty and quietness. If this project goes through it will change this 
place forever. Rod Roberts even mentioned that he never saw such a pristine lake area that being said how could you improve on that!!! 
If he wants to do it right donate the land to the public for hiking , hunting, and nature the way it suppose to be. PLEASE LEAVE IT ALONE!!!  Because I don’t want to have to leave this area 
beautiful area.
Thanks for your time 

I have been a regular visitor to the Raytown region initially as a boy hunting with my father in the Saxton area before the dam was constructed and have since enjoyed the region with my sons 
and now with my grandsons. I have recently this year when planning my retirement chose to make Huntingdon (Terrace Mountain top) my permanent residence. 
What I found most impressive as a young boy and more so as an adult is the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (UACSE) foresight and vision for the dam blending the functionality of the dam to 
provide flood control and hydropower along with recreation and natural resource opportunities and preservation. USACE have created a truly exception recreational area further ensuring that 
the recreation and development areas were balanced with undeveloped land and target areas for recreation use.
I have read with interest the proposed developed by Terrace Mountain Lodge of the Hawn’s Bridge Peninsula area and the leasing of 400 acres from the to build a resort on Hawn’s Bridge 
Peninsula. I understand there will be significant and irrecoverable ecological impacts of development in this area from the Juniata Valley National Audubon Society, PA Striped Bass Association, 
boat density study, etc. and think these far out weight the minor economic impacts that might be brought from this development. Further I think county infrastructure, roads, etc. are not 
sufficient in the area to manage the increase traffic and ancillary development activity that may follow. 
Please maintain the Hawn’s Bridge Peninsula (Zone 1) as an Environmentally Sensitive Area and Terrace Mountain as a low-density recreation area. 
I hope the USACE maintains its future orientation vision to preserve the nature and beauty of what is a great wonder of Pennsylvania.
I have been boating on Raystown for over a decade, hold a small slip at the resort, and own a seasonal property nearby. The thing I appreciate the most about the lake is the lack of 
development along the shores. I have been boating at DeepCreek, Yough reservoir, Kinzua, Lake Anna, and the Clarion and Allegheny rivers. Both Deep Creek and Lake Anna are overwhelmed 
with boat traffic, to the point that the experience is not enjoyable. I fear the day that the same happens st Raystown. 
The biggest concern about Raystown are the large yachts that are moored at both marinas. They belong on the Chesapeake, not a relatively narrow body of water like Raystown. We were 
swamped by three of them several years ago, and are lucky that no one was killed. I oppose additional marinas that will bring more huge boats that do not belong there, and oppose any 
development along the shoreline. This is a beautiful,precious and unique lake and I would like to see it remain for generations to come. 

Please,NO MORE DEVELOPMENT at Raystown Lake.Terrace  Mountain should be classified as LOW DENSITY RECREATION  and the results of the impartial Huntingdon County Natural Heritage 
Inventory  demand Hawn's Peninsula be classified as an ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE AREA.
 As a neighbor to Hawns  bridge  peninsula  not only am I worried about the loss of such a great area for hunting,hiking,ect., also  I am worried about the snowball effect it would have on terrace 
mountain.  What the developer is proposing would  cause  light,  noise, and air pollution to this area. It would take a lot of underground water  to supply his proposed development on his 
property and on the Army Corps property.  That being said as a direct neighbor, I truly worry about my well water supply.

 What is the average amount of deaths on the lake every year?  If 150 boat marina at Hawns bridge  peninsula would be  added what would be the increase of  deaths?
If Hawns bridge peninsula would be developed I heard an  estimate of an extra hundred thousand visitors a year in this area, how would their safety  needs being met? 


1st I would like to thank the army corps for doing such a great job with 2 very well run public meetings. It put my mind at ease knowing the army corps will do what's best for the lake.
 As my property is only 200 yd from federal property at hawns bridge  It is so very important to me to keep this area the way it is for future generations to enjoy.  My oldest grandchildren are 4 
years old now and I hope in 25 years when it's time to redo the master plan again they will fight the same fight I am fighting to keep this area natural and Pristina as it is for everybody to enjoy.



  I would hate to see anymore construction on the water's edge at Raystown. Please keep the Raystown Project from becoming commercialized anymore then what it already has. Our family has 
been useing the Raystown Project lands since 1982 when we built our cabin on the route 26 side of the lake. We have to save some places in this country for nature to continue so our children's 
children have a place to show their children what nature really is !!!! Our family uses the beach at 7 Points and we hunt on both sides of 7 Points Road. Since I brought that up the Cycle Group 
have sort of ruined that part of our experience at Raystown. Since all those trails have been put in lots the game has been spooked and pushed off the project lands during the hunting season. 
This can't be change I know, I just don't want it to happen to other parts of the Lake Project. Please leave the Raystown Project lands alone and don't allow anymore commercializing of 
Raystown Lake.  THANK-YOU
Should a resort such as was considered for the Hawn's Peninsula be built on Raystown Lake?  Yes, I think it would be beneficial in many ways in the right area.  Should the Master Plan be 
changed so that further consideration can be granted such a project or even given tacit approval on the Hawn's Peninsula?  That answer is simply, no.  There are already designated areas for 
such development.  The logistics alone required for Hawn's Peninsula preclude development and the impact on the area would be enormous.  Additionally this northern area of the lake has 
always been a respite for those of us who enjoy non-motorized craft away from our motorized brethren.  The potential loss of the pristine environment of Hawn's Peninsula by reclassification 
should not occur and I urge you to have this area remain classified as a Low\Limited Recreational Area in the new Master Plan currently being considered by the US Army Corps of Engineers.  
Thank you.
Good morning! We couldn’t make it there in person, but I wanted to give my input. We have been coming to Raystown for at least 10 years already as a family. We have a house in Entriken, but 
are from Red Lion, Pa. In a generation of technology, it’s nice to come to the lake to disconnect from all of that. My kids are kids when they are at the lake. Boating, tubing, swimming, laughing, 
talking, bonding. We come up here to relax and enjoy the views. We come up at least 2-3 weekends a month in the summer, so we invest a lot of time in the lake. We are always bringing new 
people up to experience the glory that is Raystown lake. We don’t come to Raystown for the entertainment, we don’t come to Raystown for the fine dining, we don’t come to Raystown for the 
bars, we come to Raystown to enjoy time with each other on the water! We connect as a family when we are here. Nonstop fun on the water... without the pressure of modern society. I 
honestly couldn’t ask for a better place to share this tradition with my family. 
There are many other options we could choose to go and boat, but we always choose Raystown. The fact that there aren’t any homes on the water almost makes it feel like it’s your private lake 
every time. I feel that if the lake gets developed with this new marina and restaurant it will attract the wrong kind of vibe. Raystown isn’t for all of those things. We go to Raystown to get away 
from all of those things. We consider Raystown our sanctuary. You feel very connected to God when on the water, watching the Eagles fly. I don’t want that to be lost in this development plan. 
We have to stop thinking of dollar signs and start thinking of the reasons we come here in the first place. 
Let’s keep Raystown as is! (Ok, one request! 😉😉 extend the parking lots for James Creek so more boats can get in, or make a parking lot strictly for cars!)

Leave. It. Alone.
It's beautiful the way it it. No new development.
This is the best program I have attended.  Very well run.  I hope we can get great results!
I am contacting you to let you know that as a homeowner in Huntingdon PA I am concerned that about the Marina you are contemplating on Hawn's Peninsula. I have been vacationing here 
since 1962, the year I was born, and bought a 2nd home, primarily for the lake that I can remember you building. I never considered anywhere but near Snyder's Run, because of all of the 
activity South of Seven Points. I have had the distinct pleasure of introducing my husband's Portuguese family to the beauty of nature at the North end of the lake.  My best memory of the 
Peninsula that you are considering as a Marina, is the morning that my family watched 2 fawns dancing in the water while Mamma watched. If you develp that peninsula where will the baby 
deer dance? Those of us who seek the solace of the North end want nature: deer, bear, herons, ducks, Kingfishers, dragonflies, Eagles and the fish that keep them there. How long before they 
are driven away by the yahoos on the jetskies? The marina will certainly bring them. Those people are not there for nature. I beg of you to consider that there are two kinds of people who use 
the lake that you so beautifully created. Let the yahoos have the other end of the lake, South of Seven Points, we rarely venture there, and every time we do, there is more construction. Let 
them have their huge, fast, loud engined boats that SCARE away the wild inhabitants of the "nature lovers" end of the lake; let them stayfar far away from our peaceful area. Please do not invite 
them to our beautiful, quiet, slower paced end of the lake.
 Please keep in mind that those of us that use the boat ramp at Snyder's Run, appreciate the low density, limited recreation of this area of the lake and would love if you decide against allowing 
this Marina. If money is an issue, please consider charging a yearly fee again. We Nature Lovers will gladly pay as we once did!! 




I have been visiting my family on Parks Road area several times per year for the last 38 years (since 1980).  The proposed Parks Road Boat Launch would create a serious safety problem on Parks 
Road.  I have noticed the traffic using the road at very high rates of speed by users going to and from the Crops land.  Just this week the traffic was unsafe.  This neighborhood, on Park Road, is 
not conducive to boat traffic to the proposed ramp.  These users have no respect for the children living in the houses on the road.  This proposed project would be a safety nightmare and it also 
may be almost impossible to build.
No more resorts or marinas !! Enough is enough !!
I have been a Huntingdon county resident since 1998.  I use Raystown Lake on a regular basis.  Raystown truly is the crown jewel of our county, something most residents are proud of.  While  I 
realize that Raystown brings in a lot of revenue to the local economy, I would NOT be proud to say that we decided to be greedy by developing Hawn's Peninsula. Developing the area will 
destroy animal habitat.  I am also very concerned that having a high density recreation area will further damage the environment and ecosystem through pollution. Once you make the decision 
to develop Hawn's Peninsula, you can never go back.  Once you destroy the wildlife and environment, you can't go back and undo it.  Only then will people say, "we've got to do something 
about it!!"
For further consideration, watch  Mel Gibson's movie "Apocolypto."  It will give you a new perspective on what it means to take from the environment until it can give no more, ultimately 
destroying people.
Zone 1 - Keep as is.  Best water quality on lake. Pristine area!
Zone 2 - increase no wake area at Susquehannock campground on the point.
Zone 3 and 4 - keep as is.
Zone 5 - Dredge for debris
We value the natural beauty that has been maintained at this lake.  Lake quality has deteriorated since we first boated at Raystown in 1984.  Boats and engines too big for lake.  Water quality 
has been affected by overuse, waste pollution, and overgrowth of water plants from  increased nutrients in water.  People let their dogs defecate on the shore without cleaning it up.

We have enjoyed boating the Lake by both power and kayak.  The miles of undisturbed shoreline and carefully selected development is a breath of fresh air.  Please do not cave to a developers 
economic interest and keep up the good work you have been doing and Hawns the natural resource that it is.
How many boats can Raystown Lake support safely?  On busy weekends are we already there?  Its wonderful to see the bald eagles.  I'm concerned development would harm the eagles and 
other wildlife?
How about adding some ATV trails.  They could be used all year.
Keep the lake and shoreline as it is.   It is beautiful.  Don't destroy our lake.
In the 1980's studies showed overcrowding of the lake, boats at that time were 10-15 ft.  Now they are 20+ feet with more powerful motors.  How can we not be overcrowded now?

I think it would be a huge safety issue to develop Hawn's Bridge.  If you put a no wake zone around marina's and then a no wake no boat zone around proposed beach area you are choking 
down the travel lanes of boats making for a major accident and probably large law suit!
More parking for vehicles only.  Not for trucks and trailers.  More people would be able to kayak safely in no wake zone.
Campsites that are waterfront should not have their whole water front area taken by boats from other campsites that don't have waterfront spots, and have to tolerate people walking through 
at all hours.
There should be a separate area for pump out stations and fresh water.  I've witnessed people pumping waste with no hose connections and then washing hand with fresh water.

 I am opposing plans by a developer from Texas to lease 400 acres of wild federal public land managed by the United States Army Corps of Engineers to build a resort on Hawn’s Peninsula along 
Raystown Lake in Huntingdon County, Pennsylvania.  Please prevent permanent loss of this wild, federally-managed hunting and fishing land.



Please reconsider the idea of allowing a new marina to be built in the Hawn's Peninsula area. 
Hawn's Peninsula is a beautiful area that will be destroyed by boat traffic if the marina is constructed. Wonderful wildlife will be disrupted and displaced and the best fishing area of the lake for 
Stripers and permanently ruined. Fishing is one of the most attractive assets the lake has and this will degrade that asset.
Additionally, rare habitats accompany the peninsula that are home to the PA threatened species Oenothera argillocola and PA endangered Trifolium virginicum.  It would be a shame to destroy 
these species rare habitats.
Please keep the beauty of the lake as it is by disallowing the construction of a new marina in the Hawn's Peninsula area. Please do not lease the land to anyone. Keep it beautiful by allowing 
nature to remain where it belongs.
I just wanted to throw my two cents into the pot in OPPOSITION to development being written into the revision of the Master Plan for Raystown Lake.
We have plenty of parking lots; it's the hunting and fishing opportunities that are becoming scarce. Just my opinion.

I attempted to submit a form on the webpage however every time I would submit an error would occur.  So I would like to send my responses to the questions asked on the webpage.  Please 
see below.
Question 1: What recreation opportunities (ie. camping, boat ramp parking, hiking trails, etc.) would you like to see in each zone?
Answer 1: I would like to see each zone of Raystown Lake remain the same.  I believe there is sufficient recreation opportunities currently.  The lake is an amazing place now due to the limited 
build-up in the surrounding proximity especially along the shore.  I am strongly against the Hawn's Peninsula project.
Question 2: What environmental stewardship opportunities (ie. protection and enhancement, hunting and fishing opportunities, land management initiatives, etc.) would you like to see in each 
zone? 
Answer 2: I would like to see the surrounding shorelines remain protected against future development which strongly includes the development on Hawn's peninsula.  Again, the limited 
development along Lake Raystown is what makes the lake so special and a popular destination
Question 3: Do you have a major concern about each zone? 
Answer 3: Currently my major concern is the Hawn's peninsula.  I am strongly against development of another marina/resort on the lake.  I believe the two currently are sufficient.  Additionally 
there is already plenty of camping/recreational activities.  The lake is very accessible from the numerous boat ramps.  
Question 4: What do you value in each zone?
Answer 4: I strongly value the forested mountains surrounding the lake and strongly believe that is what makes the lake so special.  
I look forward to hearing feedback from the above responses.  Any information you can provide in the future, or a mailing list that I could be added to would be greatly appreciated.

I am a current and long time resident of Huntingdon and the Raystown lake region.  My family and I enjoy the solitude and undeveloped nature of Raystown lake.
I would like to just formally make it known that myself, my friends, and my family are all opposed to the building of another marina at Hawns Peninsula. 
There is just way too much at risk to add more boat traffic to the lake and it would take away from the serenity and beauty of such a grand lake.
Thank you for acknowledging and listening to my opinion!

Leave public lands as they are, and don't give in to billionaires from other states to do as they will to destroy them.
Question:1 I believe that everything is just perfect at Raystown as it is.  Although if I could change 1 thing it would be full hook up for camping.
Question :2 I love to hunt and fish so anything to help the lake area out with fishing and hunting I’m all about supporting it and keeping the next generation involved.
Question :3 the only concerns I have in all zones is change I feel the Raystown Lake area should stay the same as it has been, we visit this area to get away from the everyday fast moving pace 
that we have come too.  If there is change in this area it could result in a fast pace environment like other recreational lakes have come too.
Question:4 same as question 3 in feel all units are valued the same with peace and quite the scenary is wonderful. The hiking and bike trails all over each zone is a plus the fishing and hunting I 
do is very relaxing with little pressure like I have seen in other locations.



I would like to see additional recreational opportunities at the southern end of the lake near the Millers area. There is already an extensive trail system that exists at that end of the lake for 
ATVs, I have walked them all while hunting in that area. It would be a fantasic draw for the Saxton area to have an ATV recreation area. The northern end at 7-points has the 30 mile bike trail 
that has been a very large draw to the area and a boost to the local economy. I also believe there would be a lot of interest in forming an ATV club that would donate time to both help make the 
trails and maintain them.  I would welcome any opportunity to discuss this idea further.
To whom it may concern: for the last 18 years we have traveled 2 hours each weekend, and weeks vacation.  We have watched the amount of boats increase, to the point where it is way to full. 
Boating is not as enjoyable as it once was. Beautiful scenery. Now you want to build an unnecessary not needed, and add yet more boats to a lake already full. Not in favor at all. 

We use this lake every weekend from April to October.  The lake is very busy and gets very scaring if you are trying to tow anyone for skiing or tubing.  More building of resorts or docks will only 
bring more people and boats to a very busy lake.  This now becomes a matter of safety!!

I am a PA resident who wishes you would NOT developed on Hawns Peninsula.  This special area must be preserved, in its natural state.  
I am very strongly opposed to the further development of Raystown Lake. I come to enjoy the natural beauty of the lake. I believe investing money into the infrastructure already at the lake and 
state parks would be a much better way to spend funding. Please don't further develop Raystown Lake!
Maintain slalom course.  Its wonderful.  Allow ski club to help
Protect Hawn's Peninsula.
Better less smelly bathrooms at Nancy's.  More shade trees.  And grass mowing at Aitch.  That’s Bad!
Allowing Hawns peninsula to be converted into a marina with the whole resort combo just isn’t right. If you cannot protect that. What can you protect?. Some jerk in the natural gas industry 
that’s already a Billionaire. You have 95 percent of the public against this development. If it’s allowed , it means the meetings and people making time to attend , was a complete waste of time. 
Please don’t allow the areas crooked politicians and uneducated county commissioners help you decide the fate of it. It’s unwanted, unneeded and a true shame. Now the original Hawn family 
is speaking out. Why should that Rod Roberts be able to lease what was once their farm? I bet it’s all law suits waiting to happen.

I am a Pennsylvania resident and user Raystown Lake for hunting and occasionally fishing.  As a member of BHA, I am an advocate for increasing the acreage and access to public lands, not 
additional development of lake that already has plenty of campgrounds and boat access.  I oppose the development of Hawn’s Peninsula; 400 acres of prime hunting ground and surrounding 
spawning habitat for fish and a prime fishing spot for many.

1.  What is being done to control/reduce lake water traffic.  2.  I am waiting on response to my 2017 online comment. 3.  Do not reclassify Zone 1 = keep it low density & wilderness & natural.

I wish to express my desire to keep this area preserved as much as possible in its natural state. It shouldn't be developed, as the economic benefits will not justify the stress on the environment, 
or the general aesthetics of Lake Raystown.

How you use the lake and how your experiences could be improved? I use the lake for fishing, pleasure boating, tubing, family picnics. Cleaner, better stocked public bathrooms and less high 
speed boat traffic on the lake would be big improvements.
What new facilities you would like to see at the lake? A decent family restaurant.
How you think the lake fits in to the larger socioeconomic and natural world?
Raystown is relatively undeveloped natural treasure for Outdoor Lovers.
What concerns or worries you have about the lake’s future?
Adding a marina to the Synders Run area will ruin that section. The lake is too small and narrow for the amount of high speed boat traffic it has now. On summer weekends overcrowding is the 
norm and finding a cove to anchor in for a family picnic that isn't full of drunks with blasting speakers is almost impossible. Please don't turn Raystown into another Deep Creek.



I am writing in hoping to reach out about possibly opening ATV trails at the lake or around the lake. My family and I have been coming to the lake every weekend of the summer since I was born 
and many weekends in the colder months. We are also very big into 4 wheeling and with all the new places opening and being created I would love to have some riding available near or around 
the lake. Many of the places we ride are near very cool seanic areas that have awesome riding and views. And everytime we are sitting out of the water we think about how cool it would be to 
ride 4 wheelers here also.
We do not need or want a marina built on Hawns peninsula, the lake and the present surroundings offer a pristine environment for sportsman and families alike. As it is ,on Holidays and any 
given weekend there is such an excessive amount of boat traffic that the lake conditions become hazardous. A additional marina on Hawns Peninsula knowing and recognizing the current 
condition set a precedent for gross negligence and civil suits. Preserve the lake for our future generations,preserve the lake for the impact it has on our communities, preserve the lake because 
it’s the right steps to pursue .
Don't change current "zoning" to allow further development via private enterprise makes sense and is fair to most tax payers.  Simply compare the resort to 7 Points.  The facilities at 7 Points is 
far better taking into consideration the resort might be on better land.

I am a resident of Blair County, Pennsylvania who visits the Raystown Lake area on a fairly regular basis.  I am against any proposed commercial development on the Hawns Bridge Peninsula.  
This area should be left in its natural state for all to enjoy.  I feel that this area should be left designated as a low impact, limited recreation area.  The temporary seasonal jobs that would be 
created by commercial development at this location are minimal.  I enjoy hiking at this location and feel that it should be left in its current state for future generations.  Thank you.

Hello. My family lives in Hollidaysburg and we are against further development at Raystoen Lake. We recreate every summer at the lake and feel that it should be left in the state that it currently 
is in, without commercial development along the lake shore. Thank you.
No additional development!  So many people enjoy it as it is.

Hi, Even though I went to PSU, and after ten years in SW U.S., I returned to raise a family and have been here now for 30 years, I rarely if ever visited Raystown. But, now I have water skied, 
paddleboarded, swam, birded and mountain biked Allegrippas trails. AND, I have brought friends, family, tourists and even international scholars to it’s shores. We all agree that it would be in 
the best of interests of recreationists, nature & wildlife, if you conserved it in its most natural state without development of Hawn’s Bridge Pennisula. (Actual favorite area for us to water ski) 
Please do the right thing for future generations and preserve this beautiful area in natural state. A vote for nature is never wrong. Thanks for chance to give input and for listening!

This marina/Lodge is really not needed. I can see if there were long lines at the other marinas for gas or at the restraunts but there is not. The addition of boats on lake will only do more damage 
to shoreline. Areas of the lake are to narrow to accommodate current boat load now. Holiday weekends will only add more incidents on lake. I read on the website that there are local residents 
and local businesses that support the development.... I believe this is fulse. There is no one in the area that we know of that is for this development. Really.. what is the benifits?

My family and I use the lake to swim, hunt and fish. My family use the surrounding woods to hunt. We've been coming to the lake for the last 30+ years. We would absolutely hate and not 
support a new marina. There are too many boats on the lake at times throughout the summer. We would hate to lose any public woods or see anymore pollution/ trash laying around due to 
another marina. We use the exact woods that would be affected to hunt and hike. It would be horrible to see that beautiful area get ruined for something that the lake absolutely does not need. 
Please protect what we love.
Raystown Lake should NOT be developed any further, especially on Hawn’s peninsula. The majority of residents in Huntingdon and the state of Pennsylvania do not want a luxury resort built at 
Raystown Lake. 
This is a democracy and the majority should win, not an individual with millions of dollars.
Thanks.



I use the lake every weekend from mid April-late October, for many years.  The main activity my family and friends enjoy is tow sports. The issue that is really unavoidable is lake traffic, its 
borderline dangerous to do these activities after noon on a weekend.  Lake traffic moves in heard as there is not really much room for passing and the turns become clustered with speeding 
traffic.  I don't see how the corps could responsibly consider the addition of anything that would promote more lake traffic.  Ramp parking lots are filled to capacity by 10am, and rangers are 
giving tickets for anybody's tires touching the grass.  Obviously the lake is a huge booster for the local economy spring-fall.  Recently there was talk of a new resort although this would further 
that boost for those months, is it worth further overcrowding an already very busy lake?  My concerns for the lakes future are obvious capacity and safety.  Please feel free to contact me.  
Content limited by character limit.  
I wholeheartedly support this project.    Born and raised in Huntingdon this is a wonderful project and once in operation the naysayers would be onboard.    Thanks.
I feel that having more lake improvements that do not make anyone or good money.
I am opposed to this development.

I would like to voice my concerns on the Hawns peninsula plans. I think it would be a big mistake to let some out of state person come in and develop the lake we have all come to know and 
love. I love too hunt and fish the area and have been boating on the lake since early 1980s . I have witnessed many almost deadly accidents on the lake when it’s very busy. I think allowing more 
boats and people on the lake would be even more dangerous. The lake is already at maximum safe capacity. I think this will only bring big problems to the area. Let’s please keep the lake the 
way it is , and not allow any development on the lake. This is one of the few places we can go and still enjoy GODS beautiful creations and a wonderful outdoor experience without being in a 
boat traffic jam. This would bring in a lot of in-experienced boaters and that would be dangerous. Please consider the importance of my message and keep our lake the beautiful creation it is.

My husband and I miss the mini golf that used to be at the resort.  More people would do mini golf over disc golf.  That particular course meant a lot to us.  That was our first date and many 
dates later.  We were very sad when we moved back to the area to find out it had closed.
We do NOT need an additional Marina, nor expanding launch areas.  Weekends are so bad now, we only use lake on weekdays.  Frustrating visitors who will not come again is not economic 
friendly.

Today at the restroom at 7 Points near the parking lot handicap picnic tables; the women's handicap restroom toilet would not flush.  The next open stall did not have a latch.  Please fix these 
problems.

Please do not develop more wild area around the lake. I am a kayaker and there is already too much traffic on the lake for canoers and kayakers. It is crazy on the weekends so I try to go during 
the week but even then it is no longer a peaceful experience in the Summer. You should be planning a way to encourage more quiet craft.  
The view from Hawn's Overlook is one of the best features of the lake. If you build in that viewing area it will be a great shame and an eyesore. Please don't let Raystown Lake become just a big 
noisy amusement park. Please protect the wildlife and the natural beauty. Everything should not be about making money.

Please do not develop the area in zone 1. You will ruin the view and further clog the waterways with motor boats. The lake use has exceeded its limits. On weekends it is like being in a city. 
Please preserve what little natural landscape, peace and quiet there is at least during the week in that zone. Don’t ruin the area in the name of more recreation and money. Once these beautiful 
areas are developed, natural animal habitat is lost forever.

Please do not allow further development on Raystown lake.  Public land should not be used for an individual's personal financial gain. The only thing the lake could use is expanded parking at 
the boat launches. 

 The new Raystown Lake master plan should include an expansion of the Snyder’s Run boat launch to facilitate swimming and picnicking similar to the Tatman Run recreation area.  This will 
provide an area close to Huntingdon for summer recreation and also a potential bicycle destination which could connect to the newly proposed Main Line Canal Greenway multiuse trail.

Anyone that spent the last week and weekend should realize that raystown lake does NOT need another marina. Even though I have our  boat in 7 points marina, it was definitely not safe taking 
out. The Corp needs to be a good steward of the asset and not be swayed by thus developers promises of money to community. It will ruin a good thing and in reality cost the community money



As a resident of huntingdon county, raystown lake is viewd as a  natural asset. It is developed enough. On any given weekend, it is over populated with boats and sometimes down right 
dangerous. We have a boat tthat us kept at 7 points marina, so we do know the Lake well? With all of the additional launches and 2 major marina it us definitely enough. For the size of the lake. 
I believe fir the few jobs that the development will bring the destruction to a beautiful habitat and peaceful place (There are only a few around the lake as it is) is not worth it. Once it is gone, it 
cannot be replaced. Please do not be swayed by a few that would profit by this while depriving future generations of a beautiful wild area.

As a Pennsylvania resident I stand with Backcountry Hunters and Anglers in opposing a development plan for nearly 500 acres of Raystown Lake. It's very important to me and my family that 
public lands remain in public hands for future generations to appreciate.
The one thing we can't manufacture more of is land.

My response encompasses all zones.  Raystown Lake is prized for its inherent beauty and the fact that it has not been overdeveloped.  Anyone who has visited Deep Creek Lake in Maryland can 
see what overdevelopment can do to a landscape.  As a resident of Huntingdon County I would like to see the lake remain intact in its natural beauty; making amends to the Master Plan to allow 
for further development will only tarnish what we love about Raystown and negatively affect the various biomes that exist there.  Thanks for allowing public input in this matter!  

Just wanted to add some input for the questions listed above. 
Question 2: I'd like to see continued protection and enhancement of the federally owned land used for hunting and fishing to stay intact as much as possible. 
Question 3: My main concern is the loss of the federally owned, undisturbed land used for hunting and fishing along the lake area. Just want to see it remain mostly intact if possible. 
Question 4: I value the pristine, natural, and untouched areas around the lake and would like to see them stay whole as the management scheme develops for the area. Would prefer to 
minimize production of these lands into anything but what they are: wilderness. 
Thank you for the opportunity to speak on the future of the area!  

Army Corps need to be good stewards of Lake Raystown and NOT be swayed by $ from outside.  2 Marina is enough.  Protect Hawn's Peninsula
I believe that the college idea for an environmental study center is a great idea, BUT not at the expense of destroying a unique area like Hawns Peninsula. The is plenty of room at an already 
developed area like 7 Points to build this and makes a lot of sense with the already visitors center.  Please consider what wil be destroyed and cannot be recovered if you allow any development 
at Hawns
I am writing as a sportsman to say I oppose the proposed revision of the master plan and development of the area into a resort. The area is too vital to hunters, fishermen, and boaters, as well 
as other outdoor enthusiasts to allow such a development. I believe said development will run the area as it stands now.

Please designate the Hawn's Peninsula and Terrace Mountain as low density recreation. 
I have heard through a conservation group I belong to, Backcountry Hunters and Anglers, that there is a proposal for development on publicly managed lands at Raystown Lake. I strongly 
oppose this proposal due to a number of reasons including first and foremost the natural beauty and wildlife habit it would destroy and affect. There are not many places like Raystown where 
you can go and camp, boat, hike, hunt, fish, and just relax in its vast splendor. I hope you would take a long hard review of the negative effects this would have and how it would impact every 
aspect of this quaint oasis.
Keep east shore wild.  No development on Hawn's!
The little island near Susquehannock has no name.  My family was the last owner of that tract of land - But originally was the "home" of native Americans who lived at Sheep Rock.  My family 
doesn't need the name - but could it be called "sheep rock island"?
Briefly stating my MAIN concern is safety in boating and water recreation if a 150 boat marina is built.  Boat space is needed to avoid accidents and keep lives safe.  We have boat here since late 
70s.  Keep the lake safe 1st!



I urge you to NOT precede with the proposed development plans for Raystown Lake for Hawn’s Bridge Peninsula. We urge you to NOT revise the Master Plan to allow for intensive recreation 
which I understand is needed in order to build marinas.  We desire the lake would continue to have restriction on recreation.
Safety is an issue that deeply concerns me.  Raystown Lake has been a place my family has enjoyed every summer since 1978.  The “traffic” on the Lake on weekends and holidays is getting quite 
full. To increase the activity would have a major negative impact on the ability to boat safely. It makes no sense to make this lake high density recreation. Raystown Lake is an attraction for the 
kind of lake it is today. 
My husband and I chose to drive from Lancaster County, PA, to Raystown Lake many weekends during the summer in order to camp with our RV and boat in a lake that was safe for us and for 
our children to water ski, tube, and swim. Our kids are adults now, and they and our grandchildren now enjoy Lake Raystown.  We passed by a closer lake because of the dangers we 
experienced when a lake gets too full and kids wanted to water ski and tube.   Allowing 150 more slips will have a major negative on lake safety when recreating.   Boaters need safe places to tie 
up their boats so they can recreate.  Allowing 150 more slips will have a major negative impact on safety. 
In addition, I have come to understand, as my husband and son enjoy fishing at Raystown Lake, that the area around Hawns Bridge Peninsula is a key area for striped  bass. The planned marina, 
increased jet skis, kayaks and canoes might have the potential of driving these fish out of the two areas they are most suitable for.  This project will impact underwater ecological features that 
provide the best water temperature, and oxygen levels. This would greatly impact the attraction to Raystown Lake by fishermen. 
Why would anyone consider making this change? I strongly OPPOSE changing the designation in the master plan for this area to allow for intensive recreation and includes the building of 
marinas.  I do NOT want more boats on the lake and marinas at the end of the lake. I ask you to NOT pursue the proposed changes any further. Close the book!
I do not support the development of the land in question. In this day and age we need to protect our wild resources and preserve them for future generations and for the well being of the earth. 
Development of these lands is nothing more than a way to make money it does not take into consideration those things.

This is the 2nd master plan update i have been involved with. I have a great concern that too much emphasis has been placed on the Hawns penninsula. Understand why that is occurring, but i 
would like to request the input from the public meetings about other parts of the lake are taken seriously. Main concerns for me is safety for the increased paddlesports that occur. Would like 
to see upper corners maintained as a possible development site and beer barrel bay go back to no wake. it is possible that developers may find an interest with the trails system and possible 
paddlesport area for some kind of enhancement. Also the no wake area between mile market 7&8 could also be used for paddlesports, might there be a launch established near senioa/the pfbc 
docks for visitors to safely use this magnificent bay. 
Zone 1.  1.  Hiking, primitive camping, non-motorized boating.  2.  Protection of flora & fauna.  A natural undeveloped setting free of unnatural structures (hotels, marinas) where nature can be 
appreciated in a pristine environment.  3.  Yes:  I do not want to see a resort or other unnatural development.
Zone 1 - RE:  Economic benefit and jobs - most of the jobs will be low end and low paying.  Not all jobs are good jobs.  No all jobs will be filled by the local population.  Many of the jobs will be 
part time with no benefits.
Zone 1 - 1. The area should be preserved for natural species so they can continue to exist.  2.  A resort development is negative because it brings traffic, trash, many with "city" values who tend 
to want what they can get out of the land; not what the land can gain from them (preservation).
Zone 1 - I am opposed to development of Hawn's Peninsula as proposed by a developer.  Continually building new structures tends to lead to more and more development; before we know it, 
we have a "manufactured" resort instead of natural beauty and an authentic setting in which to appreciate the world in all it's beauty.  We need to continue to provide settings where children 
can freely explore and learn.  Thank You.

Zone 4:  More focus on birds' nesting.  Protect the sick trees!!  Focus on factors that could affect the foliage.
Keep the shoreline pristine.  No new major development especially if adds more boats.
Why did my family lose our home so some guy from Texas can get rich. I can't ever go back to where I grew up but someone can park his boat over top of it. This lake was built for flood control 
not so certain people could make a lot of money. I even worked for the Corps of Engineers in the late 70s and they put all of our jobs out on contract. Then they talk about creating jobs.

Thank you for hosting the meeting at HAHS. When we did the discussions in the break out sessions, do the session moderators get to put their opinion on the preferences of the groups? Also do 
all answers as listed on the responses to the questions get the same weight? Our group was overwhelmingly against development in Zone 1(Hawn's Bridge Peninsula). One lady, who said 
nothing all meeting,said marina. This then became #2 on our responses. Should we have listed no development 25 times to better demonstrate the wishes of the participants in the session?



With the last revision, during a focus group meeting held on Feb. 11, 1993 with representatives of natural resources management agencies in the Raystown Lake area, Allen Robinson from the 
PA Fish and Boat Commission commented that "during good boating weather, some parts of the lake are too crowded and not safe. All agencies need to promote safe recreational boating." 
Boat traffic has just gotten worse. Will the PA Fish and Boat Commission's comments be a part of this revision process? What is their position?

I oppose the development of Hawn’s Peninsula at Raystown Lake. I visited today, & do not want to see Hawn’s Peninsula changed from the natural habitat it now possesses. Development would 
be detrimental to wildlife & natural vegetation, as well as to those who admire & enjoy visiting there. The area is photographed often showing a natural, beautiful, quiet & peaceful surrounding. 
Development would lead to commercialization, resulting in noise, pollution & disruption, taking from the charm of the area…a place that people can now visit, picnic, swim, boat, kayak, canoe, 
fish, hunt, hike, & spend time relaxing, enjoying God’s beautiful creation. Not to mention how devastating the ecological effects on the entire Lake & recreational area. We are blessed to have 
this lovely area nearby, let's not spoil it.
Please keep Raystown Lake classified as a low impact, limited development classification so that we can all continue to enjoy the unspoiled, natural beauty of the area.
Please keep this place public accessible.  No need to lease this place To a developer  to get rich on and keep the public out not to mention the beauty of the place and the hiking and fishing and 
hunting opportunities of this place.
Zone 1 concern primary concern:  The proposed development with one of the most beautiful views in the North East.  The attraction of this lake for me is the lack of commercial development.  
Just becoming informed of what a special place the shale barrens provide for environment issues.

Not sure which zone, but I learned at the open house on 8/11, that there are designated development areas around the lake that have not yet been developed in the current master plan.
I would think that logic would dictate that further/additional development should not be approved or even considered until the original areas zoned for development have been exhausted.

Zone 3,4,5 - I learned something new in each area at the event today.  We've been coming here since the early 80s and if I am learning about opportunities and places, I'm sure that many other 
are not aware.  More Publicity.
Thank you for choosing my questions and comments.  I understand that someone must be in charge of a meeting such as this.  According to The Daily News announcement of this meeting the 
rule is that one must present a written question or statement that would be screened.  I'd like to know the names, county of residence and employers of those doing the screening.  The local 
newspaper has previously published positive comments about this project. That person has indicated he has expertise regarding this project and has been a resident of this area for 13 years.  
Those types of residents come and go and do not know the history of this project.  Where or who is his employer or place of employment?  Those of us who have lived here before the dam was 
ever created, heard the same thing then and now how this project would greatly improve the local economy.  My expertise comes from experience.

My concern is the boat traffic.  I love coming here because its out of the ordinary tourist areas.  I love the lake and the low density recreation is exactly why I come here.  New is nice, but nature 
is best.  I value the overall natural environment of the lake.  My family and I drive 4 hours just to come here and get involved in nature.  Reconnect and recharge from all the busy life style.

I truly value and love the low density of Raystown and Seven Points is just perfect.  We live 4 hours away and travel for the experience of our family to connect with nature and the beauty that 
surrounds us.  If we wanted to go to a busy, touristy, resort, I would go a lot closer to home.  Please, I love Raystown and Seven Points and having a resort anywhere on this Lake will disintegrate 
why we and many others come here to begin with.
We do NOT need a "high end" hotel with "high end" food and 150 additional docks for boats.  The lake is already flooded with Chesapeke style boats and speed boats and recreational fishing is 
soon to become extint on the lake.  Try putting electricty and some modern bathrooms at places like Tatman Run and others so you can go to the restroom without having to hold your breath.  
Keep it simple doesn't mean stone age.  Commercialism is the last thing the lake needs.
Please do not develop Raystown lake any further.  It is a rare gem as is without the homes and manicured lawns running to waters edge as other lakes.  This will become even more rare in the 
future, as progress does not always mean additional over-development.  My opinion, thanks.



We are writing to you regarding the possible develpment of Hawn's bridge Peninsula.  My husband's family bought a cabin in Calvin (Terrace Mountain Property Association) approximately 35 
years ago as a second home.  The cabin has been in my husband's family since then, and now my husband and I own the cabin as our second home.  The lake has always been a large part of our 
cabin life.  We love camping on the lake and enjoying long weekends of boating.  When we heard about the possibility of the development on Hawn's bridge pennisula, we were very excited.  
Although we can see seven points marina from the top of our mountain ridge, we have a 30 minute drive to Lake Raystown Resort and Marina where we dock our boat.  We enjoy camping on 
the lake, but reserving camping spots near our boat at the resort is difficult, to say the least.  we have to reserve sites 18 months in advance and when we do, half the time, waterfront spots are 
taken and it is difficult to get multiple sites. Some of the campsites are almost unusable because of the slopes and the campgrounds are always packed.  And, if you think you will get a decent 
spot if you wait more than 18 months, chances are --you wont get a spot.  I give you this background because it is clear to us that there is a demand for more camp grounds with water access.  I 
also know that it is difficult to get boat slips at the resort and at seven points.  we had a friend who was on a wait list for over a year.
  We know there is concern about overwhelming the lake with additional boaters.  As a family that is on the water almost every weekend in the summer, I can say that we do not see that as a big 
concern.  Yes, holiday weekends can be busy. But on those weekends, we boat early or stay late, or hang in a cove.  Other than holiday weekends, we have really not felt that the lake is 
overcrowded or would be in danger of being overcrowded with the extra boat slips planned for the Terrace Mountain Lodge project/hawns.
  As owners of a cabin in Terrace Mountain Property Association, we welcome the idea of the development.  While we love the seclusion of our cabin, we also would like the convenience of a 
lodge, with activities, restaurant and boat slip accomodations.  We are hopeful that long term slips will be available to those that own property locally, and it would be nice to have a preference 
for those who live locally.  Regardless, the possible development will have a positive impact on the area and will be a welcome change for us!  We support this development and are hopeful that 
approval of the plan is forthcoming. 


Would like to see restrooms along waterway for boaters, takes too long to use restrooms at boat launch, some launch take too long to get to.
I fully support the proposed resort and marina.  I support the changes to the Master Plan for additional development to aid the Huntingdon County. Economy.
My wife and I enjoy Raystown as it is now and feel strongly that it should be left basically as is.  A large development is certainly not what we want to see happen.
My husband (Mr. William J. Deremer) and myself (Renetta F. Deremer) of 1407 Teds Way, Duncansville, PA 16635 STRONGLY OPPOSE the development as projected for the Hawk Peninsula area 
in the Raystown Lake complex.  Please do not include any provision for such development in the revision of the master plan for the Raystown Lake area.
The pristine, natural environment of the complex near to where we live (about 1 to 1 1/2 hours) is enjoyed by ourselves , our children and grandchildren.  Usually to experience such tranquility 
we have to travel many miles to the Great Smokey National Park or out west to other National Parks such as Yellowstone or the Grand Tetons.  Granted the Raystown is a "drop" in size in 
comparison to a National Park, but it's a wonderful little corner of the world that shouldn't be ruined by development.  The pipeline cutting through the park was bad enough last year, but from 
what I've read what's proposed for Hawk Peninsula will endanger not only wildlife and plants life, but also endanger or even lead to extinction the peace and quiet we so enjoy at "The 
Raystown"!
My mother had a cousin whose family owned a cottage along the Raystown Branch of the Juniata River many years ago before the dam was built for flood control.  The family cottage was 
submerged when the development took place,  The old rope tire swing that as a kid I recall swinging on into order to drop off is now "extinct" because that area is submerged under fifty or 
more feet of water under the lake.  That way of life with family picnics at the cottage is now gone.
I fear development of Hawk Peninsula will erode the natural habitat and area now present at the Raystown.  Once those special quiet areas are "developed" the peaceful spots are lost forever.  
In this busy and hectic world, I feel, we need to have special oasis locations from the hustle and bustle of life.  Our children and grandchildren are on the go non-stop!  I'm/we're trying to ask 
you to please preserve the special spots where future generations can actually hear the crickets and frogs at night and gaze at the stars dreaming in their thoughts or smell the aroma of bacon 
being cooked on the open fire while enjoying a cup of coffee brewed over embers, or enjoy a charred hot dog and a couple of smores!   These experiences with ones' family are priceless and 
can't be bought!  Don't sell the such opportunities off to development of Hawk Peninsula or other areas around Raystwon Lake!

Please do not permit development of Hawn’s Peninsula.   The boat traffic on Raystown Lake during the summer months is quite heavy – this development will add to more on-water boat traffic, 
leading to more collisions/accidents and potential deaths.   The beauty of Raystown Lake is the fact it IS undeveloped – water, trees and mountains!   We beg of you to please not destroy this 
beautiful lake and surrounding area.
Please protect quite, serene nature of eastern shore of Zone 1.  Keep dark sky associated with zone 1 eastern boundary.



It seems to me that a large percentage of people resisting subject project never go there, and simply jump on the liberal bandwagon. I do go there !  I live at the north end of the lake, and think 
this underdeveloped area needs a larger,more upscale year round resort area (on private property) that could benefit that part of Huntingdon county. As the Hawns peninsula is a very small 
tract of land compared with the total raystown project, I think with proper regulation the total project should be approved. 

I wish to Express my deepest objections to any further development of raystown lake especially yawns peninsula. The amount of boat traffic on the lake is already at the breaking point,having 
been a resident of penns township all my life I have seen the changes to traffic patterns and lake development from the beginning and while I in ageem ed not with the plans alre as dy in place, I 
am strongly opposed to anymore development.
Support classification of level/Zone 1 Hawn's Bridge for development.  We can't afford to pass up on economic impact on our dying community.
One change that would benefit locals would be to add some amenities at Snyder Run. This  the access most useful to the residents of Huntingdon. Having only a boat ramp isn't of much help to 
most. Some picnic tables, cooking pits et. al. would be a big addition thanks for your consideration
I would like to express my opposition to develop this beautiful, protected, wildlife preservation area.  There are plenty of old abandoned resorts scattered throughout Pennsylvania, especially 
the Poconos.  Why not direct the developer to one of these formerly developed properties and have them restore an area that has already been stripped away from the wildlife and nature?
Please feel free to contact me if you would like to discuss further.  I am happy to hear more information on the matter but what makes these places so beautiful and special is their natural 
beauty.    

We use the lake for fishing, kayaking, canoeing, boating, scuba diving, swimming, and sightseeing. Many times we just go out on the boat and find a cove to tie up and just sit to enjoy the beauty 
of the surroundings.  Sometimes we go over to the cliff area (7pts) or James Creek to find the louder parties going on over the weekends.  
So a couple ideas: To improve fishing, more man-made bottom structure.  Controlled horsepower on boaters.  Sometimes its scary how fast these big boats go on this narrow lake. Expand the 
docking capacity at the existing facilities.  Make some areas completely un-motorized, for paddlers only.  
I would really like to see the facilities that already exist upgrade some. Liquor licenses.  More food choices. More docking.
This lake is the best balance between commercialism and naturalism.  Lets keep it that way, maybe less commercialism now, make mandatory improvements on the existing facilities.
I worry over the loss of the quiet areas and the natural views

I do not want to see any development anywhere around the Hawn's Peninsula. On both sides is great fishing, that would be ruined. Also the extra boat traffic would be unsafe.

I am a disabled hunter who has participated in and harvested deer in the annual hunt held in the 7 Points area.  I also hunt in the area around Hawn's Peninsula.  Each time I sit there either in 
my vehicle, a side by side or ATV I am in awe of the beauty of the place.  I have spent winter days there with the snow falling softly on a windless day and been amazed that such unspoiled 
beauty still exists.  I have taken my 5 year old grand daughter.  She already knows many trees by their leaves and the animals by sight.  She knows what the animals eat and where they sleep.  I 
am saddened by the possibility of Hawn's Peninsula becoming just another developed area of Raystown Country.
Please consider leaving the Peninsula in its present state.  Both for us now and for our children.  You have done a great job protecting this valuable resource and window to nature in its finest.  
You have the opportunity and the privilege of preserving it.  Thank you for your consideration. 


I oppose the addition of another marina on Raystown lake.
Would you consider opening the gates during hunting season for easier access to pick up your deer?
Really concerned about the inventory - sounds like government speak for selling land for development.
Please do not allow a developer  to add more boats to a already crowded,  dangerous  , high speed traffic on this lake ,it is already too dangerous  to enjoy a day on lake you have  way to many 
high speed boat traffic now ,i have been using the new lake since 1977 and have seen the boat traffic get worse every year

I camp every holiday at the resort and one full week in august. I also have a boat docked at G dock at the resort all year. I use Snyder's run at least once a week with my jet skis... I have a 
house/cabin on Jon Bum rd and  would love to have a public boaters access point from Rt 829 somewhere on the back of the lake. That side of the lake deserves to be developed with public use 
in mind not controlled by the proposed resort builder only. I am local and love the lake, yes the holiday weekends are busy but there is plenty of other time to enjoy the lake.



I am writing in opposition to any development of land around the lake by private developers, particularly on Hawn Peninsula. We are at no shortage of resorts, developments, housing, and 
pavement. What we can’t create more of is forest, wilderness, and habitat. Please make public access an anchor point in your master plan and ensure future generations can enjoy the lake as it 
is today. “To what avail are forty freedoms, without a blank spot on the map” Aldo Leopold

As a long time user (boater, camper, hiker, and photographer since 1997) of the recreational activities made available by the Raystown Lake project, I respectfully request that no High Density 
Recreation Areas be added to subject master plan.
 Of all the activities offered in and around the lake, the main attraction of this project is the pristineness of the lake and its’ surroundings. To put a resort right in the middle of this beauty is a 
travesty, which is exactly what would happen if development of Hawn’s Peninsula is allowed. Quite frankly, this peninsula should actually be reclassified to a Low Density Recreation Area in the 
new Master Plan.
On weekends, the bay directly in front of Hawn’s Overlook can already become a busy, hazardous crisscrossing of boats going in different directions. With boaters coming out of Snyder’s Run 
and either going up or down the lake, co-mingling with boaters going up or down the main part of the lake or trying to access Snyder’s run, this area can become congested and rough. Putting 
additional boaters in this area is unconscionable.
Also, I have a concern about the flyover surveys being conducted during this boating season. Weather-wise this has been an unusually rainy, cloudy, cool spring and summer, which is not 
conducive to recreational boating. Therefore, I feel any usage data gathered during this period is going to drastically underestimate the boating activity during a normal season. 
Trust me; there are already plenty of boats on the lake on weekends. I have a 20.5 foot boat I refuse to take more than six miles in either direction of Seven Points Marina because of the traffic 
and rough water on most summertime weekends.
Please don’t turn Raystown Lake into another Lake Tahoe, where only the rich can enjoy the lake shoreline.

We love the lake just as it is!! Need no changes.
No no no..this lake is already over crowded..this is a bad idea.
Parking needs to be monitored more closely so to close lots or detour drivers. Possibly more overflow lots at other lots than 7points. #4. Channel is becoming clogged with debris and mud. 
Possible to dredge out to clear somehow?
I have been camping and boating at Raystown since 1990.  I currently have a boat at Raystown Resort.  Whereas I am not opposed to further development at the lake, the placement should be a 
consideration.  Areas south of James Creek are VERY congested and narrow.  Any development should be limited to North of Seven Points Marina.

This Master Plan Revision represents a powerful opportunity to designate a part of the Plan to include provision for the Hawn's Bridge site as a recreation area.  The opportunity for this 
development will both preserve this unique resource in our area, and importantly can provide for responsible development that will significantly contribute to building the economic vitality of 
our area as a prime recreational destination.
Please re-classify Hawn's Peninsula as a environmentally sensitive area.  The area across from Mile Marker 3 should be designated no wake.  The no-wake area around the rabbit ears is a gem 
and should remain undeveloped and no wake!
The open space & natural beauty of Raystown is why we visit.  The vistas are awesome.  Developing the area erodes these natural features, which are the economic asset!  Brick & mortar will be 
a short-term economic gain - not one our grandchildren will benefit from.
Mostly we come to Raystown to enjoy the expansive vistas and the natural setting - this in and of itself is the economic value of the region - not development - no one comes here to see more 
man-made stuff.  We don't want this lake to look like Winnipesaukee!
Having some boat docks @ Trough Creek would be nice.  Erect a real rope swing if you want our kids to ask us to bring them to Raystown.  Several would be nice.
Part of the beauty of Raystown Lake are the large sections of undeveloped shorelines.  As a result, boating traffic is lessened due to the restricted access in these areas.  There are adequate 
access points on the lake for both sport and recreational boaters.  Adding the developement at Hawn's Penisula would not only increase boating traffic on these lesser traveled sections but also 
increase the pollution from the additonal development pouring into the lake just prior to exiting the dam, possibly harming the wildlife along the river.
I request that you do not allow this additional developement for these reasons.

Jet Ski's and kayaks need their own boat launch at 7 Pts.



Losing this wild piece of property for free public access and recreation would be a travesty and the damage done to this pristine area would be irreconcilable. Please consider the environment 
and the recreational users when constructing the new master plan. The joys of public land in Pennsylvania are meant to be shared by all, not just the wealthy.

Thank You for the information however I sold my boat 3 weeks ago and have no future plans to own another.
I spent 35 years of my life enjoying that Lake. 
This project will go through. I feel certain of that. It was a contributing factor in my move to sell my watercraft and persue a new hobby.
In the time I was a boat owner very little was done to the public launches. Pot holes and lack of parking rule enforcement, insufficient parking for the newer larger boat trailers and other 
irritants like crazy jet skis all where things I was tiring off dealing with. 
The Resort plan put me over the edge.
I my still put a kayak in and paddle around a cover now and then but the main lake will be dangerous if the New Marina and launch facilities come to be. I'm not risking my family or my property 
on that lake with 200+ more boats on it.
Good luck getting the plan you want but it's not going to affect me any longer.
As an avid user of the facilities at Raystown lake for the last 30 years I can tell you that the lake is already being pushed to it's limit.
With the addition of the personal watercraft boom, better economy, and bigger faster boats useing the lake it's hard to find a quiet place to relax.
Add another marina and you are adding to an already increasingly crowded and dangerous situation

No Development.
I am against the development of Hawn's Peninsula and destroying that pristine area.
The lake is already busy enough without adding extra boat traffic as well.
Terrace Mountain Lodge and facility.
Looking at our region  and especially the tri-county area of Huntington, Bedford and Fulton, I'd be interested in seeing the Raystown area have permission to expand.  Many Fulton county 
residents spend time at the lake enjoying the amenities.  It was mentioned today by one of our staff how much they enjoyed the fireworks this past weekend.  As a county, we share 
opportunities of employment with Huntington County.   I see this development as a plus for our county residents. 
Please consider the proposal as a plus for your area as well as ours.
Better marking on Terrace Mt. Trails.  Parking @ Brumbaugh launch improvement.  No development in Zone 1:  light pollution, excess lake traffic, want to be able to kayak from Snyder's Run to 
the Dam.  Bridge on River view trail needs repair (has become unsafe).

To add more recreational camping boating ect. the lake would be very unsafe for boating.the lake gets crazy now on weekends I don't  even go there now. The nice thing about the lake is not 
overcrowded and beautiful shorelines . I hope you consider the safety reason as I have stated .
I'm opposed to any new development on the lake
Let’s move on the development of at hawns it will give jobs and place to go visit I am all for it thanks
Please keep this a wild place, and open to the public. It is important to maintain our wild places and allow public  access.
We put in at Snyder’s run and feel it is way to crowded already on a weekend.we live 2hrs away and we have to leave at 5:00 am every time just to make sure we get a parking spot for our 
trailer.they can’t afford to get anymore boat traffic.



I'm opposed to the development of the Hawn's Bridge Peninsula.
My parents, my wife and I and our children, and now our grandchildren have enjoyed Raystown Lake for over 50 years. During that time we have enjoyed the various seasons of activity on the 
lake from the quiet serenity of early spring and late fall to ther rowdiness of summer holiday weekends.  The focus of decisionmaking about the capacity of the lake should be about the peak 
usage time.
I am against the developer's plan to extend development down to the Hawn's Bridge peninsula.  My opposition is fundamentally based on personal experience with boating on the lake at peak 
periods of use (i.e., summer weekends and particularly the holiday weekends).  During those periods the lake boating traffic is so busy (particularly from 7 Points to the dam) as to border on 
dangerous congestion.  
Don't study average congestion, rather study peak period congestion at the Hawn's Bridge location to avoid a disastrous result!
Do not want to see development of my zone, but am especially against the proposed development of Hawn's Peninsula.  The lake is already very busy and the area is attractive to many because 
of it's natural beauty.  If you allow this development - where does it stop?

Been recreating here for 35 years.  We drive 4 hours for the peace and quiet of the area and lake beauty.  Lakes around us are overpopulated and afraid that might happen here.  A resort with 
only about 4-5 months of operation and low paying jobs is not the answer.  Keep Raystown beautiful!

Hi.  I'm not in favour at all with the hawns peninsula project.  I have been coming to the lake for 35 years.  My parents now have a house on piney ridge that they enjoy and for my family to 
enjoy.  The many risks to the environment and the eco system of the lake make this project ridiculous alone, but the fact that the lake is already crazy busy on a summer weekend makes it just 
more ridiculous!  Obviously  this guy from Texas and the others involved have not been on the lake on a summer weekend.  Thank you for taking my comments into consideration.

Public land is not for the exploit of private industry!
Please do not permit this further desecration of the natural and cultural environment of Huntingdon County.  It is not a rich man's paradise, but home to over 43,000 residents who deserve to 
retain its natural beauty.  The construction of the lake caused great distress among the population, and, over the years, we have learned to live with and enjoy it.  This further development is 
not necessary and is once again causing deep division among county residents.  Also, an important Native American archeological site was lost with the construction of the lake.  There is no 
need to further destroy natural areas of value.  This development is all about the money and does not consider the tremendous loss to our natural beauty.

As a local I can tell you that the lake already has to much traffic on it. The damage that a new resort would create will be devastating.what makes raystown special is being undeveloped putting 
another resort will destroy that. It will be a shame to let outside money destroy something special here in parking.
What about future generations of people who cannot afford to travel distance to enjoy outdoor recreation?  All those people loose every time public lands become no longer public.  

I urge you to not revise the master plan in such a way that would prevent or diminish access for hunters or anglers.
I have a campground and boat launch at the southern end of the lake, and would love to see an upscale resort and boating at the north end of the lake near Huntingdon to attract more upscale 
tourists. The lake provides for most of the needs of local residents but has few amenities to attract travelers from other states. Currently, the lake is used mostly on weekends, but with a 
comfortable well appointed venue weekday use would increase, and the lake would serve a broader population.

Save Hawn's Peninsula.  It's natural beauty can never be replaced!
Please keep lake Raystown as it is. It gets crowded enough on the weekend. Can’t even go out and enjoy yourself. Too many boats and unsafe drivers. I can’t imagine adding another marina with 
more boats. If this goes through then there should be a boat size limitation so the sampler boats aren’t getting run over by the bigger boats. Thank you

A disc golf course would be a good addition to 7 points or one of the boat launch areas



I use (and have used) Raystown Lake and the surrounding lands for:  general sightseeing, wildlife viewing/birding, photography, biking, hiking, fishing/smelting, camping, hunting, boating, 
swimming, cross-country skiing, picnicking, reunions, ziplining, dinner boat dining, fireworks viewing, and maybe even a few other uses that I've forgotten.  I have been using the recreational 
opportunities afforded by the region for nearly 30 years.  We own a cabin outside of Huntingdon which we use as a "base camp."  We live in State College, PA.  We rent boats of all kinds from 
the marina and hope this service will continue, especially the ability to rent power/ski/fishing boats.  We would like to see expanded/new boat launch and parking facilities.  We would like to see 
the lake/surrounding property kept as undeveloped, wild and beautiful as it currently is, and we worry that gradual development will ruin the region.  Keep the pursuit of money out of this 
beautiful, picturesque place, please!  
Truly beautiful places in PA are rare.  This site isone of them.  I ask you leave the area as it is.  Thank you
I've been coming to Raystown lake for 30 yrs. The Army Corps of Engineering has been doing an outstanding job of keeping the lake in pristine condition. Because this lake is the way it is, my 
wife and I recently purchased a cabin in Huntingdon. Are plan is to retire here in the future. I hope that your master plan can continue to preserve this lake.  The proposed development of 
Hawn's Bridge 
Peninsula would be devastating to the preservation of this pristine lake. 


First off, I would like to thank everyone for what they are doing.  I've been coming to Raystown since I was just a kid.  One thought, if I may.  While boating and fishing I often find myself wanting 
to take a break from the waters.  Especially when fishing through the night.  I've pulled my boat to the side like so many others do and I worry about cooking or sleeping because I can't find the 
regulation to reference.  I read that camping while hiking is prohibited yet I see there are 2 'designated overnight shelters' along the Terrace Mountain Trail.  Mostly, I'd like to be able to pull my 
boat to the side of the lake for a few hours to sleep and eat before getting back to fishing.  I wouldn't cut down trees or do anything destructive.  Please, I love the lake and my kids are learning 
how special you all are making it.  Can we build a small fire for cooking?  Can we sleep on the shoreline?  What CAN'T I do?  

I wish to maintain the pristine shoreline and NOT permit the development of Hawn's Peninsula in Zone #1.  Your wildlife management is good.  I would like to see waterfowl management 
practices continue.  
I oppose this plan. Leave the land alone. The Huntingdon County Natural Heritage Area is certified as home to rare, threatened and endangered native flora.This will jeopordize that status.

I believe the purposed resort is a bad idea. The boat traffic is already too congested. Ruining the peninsula for a resort is ridiculous. Sure we gain a handful of minimum wage jobs to cater the 
rich visitors. To me there’s more negatives than positives.
I would like to see the hiking/biking trails on both sides of the lake expanded.  I strongly oppose adding additional marinas and any development that would compromise the environmental and 
aesthetic value of the lake.
I am very much in favor of protecting our natural resources, however, I am also in favor of balancing that with providing great recreational opportunities and jobs for our community.  I am in 
absolute agreement that the new Master Plan rezone the area of Hans Peninsula so a new marina can be built.  The additional recreational opportunities and jobs it will bring to the area are 
invaluable.  I trust that the developers will need to follow the laws regarding the protection of the environment already on the books and the ACoE will oversee it correctly.  I am the CEO of a 35 
million dollar business within the Huntingdon County Area and I live in Saxton, PA Zone 5.  So, not only am I a business person, I am a resident.  

Hawns Peninsula needs to remain in its pristine condition, along with the rest of the Raystown Lake areas.  Lake traffic is already at max capacity, and even overcrowded during holidays.  
Development into areas around would destroy wildlife habitat, marine habitat, and the natural splendor of this widely popular attraction.  Don't be fooled by a lot of fast talking, and 
overreaching on how much economic good this proposed development will do, the damage will far outweigh any minor impact it will have.  The impact on this pristine will only be magnified 
once one developer has their foot in the door.  You can believe that will only lead to another and another till the beauty of Lake Raystown exists no more.  Citizens of Lake Raystown had their 
homes and land taken from them for the good of flood control, don't insult their memory of that loss by changing the core reason of Raystown Lake.  Thanks you..

Please don't reclassify Zone 1 for additional development as high density rec.
We need more activities and more competition on lake.  Visitors are upset with lake activities.  We need more to do , more jobs et.  I am a fulltime resident and business owner.



Zone 4 & 2:  While I care deeply about the environment I also care about the viability of the entire area.  Huntingdon needs more resort activities esp. year round jobs.  The current resort has 
deteriorated over the years.  I own a seasonal business and constantly have to send people out of the area.
In regards to Lake Raystown Resort in Zone 4.  How long of a lease do these people have on this property? The resort is decreasing in it's ability to serve visitors to the area.  From that area of 
the lake we must send people out of our area.  We need more activities in this area.
Tired of seeing Zone 4 decrease in ability to serve needs of residents and visitors.  The resort is no longer providing public needs.  I live here year round and have a seasonal business.  That end 
of lake needs more recreational activities to include possibly mini golf, horseback riding etc.  I listen to visitor complaints everyday.
Hi I live on Bakers Hollow Road, my concern is the bikers that can and do ride the trails on hunting season! I don't think this should be allowed for the safety of the bikers. I can't believe that you 
allow this during hunting season especially Deer and Bear Season
Add Hawn's Peninsula to the plan.  Huntingdon needs this!  Thank You!
If the Corps of Engineers truly has Raystown Lake in its best interest why are you entertaining this idea?  Certainly after the review of studies i.e., environmental impacts, the size of the lake vs 
the heavier flow of traffic and so on, that alone cannot support such a project.  Then you review the so called proposed financial gain to the surrounding area; has the current resort brought 
that much of an influx into the area, No it has not. This area is not going to benefit from this project.  Look at the businesses that have come and gone, this will be a empty resort sitting on what 
was a goldmine.  There will be no silver lining with this, the only silver lining is the politicians and powers that be getting their pockets lined in hopes that this project will be approved. Ultimately 
the public has no say or input so the damage that will be done, the responsibility, answers and ultimately guilt will be on the decision makers.  Good luck and please make the correct decision.  

I am emailing regarding the future of Lake Raystown.  I live near the lake and over the last few years have seen many concerning and dangerous situations with the lakes current status. The 
accidents have been on the rise over the last few years and I can only imagine the impact a new resort, additional boat docks etc will greatly impact the safety of the lake.  Then there is the issue 
of environmental safety.  I have seen and only wish I had taken pictures of the current environmental damage that has been done at the lake. The “mung” that is left after a busy weekend is 
horrible, what is that doing to the ecosystem? What used to be a serene setting has turned into an adult drunken playground wherein no appreciation or care is taken for the beauty of this 
environment.  The current situation is near devastating and has been neglected I can only imagine what/how the proposed renovations to Hawns Peninsula  is going to further destroy 
Huntingdons beloved Raystown Lake.  
Please see
http://www.jvas.org/category/conservation-news/hawns-bridge-peninsula/
Please designate Terrace Mountain and Hawn’s Peninsula as Low Density Recreation areas.  The eastern shore of the lake is valued for its WILD nature.  Hawn’s Peninsula, a Huntingdon County 
Natural Heritage Area of Exceptional Conservation value (part of the Raystown Dam Biological Diversity Area, noted in the Huntingdon County Natural Heritage Inventory) should be designated 
as an Environmentally Sensitve Area.
The Hawn’s Bridge peninsula and adjacent Terrace Mountain should remain as a Llw Recreation use area because it is certified in the Huntingdon County Natural Heritage Inventory as a 
Huntingdon County Natural Heritage Area (Biological Diversity Area), part of the Raystown Dam Natural Heritage Area.  The aforementioned land should not have any additional development, 
especially no restaurants, marinas, cabins, envonmental education centers, campgrounds, glamour camping, and associated amenities.
Were this are to become developed, much or all of it would be off-limits to hunting.  A marina would adversely affect fishing around the penisula.  And the unspoiled beauty of this part of our 
public land would be lost.
Please retain all environmentally sensitive areas.  Development should be located in pre-existing areas designated in the 1994 master plan!  Other, new areas for development should be 
discouraged.
Ever since I was a little girl, my family and I have been going to Raystown Lake to spend either just the day or one week during the summer months having fun. We always have a fun time there 
either boating, swimming, or staying at one of the beautiful cabins that we can rent for a week long vacation. One of the aspects of Raystown that makes it so enjoyable is it's natural, unspoiled 
beauty. To develop even one area, even though it is rarely visited, is ridiculous. Even though only fisherman use it, the local wildlife does and that place should be left alone for their sake. 
Boaters and other vacationers want to see greenery, not a fracking station. Please don't develop Raystown Lake!



This entire area offers important habitat for wildlife species on land and in water. I have concerns regarding the development of this area beyond hunting and fishing opportunities. 
Development of this area selfishly removes wildlife from the area, places added stress on the wildlife that remain and decreases the quality of these existing natural resources.  I strongly oppose 
developments in this area that do not support conservation efforts.

This area offers important habitat for all wildlife on land and in the water. I have concerns about the development of this land beyond hunting and fishing opportunities.
Development of this land would remove wildlife from the area, place added stress on the wildlife that does remain and reduces the quality of these natural resources.
I strongly oppose any developments of this land that do not coincide with genuine  conservation efforts.
I ask that this land be preserved to support all wildlife and the individuals that wish to experience their natural beauty.
I oppose the permanent loss of these wild federally managed hunting and fishing lands. This land provides habitat to a number of flora and fauna as well as hunting and fishing opportunities to 
individuals who support conservation efforts. The development of this land would negatively impact hunting and fishing opportunities and further decrease the available habitat for it's many 
species. I ask that this land remain federally managed for the benefit of hunters, anglers and ultimately the wildlife that inhabit these lands and waters.

I lived in the area all my life.  I worry about traffic on our roads with any more development in any of the zones.  I also worry about Zone 1 with the access to the Island.  This place is a wonderful 
place to live but we are a poor county in Pennsylvania so we don't get the benefit of money but by living here the beauty makes up for it.  Don't ruin it.

Don’t think that it will be a big impact locally for the economy.  It will benefit a few but not all.
I am writing this to give you my opinion of the proposal for a new marina on lake Raystown. My family and I have been boating on lake Raystown for years now, and we do a lot of water sports 
on the lake. It seems crowding on the lake can be extensive at times, seemingly getting worse, especially holiday weekends making it a hazard to enjoy tubing, skiing, wakeboarding etc. By 
adding a new marina will inevitably cause even more boat traffic with boats, in my opinion, deserve to be in a bay or one of the Great Lakes! Not only will it cause more boat traffic, but also 
destroy the beauty and scenery that Raystown is so noted for and desired. It will also destroy fishing and other natural resources, for what, money in someone’s pocket! I believe for the safety 
and overcrowding that’s already happening, that you would strike down this proposal!! Please listen to people’s concerns!!!!!!!

I feel that Raystown lake should be improved to make it easier to get a boat launched with a wider ramp, possibly another ramp, and better parking closer to the boat launch. The marina should 
build a new garage to store boats that will handle boats longer than 24'. A 3+ year wait list is a bit crazy. I think a casual restaurant that you can boat to would be nice as well. Floating porta 
potties are a welcome addition if properly maintained. The addition of flat tent campgrounds would be nice, with more places to store empty trailers.
That being said, there needs to be a balance to not have it turn into a Lake of the Ozarks, MO with loud, too fast boats, endless bars on the water and way too much drinking. 


Hawn's Peninsula is counter to the 1994 Plan that already was addressed in the Upper Corners area.  Upper Corners was already planned…keep it.  There is no reason to accommodate a third 
party for his own greed!
I think the proposed dock at Trough Creek would be an excellent idea.  It would open the state park for boaters to take a short hike or just to stretch your legs.
Hawn's bay Inlet & Peninsula 2 should be zoned low density.  NO MORE development @ lake.

Have been coming to lake for 25 plus years, during this time the lake has gotten increasingly busier with the addition of various types of water crafts (jet skis, canoes, kayaks, stand up 
paddleboards, larger pull behind tubes in every shape & size, houseboats and increased horse power). Would like to see for the future that ALL ZONES around the lake NOT BE ALLOWED ANY 
FURTHER DEVELOPEMENT AT ALL!. We need to preserve what we already have, stop all developement!  Raystown Lake is prestine and needs to remain as is so it is not reunied.for future 
generations. 
I have been volunteering for the Corps @ Raystown Lake 3 years now, have entered the camper comments from visitors - the majority of comments have to do with upgrading the current 
campsites - ie bathhouses @ all campgrounds, upgrade sites, water & electric @ all sites.  Common complaint is the process to reserve a campsite but no one has said we need more campsites 
of anther marina.  Needed are more water patrols to cont 




The lake could use more water patrols, directional pattern, it is amazing how people just don't seem to have any common sense when out on the water, adding additional boats or developing 
anywhere around Raystown lake is definately not needed. We'd love to take you out on the lake so you could see first hand just what really goes on. Please dont allow any developement 
ANYWHERE AROUND RAYSTOWN LAKE!  Let's keep it prestine for generations to come.Please change any zones currently marked for possible developement to low density so nothing can be 
built, lake is beautiful as it is.
It can't be stressed enough that the ENTIRE lake area should reamain as is and NO FURTHER DEVELOPEMENT OF ANY SORT should be permitted.  Please remove from current master plan 
anything that could possibly be developed.  We need to Preserve & Protect the beautiful area that is currently enjoyed by so many.  Visitors constantly comment that is the reason they come to 
Raystown, to enjoy the nature beauty and undeveloped shorelines.  Any developement would only destroy the lake and the surronding areas. Anyone who spends any time at all on lake will 
attest to the traffic & how it's increased since the previous master plan was updated.  So again - PLEASE NO DEVELOPEMENT AT ALL NOW OR IN THE FUTURE ON RAYSTOWN LAKE OR 
SURRONDING SHORELINES.  Let's keep it beautiful for future generations.  After all it is Pennsylvania's "Crown Jewel" 
Strongly oppose ANY DEVELOPEMENT ANYWHERE on Raystown Lake-period.
Also wondering status of boating survey is-those of us who have slips at the marinas were told we would be getting in June or July from the corp!!!
This was worst summer ever for boating. The lakes primary purpose is flood control, this year with the rain we got from hurrican Florance it is a wake up call to all the trash that is already on 
land surronding the lake and washed into the water when the water level rises.  Developing anywhere along the lake will only increase the trash being left by careless individuals who visit our 
beautiful lake.  We've seen the shorelines erroding from the increased traffice over the past 25 plus years we've been here.  Developement of any sort around the lake will only destroy what 
draws people here.  Any zones on current master plan that could potentially be developement should be changed to low density.  PA Crown Jewel-keep it that way!

Raystown is pristine - would like to see it remain this way - any development would take away from what draws people to the lake.  Already over crowded.
I was raised on the old dam!  This lake is beautiful as it is!  We do not need any more development.  Snyder's Run boat launch cannot handle more boats!  Keep this lake as is and do not change 
its current landscape. Thank You!!
I love the lake!  Love the "rubber" walking trail around 7 Pts.  Love boating and kayaking.  Would like to see more public picnic and swimming recreation areas.  Do not want more marinas.  (Too 
much boat traffic now.)
Need more bathrooms at Susquehannock (not flushable - latrines are fine.)  Like music at amphitheater (entertainment).  Like seeing wildlife.  (except snakes when camping). 

Would like more lake front camping (w/large enough sties for several tents)
To whom it may concern, I was unable to go to the meetings, and there were other meetings before that ppl. Attended and the idea was shut down, thus relieving the Huntingdon Country 
residents temporilarily! Now here we all are again, still fighting for our rights to keep our hometown recreational area the same! We do not live in the city, and we don't want to feel like we are! 
Huntingdon county is crowded esp. At the the lake, on a weekend day and holidays it's like the Pacific Ocean out there, boats do not have brakes nor turn signals! Boat police can't keep p w/ 
everything as it is,, canoes, jet skis, it's over crowded, it's a safety issue! Having more accidents n drownings will not draw ppl. In, it will discourage ppl. From coming because it's a safety issue, 
and ppl. Don't want crowds, traffic, etc. it's environmental, ppl. Do not clean up after themselves, they poop in the woods, leave  garbage etc. we have volunteers now, why should we pay more 
taxes, I see no good w/ this!



Dear USACE, Raystown:
I understand that a boat launch is being considered on Parks Road and would like to voice my approval (for non-motorized boats only). While several of my neighbors have posted lawn signs 
opposing the idea and have been vocal about it, there are many of us who support it. As property owners for 15 years, my entire family thinks it would be a great addition to the lake and to the 
immediate area in particular.
As configured, Raystown Lake is much more oriented to gas-guzzling, environment-damaging motor boats, rather than eco-friendly canoes or kayaks. There is no easy way to launch a canoe or 
kayak without being bullied by the motor boats all around you at Seven Points. While I support Rothrock Outfitters and the great things they've tried to do to make the Raystown area more fun, 
having the canoe/kayak rental place by the marina gives non-motorized boaters no place to go except that small high-traffic no-wake zone nearby. However, the area accessible by walking down 
the path from Parks Road, which my family calls "the cove," is already a large no-wake zone that is wonderful to explore via canoe/kayak with its many inlets. Currently, in order to use our 
canoe, we have to wheel it down the steep 1/3 mile dirt path at the end of Parks Road. It's so difficult that we don't bother with it anymore, which is a shame.
Also, "the cove" is currently a seedy area where inconsiderate people tie up their boats, start fires on the shoreline, defecate along the path and leave garbage, broken glass and beer tops all 
over. 
What we would love to see at the end of Parks Road, which would be extended further down toward the water is a parking area, bathrooms, picnic pavilion with bear-proof garbage cans and, 
ideally, a locked canoe/kayak self-storage unit <Blockedhttp://ticket.heraldtribune.com/2013/01/16/bradenton-park-offers-kayak-parking-near-paddling-trails-and-tampa-bay/>  that people 
can rent out annually.  This area should also be patrolled regularly by rangers/law enforcement to prevent the mindless destruction we see there now.
Thank you for thinking of more ways to leverage Raystown Lake, which is the area's most valuable asset and economic driver. You all have done a beautiful job with the rubberized walking path, 
the bike trick park, and the geo-caching program near Seven Points. My kids would also love to see a zip-line and ropes course, tennis courts, basketball courts, and mini-golf course in that area 
as well!
Please feel free to reach out to me at 917-273-XXXX if you would like clarification or more thoughts on the ideas proposed.

Lived here 15 years seen boat traffic increase with little policing on lake, no license checks, boaters racing in no wake zones, trash, hard to park, boat almost swamped numerous times.  Jobs - 
min. wages, parking tough now at S.R.  and other marina, develop land for housing?  Construction & equipment usage wear/tear roads. How will affect taxes, how will this affect local people.

Stop the leasing of public land for private profit! I just read an article about the "possible" development of the Hawn Peninsula. This is so wrong! Please protect this area from development and 
keep Raystown wild. Thank you! 
No wake zone from 994 bridge to MM22 Raystown Resort Area in Zone 4.  Too much erosion and rough water.  No wake as is - poorly enforced.
More concerned about pipeline construction and environmental impact than new resort and marina.
Love the Seven Points area.  See no congestion and love fishing options.  Appreciate the idea of protection the environment.  Suggestions - update restrooms and changing facilities.

I support the addition of a marina, restaurant and camping in the Hawn’s Peninsula area of Raystown Lake. I have visited lakes in other areas that are more crowded than Raystown is. We need 
the business in our economically depressed town. I do hope the developer will do his best to be environmentally friendly. The natural beauty of Lake Raystown is exceptional.

I would like to see a lake area restricted to canoes and kayaks (non motorized)
Improve the existing Terrace Mt Trail by clearing and marking the parts of the trail that badly need it.  Instead of starting something new (Hawn's Peninsula)  improve and update the existing 
facilities.
Raystown Lake is public land which should be kept as such. The government has no business leasing public parkland to a developer.
This is wild land for outdoor recreation, please keep it as such.



This comment applies not only to Zone 1, to which it is directed, but in general to all zones. I realize that the COE is not a conservation organization.   However, the previous Master Plan was 
conceived with one of its objectives to protect natural resources that had already been heavily impacted by damming a basically wild river through undeveloped areas.   So, (as far as the Corps is 
concerned) we do not "start" with the existing situation and discuss the impacts of development; we start with the original dam, the additional inundation and developments, and  cumulative 
environmental impacts of  those .  Asking the Corps to accommodate private development by opening the park boundaries and allowing private development within those boundaries not only 
further degrades a fragile environment with more-than-adequate documentation, it also sets a terrible precedent for future inroads.    

 All Zones: The Master Plan currently in effect does not appear to address whether or how the Corps should accommodate private development around the lake.   Nor should it.   The Corps is 
not equipped to evaluate whether a proposed development is adequately funded, likely to be economically successful, capable of  restoring the land to former conditions if it fails, or whether it 
does, in fact, comply with the conditions originally proposed by the developer. Nor does it have control over whether the development continues to adhere to the Corps flood control and other 
missions.     This is a totally different legal concept than inviting concessionaires and contractors to fulfill elements of the Corps plans for the lake property.

Boat parking is full we can't handle more boats on the lake.  The busy part of the lake is contained to 2 busy zones and you can stay away from the busy zones to tube, ski, jet ski and relax.

We do not need any developments.. take care of what is there now.. lake not big enough for more boats already very crowded.. don't need more big boat traffic 
Zone 1.  It would be helpful and we need additional marina space in Zone 1.  There is not enough slips @ current marina's.  Would like to see a waterfront restaurant in Zone 1.  Nice part of lake 
to be in, no fears of increased boat traffic.
Answers to Question 1/ All the activities listed should be available in each of the zones. In addition, strong consideration should be added to adding an additional marina, and actives that are 
clean and environmentally friendly, be they resort oriented, outdoor sports oriented, such as snow skiing, with private investment. Please see follow additional comments. 
Question 2/ Recognizing the region needs more than anything, economic opportunities that lead to jobs, that would be proffered above all but the truly most sensitive environmental concerns. 
The idea that we can't be sensitive to the needs of wildlife, if we have any economic expansion or activity is not only false, it is foolish. We can favor any species above our own, but if we don't 
have jobs, then what future does our region ultimately have? Hunting and fishing activities should be available in all areas, except  the typical areas like boat ramps, campgrounds etc. 


Q:  How you use the lake and how your experiences could be improved.
A:  We have been using Raystown for over 30 years and built a house just outside the Seven Points Road entrance 10 years ago.  We primarily use the lake with pontoon located out of the Seven 
Points Marina.  We mostly cruise and relax along the shore when out on the boat.  We really enjoy the quite weekdays on the lake.  In the last two years, we have started kayaking out of Seven 
Points.   Improvements we would like to see include more public parking and kayak launch loops at Seven Points.
Q;  How you think the lake fits in to the larger socioeconomic and natural world.
A:  The lake current balance of concessions vs. natural areas is about the right mix.  The new proposed marina does not appear to add value to the economic or social fabric of central PA.
Q:  What concerns or worries you have about the lake’s future. 
A:  Too much big boat traffic on weekends; need more no wake zones for kayakers to get around shore.

All Zones:  I strongly favor concentrating heavy use in 2 areas (existing) and specifically avoiding development in currently undisturbed area because of the lack of infrastructure and basic 
sources of clean water and waste disposal.  Zone 5:  Look for ways to control salt, AMD and sediment discharges to the lake.
Zone 2:  If there is a planned but undeveloped portion of the plan, it should weigh heavily against private development because infrastructure is already largely in place.   If Visitor Center 
Operations are to be considered in plan, active promoting of local craftsmen would be desirable.  Invite concessions for more firewood at campgrounds.
I have no prior position on development (or not) at Lake Raystown.  As a geologist, though, I think that any development proposal must address the quantity and quality of water required for 
any proposal, its sources and proof of such assertions.  The amount of trash around the shoreline is very unattractive.  I really enjoy the unrestricted shoreline access from boats.



Please do not allow the development and destruction of Raystown Lake.  The Hawn's Bridge Peninsula is the most beautiful section of the lake and I hope we can preserve it for the next 
generation to enjoy. Also consider the safety of boaters and the negative environmental impact it will have. I don't think we want another Pocono's here in Huntingdon County (how did that 
turn out?) Thank you..
The request to open this area, Hawn's Peninsula, of the lake should be refused.  It is one of the most untouched areas in the central part of the state and provides: 
1) habitat for a multitude of animals, birds and fish
2) a place for boats, kyacks, canoes, on water and hiking paths and overlooks in the forest surrounding it.
Contiguous private property owners should not be able to deny thousands of users this increasingly rare and valuable resource.  Raystown Lake is an economic driver for the region and the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  Our master plan should provide for maintenance and care of the dam, the lake and existing recreation areas and the complete protection of fragile 
irreplaceable ecosystems 


Would it be possible to preserve the east shore of the lake and the Terrace Mountain Trail for those who enjoy the "raw", undeveloped wilderness?  Can development and "taming" nature be 
done in eh areas on the west shore already designated in the 1994 plan?
We enjoy nature in the "raw".  We do minimum impact backpacking and like to paddle, canoe, and kayak on lakes and rivers.  We live near the Terrace Mountain Trail and can actually walk to 
the trail.  We have hiked the trail and observed a number of "wonders" of nature.  Our hikes in the woods provides a great relief from the stress of our "modern" society.  And, we learn a lot by 
taking the time to stop, look, and listen to what is happening in the woods around us.
We are concerned about the detrimental effects that an additional marina could have on the Crown Jewel of PA. We’ve had a boat at the lake since 2001; originally kept at Seven Points and 
presently docked at the Resort. We’ve noticed a marked increase in boat traffic and esp personal watercraft. No residential development and the resulting positive effects of room and space on 
the water is the beautiful attraction of the lake.  One just needs to look at nearby Deep Creek Lake MD to see the negative effects of overpopulation and excessive boat traffic. In addition, look 
to Stonewall Jackson Lake WV as an excellent example of feasibility studies gone terribly wrong, effectively resulting in the State abandoning their asset from a financial support perspective. 
Additional development at Raystown will only lead to pressure of even more development down the road. You have the ability to forever preserve the natural beauty of this ‘man-made’ 
wonder. Please make the right choice!
I am not for the project. Keep raystown the way it is. Thank you .
I think allowing development in Hawns Peninsula area is a great idea for the area. It will be a great economic resource and give more people a chance to enjoy the lake.
I am extremely opposed to the development of the Hawns bridge area.  My family uses the lake as  a means of fun and relaxation. The lake is used by many people now, and building this new 
resort would only add to the already populated use of the lake. It would also tarnish the natural beauty of the shoreline. This resort should not be built for the personal gain of one person.

Handicap access to fishing off Clapper Road to Shy Beaver.  Zone 1 No Changes
Zone 4:  Paradise Point = rebuild campground (where the tie-ups are located).
More kayak parking at boat ramps especially at 7 Points.  Specific kayak/canoe ramps/docks put in place around the lake.  More boat ramps on east side of lake.  More boater awareness about 
non-powered boats.  More no wake areas for non-powered boat like canoes/kayaks
As a recreational user of Lake Raystown we have come to the point were we can’t or won’t come to the lake on the weekend because of the high volume of traffic. Another marina would make 
it more crowded and more dangerous. Please keep Raystown as safe as possible by keeping the lake less congested. 
I was born and raised in Huntingdon.  I remember the old lake and have had a boat n the new lake since day 1.  During the weekends it's actually dangerous to be on the lake because there are 
too many boats on the lake.  I am against a marina and a resort, period!  We do not need more boats on the water.  Not to mention how it will affect fish habitat and erosion of the shoreline.  
Costing money that doesn't justify this project.
I request that you deny the development plan for Hawn's Peninsula, and in response to the questions above, I do not want to see the addition of any activities that aren't already in place. This is 
not a good use of the public land, and the proposal will be detrimental to the site, and the character of that natural area.
I wanted to express my opinion for consideration.  I am against any development of Hawn's Peninsula.



Please keep things how they are we have 2 area’s on our small lake as it is. If anything expand the ones we have. Yes all the facts you received may look good on paper but as you know major 
projects like this stuff goes wrong. Do you really want to chance it and make a nice view turn into something ugly. Take it from someone who has walked the mountain. There is a lot of nice 
wildlife and plants. It is nice boating up to the cove and watching deer and bear coming to the lake to drink. Building here would cause a change on the games patterns and insert people into 
their home space. Then the game commission is going to have to trap and move bears and other animals to keep them away from the resort. Please Please if there is a need to expand do it to 
the 2 places we have on the lake. As far as jobs I worked at the one in Entriken and he paid us $3 \hr instead of min wage because of seasonal work and it was cheaper for him to pay fines then 
pay us. These places anyplace on earth the local people cannot afford with all the more they pay.

Please do not destroy this land. it would be cheaper and less impact to expand the 2 resort area's we have.  
I am asking you to please stop plans for the development of the Hawn's Peninsula area.  This area of the lake is pristine and one of the few areas where boat traffic is reasonable where a family 
can relax in open water without dangerous boat traffic.  This is an irreversible blight to the lake.  Once installed and will take one of the most beautiful views in Pennsylvania and ruin it.  The lake 
is so crowded as it is.   Please put profit aside and keep the lake as it is.
In Zone 2, 7 Points Launch Ramp.  Building a new ramp for powerboats 90 deg to the left and leave the existing ramp for non-powered boats like canoe, kayaks, etc.  The existing ramp crowds 
the docks and makes it hard to put your boat in the slip.  Plus there is really not place for non powered boats to launch or retrieve.  See sketch.
My family has been recreational boating at the lake for over 25 years.  We have seen much overcrowding of boaters in recent years.  The lake water cannot support more.  Also many new 
boaters are very unknowledgeable about boating rules and safety causing more risk to my family.
I would like to see the boat launch ramp rearranged at 7 points.  I would suggest landing a new ramp 90 degrees from the existing one so that boats being launched or retrieved do not interfere 
with the boats entering or leaving the docks nearby.  Build a new ramp toward the big open water and not as currently exists toward the existing docks.  On busy days this area gets very 
crowded with boats being launched or waiting to be retrieved.  Those using this ramp are not very well aware of the boats at the dock. Many cases of boat damage has occurred, plus it is 
generally a safety issue as well.  There is much more room for boats launching and being retrieved if the ramp was relocated 90 degrees to the big open water. This project would be expensive, i 
know, but could be part of a larger project to add more parking in this area. The existing ramp could be salvaged for use by non powered kayaks, canoes, or small non powered fishing boats. 
Thankyou for the chance to comment.   


Raystown Lake has been a summer trip for our families many years now. The hawks area development is not needed. More rentals at 7 points would be a better idea. No lodging is available 
there. Camping is not always a option. Raystown resort where we stay could use a little face lift too. The north end of the lake is pristine , a little more development at the south end would not 
hurt. Completion is good for everyone. 
We hope Hawn's will be developed.  It’s a great potential asset to the area.
Continue to upgrade the Juniata Enviro Center.
It seems that those against developing Hawns Peninsula mostly want to keep the lake to themselves.  Raystown Lake is not owned by those who happen to have used it in the past but rather to 
all the citizens of the US.  Developing the Peninsula will give more folks access to this wonderful lake.
Maintain natural resources, habitat for wildlife.  Maintain hiking trail network for year round use, but use "leave-no-trace" rules.  Develop and maintain pollinator habitat.  The Terrace 
Mountain Trail (TMT) provides good overviews of the lake, but noise from boats during the day is distracting and disturbs wildlife.  The most beautiful (and enjoyable part of the TMT is where 
the trail leaves the lake around Hawn Bridge area and have observed nesting eagles, hawks, and other birds.  Keep the "pristine" environment on eastern shore.

Zone 1.  I like the natural setting of the Lake and am against the Hawn's Bridge Peninsula Project to add hotel and boat marina.  The lake is busy enough in this zone without adding more 
congestion.  Around Corbin's Bridge an access needs added for tubers to exist the river without getting fined by the Boat and Fish Commission.
Zone 1: We love and enjoy the natural beauty of Pennsylvania's "Crown Jewel", which is Lake Raystown.  Please do NOT diminish its appeal by developing the Hawn's Bridge Peninsula area!  This 
makes No sense to develop this area.
Zone 1:  Please help develop a common or joint ownership of the Point Boat Launch between the PA Fish and Boat Commission and the Huntingdon Area Visitors Bureau to find some way to 
allow the 'tubers' to take out at the Point Access.



Please Do NOT tarnish the “Crown Jewel” of Pennsylvania’s lakes.  Raystown’ natural beauty is why I and many others come to enjoy it!  Giving in to a developer like Rod Roberts and his plans to 
change the Hawn’s Pennisula area makes NO sense since would negatively impact the beauty and strangle a currently open area of the lake creating loss of safe navigation in this area of the 
lake!  Allowing Mr. Roberts to win would mean that a majority of the users of Lake Raystown would .  Please stop his plans for this development!

I am very strongly in favor of developing additional recreational resources, including the creation of a new marina, in the Hawn's bridge area of Lake Raystown.  I own and operate a luxury 
vacation rental property located near the lake; Bear's Paw Lodge (bearspawlodge.com).  Our guests would appreciate the opportunities created by additional recreational and social options.

No camping building construction for any zone - preserve the lake
See NO heavy boat traffic - even over July 4th Holiday week.
We avoid weekend boating at Raystown, as overcrowding, high power speed boats, drunken boaters, lack of common sense navigation, inadequate public facilities, and serenity turns to chaos. 
An addition of another resort will only add to the problem. If anything, existing facilities should be upgraded to accommodate all types of visitors. A common sense approach and proper 
planning that maintains the natural beauty of the area while boosting the local economy is prudent. Responsible decision making should not be a function of private interest investment. Local 
citizens, local roads, mom & pop cabin rentals, small businesses, and existing natural resources must be respected. Big business and politics should not be the foundation of the master plan 
revision. Finally, will the new plan be beneficial to all concerned? Will it be based on truth and fairness? Will it promote good will and be recognized as resident and visitor friendly? Let this not 
be regrettable knee jerk planning. 
Add kayak and canoe launch at Parks Rd.  Allow new resort and marina on Hawn's Peninsula. 
Revoke all requests for the development of a new resort at Hawn's peninsula.  Preserve the lake and the wildlife areas around the lake.  
Keep development away from Hawn Bridge Area.  No more development on lake.
I fully appreciate the complexity of balancing the need to preserve the unique natural environment surrounding Raystown Lake and to support opportunities for economic growth in the region.
Please consider the long term impact of further developing an area designated as the "Appalachian Valley Corridor" presented by Edward O. Wilson.   This particular corridor represents the 
richest biodiversity in the United States with only a "modest amount of protected land."  He calls on government agencies at all levels to protect and preserve these biospheres to reduce the risk 
of another mass extinction that would include human extinction.  

I'm very much opposed to developing this area.. or any of the lake for that matter... People come here because the lake is a beautiful undeveloped place... That's what they love about it...
It's crazy and dangerous in the summer with the amount of boats that are already using it. 
It would be wrong to bulldoze the natural beauty of the peninsula and ruin it with restaurants and glamping..
Can a place like that really succeed in winter... It's mostly gray and dismal around here in winter... Why would people want to come here and sit on top of the mountain and look down at a cold, 
windswept lake...really... Who is going to come here for that... So how are they going to keep all those jobs that they promise going in the winter..
Take a walk in the woods at the popular hangouts. You would do better to build more bathrooms in easier to reach places to accommodate the crowds that are already here.. than to build more 
places that add to the crowds...Try Party Cove...It's pretty gross.

Removal or trimming of trees/brush on waterfront sites.  Why is this not being done - request to be completed - Point and Senoia Campground.
we do not want any more boats on the lake.  How hard is that to understand??
I strongly oppose reclassifying Hawn's Peninsula as high density recreation as I enjoy hiking and bird watching there.  This is destroy my recreational hobbies at Raystown Lake.

I can't believe that they would approve this marina, for financial gain, and destroying the most pristine part of the lake.
No big hotels on the lake and keep boat crowding to a minimum.  Boats are larger and safety is a concern.
Please leave the dam lake like it is. I cant understand why people always want to destroy the beauty of Raystown Lake. All these people want is to stuff there pockets with money. Wake the F up 
people Beauty is more Important then money!!!!!!!!!



Zone 2.  Upper Corners.  One of the things we love about the lake are the vistas.  Seven Points is very close to this area, and it is already developed.  It would be nice if the Army Corps of 
Engineers stopped soliciting requests for this area.  It would add to the congestion and eliminate some of the vistas.
I am in full support of the new resort.  This proposed resort will offer great amenities and bring many jobs to the area. The tax revenue from the resort will benefit everyone.This area could 
definitely benefit from a new, modern facility.

Allowing this to happen on mile marker 2 would be the biggest case of environmental injustice to ever be in our area besides the official building of the dam. The area has learned to recover 
now as natural gas companies take over our state.this is a prime example of what good stewardship by the Army Corp can stop. All of the reasons are there. Far outnumbers the claims of greedy 
county business men who do not take public input as any kind of info to shape our regions economic growth. Your talking about an area where hcbi is 3xcited about rebuilding McDonald's and 
building a new burger king abandoning yet another building. Please don't let the large bank account of a wealthy oil company sway the decision to add this to the master plan. If this happens my 
wife and I are selling our property in Juniata township and leaving even being across the lake from it

I do not believe that another marina will be beneficial to the lake and have heard the same view from others. The dam side of the lake has the cleanest water due to the lake of a marina on that 
side and adding another will ruin this. Additionally, I do not think the lake needs any more boats on the water as it is over crowded throughout most of the summer already. Lastly, the dam side 
of the lake is the only area where people can get away from the heavy crowds. I know multiple petitions appealing the addition of another marina have been created. Why add what the local 
people and tourists disagree with?
I am against the Hawn's Bridge Recreation Area. I spend about 250 to 300 hours a year on the lake fishing this particular area. There is too much boat traffic now. Adding more boat traffic to this 
area would make it extremely unsafe. I could could go on and on about the negative impacts of any further development on the lake. But I'd like to focus on the safety issue. A study should be 
done on the wind and fog. At times,it can be extremely difficult to navigate. For example, weather conditions can be totally clear at Mile Marker 4, while at the same time Mile Marker 1(Hawn's) 
is in a thick fog out. Many mornings the fog does not lift at Mile Marker 1(Hawn's) until 9 to10AM, which will leave boaters in a dense fog, not able to see 10 feet in front of them.The fog rolls up 
over the breast of the dam at or before daybreak and sets in at the Hawn's area.It is the foggiest, windiest area on the lake. It is the last place anyone should consider developing a rec. area.I 
know due to experience
There are enough marina's and boats on the lake now.  Great job with the campgrounds.
 I now live in Hesston for the past ten years and have been coming to Raystown since 1985. I have camped at every campground I have boated skied and tubed on the lake starting with a 15 foot 
boat going to a18 foot and now have a25 foot. The lake is so busy on weekends in the summer we boat mostly weekdays to feel safe. Please, no more marinas. Thank You.

I am opposed to development of the Hawn's peninsula. This beautiful and unique natural area should be preserved, with no buildings, roads, or marinas
I am very interested in the water quality below the dam, in the section of river downstream to the “point” access. With the release of cooler water from different release levels, this section of 
river would become a first class cool/cold water fishing destination.
Please rezone the Hawn's Bridge Peninsula as a public recreation area.  And we definitely need more boat slips!

What are you trying to do ,make raystown lake for the rich? Is that what it's about , money? There are so many large boats now that most times of the day it's almost dangerous for smaller craft 
to be on the lake. When I say smaller craft I am talking 18 ft and less. Where do you think these rich people are gonna shop and eat. Definitely not at your cheap restaurants and lower end 
stores. The only one that's gonna profit from this is the resort. Now let's talk about pollution. The more boats the more water pollution, the more boats the more trash will be floating on the 
lake and it's shore. You guys are gonna take something beautiful and destroy it for the sake of money. Do that and I won't be coming to raystown again.

As a former worker for the lake, I support all actions to keep the ideal resort area the same with no changes that I see that need to be corrected. The resort gives jobs to college kids/ locals alike, 
much like myself.  Much money can created from the resort area, though I do not approve of the actions that took place in 1972 to create this lake resort, many people
have benefited from this place. I am also an avid fisherman on this lake, I go out on the water as many days as there is summer, I believe to attract more customers (money) that maybe efforts 
to push better fish population could be put in order. The lake’s main popular fish attraction is striped bass. This may be great for locals but people from out west are after more typical fish such 
as largemouth and small mouth, which in lake raystown, are not as a popular breed and seem very rare for sport fishing.  Possibly adding in fishing laws that can block certain fish from being 
kept, shortening seasons etc. thank you.



Pleas no new marina. This lake is one of a kind. All of the wrong people are involved . Raystown is deadly busy and hard to find quiet spots. There was so much land taken from people to build 
Raystown these people should be reimbursed if he builds. Rod Roberts has been donating to certain places for support. We all heard in the beginning that he had made a healthy donation to 
Juniata college now he is lying about it.  As for Chuck Yohn. What environmental professor would support this??? None. This is an oil man. A pipe line share owner. A selfish individual that's 
trying to pull the wool over everyone's eyes. Most locals are against this 
 To arts, Chambers and people from HCBI are against this! Please do the right thing!

The re-development of Raystown Lake would be detrimental to local ecosystems, limit sportsperson opportunity, tame a wild place, and should be reconsidered. Part of what makes Raystown 
Lake so great is the lack of development along the lake. The area provides vast access and opportunity to hunters and anglers. It also provides critical habitat for wildlife, including numerous 
species of birds that spend a portion of their year at the lake. 
Development would undoubtedly pollute, at some level, a great fishery of the state and also destroy habitat. Wildlife habitat reclamation cannot keep up with habitat destruction. As a 
Pennsylvania resident I urge you to look past the proposed financial gain of this project and consider the well being of the land and ecosystem. My comment is intended to voice my opinion 
against the revision of Raystown Lake.
The re-development of Raystown Lake would be detrimental to local ecosystems, limit sportsperson opportunity, tame a wild place, and should be reconsidered. Part of what makes Raystown 
Lake so great is the lack of development along the lake. The area provides vast access and opportunity to hunters and anglers. It also provides critical habitat for wildlife, including numerous 
species of birds that spend a portion of their year at the lake. 
Development would undoubtedly pollute, at some level, a great fishery of the state and also destroy habitat. Wildlife habitat reclamation cannot keep up with habitat destruction. As a 
Pennsylvania resident I urge you to look past the proposed financial gain of this project and consider the well being of the land and ecosystem. My comment is intended to voice my opinion 
against the revision of Raystown Lake.
Keep things as they are.  We love coming to Raystown Lake to camp and boat 2 weeks each summer and a week for Fall camping @ Raystown Resort.

I would like to see the eastern side of the lake stay natural and undeveloped along all 5 zones.  I would like to see areas developed for paddle boats and no motor boats.
Could buoys be set up off the lake front @ Raystown Resort for no wake 100ft from shore?
Raystown Resort only needs to upgrade their docks.  NO additional lodging for this area.  Docks and camping area already @ Raystown are an eye sore.  No New Development.  Lake 
overcrowded!!!
I would like to see equal recreation facilities throughout the lake. I support High Density Recreation for Zone 1.
Please consider protecting the striper population when changing the Master Plan.  This fishery is attended by the entire Northeast.  This weekends tournament is a great example.

We have an opportunity to protect and provide something for our children and grandchildren that may not be available in the future should we continue to develop our wild areas.

Hawn's Bay Inlet and Peninsula 2 need removed from current Plan.  Keep Lake as is Today!
Please do not allow building on Hawn's Peninsula.  Walking paths would be ok.
Why not add to the marina that is already existing?  By putting a fishing marina in, you are taking away another cove of the lake for use.  Do not commercialize this lake.  The draw to this lake is 
the natural shoreline.  No private land owner or development.  No change to Master Plan.
No hotel on Upper Corners
Peninsula 2 - Remove from current plan for boat launch, restaurant, etc.  No change to area.
Zone 2 - No development.  Please remove planned development from Upper Corners Rd. and Susquehannock North, also Peninsula 2.  Lake is overcrowded!!!  Enough campsites currently exist 
w/out adding any more to the lake.
Upper Corners area needs to be made low density area. No conference center, lodge. No change to area.
Would like to see camping on the eastern side.  More walking paths throughout.  High density recreation for Zone 1. 
You need bigger parking lot - the new 26' + trucks and trailers don't fit.



Zone 1 is busy enough!  It gets dangerous on the weekends!
Maybe keep the no wake zone outside of 7 Pts from Fri noon till Sun 5pm??  From Memorial Day to Labor Day.  Helps to keep entry and exit from 7 Pts launch safer.

You need more patrol people.  Bike need to stay on trails.
Remove Upper Corners section from the Plan.  Would like to see the Hawn's Peninsula put back into the plan.  Go ahead with the boat dock/tie up in Trough Creek.  Go ahead with the proposed 
shelters on Terrace Mt. trail.
Zone 1 - Would like to see development of Hawn's Bridge by Roberts.  Hiking, camping, lodging, biking, something for all back in Master Plan.  Zone 2 - Remove the restaurant, etc.  Already on 
Master Plan since it was put out for bid and no one developed.  Zone 3 - Boat docks into Trough Creek S.P. already on plan be done.
I think the Hawn's Peninsula should be reclassified as an environmentally sensitive area.  No development permitted.
Zone 5:  Locals use this area.  Give us better parking so we can continue to support lake area.  Locals benefit from lake.  Repair culvert at road.  Zone 4:  Tatman Boat Launch too steep.  Repair 
pavilion tables.  Zone 2:  Additional group campgrounds at 7 pts.  It is in demand and a $ maker for you.
What will it do to local traffic?  The roads are hardly wide enough for 2 cars to meet let alone a 30ft pontoon boat.  Campers think they own the road.
I believe more cabins will hurt.  The lake is great how it is!  Boat ramps can't handle what is on the lake now.
There is enough boating activity in Zone 1.  So we oppose the Hawn's Peninsula development.  We are concerned for the safety of our boating.
Would like to see expansion of 7 Pts Marina.  They need additional slips for houseboats.  Currently, you can't buy or bring a houseboat to Raystown, there are no slips for it.  Like the golf course 
at the corners.
Zone 4.  Would like to see expansion of Lake Raystown Resort Marina.  They need additional boat slips for Houseboats.
I am in strong disagreement of allowing another resort to be build in Area 1.  No need for this if the Corps allows this it will over habitat the lake and cause it to become unsafe.  Other things I 
would like to see is more areas for kids basketball, volleyball etc., in all areas of lake.  Thank You.
Reroute Terrace Mt Trail off road and into forest.
Spent a lot of years here.  Its amazing in its beauty.  Don't need to do a thing!  The Gas Line….what if it would spring a leak?
Please consider the broad negative impact commercial development will cause. The natural environment coupled with the natural atmosphere will be disrupted - humans and wildlife for 
generations will benefit if left undeveloped.  Perhaps plan may include land/financial contributions of developers be used for organized groups - school camps and community organizations to 
utilize holistic natural environment.  Could be developers tax deduction.
Wish there were more plaques at the dam about the history.  Even Pictures of the 1910 original dam.  The flooding of the new lake.
Zone 5 - Would like to see Boy Scout Camp left in place.
Please note commercial development of Zone 1 will not improve or assist downtown Huntingdon.  Have you considered the contributions Mr. Roberts has made to local businesses and county 
entities?
Parking management improvements needed.  Like fishing facility concept.  Concerns:  Overflow parking .  Pull thru's for poor drivers!
Need no tubing zone to preserve water for skiing in Zone 1.  Need slalom course on Zone 1. 
Do not reclassify Hawn's Peninsula to high density recreation!
Reclassifying Hawn's Peninsula to high density recreation will destroy tourism.  Do not reclassify it.
Zone 2  Update Visitor Center exhibits
Love camping at Seven Points.  The water view site.  Wish there were more water view sites at Seven Points.
Love how undeveloped the lake is.  You get to see nature and wildlife. 
Add boat launch at Trough Creek or Terrace Mountain side of lake.
Please do not allow any development around Hawn's Peninsula and that part of the lake.  It would destroy the pristine part of the lake.



Zone 2.  With the existing marina, bike trails and restaurant at marina - I do not feel the area reserved fro a convention center or golf course is needed.  Too many people creates traffic jams and 
takes away from relaxing with a natural setting instead of viewing brick and mortar buildings.
We oppose the Hawn's Peninsula project.  We are concerned for the safety of our kids' boat activities.  There are already enough boats in Zone 1. 
Open Terrace Mt. Trail around the resort.
I hope we can develop Hawn's Bridge if Snyder's Run is at capacity.
Please post informational signs at each launch, picnic area, where ever people gather that tell rules- if there are any environmental information, endangered species reminders of saving your 
trash, boat safety (speeds & no-wake), a map of You Are Here.  There is something that has some of this at the Point Access on the Juniata River.

I value the remoteness/lack of development near the dam & Hawn's Peninsula, especially for its habitat for wildlife.
I have a concern that people not wanting to re-classify areas for recreation are being selfish, as they do not want to share public property and overstate impact of "new" uses, but rather 
spreading of people to more area.
Juniata College pays no real estate taxes to county or township no fair or how does our economy - comment what is a need or just a want.  Let as is.
Access restriction to the Eastern side of the lake needs removed to accommodate visitors and residents to access lake from Eastern side (Terrace Mt. side).  This would spread choke-points 
access densities and allow more ease of access onto the lake, especially to visitors and residents coming from the East.
Develop some of the plans existing boat in campground, then create bike-in access.
Increase non-motorized boat access points (paddle sports, fishing, tubing, swimming.  Increase trails and access to Eastern Shore.  Zone 2:  Appreciate the accessibility for all ages and abilities.  
Zone 3, 4, & 1.  Consider options for horseback trails.

In Huntingdon County we are in desperate need of a economic driver.  I think the Corps should take a serious look at allowing use of Hawn's Bridge Peninsula for development.  If done right we 
can strike a balance to make it work.  Zone II - Allegrippis Trails Incredible VALUE.  Zone I - Value large no wake zone of "Rabbit Ears" area.

With more boats going on the lake concerns about safety issues while fishing with the big boats and skiers flying down the lake.  Have to be off the lake by 10 a.m. on weekends and June-sept 
any time of the day for safety issues.  Parking concerns getting on the lake and getting off waiting time.
Boat launches need more parking - Snyder's Run - 7 Points for visitors and boat trailers.  Development should occur on the west side of the lake.  Keep the east free from development and 
maintain the environment as is.  Our lake is very special in that it limits development.  Traveling in the US many Corps lakes allow homes and business on the shores.  WE need to keep Raystown 
the way it is.  That's why business, comes here - I mean lake business because it not like the others.
Would like to see limits placed on number of boats allowed on the lake at one time.  There is currently too many boats on the lake.
No ski and tubing at narrow areas of lake.  i.e. Camping area @ 7 Points bridge area point.  Additional development in Zone 1 will add too many boats and would be unsafe.

The pristine look of the lake as it is, is a factor most people like about it.  Why did all the private land family loved have to be given up if we continue to develop it.  We don't want to look at 
more marinas and development while we are enjoying the lake's natural look.  Would be nice to have a better restaurant at 7 points marina same location.  I am against letting a marina go in at 
Hawn's Bridge Peninsula for various reasons that have been brought up.  Both overlooks  also affected.
I do not support reclassifying any land on the eastern side of Raystown Lake to be high recreation, especially Hawn's Peninsula.  Hawn's Peninsula should be classified as limited recreation to 
protect the ecological diversity and to keep Raystown Lake as we know it.  Development only serves to drive away hunters, hikers, anglers, and boaters and the infrastructure is better suited for 
development on the western shore.
I'd like to see development of Zone 1 to assist in driving tourists to the downtown Huntingdon areas.  Also add boat launches and parking to lessen the congestion at the current launches and 
marina.  Clear new trails, add rock climbing, snowmobiling and ATV trails.
Thank you for reading my comments.  A new plan for recreational access must be re-evaluated from time to time.  A yes opinion will be a forever thing.  A no opinion can be changed anytime.  
Society today has the opinion that certain things are free.  Example.  Juniata College and free access to Field Station.  No taxes.  Its added cost to maintain.  

My main concern is fishing at the dam end of the lake and also boat traffic, especially on weekends.  Beautiful lake, well managed, thank you.
Protect shale barrens on Hawn's Peninsula.  Protect natural areas. Enhance Pollinator plants.  Develop areas for non-motorized craft such as canoes and kayaks.  Develop cross county skiing 
trails.



Stop carp hunting at night in resort and 7 points marina.
No marina or new resort.  Leave the lake as is.
Road development / expansion for whatever reason could negatively impact the lake.  Potential negative environmental impact to wildlife/botanical habitats needs to be considered and 
prevented.  No development on Hawn's Peninsula!
Don't destroy the natural areas to build a nature/environmental education center!
No new resort!  Will not have good access!
Local people that are here 365 days a year like the way things are now.  No Hawn's Peninsula Development.  If land inventory finds lands not necessary it should be kept.  If it cannot be returned 
to initial owner.  No one else should have it.
If public interest is not a vote. Is big money more of a vote?
Reclassify the Hawn's Bridge Peninsula to include a possible environmental center, glamping, and non-power boat docking with paddle sport and sail boat rentals.  Create access road to eastern 
shore.  
Hawn's Bridge Peninsula area should remain as a low density recreation area to preserve wildlife, hunting, fishing, and trails in that area.
Many boat launches through-out the USA have rules, Raystown does not.  There should be a max 10 minute launch time and mooring at docks.  Can this sort of thing be posted at all ramps?  
New rules in master plan?
So what's the odds of getting anything done.  It don't seem like much got done since 1994 plan.
Kayak launches at all ramps safely away from ramp.
Preserve Hawn's peninsula
Follow through with 1994 developments for Zone 5.  Add hike trails also with Zone 5.
As a family boater and fisherman I would like to see the safety of the original no wake zones return to Raystown.  Fisheries management is not included as a factor in developing Hawn's Bridge 
Area.  This is very disappointing.
Many users of the Weavers Falls Area feel that the launch is dangerous.  No wake zones are often high speed zone.  Signs should be placed on the Heritage Cove side of Weaver's Bridge.  
Officially designate river as no wake.
1.  Zone 3 Trough Creek - add boat moorings so boaters can access state park from lake - to land hike, sightsee, etc.  2.  Increase no wake zones in all coves deep enough to make this feasible. 3.  
Open Raystown Lake areas to horseback riding, multiuse trails should include horses (separate from biking rails), trailer parking area needed. 4. Improve conditions at boat resorts (Lake 
Raystown, 7pts, roads, parking, lighting, dock conditions).
The James Creek access road on Corps property is too narrow for the bigger boats.  Is there any way to widen it?  My husband and I have been run off the road several times.

Development at Hawn's Bridge area should still be excluded in master plan.
No more development.  No more boat slips.
ADA Fishing piers throughout the lake.  Have horse back riding.
Like the presentation.  Would like to see responsible recreation development with economic development within the scope of environmental impact guidelines.  Think it could help the county 
greatly.  Are the lands in question in a "protected" category?  Can you distinguish between protected lands and all "managed" lands such as the field station land?

Is there any way to make a sign at the boating ramps saying how many people can put in at once.  Sometimes you have one person taking up the whole space where three vehicles could be 
putting a boat in.
Better recreational opportunities at Hawn's bridge.  Re-instate in master plan.
Sorry, can't say I support this!  First do you realize this is for the most part.. "seasonal"?  This does no GOOD!  Sure.. do a resort, which hurts other lodging in the area, then come the slow 
seasonal months.. Sep - Feb..  what you gonna do..  Terrible IDEA!   All we need is another resort taking over the lake.  Leave it well enough alone!  You want to increase tax and jobs..  How 
about adding some manufacturers to the area!



As a council person in Huntingdon I have tried to weigh the pros and cons of the proposed Hawn's Bridge Recreation Area and I truly don't believe that the number of jobs it may create and 
additional tax dollars it would bring to the county are worth destroying this undisturbed natural area.  Sometimes we just have to say that maintaining our environment is more important than 
the almighty dollar.  I hope the Army Corps of Engineers does not approve this building project.
Please don't allow the development of Hawn's Peninsula.  My family farm is on the branch and the traffic there in the summertime is already almost unbearable.  I know that the Army Corps 
wishes to encourage recreation, but Raystown Lake is already a circus all summer.  Please keep it as pleasant as you can without encouraging any more development.  Please.

I strongly urge you NOT to allow any development on this site.  More boats on the lake would only add to the already crowded waterway and would destroy this beautifully untouched, natural 
part of the lake.  Developing this part of the lake would destroy and pollute the habitat of many animals and birds  who inhabit this area.  
My husband and I grew up in this area. My uncle and his family lived in a spot close to Hawn's Bridge which is now under water. I had family members who helped build the original dam. We 
swam in Raystown Dam. Fast forward to the time of Raystown Lake. We watched property owners lose family farms and homesteads. My ancestors' graves were moved from Ridenour 
Cemetery. It was not a happy time for many residents of this area. We took the plunge and bought a boat and enjoyed swimming, water skiing, fishing...just hanging out on the water. As news 
about the lake got out, people from hundreds of miles away came to our private playground. Shortly we found out that if we wanted to take our boat to the lake for the day, it was necessary to 
locate a spot at a launch almost at dawn some days or we were SOL. There were not enough parking spaces. Of course, storing our boat at the marina was an option. That turned out to be cost 
prohibitive on our income. What we had enjoyed for so many years, now became an ordeal for just a simple day to fish. One Sunday morning in May we were on the lake fishing in our 16' Baja 
boat with an 85hp Johnson motor. We had launched from Aitch because Snyder's launch was packed to the max. A 15 mile drive for us instead of 5. Sitting on the lake with our rods in the water 
all was right with the world. Three fellows were fishing from a small Jon boat a couple hundred feet away from us toward the mountain side of the lake. Before long the expected peace and 
tranquility of one of those HUGE cabin cruisers broke the silence. Double decker with multiple motors. Our boat rocked and rolled and I'm sure I had nothing nice to say to the captain as it sped 
by at what I felt was a high rate of speed. But that anger quickly turned to alarm and panic when I turned back to my rod and spied the Jon boat overturned in the cold water with the three 
fishermen holding on to their boat for dear life. As quickly as we could we got to their boat to help them. We learned two of the fellows were fishing with their dad. He could NOT swim. None of 
them were wearing life jackets. They couldn't leave him to even attempt to get to shore. It was an extreme act of strength to get the older gentleman into the boat and covered to prevent 
hypothermia. We managed and got them to their vehicle. The boat and contents we assume were lost. That day was unforgettable to me. We made a choice to sell our boat. Rarely do we visit 
the lake anymore. It's not worth the headache and hassle. Yes, those people should have been wearing life jackets. That boat was totally inconsiderate and unsafe that close to smaller boats. It 
never even stopped. Maybe was unaware. This happened 40 years ago. Imagine another marina. Imagine more boats. At what point do we say enough is enough? I hear a lot of talk from people 
saying how this will be quite the economic boom for Huntingdon. These jobs are seasonal. They aren't going to be full time. Where are the roads to get people to this area? If Mr. Roberts wants 
to build his resort so be it, it's his private land, but he shouldn't threaten not building the resort if he doesn't get the use of the peninsula! Leave the Natural Heritage Area of Hawns Bridge 
Peninsula alone! Keep it remote, beautiful and untouched the way it is now!

I have two areas of concern.  One is air quality.  On calm days the air near the marinas can be poor.  What can be done for monitoring/action plan when pollutants exceed recommended levels?
Second is the number of boats with large horsepower motors.  This is not the Chesapeake Bay and running them full throttle is a danger to them and the rest of us.  Also I would like to see larger 
no wake areas with dedicated launches.  As it is now, small boats must traverse areas with boats at running speed.  




Good Morning, I just wanted to let you know of a few problems I have run into at the Lake.  I love it there, it's peaceful and tranquil and I come up every summer several times a week to swim 
and picnic.  I have been coming to the lake for about 40 years.  Lately I noticed that there are people setting up boats to live off of the lake all summer.  Last summer we were there and there 
were a group of people bragging about living on the lake and not having to spend any money on camping sites because they are living off their boats.  The boats are not equipped with 
bathrooms so they go in buckets and then dump it into the lake !!!  I had a favorite spot up near the 7 points Marina..........past the boat parking lot and past the small parking lot down to the 
little cove by the barricade. I can no longer swim there as we were there when these people were living there and dumping bathroom waste in the water................it just made me sick.  I always 
taught my sons to bring garbage bags and clean up the picnic area's with the fisherman's junk and garbage ..............we cleaned the picnic area's and now they are grown men with children and 
teach their children to do it also.............to preserve it for future generations.   I love Raystown and I think the Army Corps of Engineers have done a great job.  I love to swim there but many 
places I have found to swim that are private coves and such have such an overgrowth of weeds in the water I am afraid for the Grandkids to go in the water.................the weeds get tangled in 
my hair and sometimes it is hard to get loose.................I would be afraid for the grandchildren to have that happen to them.  I love it that you do not have to go to the beach to go 
swimming............I love finding private spots like the little cove we enjoyed so much for so many years..............but now it is ruined and Aitch is ruined now that they have built that big bridge 
across.  Please preserve more private spots where we as a family can swim and picnic.  I never thought to get the license plate on the boat up there but in the future I will watch.  Those same 
people were there weeks afterwards when we came up again.  I asked how they got away with it and they said at night when the rangers come around they just say they are fishing..............you 
need a rule that someone cannot be in the same spot for more than a day at a time................it's disgusting to think that we have to swim where people are dumping feces in the water.  I have 
been exploring and I like the Trough Creek side of the Lake.  We spent most of the summer over there last year but I miss watching the boats out on the water.  Hoping you can catch the people 
who are there destroying the beauty and safety of the Lake.  
Thanks...............Keep up the Good Work
Raystown is like "God's Country" to me 

For what it may be worth, following is my statement in the anticipated Master Plan Revision...
I’ve waited until almost the last minute to communicate my thoughts. That was intentional. I’ve been included in a lot of “Talk” and “Ideas” that people have presented in various forums.
And to be honest, anyone can come up with ideas and thoughts on how to control the destruction of the sensitive areas of the peninsula that everyone refers to. And I’m not in a position to say 
one idea or thought or plan is better than another. 
But what I do know is that I (and my family) spend a lot of time on the lake, as we live right outside of Seven Points. What we’ve witnessed over the years on this lake has been a huge influx of 
recreation of various sorts! And that’s awesome! That’s the goal isn’t it? 
But with all of this influx has come the increased dangers that we have personally witnessed on many occasions. In some cases, it placed us at risk. 
When I asked the Ranger representatives, or the PA Fish and Boat officials about enforcement, I hear that the budget effects their ability to enforce the laws of the Lake. And I understand that 
to a degree. I lose the understanding when I hear that there is a potential of an enormous amount of additional boats and boaters on the lake at any given time! How on earth can the dangers 
be controlled? The current hazards can’t be controlled so as it is. 
The drinking, the drugs, the racing, the violation of no wake zones, the illegal fishing and creel limits...the list goes on that we witness on an almost weekly basis. And I’m sure you have no 
answer as to how you will be able to BUDGET increased enforcement. 
So you or any “Expert” can give us all an explanation as to how they will be able to protect the environment. And I might actually believe them. 
But no one can make me believe that placing someone’s ability to profit by adding more potential problems to this already overcrowded Lake, is more important than human life! I’m telling 
you....it’s a disaster waiting to happen. It’s almost there now! I truly don’t believe that Lake officials know all that goes on out there. Not even a fraction. Your officials are spotted by people 
watching for them at all angles. And then they let everyone else know they are there or headed that way. It’s just like the police in a town. They can’t see it all either. And their presence is made 
known before they even get close to where things are happening. So I get it. But I still can’t understand why anyone would want to make matters worse than they already are. 
Thank you so much for listening to my concerns, and quite frankly my frustration of this anticipated disaster. 




As a  homeowner with a property that backs up to Federal Land a hunter ,boater & fishermen I would like to express my concerns regarding master plan revisions.
it is  my belief that zones 1 & 5 should remain the same as stated in the latest plan from 1994. 
1. Zone1 for the following reasons
 a. Hunting , fishing & endangered species
 b. Over crowed Snyder Boat Launch with no room to expand. Also is the first to fill up on the weekends . 
 c. This zone should first be considered for the fishermen that use the lake in regards to the water depth .
 d. Preserve Hawn’s peninsula from becoming  commercialized protecting endangered species & integrity
of the lake along with safety to the dam .
2. Zone 5 for the following reason
 a. Hunting  fishing for the true sportsman
Only thing to look at in both zones 1 & 5 should be boating rules
1. Size of boats ( 3 axle trailers in parking lots )
2. Horsepower
3. Noise level for boats
Zones 2,3, & 4 are more suited for the weekend visitors looking to visit the area  for the following.
          1.Width of lake for safe boating
           2. camping , hiking & their type of boating ( speed , size . & noise level not affecting those things which should be      
                protected for zones 1 &2 for the sake of Huntingdon County & there residents ) .
Th k  f  ki  th  bli  i i  



The ecological evidence provided in the Huntingdon County Natural Heritage Inventory demands that the Hawn’s Bridge peninsula be designated as an Environmentally Sensitive Area in the 
Master Plan Revision.
 The Hawn's Bridge peninsula is part of the Raystown Dam Natural Heritage Area (Biological Diversity Area) identified in the Huntingdon County Natural Heritage Inventory.  The Inventory 
identifies such areas as "containing plants or animals of special concern at state or federal levels, exemplary natural communities, or exceptional native diversity."  The Huntingdon County 
Natural Heritage Inventory was administered by the Huntingdon County Planning Commission and identifies and maps Huntingdon County’s most significant natural places. The study 
investigated plant and animal species and natural communities that are unique or uncommon in the county; it also explored areas important for general wildlife habitat and scientific study. The 
inventory is a tool for informed and responsible decision-making.
The area in which a marina and other facilities are proposed includes red cedar-mixed hardwood rich shale woodland and Virginia pine - mixed hardwood shale woodland communities.  These 
rare habitats support two plant species endemic to shale barrens:  the shale barrens evening primrose (Oenothera argillocola) (PA Threatened) and Kate's mountain clover (Trifolium virginicum) 
(PA Endangered).  Several invertebrate species associated with shale barrens and the surrounding xeric forest also are found there.  These include the southern pine looper moth (Caripeta 
aretaria), the promiscuous angle (Semiothisa promisuata), and a noctuid moth (Properigea sp.)
According to the Huntingdon County Natural Heritage Inventory, "The shale barren communities and associated plant species depend upon the harsh conditions found on these steep, dry 
slopes where competition from other species is low.  Disturbances that can lead to the introduction of exotic and aggressive species are one of the largest threats."  The establishment of a 
marina and associated amenities on the Hawn's Bridge Peninsula would certainly cause the types of disturbances which the Inventory warns against.
In addition, the Hawn's Bridge Peninsula is clearly visible from the Hawn's Overlook and from the Allegrippis Trails.  From an aesthetic viewpoint, converting the forested peninsula to an 
entertainment-oriented facility with a marina would create an eyesore.
Furthermore, Terrace Mountain adjacent to the Hawn’s Bridge peninsula should be designated as Low Density Recreation because it contains a Bat Conservation Area, the Terrace Mountain 
Trail, and steep topography that is unsuitable for development.  Visitors to Raystown Lake value the wild nature of the eastern side of the lake.  Development should be confined to the western 
side of the lake, which already has infrastructure to support it.
Therefore, for ecological and aesthetic reasons, we strongly support the designation of the Hawn's Bridge peninsula as an Environmentally Sensitive Area and the designation of Terrace 
Mountain as a Low Density Recreation area.



I appreciate the USAC for their dedication through the years to maintaining the Raystown Lake’s important habitat, and this chance to comment on the development of the Lake’s Master Plan 
Revision.  I moved here seventeen years ago beckoned by the peace and exceptional quality of the natural, undeveloped Lake and a nicely situated little house above the Branch Camp on the 
relatively undeveloped Raystown Branch below the dam.  
As you can tell from my subject line, I’d like it to stay as natural as possible.  I imagine that like me most everyone would like the living environment they choose, to stay forever as it is when they 
first find it!  But I would like to offer a few tangible, personal and general reasons why I want Zone 1 (and, as much as possible, all 5 Zones) of the Raystown Lake Project to remain classified as 
low impact and limited development.
When I first arrived, the most notable sound in spring for me was the bird song.  For the most part it’s the same except I don’t hear the lovely song of the veery near my house at all anymore, 
and I only hear the wood thrush’s dreamy lilt occasionally in the distance.  This is probably due to local private land development and beyond both our reach to change, but any development on 
USAC property with its significant changes to the land, installation of infrastructure and unnecessary environmental risks would inevitably impact neighboring habitat.  Hiking is one of my 
interests.  The nearby Terrace Mountain Trail is a particularly undisturbed and peaceful public place for me to go.  Development of the Hawn’s Bridge Peninsula would drastically interfere with 
this.  I also enjoy walking the even closer Nature Trail from the Branch Camp paralleling the river.  It, by the way, is urgently in need of maintenance from beginning to end including the lovely 
arched bridge.
Another of my interests is kayaking which is already sometimes threatened by power boats.  It would make kayaking and canoeing more dangerous, noisy and unpleasant if more and larger 
power boats were brought to Zone 1 by development on Hawn’s Peninsula.  
Although I don’t fish, I have family that visit from Vermont who do.  Development of the Peninsula would jeopardize the unique underwater striped bass fishery found in that part of the lake 
through erosion of the steep mountain slope and pollution from the increased population of people and boats. In addition I refer you to the Huntingdon County Natural Heritage Inventory 
pages 160-163, which refer to the exceptionality of the Raystown Dam BDA and the Raystown Branch floodplain below the dam.  Also I agree with all points made in the comments and 
conclusion recently sent to USAC by letter from Vice-President, Laura Jackson, of the Juniata Valley Audubon Society regarding the new Master Plan, and development on Hawn’s Bridge 
Peninsula.
My pastimes of birds, hiking and kayaking and family interest in fishing are not unique.  I know there are many, if not most who are attracted to Raystown Lake (and Zone 1) because of these 
same interests, as well as its exceptional quality and the natural, undeveloped habitat.  Please keep Zone 1, including Hawn’s Bridge Peninsula and the Raystown Branch floodplain (and, as much 
as possible, all 5 Zones) of the Raystown Lake Project classified as low impact and limited development.  This area as it is now known could be gone forever if the effort to do so is not made.



I’m writing to share my opinion regarding the proposed development on Terrace Mountain and the Hawn’s Bridge Peninsula at Raystown Lake as part of the Master Plan revision. My comments are 
informed by having grown up in and lived in Huntingdon, PA, for more than 20 years, and having spent much of my childhood at the lake and in the surrounding natural environment - hiking, boating, 
camping, swimming, and picnicking. I return multiple times each year when visiting family in town and care deeply about the community and the lake. I strongly oppose any development of the Hawn’s 
Bridge Peninsula for a number of important reasons. These reasons include: 
The peninsula and surrounding waters are public lands and therefore should not be leased to a private individual for his own private gain. 
Development would permanently despoil the mountain and the peninsula. And disrupt the peace, privacy, and security of neighboring residents. 
Development is short-sighted, completely unnecessary, incompatible with a sensitive natural area, and fraught with uncertain promises of economic gain for the local community. In addition, any new 
employment openings would be seasonal and mostly low-paying. Progress should not mean total disregard for public access to natural resources and heritage areas.
People come to Raystown Lake to boat because of the natural, unspoiled, undeveloped beauty of the lake. Boat traffic is already heavy during peak seasons at the lake, and a 150-slip marina would only 
exacerbate that problem--and add its associated trash, noise, light pollution, and wake. Also, the federal Master Plan already earmarks six other areas along the Raystown Lake shoreline for new 
development.  
On Hawn’s Peninsula, a host of animals flourish along the steep banks and under the thick vegetation, such as black bears, beavers, birds of all kinds, small game, snakes, and lizards. Destroying bald eagle 
habitat on Hawn’s Peninsula would displace our national bird from the Corps-managed conservation area. Anglers boast about the fishing along the shores of Hawn’s Peninsula. The excellent striped bass 
fishing area around the peninsula, if developed, would be destroyed. That particular area has a unique underwater topography: the waters are deeper and cooler there, and the striped bass spend the 
months of May to September there. These critical conditions do not exist anywhere else in the lake.
The Hawn’s  Bridge Peninsula is of such high ecological significance that it is designated as a Huntingdon County Natural Heritage Area “of exceptional value.” According to the Huntingdon County Natural 
Heritage Inventory, “The shale barren communities and associated plant species depend upon the harsh conditions found on these steep, dry slopes where competition from other species is low.  
Disturbances that can lead to the introduction of exotic and aggressive species are one of the largest threats.” The establishment of a marina and associated amenities on the Hawn's Peninsula would 
certainly cause the types of disturbances that the Inventory warns against. Some of the plants on the shale barrens of the peninsula are found nowhere else in the world! The ecological evidence provided 
in the Huntingdon County Natural Heritage Inventory demands that Hawn’s Bridge Peninsula be designated as an Environmentally Sensitive Area in the Master Plan revision.
Construction of an “environmental learning center” in a fragile natural area is the height of irony and stupidity - studying the environment from inside a newly constructed building that destroyed the 
pristine area it sits on. The public will be enticed to visit an environmental center that will talk about the environment that used to be there: the shale barrens, the rare plant life, the relative quiet, and the 
abundant wildlife.
Furthermore, Terrace Mountain should be designated as Low Density Recreation because it contains a bat conservation area, the Terrace Mountain Trail, and steep topography that is unsuitable for 
development. Visitors to Raystown Lake value the wild nature of the eastern side of the lake. Development should be confined to the western side of the lake, which already has infrastructure to support it.
Continuing to preserve the Hawn’s Bridge Peninsula area of the lake is the environmentally and socially responsible decision for the sake of both current and future residents and visitors. I urge you to seize 
this opportunity to do the right thing and protect the peninsula from this inappropriate and destructive proposal. Thank you for your consideration.



Thank you to all of the USACE personnel and volunteers that maintain and improve the beauty of Raystown Lake. Your efforts have provided a wonderful recreational resource to everyone who visits the lake, as well 
as fulfilling the primary mission of flood control which is so important as witnessed by the recent flooding and the future of Hurricane Florence. As a concerned citizen of Huntingdon, Pa for 41 years, I would like to 
provide some comments about the Raystown Lake Master Plan Revision. Many people have commented about the safety concerns on the lake especially with the crowded conditions between the dam, Snyders Run, 
and Seven Points. I have experienced unsafe boating and many near accidents. Because of this crowding, we try to stay off of the lake during weekends. Regarding the ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT of the Raystown 
Lake Master Plan Revision, I have attended several of the Public Meetings sponsored by USACE which have provided a great deal of knowledge about the environment around the lake. It is my understanding that 
environmental studies will be done on several moths(e.g. Southern Pine Looper Moth, etc), bats, and  a few underwater plants. There will be a study of the mussels below the dam on the Raystown Branch and in the 
shallows near Saxton which are not part of the Master Plan Reassessment(i.e. that study would have been done regardless). What I find lacking is a significant assessment of the fisheries, bird life, and soils in the EA.
It is my understanding that USACE will not be doing ANY studies on the fish in Raystown Lake. I have heard that USACE is relying on a private volunteer organization, the Pennsylvania Striped Bass Association, to 
perform these studies. However, I am not aware of any specific studies that are planned or financed for the fisheries at Raystown. Paradoxically, the Huntingdon County Commissionrs indicated in The Huntingdon 
Daily News that USACE will be doing studies on the fisheries! It seems to me that there are several groups that are talking about studies on the fish, but I am not aware of any specific plans. We do have a great 
resource at Juniata College that has the expertise to evaluate fisheries. Associate Professor Uma Ramakrishnan is currently doing studies on the wild native brown trout in the Little Juniata River(TDN, 9/14/18, 
frontpage). I would  suggest that USACE develop a plan in conjunction with all governmental, scientific, and volunteer organizations mentioned above to fund a study of the fisheries and oxygen levels at Raystown 
Lake as part of the Master Plan Reasesssment. I believe that more efforts should be made to study the BIRD LIFE at Raystown Lake. We have been fortunate to have many Bald Eagles nesting as permanent residents 
of the lake. There have been recent sightings of Golden Eagles with their young eaglets in the Northern part of the lake. We, also, have a significant MIGRATORY BIRD population with Snow Geese, Tundra Swans, 
Ospreys, Common Loons, Blue Herons, Cormorants,  and numerous species of ducks. I would suggest that significant efforts and funding should be made to study the impact of new developments on the bird 
populations at Raystown Lake and partner with the Juniata Valley Audubon Society for these studies.
SOIL STUDIES seem to be an integral part of any new development. Raystown Lake is surrounded by shale barrens and xeric forests which are very vulnerable to erosion which can effect the animal and plant life in 
these areas. There are many  unique and rare species found along the steep, dry slopes and xeric forests(e.g. noctuid moths, Allegheny woodrats, shale-barren evening-primose, American beakgrain, etc.) that may be 
effected by "Changes in the surface flow of water and direct disturbance to the slope habitat could be detrimental to these communities" (Huntingdon County National Heritage Inventory). Already, I have seen 
invasive species such as Crown Vetch, ailanthus trees, and Princess trees move into ares around the lake. The shale around Raystown Lake is very vulnerabe to water drainage which cuts deep channels into the rock 
formations as witnessed by the many cliffs along side of the river and lake. I have personally witnessed severe erosions several times a year on shale roads around the lake which require constant maintenance. 
BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY AREAS(BDA) have been defined by the National Heritage Inventory as "An area containing plants or animals of special concern at state or federal levels, exemplary natural communities, or 
exceptional native diversity. BDAs include both the immediate habitat and surrounding lands important in the support of these special elements." Specifically, the RAYSTOWN DAM BDA in Juniata Township is 
managed by the USACE(bulk of the land in the BDA) and the recommendation from the National Heritage Inventory states "The Corp is aware of the presence of the rare species and communities, and is managing for 
their conservation. The shale barrens within the site have been designated as Natural Areas." Since the bulk of the land in the RAYSTOWN DAM BDA is managed by USACE, I believe it is up to USACE(and not local 
municipalites) to maintain this area(including Hawn's Peninsula) as a Natural Area or change it based upon USACE studies. I would suggest that appropriate soil and erosion sudies be done by USACE as part of the 
master plan for any area around Raystown Lake. As a final comment, I have seen the struggles of the Lake Raystown Resort and the Rothrock Marina over the last 40 some years. Although I am not privy to the 
financial details, it seems that they have struggled and rumors of near bankruptcy have floated through the Huntingdon Community for years. I believe the Resort has not attracted the numbers of people that they 
would like, even though they are close to the turnpike which provides access from Harrisburg, Pittsburgh, York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore. Thus, I am concerned that a new resort on a steep Terrace Mountain side of 
the lake may fall short of its optimistic marketing expectations. Even with a wealthy developer, I am concerned that Raystown Lake will be left with a failing resort that will be sold and experience the similar struggles 
that Lake Raystown Resort has experienced.
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September 24, 2018 

Avis Kennedy 
Project Manager/ Raystown Lake Master Plan 
US Army Corp of Engineers 
6145 Seven Points Rd 
Hesston, PA 16647 

RE: Letter of Support for the proposed Hawn's Bridge Recreation Area on Raystown Lake 

I am writing to provide a public comment as part of the Raystown Lake Master plan update. I would like 

to request that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers rezones the Hawn's Bridge peninsula for high-density_ 

recreation so that a concession lease can be issued for.a public recreation area to be developed using 

private funding. The northeastern shore of Raystown Lake needs a public access point that is 

handicapped accessible and available to people of all ages. Ideally, the area should include a small 

marina, beach, camping area and restaurant, along with other amenities open to the public. 

This development would be an economic boost to Huntingdon County. 

With Regards, 

c;A~ 
L~rry Burg~r 
2878 Royer Mountain Road 
Williamsburg, Pa 16693 



LAW OFFICES 

GILL, MCMANAMON & GHANER 

PETER M. MCMANAMON 
pmcmanamon@penn.com 

RAY A. GHANER 
rghaner@penn.com 

Avis Kennedy 

200 PENN STREET 
P.O. BOX383 

HUNTINGDON, PA 16652 
gmglawofjices.com 

Project Manager/Raystown Lake Master Plan 
U.S. Army Corps ·of Engineers 
6145 Seven Points Road 
Hesston, PA 1664 7 

Re: Proposed Hawn 's Bridge Recreation Arca on Raystown Lake 

Dear Project Manager Kennedy: 

TELEPHONE 

814-643-2460 

FAX 
814-643-3229 

September 25, 2018 

Please accept this letter as a letter in support of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to rezone the 
Hawn's Bridge Peninsula for high-density recreation. I am writing this letter in my capacity as 
both a small-business owner and a citizen of the Huntingdon County community. I would 
further ask that this letter be used as part of the public record for the Raystown Lake Master 
Plan. 

I am in support of the proposed rezoning for several reasons. It is my understanding that 
presently there is a proposal by a developer, Rod Roberts, to construct a resort on the property 
that could bring many benefits to the Huntingdon County community. First, as you are aware, 
our community is great need of additional jobs. It is my understanding that the proposed 
development could bring 300 additional jobs to our area. Furthermore, a proposed resort could 
bring additional individuals into our community who will spend money at our local small 
businesses, including restaurants, hotels, gas stations, and other local businesses. As a lifelong 
resident of central Pennsylvania, I am aware of what a development can do for such an area, as I 
have witnessed the same in other communities such as Bedford, Pennsylvania with the 
resurrection of the Omni Bedford Springs. Finally, I am in support of the proposed rezoning to 
provide an additional public access point to Raystown Lake and what I understand to be a 
marina, beach, camping area, and other amenities which would benefit the public in general. 



U.S. Army Corp of Engineers 
September 25, 2018 
Page2 

For all of the foregoing reasons, I strongly support the proposed Hawn's Bridge Recreation Area 
on Raystown Lake and the rezoning of the area for high-density recreation. Again, please add 
this letter to the public record for the Raystown Lake Master Plan Update. 

Thank you for our attention to this letter. 

RAG/dkt 
cc: File 
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Avis Kennedy 

Project Manager/ Raystown Lake Master Plan 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

6145 Seven Points Rd. 

Hesston, PA 16647 

RE: Letter of support for the proposed Hawn's Bridge Recreation Area on Raystown Lake 

I encourage the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to reclassify the Hawn's Bridge peninsula area for high

density recreation so that a concession lease can be issued for a recreation area to include a small 

marina, beach, camping area and restaurant, as well as other public amenities to be developed using 

private funding. The proposed recreation area at Raystown Lake would be a valuable economic 

development project for Huntingdon County a·nd provide hundreds of jobs to a depressed area . 

Providing a public access point to the lake on the northeastern side affords an opportunity to create 

ADA-compliant facilities and opens up a virtually inaccessible area of public lands to a broader audience 

than just hikers and bikers. 

With appropriate oversight, development in the area can be accomplished with the utmost sensitivity to 

environmental preservation. My 23 years of experience with a resort development company included 

development of Hyatt Regency Lost Pines Resort & Spa, a 405-acre destination resort on the banks of 

the Texas Colorado River and adjacent to the 1,140-acre McKinney Roughs Nature Park. Hyatt has a 

cooperative relationship with the Lower Colorado River Authority, which owns and operates the nature 

park. (For more information: https://www.lcra .org/parks/Pages/mckinney-roughs-nature-park.aspx) 

This has been a successful relationship for more than 14 years, and the project has had a huge economic 

impact on the area, bringing in millions of tourism dollars, as well as tax revenue for the City of Bastrop, 

as well as Bastrop County. (Note: The resort's 18-hole Wolfdancer Golf Club is certified by Audubon 

Internationa l.) The proposed Terrace Mountain Lodge is expected to be of the same quality level as 

Hyatt Lost Pines. 

Sincerely, 

Camilla Hardee 



Whitsel, Tara J CIV CENAB CENAD (US) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

Hi there, 

Abbe Hamilton <agriculture@huntingdonconservation.org> 
Friday, September 28, 2018 1 :29 PM 
RaystownM PRevision 
[Non-DoD Source] Comments on the Raystown Master Plan revision from the Active 
Transportation Committee 
ATC recommendations for raystown master.docx; TMT specific improvements.docx 

Please consider the attached official recommendations of the Huntingdon County Active Transportation Committee in 
the update of the Raystown Lake Master Plan. Don't hesitate to contact me with questions! 

Thanks, 

Abbe Hamilton 

Nutrient Management Specialist 

Huntingdon County Conservation District 

10605 Raystown Rd . Suite A 

Huntingdon, PA 16652 

agriculture@huntingdonconservation.org <mailto:agriculture@huntingdonconservation.org> 

814-627-1626 x110 
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To the Army Corps of Engineers, 

Late in 2017, the by Huntingdon County Commissioners formed the Huntingdon County Active 

Transportation Committee. The group was formed to promote bicycle and pedestrian access throughout 

Huntingdon County, and to implement the recommendations made in the SAPDC Bicycle and Pedestrian 

Plan of 2016. The revision of Raystown Lake's Master Plan is an excellent opportunity to dovetail the 

goals of the Raystown Lake National Recreational Area with those of the local community the ATC 

represents. 

Tenets of the ATC's mission include bridging gaps between existing population centers and attractions in 
. . 

the county. The SAPDC Regional Transportation Plan specifically suggests "improving connections 

between Huntingdon Borough and Lake Raystown". This is also a goal in the Alleghenies Ahead County 

Comprehensive Plan. The ATC suggests making those connections friendly to bicycle and pedestrian 

traffic and improving connectivity between the Lake and Saxton borough in Bedford County. 

Another specific item from the SAPDC plan is "Improve Terrace Mountain [Trail] and connect the 

Terrace Mountain Trail to Saxton Borough". The Terrace Mountain Trail needs maintenance and several 

other specific improvements. We see the Terrace Mountain Trail as an excellent vehicle for improving 

connectivity between the population centers at the northern and southern ends of the lake, and an 

excellent trail onto which new, additional side trails exploring the peninsulas can be connected. Please 

see the attached document for specific recommendations regarding the Terrace Mountain Trail. 

We recommend initiating efforts to connect the area's two long-distance trails to Raystown Lake. The 

Mid State Trail can be connected on the southern end of the lake (Contact Peter Fleszar of the MST 

Association). The Standing Stone Trail is farther away, but could be connected via Mapleton and Hawns 

Bridge Rd. in the future. Any efforts to promote the trails of the Raystown region should be mentioning 

all three of these distance trails as options. 

Earlier this year, the ATC documented many unofficial bike routes that connected various population 

centers and attractions to one another in the county. Many cross through or near to the Raystown Lake 

National Recreational Area. We r~commend improving the bike-friendliness of corridors that connect 

existing attractions to one another: The Fisherman's, Spelunker's, and Time Traveler's official bicycle 

routes, the Allegrippis mountain bike trail system, and the hiking trails in Trough Creek State Park. 

Finally, the ATC recommends allowing and developing a system for broadband and wireless 

communications in the region of the lake and on the lake itself. This will not only facilitate our ability to 

respond to emergencies, but also to provide opportunities for better (digital) maps, interactive 

education, incentives through app-based programs, and team or family activities. An ATC member 

working for JC Blair is developing an a pp-based cardiac and pulmonary rehabilitation program that 

would encourage participants to use local trails. In addition, broadband and cell development is a tenet 

of the Alleghenies Ahead County Comprehensive Plan. 

In conclusion, the Active Transportation Committee recommends: 



1) Securing bicycle and pedestrian-friendly connectivity improvements between Raystown Lake 

and local population centers, especially Huntingdon Borough for its citizens and visitors as a 

health, recreation, and economic benefit. 

2) Improved and increased opportunities for hiking and biking along Raystown Lake, 

particularly for the Terrace Mountain Trail 

3) Improved connectivity and bicycle access in the Raystown Lake vicinity to the area bicycling 

and hiking opportunities. 

4) Work with public land partners along the Terrace Mountain Trail to form a Terrace Mountain 

Trail Club/Association/Group to assist with administration and trail maintenance. 

5) Providing universal access for the physically challenged at areas of the lake and trails. 

6) Creating access to miles of new bike and hiking trails that connect to existing public trails. 



Recommendations for Terrace Mountain Trail 

Terrace Mountain Trail {TMT) is the only long-distance hiking trail that spans the length of Raystown Lake. Although 

some improvements have been.made over the years, it still lacks what long-distance hikers desire in a trail and some 

sections in their current state are unnecessarily hazardous due to limited blazing and signage. 

Maintenance is what the TMT needs most. My overall recommendation is that a trail club should be formed, dedicated 

to the maintenance of the TMT. The trail club would oversee major projects and allow for sections to be maintained by 

members. Members would hike their 2-3 mile sections a couple times a year to ensure the trail is clear and visibly 

marked. Trail club members would also have the experience to advise visitors, produce maps and guides, and further 

promote the trail. 

Below is a list of other improvements needed on the TMT: 

Hikers do not need half mile posts and really just expect distance signs at major crossings. 

The northern terminus on Corbin Road needs an obvious trail head marker. 

A sign needs to be placed at bottom of the hill after leaving Corbin Road to show direction of the trail. 

There is a section 1/3 mile from the northern terminus that crosses X mile of private property. Signs at either end of this 

parcel inform hikers that the section of trail through the property is closed from November to May. The TMT should 

either be rerouted away from this property or a new agreement with the landowner allowing yearround access should 

be reached. 

There are currently no blazes through the trail between the new logging area to above Hawn's Peninsula. In addition, 

the logging area is using the same color of paint to mark their trees as what's used to mark the TMT. 

Hawn's Peninsula should be classified as limited recreation to maintain the rugged character of the trail and keep the 

area free from development. 

The trail is blazed at times in contradicting directions and so old blazes should be blacked out. 

Sign is needed at bottom of Fink Road as there are blazes going up the road and it is not clear where the trail is intended 

to go. 

Trail along logging roads after Fink Road is not blazed. 

After Trough Creek State Park in Rothrock State Forest, trail is difficult to follow and should be better blazed. 

On hillside between Trough Creek State Park and Tatman Run, side hill needs to be dug out to make a wider path. 

Better signage is needed along the pipeline above Tatman Run. 

Bridges are needed between Tatman Run Road and Old Plank Road. 

From Old Plank Road to south of Lake Raystown Resort, the trail is impassible due to overgrown thorns. Better blazing is 

needed here too. The blazes that do exist are not consistent in size and should be the standard 2" by 6" rectangle . 

From Lake Raystown Resort to Weaver Falls the trail would better suited being relocated away from road. A future goal 

should be to route every section of trail into the woods and off the roads it currently follows in certain sections. 

Southern terminus needs an obvious trail head marker. 



September 14, 2018 

Avis Kennedy 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Raystown Lake 
614? Seven Points Road 
Hesston, PA 16647 

Dear Ms. Kennedy: 

HUNTINGDON COUNTY VISITORS BUREAU 
6993 SEVEN POINTS ROAD, SUITE 2 

HESSTON, PA 16647 

Toll Free: 888-RAYSTOWN 
Phone: 814-658-0060 

Fax: 814-658-0068 

The Huntingdon County Visitors Bureau, being the destination marketing orga nization for the County of Hunt ingdon and a 
partner of the US Army Corps of Engineers In the operation of the Raystown Lake Visitor Center offers the following 
conditional support for the re-designation of Corps property In the area of Hawns Bridge Road in Juniata Township, 
Huntingdon County as future high-density recreation in its master planning efforts. The conditions we feel must be met to 
earn this support are named below: · 

1. Development of high-density recreation on Hawns Bridge peninsula and Island and/or the slopes ofTerrace Mountain 

near Hawns Bridge Road should be accessible by the general public free of charge. 

2. Development of public amenities In this area should be the responsibility of a private developer through an open bid 

concession lease subject to the normal real-estate provisions of the US Army Corps of Engineers. 

3. Deve lopment should be subject to the same 14-day stay limit in .effect In other public recreation areas and 

concessions on the Raystown Lake Project. 

4. Any development in th is area should provide for adequate buffer zones around environ mentally sensitive areas such 

as shale barren cliffs, bat habitat , unique aquatic habitats, etc. 

5. Tree canopy removal on the island linked by the causeway from the peninsula should be minimized in order to retain 

the scenic beauty of the area as seen from Hawns Overlook and the Allegrippis Ridge vista along the Allegrippis Trails. 

6. At least 25% of the land area of t ,he island from its northernmost and westernmost shore-south should remain low

density recrea tion. 

7. Any environmenta l disruptions caused by development in this area should be mitigated by the developer elsewhere 

on the Raystown Lake Project. 

8. Leases by the concessionaire to amenities on public land including overnight accommodations and marina slips must 

be available to the general public without preference to customers of any private business or resident members of a 

property owner association not located on the federal Raystown Lake Project. 

a. Renewable slip-holder leases may not be transferred privately from one leaseholder to another, and must be 

· made available to the general public on a first-come first-serve basis t hrough a waiting list or publ ic notice if 

no waiting list exists. 

Sincerely, 

~\tr~ 
Matthew A. Price 
Executive Director Board President 

www.RAYSTOWN.org 



6993 Seven Points Rood, Suite 2, Hession, PA 16647 
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rlCVB Input for Raystown Lake Master Plan 
The Board of Directors of the Huntingdon County Visitors Bureau offers the following recommendations to the US Army 
Corps of Engineers for the Raystown Lake Master Plan update. 

Ove1·arching P~i orities and Projects not Geograph ica lly Speci.fic 
The following are ranked with our highest priority being number l. 

1. Developed access to the waters of Raystown Lake under current conditions is almost exclvsively for the uses of 
motorized boating and swimming. HCVB would like to see lake access expanded for other uses. Specifically, we 
encourage the Corps to develop dedicated access areas for non-motori~ed boats. These areas could contain 
picnic facilities, fishing piers, soft launch areas (no hard-surfaced boat ramps), and ADA compliant canoe ·and 
kayak launch clocks, and of course, parking. Specific suggestions for locating these areas are noted in the Zone 
priorities below. 

2. Where possible, opportunities should be made available for concessions leases and/or organizational 
partnerships to develop new facilities/amenities or to add programming to existing facilities. w_e support the 
concept of a new recreation area that would provide access to the eastern shore of Raystown Lake with some 
caveats as stated in our letter dated September 14th. We also support the continued marketing of the Upper 
Corners parcel for development and make some suggestions for uses not previously considered in requests for 

proposals. 
3. There is currently only one fishing pier, located at Aitch Recreation Area, accessible by people with physical 

disabilities. Shore fishing is legal on most of the lake's 118 miles of shore line, but access to fish from shore is 
difficult for those with limited mobility. HCVB would like to see additional ADA compliant fishing piers at most or 
all existing and proposed public recreation areas, with an emphasis on places where shore fishing can be 
successful in the summer months. 

4. The Huntingdon County Visitors Bureau promotes the Raystown Lake project as an accessible wilderness lake, 
therefore preservation of most of the existing wilderness is preferable. Currently the 118 miles of shoreline on 
Raystown Lake contains about 4% human development, we would never want to see that developed shoreline 
exceed 10%. Therefore, the projects suggested herein should be considered and prioritized in a way that retains 
the wilderhess experience and enhances that experience while allowing access to an optima I amount of hwnan 
users of the Raystown Lake project. · 

5. Trail usage has gained in popularity on the Raystown Lake Project, and is a great avenue to expose more 
residents and visitors to the beauty of Raystown Lake. Loop trails and stacked loop trail systems provide great 
clay-use opportunities while long distance point-to-point trails are most valuable and gain in usage when they 
connect trail users to commercial centers offering lodging, food, laundry and gear services for thru-users. 

a. Trailside camping shelters are recommended at strategic locations along both the Terrace Mountain 
Trail and the Allegrippis Trails. These locations should be accessible by service roads near, but not 
directly adjacent to the main trail and ideally would be near a water source such as a spring or well. 

6. Where public roads approach the peak of Terrace Mountain Ridge, HCVB would encourage the development of 
one or more scenic overlook areas with vehicle parking. 

vlsltP/u:onl 



7. There are land-based recreation forms that are not accommodated at Raystown Lake or on other public lands In 

Huntingdon County. 
a. HCVB fields frequent requests from visitors for information about places to ride ATVs. Currently, no 

public lands in Huntingdon County have ATV trails nor do they allow ATVs to use public roadways. With 
21,000 acres of public land, we feel that the USACE could designate an area for ATV trails to be 
developed under a partnership similar to what exists for operation and management of other trail 

systems on the project. 
b. Raystow~ Lake currently has a prohibition on horseback riding and snowmobiling on Corps lands. There 

are many local residents and visitors who would value the opportunity to explore Raystown Lake by 
horse or snowmobile using existing service roads or dedicated trail systems. The adjacent tract of 
Rothrock State Forest allows both of these uses. 

Zone Priorities 
These projects would be in addition to those mentioned above which are not zone-specific. 

Zone 1 Speci f ic Prioriti es 

o HCVB continues to advocate for a paddle sports access point near Corbins Bridge on USACE land downstream of 
the Raystown Dam. This point would allow for lawful take-out of Inner tubes on the lower Raystown Branch, as 

well as provide additional parking access for vehicles without trailers for canoes, kayaks and paddleboards. 

o HCVB supports the development of a complete river walking and biking trail from Corbin's Island to the bridge 
on Corbin Road. This trail could be used as a non-motorized shuttle route for river users as well as an extension 
of the Terrace Mountain Trail. 

o HCVB supports the establishment of a portage trail east of the emergency spillway to the Raystown Branch 
across from Corbin's Island Recreation Area. While this may not get heavily used, it would provide a means of 
through-access for paddling the entire Raystown Branch to the Juniata River National Recreation Water Trail. 

o. HCVB sees opportunities for new access points to be developed exclusively for non-motorized watercraft from 
Parks Road. This would provide direct access to a large no-wake area that is attractive for paddle sports and 
small boat sailing. 

o HCVB supports adding boat mooring posts to the northern shore of Hydro Loop (Marker 4) peninsula for 
houseboat and pontoon access to the Allegrippis Trails. 

o HCVB would like to see additional overnight trail shelters constructed strategically along the Terrace Mountain 
Trail and Allegrippis Trails. Such shelters could be used year-round to accommodate hikers and mountain bike 
riders outside of the seasonal availability of Corps, concessionaire, and state park campgrounds. 

As previously submitted, HCVB offers the following conditional support for the re-designation of Corps property In the area of 

Hawns Bridge Road In Juniata Township, Huntingdon County as future high-density recreation in its master planning efforts. 

The conditions we feel must be met to earn this support are named below: 

1. Development of high-density recreation on Hawns Bridge peninsula and island and/or the slopes of Terrace Mountain 

near Hawns Bridge Road should be accessible by the general public free of charge. 

2. Development of public amenities in this area should be the responsibility of a private developer through an open bid 

concession lease subject to the normal real-estate provisions of the US Army Corps of Engineers. 

3. Development should be subject to the same 14-day stay limit in effect in other public recreation areas and 

concessions on the Raystown Lake Project. 

4. Any development in this area should provide for adequate buffer zones around environmentally sensitive areas such 

as shale barren cliffs, bat habitat, unique aquatic habitats, etc. 

5. Tree canopy removal on the island linked by the causeway from the peninsula should be minimized In order to retaln 

the scenic beauty of the area as seen from Hawns Overlook and the Allegrippis Ridge vista along the Allegrlppls Trails. 

6. At least 25% of the land area of the island from Its northernmost and westernmost shore-south should remain low

density recreation. 

7. Any environmental disruptions caused by development In this area should be mitigated by the developer elsewhere 

on the Raystown Lake Project. 



8. Leases by the concessionaire to amenities on public land including overnight accommodations and marina sl ips must 

be available to the general public without preference to customers of any private business or resident members of a 

property owner association not located on the federal Raystown Lake Project. 

a. Renewable slip-holder leases may not be transferred privately from one leaseholder to another, and must be 

made available to the general public on a first-come first-serve basis through a waiting list or public notice if 

no waiting list exists. 

Zone 2 Priorities 
o HCVB sees opportunities for new access points to be developed exclusively for non-motorized watercraft on the 

Upper Corners area to a renewed no-wake Beer Barrel Bay. 

o HCVB wou ld like to see additional overnight trail she lters constructed strategically along the Terrace Mountain 
Trail and Allegrippis Trails. 

o HCVB encourages the Corps to retain the parcel along Upper Corners Road in Penn Township as future high 
density recreation, and encourages another RFP to be considered expanding the use of this area for a youth 
program camp In addition to the already proposed use of a resort/lodge. 

o New Interpretive technology exists that could better engage patrons of the Raystown Lake Visitor Center than 
the existing 20-year old exhibits. We encourage the Corps to introduce new exhibits in and around the Visitor 
Center and replace some that have become outdated or are no longer working as they were intended. 

Zone 3 Priorities 
• HCVB sees opportunities for new access points to be developed exclusively for non-motorized watercraft on the 

Trough Creek inlet and Brumbaugh Bay (from either Weller Road or Backbone Road). These points all provide 
direct access to large no-wake areas which are attractive for paddle sports and small boat sailing. The Trough 
Creek inlet, In particular would provide a convenient take-out point for late winter and early spring whitewater 
paddling on Great Trough Creek, which Is the only navigable whitewater in Huntingdon County. 

o Rothrock State Forest adjacent to the Raystown Lake project on its Eastern border allows both horseback riding 
and snowmobil ing. HCVB supports expanding this trail network onto USACE land. 

• HCVB would like to see additional overnight t rail shelters constructed strategically along the Terrace Mountain 
Trail. 

Zone 4 Priorit ies 
" HCVB sees opportunities for new access points to be developed exclusive ly for non-motorized watercraft on the 

Coffee Run inlet. This would provide direct access to a large no-wake area that is attractive for paddle sports and 
small boat sailing. 

• HCVB would l ike to see additiona l overn ight trail shelters constructed strategically along the Terrace Mountain . 
Trail. 

o HCVB encourages the Corps to reopen the boat-to-shore campground known as Paradise Point in the area of 
lake marker 24 through a concession lease or in partnership with a local organization such as the Friends of 
Raystown Lake. 

Zone 5 Priorit ies 
• HCVB advocates connecting the Terrace Mountain Trall south from Weaver Fa I.is Bridge to the borough of Saxton 

and eventually to the Huntingdon and Broad Top Rail Trail via a right bank river walk. 

" An additional public recreat ion area for fish ing and trallhead parking at Weaver Falls Bridge or upstream on the 
eastern shore of the lake at its headwaters would provide day use facilities and enhanced access for future trail 
expansion to connect the Terrace Mountain Trail w ith the Huntingdon and Broad Top Rail Trail. 

Sincere ly, on behalf of the Board of Directors 

11/$0A_u-
Matthew A. Price 
Executive Director 
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June 11, 2018 

US Army Corps of Engineers 
Raystown Lake Office 
Attn: Nicholas Kurpa 
6145 Seven Points Road, 
Hesston, PA 1664 7 . 

Dear Mr. Kurpa, 

I am writing this letter in regard to the proposition to install the Parks Road boat launch as part of . 
the Raystown Lake Master Plan Revision Project. The intent of this letter is to provide both the 
US Army Corps of Engineers and the Juniata Township Board of Supervisors points to consider 
before selecting the final site for the new launch. 

Raystown lake has been a part of our family culture and tradition for as long as I've been alive. I 
grew up on the lake, and my pai·ents have been patrons of Raystown since the 1970s. As active 
campers, boaters, and property owners the James family considers Raystown Lake a second 
home. I am now serving in the U.S. Air Force as a pilot, and I continue to visit my pai·ents' home 
at Raystown Lake several times a year. I would like to voice my reservations for proceeding 
forward with the Parks Road boat l~unch project. 

Our family home is located on Hunter Drive, which is only accessible via Parks Road. The 
residents of the neighborhood would be negatively impacted by the installation of a boat launch. 
Hunter Drive is a no outlet road, with the only point of access being off Parks Road. This is a 
major point in regard to accessibility and could easily lead to restricted access or the inability to 
depart the neighborhood should an accident occur due to increased traffic and tourist activity. In ' 
addition, if vacationers are illegally patked or are blocking the road, emergency vehicles needing 
to ac.cess Hunter Drive could be unable to do so. Without providing an alternate exit route from 
the West side of Hunter Drive connecting it to Piney Ridge Road, this project could compromise 
accessibility and safety for residents. 

Piney Ridge Road is also a concerning factor and should be considered in evaluating the 
suitability of the proposed launch site. The road is naiTow and has blind turns. This is especially 
appai·ent where Piney Ridge Road meets .Parks Road. The street is not equipped to handle an 
increase in traffic flow and this could have a negative effect on residents. 

My next point is the practicality of selecting Parks Road for the new launch considering Snyder's 
Run Boat Launch exists 1 mile to the Northeast of Parks Road. Snyder's Run is deconflicted 
from residential neighborhoods and offers access to Hawns Run Cove. The topography of the 
land would offer expansion of both the parking area and boat launch to the East. If the North end 
of the lake is where expansion is desired, I believe Snyder's Run launch site is the best place for 
growth. The addition of another boat launch in the same cove is redundant and seems to be 
serving the self-interests of the few and will have a negative impact on the residents who own 
prope1ty. 



' . 

Last, the Parks Road Launch does not lend itself to the availability of parking or accessibility. 
The significant downslope of the land as well as the single access road will increase congestion 
and disturb the integrity of a quiet neighborhood. The addition of a large boat launch and a 
pa.ricing area will negatively affect families' ability to enjoy the untouched shoreline. Families 
use this cove to fish, swim, and even tie the boat up in an area that historically has a low amount 
of activity and is a relaxing place to spend a day. I believe it would prove more beneficial to 
install a new launch site in a cove that is not already served by one. 

I appreciate your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Chad James 
1409 Beaumont St. 
Sheppard AFB, TX 76311 
Chad.R.James@gmail.com 



mobile 
(410) 279-3438 
edward.p.chamberlayne@usace.army.mil 
Blockedwww.nab.usace.army.mil 

-----Original Message-----
From: mark krug [mailto:markkrug@yahoo.com] 

Sent: Friday, April 27, 2018 11:58 AM 
To: Chamberlayne, Edward P COL USARMY CENAB 
(US)<Edward.P.Chamberlayne@usace.army.mil> 
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Raystown Lake - Huntingdon, PA 

Dear Edward 
Chamberlayne, 

I am 

contacting you about Raystown Lake in Huntingdon, PA. I know the big talk is about the resort. This letter is not about 
the resort. I would like to talk to you about needed improvements. 

First, the 
boating ramps to the lake are the worst design I have ever seen. I am a Coast Guard veteran, I have seen many. They 

need upgraded to a floating dock in between each ramp. 
Some boat launches only have one ramp. I understand the boat launch at Seven Points may not be able to upgrade 
due to space but James Creek, Aitch and others there are plenty of room. 

Parking for 
boaters with trailers are another big problem. At James Creek for an example cars park in the upper lot and prohibit 

trucks with trailers from parking there . If cars are aloud to park there they should be at least in the back lot. 

Please help to improve Lake 
Raystown. It was designed a long time ago and needs upgraded to accommodate the growth of the lakes boaters, 

visitors etc. 

Thanks, 

Mark Krug 
U.S. 
Coast Guard veteran 

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED 
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September 2_7, 2018 

Avis Kennedy 

TERRACE MOUNTAIN LODGE 
+HAWNS BRIDGE RECREATION AREA 

Project Manager/ Raystown Lake Master Plan 
US Army Corp of Engineers 
6145 Seven Points Rd 
Hesston, PA 16647 

RE: Letter of Support for the proposed Hawn's Bridge Recreation Area on Raystown Lake 

I am writing to provide a public comment as part of the Raystown Lake Master plan update. I would 
like to request that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers rezone the Hawn's Bridge peninsula for high
density recreation so that a concession lease can be issued for a public recreation area to be developed 
using private funding. 

The northeastern shore of Raystown Lake needs a public access point that is handicapped accessible 
and available to people of all ages. The project is economically viable and has been endorsed by a Major 
Public evaluation company. Ideally, the area with the USACE controlled lands could include a small 
marina, beac , ca ping area and rest urant, along with other amenities open to the public. 

GRANITE PARK TWO I 5700 GRANITE PARKWAY. SUITE 445 I PLANO, TX 75024 I ROD®LANCERRBSOURCES.GOM 
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Avis Kennedy 
Project Manager/ Raystown Lake Master Plan 
US Army Corp of Engineers 
6145 Seven Points Rd 
Hesston, PA 16647 

RE: Letter of Support for the proposed Hawn's Bridge Recreation Area on Raystown Lake 

I am w riting to provide a public comment as part of the Raystown Lake Master plan update. I would like 
to request that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers rezones the Hawn's Bridge peninsula for high-density 
recreation so that a concession lease can be issued for a public recreation area to be developed using 
private funding. The northeastern shore of Raystown Lake needs a public access point that is 
handicapped accessible and available to people of all ages. Ideally, the area should include a small 
marina, beach, camping area and restaurant, along with other amenities open to the public. 

With Regards, 

Christine Weber 
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Raystown Lake 
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To Whom it may concern m 3!02 9J 9n\'J 

My name is John Bruno.z~i and.I have a prope~y. off Rt 82:. Web :1"~'1~ff~~Y 
the area was full of exciting things to do for raising a family. Land e 4&'i:h1ry-.en:ravme·M""~~ 
Having a neighbor such as Glatfelter Paper Pulp Holdings was a dream allowing those who wish to 

explore nature whether to just walk around or to hunt. But all good things seem to end. 

Today Marcellus Shale owns the lands once enjoyed. Marcellus Shale didn't purchase the land for the 

people they purchased it for profits hoping that oil or gas deposits would be found . All the Marcellus 

lands are signed off no trespassing stopping all that at one time enjoyed exploring on. There is a phone 

number on the signs but the worst thing anyone might do would call that number and ask if one could 

explore their land. The answer to your request is the same, " If you are caught trespassing on any of our 

lands you will be arrested and prosecuted" . Wow, what a way to make new friends. 

Mr. Roberts wants to build a lodge adjoining the Federal Lands of Raystown Lake. All well and good but 

doesn't want to build unless he can secure public Federal Lands so that his lodge can have lake access. 

Wow, it's all or nothing. Rumor has it he is stuck with this land purchase. Test wells provided nothing 

showing any minerals of value. Could he have a white elephant and now doesn't know what to do about 

it? 

Let's talk about the area Mr. Roberts wants. First, this is the only access on the Northeastern side of the 

Lake where the public can walk down Hawn Road to the lake enjoying nature at its best. Hunting access 

is also permitted using Hawn Road to hunt the Federal lands on the Northeastern side of the lake. Due 

to the geographic of the terrain it's very difficult walking down to the Hawns peninsula . During hunting 

season the old road is opened allowing those who wish to drive down to the lake instead of walking. The 

only other access known to me on the Eastern side is at Trough Creek State Park. Those who live on the 

Eastern side should be able to enjoy the lake the same as those who go on the Western side. Let's also 

talk about additional boat traffic. This new lodge includes another marina which will include another no 

wake area including the Hawn's Peninsula, I'm sure that this will go over. 

Before you consider removing this area from the public I would like you consider: 

#1 Opening up an area on or near Trough Creek State park for the purpose of swimming and picnicking. 

The area needs Rest Room facilities . 

#2 Boats use this Trough Creek area as an area to relax in. The problem is trash and human waste in the 

water. It is a known fact that boaters use the lake as their rest room. This needs to be addressed. 

#3 It is also my belief that we need more.security on the lake in order to reduce the boating issues and 

other concerns involving the environment. 



#4 Explore another way to allow the public to have access access to Hawn's Pininsula . Maybe a new 

roadbed or improved existing one. Instead of taking away you should consider ways that more people 

can use the lake and surrounding lands. 

Question: 

#1 Maybe lots could be sold off on Federal lands allowing people lake front homes. Probably will never 

happen then why should this? 

Another major concern is that Mr. Roberts has his hands in all the top officials pockets in the area. I 

guess some could say that they owe him now and it's time to pay up. I can only hope not. 

These great jobs that are being thrown around. How many people who works in the service community 

has outstanding pay and benefits, very, very few. It's a hotel were talking about, wake up. 

Who am I 

Retired Medical Device Plant Manager- 25 Years 

Currently Commercial Fisherman, Blue Crab, Maryland 

John J. Brunozzi 

72 Glenbrook Rd 

Leola, Pa., 17540 

717-656-9160 

717-575-9477 
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Car & Truck Service • Parts • Tires• Accessories 

Avis Kennedy 
Project Manager/ Raystown Lake Master Plan 
US Army Corp of Engineers 
6145 Seven Points Rd 
Hesston, PA 16647 
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Raystown Lake 

September 28, 2018 

RE: Letter of Support for the proposed Hawn's Bridge Recreation Area on Raystown Lake 

I am writing to provide a public comment as part of the Raystown Lake Master plan update. I would like 
to request that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers rezones the Hawn's Bridge peninsula for high-density 
recreation so that a concession lease can be issued for a public recreation area to be developed using 
private funding. The northeastern shore of Raystown Lake needs a public access point that is 
handicapped accessible and available to people of all ages. Ideally, the area should Include a small 
marina, beach, camping area and restaurant, along with other amenities open to the public. 

Owner 
Car Care Auto 

Car Care Auto -- 10200 William Penn Hwy, Huntingdon, PA 16652 - 814-643-4160 
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MARKETING SOLUTIONS 

Avis Kennedy 
Project Manager/ Raystown Lake Master Plan 
US Army Corp of Engineers 
6145 Seven Points Rd 
Hesston, PA 16647 

RE: Letter of Support for the proposed Hawn's Bridge Recreation Area on Raystown Lake 

Dear Ms. Kennedy, 

Please use this letter as part of the public comment for the Raystown Lake Master plan update. I would 
like to request that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers rezones the Hawn's Bridge peninsula for high
density recreation so that a concession lease can be issued for a public recreation area to be developed 
using private funding. The northeastern shore of Raystown Lake needs a public access point that is 
handicapped accessible and available to people of all ages. Ideally, the area should include a small 
marina, beach, camping area and restaurant, along with other amenities open to the public. 

With Regards, 

1Aul-~ 
et Chambers 
ner 

Beacon Marketing Solutions 

Beacon Marketing Solutions - 5543 Larrys Drive, Hesston, PA 16647 - 814-308-3168 
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TOLL FREE: 1·866-509-EICH (3424) 
EMA IL: jeichelberger@pasen.gov 

WEB: www.senatoreichelberger.com 

SENATE BOX 203030 
ROOM 173 

HARRISBURG, PA 17120·3030 
(717) 787·5490 

FAX (717) 783·S192 

309 A LLEGHENY STREET 
HOLLIDAYSBURG, PA 16648 

(814) 695·8386 
F AX (814) 695· 8398 

201 LINCO LN WAY WEST 
SUITE 102 

MCCONNELLSBURG,PA 17233 
(717) 485·36 I 6 

FAX (717) 485·4207 
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JOHN H. EICHELBERGER, JR, 

30TH DISTRICT 
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GOVERNM E NT REFORM CAUCUS 

Miss Avis Kennedy 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 
Raystown Lake Master Plan 
6145 Seven Points Road 

0 \E(C\E ~ 'WIE ~ 
r AUG 3 o 101s \ 

Hesston, PA 1664 7 

August 21, 2018 
Raystown Lake 

RE: Rays town Lake Master Plan Update 

Dear Miss Kennedy: 

As Pennsylvania State Senator for the 30th District, I am providing this letter of comment to the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District (USACE-Baltimore), which is in the process of updating 
the Master Plan for the Raystown Lake Project, a USACE facility located on the Raystown Branch of 
the Juniata River in Huntingdon and Bedford Counties, Pennsylvania. The revised Raystown Lake 
Master Plan, as the strategic land use management document that guides the comprehensive 
management and development of all project resources, will provide a framework for consistent, 
responsible decision-making for the next 15-25 years. 

I urge the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) to rezone the Hawn's Bridge Peninsula at the 
northeastern shore of Raystown Lake for high-density recreation and issue a concession lease. This 
rezoning would allow the development of a restaurant, environmental learning center, public beach, 
camping and glamping sites, children's programs, boat docks and slips, fishing areas, and many more 
activities attractive to local residents and visitors to the lake. Raystown Lake, as well as Union and 
Juniata Townships where proposed development could occur, are within the state's 30th Senatorial 
District, so I am particularly interested in the significant opportunities that could result from this update. 

It is imperative that USACE reclassify the Hawn's Bridge Peninsula for public recreational use and issue 
a concession lease in order for the proposed Hawn's Bridge Recreation Area and Terrace Mountain 
Lodge Project to move forward. This reclassification would provide an opportunity for public-private 
cooperation with many benefits for the entire area. Once developed, the public would have a wonderful 
recreational area to use for many generations to come. 



Miss A vis Kennedy 
August 21, 2018 
Page #2 

As a former Blair County Commissioner and Chair of The Alleghenies Tourism Council, I am very 
familiar with the impact of tourism on the economy of this region. Allowing development of a world
class resort at Raystown Lake would provide recreational opportunities that do not currently exist at the 
lake. This type of facility with year-round amenities would attract business and recreational visitors 
from all over the world and would offer a venue to host large events. 

The project's projected $100 million private investment would result in huge direct economic impacts 
that would benefit the entire region, including job creation estimated at 250-300 full-time jobs and 
generation of significant tax revenue. In addition, spending by visitors at local businesses and new 
opportunities for supporting businesses in the area will strengthen the local economy. 

I believe that the Hawn's Bridge Recreation Area and Te1Tace Mountain Lodge Project presents a 
great opportunity for Huntingdon County and the region. I wholeheartedly support further 
exploration of these projects and look forward to the development of these tremendous community 
assets . 

Sincerely, 

HE/mi 

Huntingdon County Commissioners 
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GOVERNOR'S ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR 
HUNTING, FISHING & CONSERVATION 

August 31, 2018 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Raystown Lake 
6145 Seven Points Road 
Hesston, PA 16647 

RE: RAYSTOWN LAKE MASTER PLAN REVISION 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The Governor's Advisory Council for Hunting, Fishing and Conservation is a group of twenty 
distinguished volunteers appointed by Governor Wolf to deliberate on a range of issues, including all 
forms of outdoor recreation, the preservation of our environment, and our hunting, fishing and trapping 
heritage. 

We appreciate t he fine work that the men and women of the Army Corps of Engineers perform daily to 
support and maintain the in~.rinsic, aesthetic and ecological features of Raystown Lake. We are also 
thankful for this opportunity to p,rovide comment in your update of the 1994 M aster Plan, as required 
by Section 1309 of the 2016 Water Infrastructure Improvement for the Nation Act. In that update, we 
ask that you consu lt your own language in Raystown Master Plan Revision Overview, which defines a 
Master Plan as "the strategic land use management document that guides the comprehensive 
management and development of all project recreational, natural and cultural resources throughout the 
life of the water resource development project." 

The Governor's Advisory Counci l for Hunting, Fishing and Conservation interprets "strategic" in this 
context to mean a long-term view and approach to managing the Raystown Lake Project and its natural 
resources and regiona lly unique va lues. Consequently, we view elements of the 1994 Master Plan 
relating to conserving the Project's unique habitats, low-density recreational opportunities, and stellar 
scenic and aesthetic qualities to be as va lid today as when they were conceived-indeed, consideration 
for these resources is more compelling than ever. 

Visitors to Raystown remain awestruck by its natural beauty which inspires them and beckons their 
return. As a counci l, we believe that the expansive and largely undisturbed viewshed offered from the 
lake, or high atop Terrace mountain, is the most significant attribute this remarkable destination offers; 
it should be preserved. We found great comfort in the statement in section 2.3.2 which plainly states 
that the Corps' mission, under its Natural Resource Management Plan, is to, "manage and conserve 
those natural resources, consistent with ecosystem management principals, whi le providing quality 
public outdoor recreation experiences to serve the needs of present and future generations." 

From Section 2.3.4: • I 

Approximate ly 129 bird species, 47 mammal species, 45 fish species, 25 rept ile species, and 24 
species of amphibians can be found within the boundary of the project. Important wi ldlife game 
species in the project area include white tailed deer, wi ld turkey, ruffed grouse, gray squirrel, 
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eastern cottontail rabbit and va rious waterfowl. Although the project provides a variety of 
wildlife habitats, increased habitat areas are desirable to provide additional food and cover. 

Council feels strongly that this objective should remain in place and that it starts with no net loss of 
available land for wildlife habitat. Further, increasing desirable habitat shou ld remain a goal. 

From Section 2.5: 

Area res·idents and project user groups at Raystown have expressed concern with the amount, 
type, and placement of future development at the project, as well as the management of its 
recreation facilities and natura l resources. Public opinion also clearly supports preserving the 
integrity and aesthetics of the lake and project lands and expanding the economic capabilities of 
the area. Throughout the master planning process, the public expressed strong displeasure for 
the concept of development activities that were directed toward private and exclusive use. 
However, the public was supportive of the concept of development "nodes," which wou ld 
encourage new development in areas that have existing facilities and infrastructu re. These 
public concerns were incorporated into the proposed plan. 

While ent irely subjective, we believe that public support for this section remains strong and relatively 
unchanged and that the most significant economic asset of Raystown is the natural environment in 
which she exists. Increased brick and mortar development chips away at t he fundamental reason 
people visit the lake, to enjoy the mountainous topography, the unique forested viewshed, and the 
diverse living creatures inhabiting its varied habitats. Further human encroachment will deplete the 
primary natural assets Raystown offers to the region. 

From Section 3.2.7.c 

There are at least 11 Appalachian shale barrens, considered extremely rare in Pennsylvania, 
within the project boundaries. These barrens are located around the shoreline of Raystown 
Lake and support two rare plants, Kate's mountain clover, a state-designated endangered 
species that is currently being considered for federal listing, and the shale barrens' evening 
primrose, a state-designated threatened species. Other plants uncommon to the area may also 
be found on the shale barrens. The shale barren communities of Bedford, Fulton, and 
Huntingdon Counties are one of the most unusual, and most endangered, vegetational 
ecosystems in Pennsylvan ia. These areas are few in number and small in size, but contain plants 
species known on ly in these limited habitats. Thus, the small total acreage and harboring of rare 
endemic species· makes the barrens important for natural area preservation. 

Council supports changing the designation of all identified Appalachian sha le barrens found within the 
project boundaries from "Natural Areas" to "Environmentally Sensitive Areas." Recently, it's come to 
council's collective attention that the Hawn's Bridge Peninsula is under threat of future development by 
corporate interests from Texas. We would strongly encourage carrying forward the language in the 
1994 plan w hich pledges complete protection of Hawn's Peninsula with the aforementioned change in 
designation. We would also hope that Terrace Mountain's designation as a Low-Density Recreation 
Area remains . 

From Section 3.6.2 

The mass and man-made appearance of the dam is a strong nonconforming element which is 
visib le from Ridenour Overlook and a road pu ll-off immediately below the dam. Other man
made elements on the project lands include the recreation faci lities, roads, and abandoned 
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railroads. The recreation areas and roads located on the project lands were well-designed and 
blend in with the natural surroundings. 

Council pred icts and warns that the proposed Hawn's Peninsula resort development would not blend 
with the natural surroundings and instead would present a man-made intrusion inconsistent with the 
existing largely pristine viewshed, which is highly valued by the public. 

From Section 4 .1.2 

The boating capacity of Raystown Lake is dependent upon two major factors, lake acres and 
available access to the lake ... 

Regarding boating activities, council believes that additiona l " no-wake" areas in st rategic locations are 
warranted to reduce shore-line erosion, even if placed only during the summer months. The posting of 
more conspicuous signage about navigation rules would be helpful as well, especially for first-time 
visitors. 

Council asks that you also consider the unique and constraining geometry of Raystown Lake as a factor 
affecting boating capacity and safety. Acknowledged, the lake contains 8,300 total acres, but its long and 
narrow shape concentrates boats to a greater degree than might be expected, otherwise, on a la ke of 
t his size. In this regard, Council points out the expressed concerns of the Pennsylvania Striped Bass 
Association (PSBA) whose members have invested countless volunteer hours, partnering with USACE, 
and the PA Fish and Boat Commission to improve the recreational fishery at Raystown. PSBA notes that 
the Hawn's Bridge Peninsula is the one area of the lake most important to the striped bass fishery and 
the angling effort it attracts. Greatly increased boat traffic, originating from a marina in that exact 
location, would disrupt this hard-earned fishery and increase the likelihood of boating accidents there. 

The threat of development on Hawn's Peninsu la has evoked broad concern from a unanimous counci l. 

We believe: 

o There is already too much recreational pressure on the lake and that the planned marina would 

increase boat traffic in an area that is prime Striped Bass territory. 

o That recreational boating activity on Raystown is already at peak capacity and that the lake is 

now under threat of being "loved to death." 

o That the absence of housing and man-made structu res on the lake contributes to its economic 

vitality 

o That it' s getting tougher for the average angler to compete with the plethora of large boats, 

especially in the warmer months and on weekends. 

o That the planned "environmenta l learning center'' is a token gesture intended only to distract 

the public; it's counterintuitive in that the construction of t he center will precipitate the loss of 

sensitive habitat in an area now designated for natura l preservation. 

o That ·development may seriously complicate the primary mission of the USACE, which is one of 

flood control. What happens if heavy rains or a hurricane is predicted and the Corps needs to 

reduce the lake level quickly in anticipation of the event? How will the proprietor of the new 

marina and its customers react and will the Corps be able to respond quickly? 

o That the ongoing concerns raised by groups like the Juniata Chapter of the Audubon Society, the 

PA Striped Bass Associat ion, Backcountry Hunters and Anglers, and the Coa lit ion to Protect 
Hawn's Bridge, are credible and worthy of heeding. 
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o Current permitted usage of Raystown Lake and its surrounding recreation area, including 

seaplane operations, is working, and supports hiking, mountain biking, hunting, fishing, trapping 

and boating. Large commercial development decreases primitive recreational opportunities and 

may lead to marine congestion and unwarranted complaints about noise from trad itional 

activities. 

o Commercial interests may become overly influential regarding future permitted use due to their 

desire to earn maximum return on investment. 

o In the years to come, the same commercial interest will deploy political leverage to grow their 

footprint, making it increasingly difficult for the corps to fulfill their mission to conserve the 

area's natural resources. 

Many thanks for taking our concerns and suggestions into consideration. We wish you the best as you 
endeavor to balance the needs of competing interests and hope that you'll err on the side of caution, 
recal ling the original vision of the 1994 Plan, which sought, pre-eminently, to sustain Raystown's unique 
natural attributes. Once developed, the sensitive barren lands will be unalterably changed and 
permanently lost to future generations. We hope that you'll exercise the same far-sighted vision for 
Raystown as those who created this marvelous landmark. 

Respectfully submitted, 

-The members of the Governor's Advisory Council on Hunting, Fishing and Conservation-

William Andahazy 
Doug Austen 

Charlie Burchfield 
Jolene Connelly 

Elizabeth Daugherty 
Jay Delaney 
Mike Dillon 
Jim Foster 

Craig Kindlin 
Michele Kittell 

Skip Klinger 
Leo Lutz 

Carolyn Mahan 
Ben Moyer 
Paula Piatt 

Spencer Simon 
Michael Steele 

Dan Surra 
Jose Taracido 
Don Williams 
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September 24, 2018 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Baltimore District Corporate Communication Office 
2 Hopkins Plaza 
Baltimore, MD 21201 

/U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Raystown Lake Project 
6145 Seven Points Road 
Hesston, PA 1664 7 

To Whom It May Concern, 

D !E le~~'\i'IE ~ 
n SEP 2 '6 2018 [!dJ 

Raystown Lake 

Re: Retaining the existing natural beauty of Hawn's Bridge Peninsula at Raystown Lake. 

I would like to present several points for your consideration while you undertake your 25-year 
review of the Master Plan for Raystown Lake. 

Point 1: Comparison with New Jersey lake development. I grew up in rural New Jersey in the 
1950s and watched productive agricultural fields and rich woodlands evolve into tightly-packed 
housing developments and condominiums. I watched as the lake where my father grew up went 
from one house way off the lake on a dirt road, to hundreds ofhouses huddled together each 
featuring a view of the water. Farmland near the lake, once belonging to my grandfather, became 
infused with fast-paced city dwellers with headsets and lavish automobiles each trying to portray 
themselves as a robust part of a "rural outdoors" click. Sadly, the developers got rich and moved 
on. Raystown Lake deserves more. 

Point 2: Environmental sequence: Appreciate-Respect-Preserve. For our American society in 
general - and for Raystown Lake specifically - should we not attempt to preserve as much 
woodland as possible, especially natural areas that are publicly owned? I suspect many visitors to 
Lake Raystown will learn to appreciate unbounded nature. Realize, if they APPRECIATE then 
they will RESPECT, and if they respect they will PRESERVE. (Conversely, if they do not 
appreciate, then they will not respect and hence will casually build rights-of-way, highways and 
visitor complexes, thus effectively destroying many natural habitats.) 

Point 3: Myth: Dev~loping Raystown Lake will rejuveaate downtown Huntingdon. For over 
40 years I have observed the gradual decline of downtown Huntingdon due to loss of businesses. 
To bypass downtown parking inconveniences and the like, merchants developed the strip mall 
along US22 as an "easy in, easy out" access for patrons. A few years later, Wal-Mart with ample 
parking and commodities galore was wooed into the region in the name of economic 
development. Many locally owned downtown businesses went belly up. Regarding non-local 
visitors to Raystown Lake, I predict most will swing through downtown Huntingdon, realize it 
has little to offer, then will head to Sheetz or Wal-Mart on US22 to get their weekend supplies. 
Yes, this process may have some economic benefits to the region, but in my opinion, Raystown 



Lake visitors will not be the salvation of downtown Huntingdon as the Chamber of Commerce 
hopes. 

Point 4: Eminent domain shortsightedness. Many years ago, local citizens were driven from 
the land that was to become Lake Raystown. This process for the greater good would have been 
fine if it had ended there. However, it seems hypocritical to chase one group of inhabitants off to 
preserve the natural beauty of the future lakefront, while years later inviting businesses onto 
lakefront tracts in the name of tourism and under the guise of economic development. Something 
seems radically wrong with this line of thinking. 

Point 5: Oxymoron surrounding environmental centers. It seems odd that the proposed 
developer ofHawn's Bridge Peninsula will advertise and feature an on-site environniental center 
for educational purposes. Rhetorically speaking, would it not be a better educational situation to 
allow boaters to get off their craft to explore the pristine woodlands for flora, fauna, and other 
natural habitat. .. on their own? Again rhetorically, what will be featured at this manmade 
building: "This is what used to be on Hawn' s Peninsula before the construction of this complex 
destroyed it?" 

Point 6: Raystown Lake and global climate change. Extreme weather events are projected to 
continue for decades. Additional development along this lake will encourage soil erosion and 
increase runoff into the lake, thus affecting downstream sections of the Juniata River and onward 
into the Chesapeake Bay. Decision makers, please do not lose sight of the fact that Raystown 
Lake's main purpose is to act as a flood control system. 

Point 7: A visitor's haven. Over the past 40 years, our family has taken numerous friends and 
visitors from foreign countries to Raystown Lake. Together we have boated on the lake, and 
have enjoyed many vistas from trails nearby. Overwhelmingly, visitors have remarked how 
spectacular the lake and surrounding forests are, free of urbanized clutter. One group of visitors 
from Lake Wallenpaupak in northeast Pennsylvania brought their own boat to Lake Raystown, 
later remarking how wonderful it was to boat without fear of collisions. They also qualified that 
the greatest benefit of all was their ability to go ashore most anywhere without being in someone 
else's backyard. 

Thank you for considering these viewpoints. 

~4)~--
rJ J~~es_~. Garthe, PE (agricultural engineer, retired) 

4774 Eberle Road 
Petersburg, PA 16669 



USA CE 
Raystown Lake Office 
6145 Seven Points Road 
Hesston, PA 16647 

Revising the USACE Raystown Lake plan 

Dear Madam or Sir: 

1431 Mifflin Street 
Huntingdon, PA 16652 
August 14, 2018 

o IE ~IEJJ# IE ~ 
AUG 2 0 2018 l~ 

Raystown Lake 
i----- --·-· 

As a member of the Huntingdon County Planning Commission for 30 years, I 
saw hundreds ofland development plans. Some were hand-drawn on a single sheet 
of paper while some had a sheaf of papers including professional drawings, charts, 
and surveys. Some had good ideas to work with only a shoestring budget, while 
others had too much money and not enough good sense to improve a poor plan. 

We eventually gave up on the idea of Approving or Disapproving plans and 
went with "Reviewed with the following comments." Some plans were flawed from 
the start because the developer was just greedy and wanted quick money without 
thinking through topography, soils, erosion, access, zoning requirements, future 
land use, etc. Sometimes it was just a bad idea to cut down and pave over oxygen
producing trees and land for one more, tiny, chain discount store. 

This developer's plan belongs in several ofthose categories. It takes land 
from forest creatures to build human recreational housing. It steals the deep quiet of 
bass habitat for docks to tie up more boats on an already dangerously crowded 
water surface. It plans an "environmental center" to replace bat habitat when bats in 
Pennsylvania have been decimated by disease and need their safe, protected places 
to regroup and multiply. Where there are shale barrens and protected plant species 
already there, why wouldn't they be acknowledged and guarded instead of being 
replaced with glass boxes and visual aids on the walls? 

The area of Hawn's Bridge Peninsula contains too many species from our 
natural heritage that once gone cannot be replaced. This information was collected 
and catalogued in the Huntingdon County Natural Heritage Inventory during my 
tenure on the HCPC. This proposed development is not a responsible development 
that saves what is there in nature and adds good to that. It disrespects nature, the 
wilderness on the hillsides, and under the waters of the lake. It's greedy and self
serving; it doesn't protect the environment we are supposed to save for future 
genera~ions. Once these parts of nature--the animals, plants, and fish--are gone, 
they're gone for our lifetimes and beyond. We need to do a better job of listening to 
the earth and protect what we can. Please do not include land/water development 
at Hawn's Bridge Peninsula in your revised plans for Raystown Lake. 

!fwwiu<~, 
4;4 )iv_ 
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9/28/2018 

Master Plan Revision Comment 

I would like the following suggestions to be considered for the Master Plan Revision 
process. 

1) Designate the shale barrens on the Terrace mountain slope as environmentally sensitive 
to protect the endangered species native to this environment. 

2) Expand upon the already first class mountain biking trails around Raystown. The 
Allegrippis trail system has created a significant boon to the local economy. The trail has 
substantially increased visitation to Raystown during the Fall and Spring seasons, in 
times of the of year when past visitation consisted mainly of a few retirees and 
fishermen. There are mountain bikers flooding into the area from all over the country 
now. Mountain biking provides this enormous recreation opportunity in the Raystown 
region without increasing the boater saturation issue on the lake by a single vessel. An 
expansion could include revamping the Terrace Mountain Trail, making more sections of 
the trail bike friendly, with fresh grading, additional access.points, and improved 
overnight shelters. Adding bathroom facilities at the trail heads of the Allegrippis trail 
would also be a welcomed improvement. 

3) Create additional hiking trails. This will also add recreational opportunities without 
increasing boater traffic. 

4) Improve access for kayaking. Kayaking is America's fastest growing watersport and the 
opportunities at Raystown are limited due to access issues. As a kayaker myself, this is 
a frustration with Raystown and solving it would create another great recreational 
experience for our visitors and do so without contributing to boater saturation. While 
kayaks are also vessels, they are diminutive, slow, and unmotorized. Kayakers for the 
most part, stick to the no-wake zones. This would piggyback on the local economic 
benefit created by the mountain bike trail system, as the participants of these sports 
often cross over between these activities, making Raystown an even more attractive 
vacation destination to this demographic. The current kayaking options at Raystown 
mainly consist of launching at a Marina or public boat launch. The marina areas are very 
busy with boater traffic and not fun at all for kayakers, who prefer to be immersed in a 
natural environment and away from boater congestion. The boat launches can be 
difficult to launch from because, like the marinas, kayakers start in areas with higher 
boater congestion. 



To alleviate this issue, I suggest building non-motorized vessel launches at several of the 

gates that are currently in close proximity to the water. One prime location is the gate at 

the very end of Baker's Hollow road. Another could be at the mouth to Trough Creek, but 

this may create a jurisdiction issue as visitors would have to utilize the road that runs 
through the state park, which closes at sunset. 

Trough Creek Bay is a no wake zone and the shoreline is very scenic, making it a great 
place to kayak or canoe. There could also be one at the Upper Corners, below the 
handicap access gate as well. 

5) Reinstate the no wake zone for Beer Barrel Bay. This area used to be a peaceful bay to 
kayak and fish, but it is now dominated by vessels looping the bay repeatedly to pull 

wakeboarders and water skiers. This churns the bay up and contributes to erosion of the 
shore lines. Doing this would encourage the water skiers and wakeboarders to utilize the 
rest of the lake rather than concentrating in one area. 

6) Preserve the view from Hawn and Ridenour Overlooks as well as the pristine shoreline 
of Raystown. This cannot be understated as a significant and beloved feature of the lake 

for our visitors, the vast majority of whom appreciate Raystown the way it is and this 

makes it very unique among lakes in this part of the country. People love the natural, 

undeveloped shoreline and the privacy afforded by it. They come to Raystown because it 
is not the congested developed mess that is Deep Creek Lake, for example. 

7) Add a small mooring dock to Senoia campground. This would not increase the number 

of vessels on the lake, because the dock would be restricted to campers who already 
intend to moor along the shoreline. This would alleviate the numerous conflicts between 

campers with waterfront sites and those with sites on the upper tiers of the campground, 
who also moor in front of the waterfront sites. It may entail removing one site from the 

watetiront, but I believe it would make a more enjoyable experience for the campers. 

8) No additional marina slips or boat trailer parking at the launches. The lake is extremely 

busy on weekends. Even in the 1988 study it was determined to be over capacity. 

I've heard an opinion that people are better boaters nowadays, which could make it safer 
than at the time of the earlier study, but I strongly disagree. There are many new, 

inexperienced boaters today as well and they are operating much larger and faster 

vessels. There is far less room for user error at these higher speeds. And as a boater 

myself, I regularly see boat operators performing questionable or downright dangerous 

maneuvers on the lake such as cruising too close to other boaters, ignoring no-wake 
zones, navigating against the grain of traffic on the wrong side of the lake, or boating 
without their navigation lights on after dusk. 



The Army Corps should maintain the status quo on trailer parking and dock slips as a 
means to cap the number of vessels on the lake on any given day. Favoring the quality 
and safety of the overall experience should take priority over quantity. 

I understand the Master Plan revision is not about the Terrace Mountain Lodge proposal 
that was rejected under the current Master Plan. But it is the proverbial elephant in the 
room, and it is my belief that no other resorts or similar large scale developments should 
occur on the Raystown Lake Project. Aside from the detriment to the aesthetics of the 
landscape surrounding the lake, I would like to also address the most pressing issue I 
see with the current proposal , the inclusion of an additional marina. 

The marina being proposed would add 100 seasonal slips and 50 transient slips. On 
weekends, it can be assumed that the vast majority of the transient slip holders will be. 
on the water as they will be utilized by current visitors. On Summer weekends, a 
significant portion or majority of the seasonal slip-holders will likely be on the water as 
well, judging by similar usage patterns at the Seven Points marina. On these weekends, 
the total number of vessels on the water attributed to this resort would easily surpass the 
number launched from a public launch (with the exceptions the very largest launches, 
James Creek or Shy Beaver) and would likely have a similar effect of adding 1 to 2 more 
public launches to a lake that is busting at the seams with boater traffic on the 
weekends. We can also assume that as Mr. Roberts intends to build an upscale resort 
similar to Bedford Springs, his clientele will most likely bring upscale boats with them, 
regardless of what the group's PR team has been indicating in order to garner public 
support. It doesn't take much thought to determine that these crafts will not be 20 foot 
pontoon boats, but the overpowered and oversized vessels that are already too 
numerous on Raystown. The incident that occured on July 29, when a man was ejected 
from his fishing boat after hitting the wakes from much larger vessels underscores the 
issue that these types of boats should probably not even be on Raystown to begin with. 
Kayakers, canoers,operators of smaller vessels should feel safe on the water, rather 
than as though they are navigating the Chesapeake. Raystown meanders down a 
narrow river valley with many chol<e points. ---

This marina would also severely overburden the Snyder's Run launch, the only public 
launch north of Seven Points. This would tax the public in valuable time and money for 
fuel to travel to other launches located many miles away, and inconvenience those that 
depend on this launch for the benefit of a private company. That runs counter to the 
purpose of public lands and facilities, resulting in a conflict of interest. The public pays 
for Snyder's Run to use it, not for the benefit of Mr. Roberts or any other private investor. 



By enhancing and increasing access to the non-powerboating outdoor activities on and 
around the lake while limiting further development to low key improvements such as 
kayak launches and hiking trails, there is vast potential for new recreation opportunities 
that will provide a significant economic benefit to the region, and do so by preserving 
what most people love about Raystown; the pristine shorelines with its park-like 
atmosphere. This will also protect the environment in and around the lake and not 
exacerbate the issues of an already overcrowded lake with even more vessels. This 
would grow the Raystown region in the same spirit that makes this place special; as an 
outdoor enthusiast's paradise, rather than a playground for the wealthy. With this 
revision, the future identity of Raystown Lake is at stake, and the choice could not be 
more stark, as it cannot be both. These 2 competing visions are no more compatible 
than oil and water, because a lake full of oversized powerboats spoils it for the majority 
of the public. 

There will always be those looking to profit off our most beautiful and cherished public 
lands. If it were permitted, the Grand Canyon would be ringed with high-rise hotels and 
Yellowstone would be full of luxury resorts. I am not trying to equate Raystown to 
Yellowstone, but to many of the lake's frequent visitors, it is every bit as important. 
Developing these areas would create economic opportunities, but is it really worth . 
forever spoiling these places for what will amount to, for the most part, a couple hundred 
low paying and seasonal jobs? We must instead preserve these special places not only 
for our own enjoyment but for our children, and one day, their children as well. It is our 
responsibility to prevent greed from depriving them of the natural splendor we are able to 
enioy today. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Grubb 



MARK A. SATHER 
SCOTT WALLS 
JEFF THOMAS 

MICHELLE BARNETT 
Chief Clerk 
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OFFICE OF 

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
HUNTINGDON, PENNSYLVANI A 16652 

Huntingdon County Commissioners - Resolution 13-2018 

PETER McMANAMON 
Solicitor 

MEETING DAY 
TUESDA Y--9:30 A.M. 

PHONE: 814-643-3091 
FAX: 814-643-8152 

A resolution of the Board of Huntingdon Courty tommissiol')er.s in support for the ·Army Corp of Engineers to 
designate the property in the area of Hawn's Bridge Peninsula in Juniata Township,' Huntingdon County into the 
Raystown Lake Master Plan as future high density recreation. 

WHEREAS, The Board of Commissioners of Huntingdon County recognize the importance of regional economic 
development; and 

WHEREAS, The Board of Commissioners of Huntingdon County recognize the sign ificant role that the Terrace Mountain 
Lodge would provide as a four season tourism destination; and 

WHERE~S, The Board of Commissioners of Huntingdon County have been informed t hat development would be of low 
environmental impact with the resort and recreation area blending with the natural environment; and 

WHEREAS, The Board of Commissioners of Huntingdon County understand the project as described provides for public 
access through the Terrace Mountain Resort Trail Head to the Hawn's Bridge Recreation Area; and 

WHEREAS, The Board of Commissioners of Huntingdon County recognize that the residents on the eastern side of the 
lake would have benefits of access to the water that the residents on the western side have enjoyed for years; and 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Huntingdon County Commissioners hereby declare their full support for 
the Terrace Mountain Resort and the Hawn's Bridge Recreation Area proposals as presented. 



September 28, 2018 C 0 UN TY 
Chamber of Commerce 

Nick Krupa, Project Manager 
US Army Corp of Engineers/ Raystown Lake 
6145 Seven Points Road 
Hesston, PA 16647 

Dear Mr. Krupa, 

Raystown Lake 

The Huntingdon County Chamber of Commerce is writing in support of the Terrace Mountain Resort and 
Hawn's Bridge Marina project. As a Chamber of Commerce, we support economic development and believe 
that the new resort will be a positive addition to our county. In order for the resort to become a reality, 
Hawn's Bridge Peninsula will need to be reclassified for development. We understand that this development 
will have a low environmental impact and that maintaining the beauty of Raystown Lake's natural resources 
can be accomplished in a manner that will still allow for the development of Hawn's Bridge Peninsula. 

The proposed Terrace Mountain Lodge and Hawn's Bridge Recreation area will bring from 200-300 full-time 
permanent jobs to our area and help our local economy greatly with added tax dollars and spending. We urge 
the USACE to move forward in a manner that will allow more recreation areas on the lake so the general public 
can have access to lake amenities like camping, boating, kayaking, canoeing, fishing and other sports. We 
believe that the plans for the adjacent proposed Terrace Mountain Lodge project is consistent with the needs 
of our community to offer additional convention space, more hotel rooms, and an upscale venue for events 
that tourists, hotel guests and locals can enjoy. 

The Huntingdon County Chamber of Commerce is an organization of about 350 businesses and individuals who 
are committed to the economic stability and growth of our area. The Chamber is involved in many activities to 
support our members such as educational programs, networking opportunities, cost saving activities, and 
advocacy with local, state and regional elected officials on topics of interest to our members. 

We have been informed that the Terrace Mountain Lodge project will not move forward without the 
reclassification of the Hawn' s Bridge Peninsula for high-density recreation use since lodge guests will want 
access to the lake. Therefore, we urge the USACE to reclassify the Hawn's Bridge area for high-density 
recreational use with the stipulation that the developer provide adequate buffer zones around 
environmentally sensitive areas and minimizes tree canopy removal. 

Sincerely, 

l/1.f )1-1U- r(l_~ 
Yvonne Martin, IOM 
President/CEO 

500 Allegheny Street • Huntingdon,PA 16652 • phone: 814-643-1110 • fax: 814-643-1115 
email: mail@huntingdonchamber.com • www.huntingdonchamber.com 



HARRISBURG OFFICE BLAIR COUNTY OFFICE
SENATE BOX 203030 1904 NORTH JUNIATA STREET

HARRISBURG, PA 17120-3030 HOLLIDAYSBURG, PA 10648
PHONE: 717-787-8490 PHONE: 8l4-499.5306

FAX: 717.7S35192 FAX: 014.695.8390

TOLL FREE: 1-866-509-3424

senatorj udyward.com
FULTON COUNTY OFFICE

201 LINCOLN WAY WEST. SUITE 102

MCCONNELLSBURG, PA 17233

PHONE: 717-485-3616 - 117-485-4124

FAX: 717-488-4207

SENATOR

JUDY WARD
30TH DISTRICT

January31, 2019

Miss Avis Kennedy
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
Raystown Lake Master Plan
6145 Seven Points Road
Hesston, PA 16647

Re: Raystown Lake Master Plan Update

Dear Miss Kennedy:

As the newly-elected State Senator for Pennsylvania’s 30th District, I am submitting this
letter of comment on the Raystown Lake Master Plan Revision. The 30th District is
comprised of Blair and Fulton Counties and portions of Cumberland, Franklin and
Huntingdon Counties, including Raystown Lake and many of its surrounding municipalities.
The largest lake that is entirely within Pennsylvania, Raystown Lake is referred to as the
“crown jewel” of the state. Originally constructed as a hydroelectric project, the lake has
become one of the most popular outdoor recreation locations, drawing approximately two
million visitors per year.

The significant impact of tourism on the economy of Huntingdon County and The
Alleghenies Region is detailed in the Alleghenies Ahead Regional Comprehensive Plan
adopted in 2018. The plan cites Raystown Lake is as a major economic driver and
confirms that the region’s natural assets and recreational amenities play an increasingly
vital role in attracting investment by contributing to the quality of life to attract businesses,
residents, and visitors. Using an extensive public involvement process to gather input,
this plan identified support for land use changes and investment that will allow for positive
improvements for both residents and visitors.

I understand that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District (USACE
Baltimore) is currently updating the Raystown Lake Master Plan, which will prescribe an
overall land use management plan, resource objectives, and associated design and
management concepts for the lake. This plan is vitally important to the region since it
will govern the way the land is managed and will guide consistent, responsible decision-
making for the next 15-25 years.

&rtmtr uf IJriuingluaiiia



As a result, I support the rezoning of the Hawn’s Bridge Peninsula at the northeastern
share of Raystown Lake for high-density recreation to allow expanded public access to
the water from that side of the lake. This rezoning and issuance of a concession lease
would allow public-private cooperation and would open the door to the development of a
world-class resort at Raystown Lake to provide increased recreational opportunities at
the lake, particularly in Union and Juniata Townships, which are within the state’s 30th
Senatorial District.

I support the Terrace Mountain Resort and Hawn’s Bridge Recreation Area proposals
because these developments will add recreational amenities while having a low
environmental impact to preserve the natural environment that makes the area unique.
As result of this development, the area will benef it from $100 million in private
investment, the creation of approximately 250-300 full-time jobs, and generation of
significant tax revenue, plus the additional benefits to local businesses from visitor
spending.

It is important that USACE reclassify the Hawn’s Bridge Peninsula at the northeastern
shore of Raystown Lake for high-density recreation to enable the Terrace Mountain
Resort and Hawn’s Bridge Recreation Area Projects to move forward. They offer a
tremendous opportunity for Huntingdon County and the region. I support these efforts
to enhance recreational opportunities at the lake, resulting in significant economic
benefits while showcasing our natural resources and protecting the environment.

cc: Col. John T. Litz, Commander, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District
Huntingdon County Commissioners
Huntingdon County Business & Industry (HCBI)

Sincerely

State Senator, 30th District



The Raystown Field Station (RFS) is an entity of Juniata College.   We currently lease approximately 365 

acres on Lake Raystown near the town of Entriken (please attached figures). 

 



 

The RFS is comprised of 2 main areas or complexes – Grove Farm House and Lakeside Center.  The Grove 

Farm House area also includes a boat dock area.  See attached figure (image provided by Google 

https://goo.gl/maps/n4Sr6tRCVPM2) 

 

Grove Farm house complex is made up of Grove Farm house, a garage, and building known as the “sugar 

shack” – where traditional maple syrup making takes place.   There is also a dock below the complex 

where several boats are maintained throughout the boating season.  Lakeside Center complex includes 

Shuster Hall (a 6,000 sq.f t. multipurpose facility), 2 housing lodges (Davis and Robison), a storage shed 

and a wastewater treatment building and underground wastewater drip-infiltration system.  We also 

maintain a variety of other features such as a small recreation areas at Lakeside, numerous trails, and 

research sites throughout the acreage.   

 

For future planning and as part of the Raystown Master Plan, we anticipate the following: 

 

 We would request an extension of the southwest boundary of the leased property.  This will 

create an additional buffer protecting Grove Farm and student activities from public access. We 

request the lease boundary adjustment for safety reasons.  The college’s original lease boundary 

survey was inaccurate.  When the boundary was resurveyed by the U.S. Army Corps,  the 

boundary was determined to exist at the very top of the ridge looking down with a clear view 

into Grove Farm.  We desire to have add this small buffer between outreach activities at Grove 

Farm and areas of active hunting, which now occur within view and potential line of fire of 

Grove Farm. The additional boundary increase is approximately 300 feet in width and we would 



work with administration and staff at the Raystown Project to determine a suitable increase and 

locations.   See attached figure.   

 

 

 

 



 Given the anticipated lifespan of the Master Plan, we would anticipate completing the Lakeside 

Center according to the original plan or some variation.  This would include: 

 Additional housing 

 Another classroom/multipurpose building 

 An outdoor pavilion/classroom 

 We may also construct storage and facility buildings 

 At the Grove Farm complex, we also anticipate potential boat storage and covered dock space 

being constructed. 

 Additional recreational opportunities may also being included in future plan,s such as a ropes 

course. 

 

 

We realize, of course, that all future construction would be vetted thru proper permitting and 
completed in accordance with all local, state, and federal guidelines.   Exact or final locations have not 
been discussed at this time, however; future construction would be concentrated in areas that are 
already currently developed.  Future construction at RFS would also continue the practice of embedding 
facilities into the landscape in a naturalistic and sustainable manner.   The proposed expansion of 
facilities will allow the Juniata College Raystown Field Station to continue to fulfil its mission of 
education, as well as, research and monitoring in service to natural resource stewardship at Raystown 
Lake.  
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September 4, 2018 

Avis Kennedy 
Project Manager/ Raystown Lake Master Plan 
US Army Corp of Engineers 
6145 Seven Points Road 
Hesston, PA 16647 

Juniata Township Board of Supervisors 
P.O. Box 248 
Huntingdon, PA 16652 

D ~ (Cl~Jl\4~ ~ 
f SEP 1 ~ 2018 l\Y 

Raystown Lake 

RE: Letter of Support for the reclassification of the Hawn's Bridge peninsula for high density recreation 

The Juniata Township Supervisors would like to express our full support for the proposed re-classification of the 
Hawn's Bridge peninsula for high density recreation as part of the master plan update for Raystown Lake. As 
you are aware, this land is within the jurisdiction of Juniata Township. Our residents would benefit greatly from 
additional public usage recreation area on the northeastern shore of Raystown Lake. Currently, there is very 
limited access to the lake within Juniata Township. 

Reclassification, and the potential awarding by the Corps of a concession lease for water-based recreational 
facilities, would allow the Terrace Mountain Lodge and Hawn's Bridge Recreation Area to move forward as a 
public-private effort. If awarded the concession lease, we understand that Lancer Resources, LP, is willing to pay 
for all the: development costs, including any environmental studies, to create this public recreation area on 
Raystown Lake. The new area would allow access to the lake to those with disabilities while providing a new 
access point to the lake on the northeast shore. Most importantly there are employment, economic and tax 
benefit opportunities for Juniata Township residents that cannot be ignored. 

We strongly urge the USACE to reclassify the Hawn's Bridge peninsula area for recreational use, as it was in the 
original 1977 Raytown Lake Master Plan. We urge you to pursue a public-private partnership that would afford 
access to new water-based recreational facilities on the northeast side of Raystown Lake for everyone to enjoy. 

With regards, 

The Juniata Township Board of Supervisors: 

Wilbur Hall Jr. Dean Parks 
Vice-Chairman Board of Supervisors 

~ ~ 
Supervisor Board of Supervisors 



RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES 

The fast pace of our lives seems to increase exponentially from day to day. Our "busy" 

schedules dictate where we go and what we do every waking moment. If we are not careful the 

stress of our "busy" schedules will kill us! It is important to schedule some "quiet time" to relax; 

time for recreation. 

There are many different ways to spend our ''quiet time" in recreation. Some enjoy 

watching or participating in individual or team sports. Others simply • do an exercise 

program. Some seek to "unwind" at elaborate amusement parks. Some like to stay at resorts or 

in campers with all the comforts of home, while others choose tents or to sleep under the stars. 

Some prefer to "tame" nature on ATV's, dirt bikes or motor boats. Still others desire to 

experience the raw beauty of nature in low impact activities such as hiking, backpacking or 

enjoying paddle boats like canoes and kayaks. 

The Raystown Lake in Huntingdon County Pennsylvania provides opportunity for many 

different types of recreation. The Raystown Dam, built in the 1970's, replaces a smaller dam 

that was located on the Raystown branch of the Juniata River. The primary function of the 

present Raystown Dam is to control water levels and prevent serious flooding in the Juniata 

river basin. The potential to produce electricity using the water retained by the dam was 

recognized and a hydro-electric generating station was built at Raystown Lake. Other outcomes 

of constructing the lake have been the potential for diverse recreational activities, and 

formation of unique aquatic and woodland habitats which have become home for some rare and 

endangered species. 

The large lake created by the Raystown Dam has attracted a variety of watercraft 

primarily motor boats such as jet skis, pontoon boats, and speed boats. Also, the lake has 

immense potential for canoes, kayaks and other paddle boats. The many coves and inlets invite 

exploration by boat. The deep waters of the lake provide habitat for striped bass and other 

species of interest to fisherman. The rolling hills predominantly along the west shore offer 

scenic campgrounds and easy access to the lake. The Allegrippis trail system on the west shore 

presents a challenging course for mountain bikers of all skill levels and is shared day hikers as 

well. And the steep slopes predominately on the north and eastern shore provide habitat for 

wildlife, for example many birds of prey including eagles, hawks and osprey find shelter, hunt 

and nest in these areas. 

Careful planning, development and management of recreational areas are necessary to 

facilitate diverse recreational opportunities, maintain safe operations and minimize the impact 

on aquatic and woodland habitats for wildlife. Hasty and uncontrolled development reduces 



I. 

' 
recreational options and destroys wildlife habitats, which can never be recovered. For example, 

crowding more motor boats on a lake makes it more difficult to navigate through the boat 

traffic; it impacts other activities such as fishing and paddle boats; it increases the chance for 

collisions and other boating accidents. The same is true for random lakeshore and forest 

development: The goal cannot be to simply crowd more people into campsites or on trails; nor 

can it be to develop every foot of shoreline around a lake. Overcrowding increases stress and 

reduces enjoyment of once relaxing recreational activities. 

There are many factors that should be considered for responsible development of our 

dwindling natural areas. These factors include, but are not limited to: current use, topography, 

existing infrastructure such as road and utilities, and impact on the environment especially 

resources that will be changed or lost forever. I commend the Army Corps of Engineers for 

taking the time to evaluate many factors, perform studies, conduct surveys, and solicit 

comments from the community and public in preparation for the mandated review of their 

Master Plan for Raystown Lake. The Army Corps of Engineers has refrained from issuing any 

comments, opinions, or decisions before all the data is compiled and thoroughly reviewed. 

Unfortunately, some folks, many in positions of power or influence, consider only one factor, 

money. They have personal or political agendas, but their primary concern is money and the 

Return On Investment (ROI). An investor purchased large tracts of land near Raystown Lake; 

speculating on a high-risk venture that has become unprofitable. Looking to improve Return On 

Investment, the investor now proposes building an exclusive resort on land with little or no 

supporting infrastructure and seeks access through forest and down steep slopes to extend the 

resort development along the Raystown Lake shoreline. It is important to note that in the 

current Master Plan for Raystown Lake there already are areas designated for development of 

a resort and related amenities with existing and easily expanded infrastructure that would 

complement a variety of existing recreational activities in the vicinity. 

Personally, I would prefer an impartial review of the studies and surveys before deciding 

whether another resort is needed and where it should be located at Raystown Lake. I pray that 

wisdom and logical thought prevail over irrational notions and impulsive ideas, as decisions are 

made that will indelibly affect the future of the Raystown Lake and environs. 

Thom Lintner 
Huntingdon, Pennsylvania 
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fi~-Ys1own Lake 

August 12, 2018 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Raystown Lake 
6145 Seven Points Road 
Hesston, PA 16647 

Ann Kyper Reynolds, PE 
11572 Station Road 

Huntingdon, PA 16652-7617 

Re: Raystown Lake Master Plan Comments 

Dear Planners, 

I have worked in Huntingdon County as a Consulting Engineer to many municipalities since 1991. Our 
firm provides advice to Township Supervisors and Borough Councils on land development, subdivisions, 
municipal road maintenance, drinking water and wastewater disposal. I was a member of the 
Huntingdon County Planning Commission for 27 years. 

While I share many of the environmental concerns I am sure you have heard, my c6minents will focus 
on the impacts qt-a. d~ve,lopment like the T,err~ce Mou11tain Lodg~ on local mun_icipalities and the local 
taxpayers. . .. , · · 

•• • 1 .. 

I. have seen ou.t .of sta~~- develoR_ers develOP, seasonal $Ubdivision~: campground_s arid RV parks i_n.the 
municipalities I have served. In all of my experiences, it is the local tax base that is forced to improve . 
infrastructure under pressure from developers without any contribution by the developer or the 
vacationers using these facilities. 

One Township has been sued twice by a developer whose development is not even in their Township. 
The issue is the condition of the road, that is the only access to the development, is a Township road. 
The vacationers complain about the road being a dirt road. The Township has spent, to my knowledge 
over $60,000 in lawsuit settlements and improvements to the road. There are fewer than 600 full time 
residents in this Township and no other road in the Township is in as good a condition as this one. 

Another developer subdivided a large tract with lake views from the top of the ·ridge. The deve_loper 
defiantly kept selling lots and building vacation homes without proper septic systems until o·EP plated a 
building moratorium on the Township to stop the development. The Township was forced to sign a 
Consent Order with the State and the developer did build a private wastewater treatment plant with a 
stream dischc;irge. 

However, DEP required .that the Township b~ the permittee.'After the deveioper failed to operate the 
treatment plant in compiiance with the ·disch~rge limits, the Tow~shi.p took' c:ive·r opefation of the plant. 
All s~bsequent Boards of Supervisors have battled with the developer to gain ownership of the plant, 
which is over 20 years old and req1,.1ires mai.ntenar.ice that the developer \f\fill .not perform. 

. . .. . . • .· ! ., · ' . ' . . · .... . : . 

:,. 

Several municipalities I am awar~ of have tried to collect a "tax'' on the recreation.al sites withi'n a · 
campground or resort that become permanent with additions, decks, patios and screened porches, but 
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efforts to have these non-transient "residents" contribute to their tax bases have been struck down in 
court. Even though the vast majority of wear and tear on the roads is from vacation traffic. 

Municipalities have been pressured to widen local road intersections and turns to accommodate large 
campers, RVs and boat trailers. None of those with complaints contribute to the local tax base from 
which the funds are spent to address these "first world" issues. 

I have to be skeptical that the Terrace Mountain Lodge visitors will have any less of an expectation that 
the local roads should be paved and they should be able to easily drive their toys on vacation. Will DEP 
allow the Terrace Mountain Lodge to be owned and operated by the developer or should Union 
Township brace to unwillingly being the permittee for sewage disposal facilities? 

I would feel remiss if I did not bring the collateral damage I have witnessed both in municipal meeting 
after meeting, as well as twice in court. Thank you for your consideration of these concerns that are not 
likely on many peoples' minds but have a great financial impact on the tax payers in our small 
Huntingdon County municipalities. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Kyper Reynolds, PE 

Cc: Huntingdon County Commissioners 
Representative Rich Irwin 
Senator John H. Eichelberger, Jr. 
Union Township Supervisors 
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8/31/18 

"Rural Pennsylvania doesn't fascinate the world, not generally. Buy cyclically, periodically, its 
innards are of interest. Bore it, strip it, set it on fire, a burnt offering to the collective need." 
Jennifer Haig, 2016, "Heat and Light'' 

Dear Army Corps of Engineers staff, 

I hope not to be too late in offering a few thoughts as you draw closed the comment period for 
the updated plan for the Raystown Lake property, and as I watch a growing debate with regards 
to the potential development of Hawn 's Peninsula by developer Rod Roberts of Lancer 
Resomces. 

Several months ago, I watched and listened to Rod and his group of developers present their 
tentative plans for the Hawn's Peninsula "glamping" environmentally friendly marina I resort I 
meeting center I blitt blatt development, in a public meeting held at the Cassville fire hall. It was 
an impressive presentation in some ways. Impressive in a way that would, to many, make his 
plans look extremely attractive to a community in desperate need of economic opportunity. A 
community where the tax base doesn't successfully support the needs of its schools. A 
community in need of jobs. Of prosperity. Of a brighter future. Smoother roads, both real and 
figurative. I get that. I believe, fearfully, that Rod's promises are like so many promises of late, 
at best too good to be true, and most likely truly empty. And I lament the consequences for Lake 
Raystown should his plan come to pass. 

To begin with, I grew up in Huntingdon. My family has had a float boat docked at 7-Points since 
the early eighties. In High School, my friends and I spent many - Many! - quiet evenings on our 
first pontoon boat somewhere between 7-Points and Nancy's Camp. Despite Ranger Rudy's 
suspicion, we were never drunk or high. I remember a time when the road at "The Cliffs" passed 
a ccil1~tery and ended at a guard rail some 50 feet from the lake shore. It was a quiet and tranquil 
place to spend a summer evening on a twenty four foot Harris pontoon boat with a whopping 
whole 35 horses under it's Evinrude hood. Now that guard rail is barely hanging on - if it's even 
still there - as the shoreline has eroded and exposed its support legs. But even in 1987, a Tuesday 
or Wednesday night was the preferred time to enjoy this space, for on Saturday afternoon, the 
cruisers with their deep V-hulls and 200 hp Volvo inboard /outboards were churning up wake 
enough to make the waters choppy, the hollows noisy, and the skinny dipping nooks and crannies 
populated. Now with racing boats as big as a house skimming the water at 70 miles an hour, 
twin V-8 engines and glass pipe mufflers roaring along, audible from 3 miles up stream on an 
otherwise quiet Sunday night, the joy of a tranquil lake is often left to my memory, not my 
reality. I wasn't in favor of horsepower limits on the Lake twenty years ago, but now I've seen 
the damage. Perhaps I'm wiser. - · 

But I digress to the romantic. Let me be more blunt. 

It's painfully obvious that Rod Roberts purchased a substantial area of land adjacent to the lake 
with the hope of drilling the Marcellus Shale in the area for gas. He's now discovered that where 



there is Marcellus, there only might be gas, and in Trough Creek Valley, there isn't. So now he 
has a white elephant to work with. An investment that will bear no fruit. So now what? OH -
let's build a resort. A convention center. And let's sell it to the local community as an economic 
windfall. 

OK. 

He's promised 300 jobs. I would say that's an overstatement. By an order of magnitude. Maybe 
30. Maybe. 

He's promised upward mobility for his work force . Opportunity for professional development 
and moving up the pay scale. Sure. For, perhaps five or six of those employees. I've lived in 
places like Durango, CO where tourism is the chief economic driver. Most of the jobs pay 
minimum wage. In those places, trust fund children wash dishes and change sheets so that they 
can ski in their hours of leisure. No one makes a living wage cleaning toilets at a convention 
center. Am I supposed to believe that Huntingdon County and Raystown Lake are somehow 
different? Jim Filson has certainly done well for himself and his family. I learned long ago that 
if I wanted gasoline for our boat, I'd better get to his pumps at least 30 minutes before closing 
time. After that, the posted and actual hours of service didn't necessarily overlap. 

I can't even imagine what it will take to put in an adequate road to service a marina and 
convention center or "glamping" sites on Hawn's Peninsula. As a former geologist, I probably 
have a better understanding of slope and erosion, shale barrens and ecology, dip slope failures 
and landslides than most. He's proposed a shuttle. Really????? (Hey - I have my class B CDL 
and passenger endorsement so that I can not only drive a school bus, but I am a licensed school 
bus trainer for the state of PA .... Sign me up!!!) What about utilities. Sewage? Trash? Boat 
trailers that loose their brakes. Oh won't that add excitement to the front page of the Daily 
News! 

Sadly, I also think that public road access to his property is terribly lacking. Does the State or 
Township intend to, or is it willing to, invest in improving the road to access the east side of the 
mountain? The township won't even put a proper traffic light in at the intersection of Rt. 22 and 
State Route 829. I remember when 7-points road was narrow and winding. I remember getting 
ice cream in Hesston at the old Huntingdon & Broad Top Mtn. railroad station - driving by was 
the only way to the water. The roads accessing Rod's property haven't been improved to modern 
standards since trains were actually stopping at the station! 

I could go on. I could ask that an erosional study be done on the lake shore to determine the 
damage caused by increased boat traffic, to determine the relationship between increased boat 
size, horsepower, and soil erosion. To look at the increased lake turbidity due to boat traffic and 
the effects on aquatic life. To ask what economic pressure would be put on Lake management 
"Yvhen it has to choose between stock piling water to control flooding (the Lake's reason to be 
after all), compared to property damage to an additional marina due to lake surface elevation 
changes of 20 feet. Or more. To ask what consequences an additional marina will have on 
aquatic wildlife. What additional boat traffic and noise pollution will do to Bald Eagle nesting 
sites in the area. I could go on ... 



In short, I hope very much that you, with good reason, leave the current status of Hawn's 
Peninsula as it is , and deny Roberts' forthcoming requests for development allowances with 
changes to Hawn's Peninsula's current designation for conservation. It's painful enough to drive 
past acres of land transformed by a pipeline on my way to the marina. Land taken and raped 
under the laws of eminent domain , that will serve a few corporate CEO's from Shell handsomely 
as our State's resources are shipped across the oceans while most of us stand by and watch, don't 
benefit, or clean up their spills. 

I want to see economic and social prosperity in my community, my lifelong home of almost 49 
years . 

I want to see smart development. 

Developing Hawn's Peninsula doesn't look smart. It looks like pie in the sky. Greed. 

Thank you. Sincerely, 

Curtis A. Rockwell 
7968 Oriskany LN 
Huntingdon, PA. 16652 



P ROGRESS THROUGH R EGIONAL C ooPERATJON 

S 0 U T H~ 

ALLEGHEN I 

PLANN I N 

RESOLUTION DEVELOPM 

COMMISSIQ 

WHEREAS, The Board of Directors of the Southern Alleghenies Planning and 
Development Commission recognizes the importance of regional economic development and 
continues to support tourism as one of the pillars of the regional economy; and 

WHEREAS, The Board of Directors of the Southern Alleghenies Planning and Development 
Commission has supported the development of tourism at Raystown Lake through the 
programming of funding from the Appalachian Regional Commission for the Allegrippis Trail 
System; and 

WHEREAS, The Board of Directors of the Southern Alleghenies Planning and Development 
Commission acknowledge the significant impact that the Terrace Mountain Resort would have 
on the economy of Huntingdon County as a four seasons destination; and 

WHEREAS, The Board of Directors of the Southern Alleghenies Planning and Development 
Commission understand the project as described provides for public access through the Terrace 
Mountain Resort Trail Head to the I-lawn's Bridge Recreation Area; and 

WHEREAS, The Board of Directors of the Southern Alleghenies Planning and Development 
Commission recognize that the residents located on the eastem side ofRaystown Lake would 
have the same opportunity to access the waterfront as the residents on the western side. 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of the Southern Alleghenies 
Planning and Development Commission hereby urge the USA.CE to rezone the I-lawn's Bridge 
Peninsula for high density recreation as part of the master plan update for Raystown Lake and 
issue a concession lease. 

Approved this 18th day of July, 2018 

o ~ t_~ n ~~ Jn) 
AUG!;;~'. ; ~ 

Raystown Lake 

Sou:them Alleghenies 
Plann~g a.1'.1-d Dev~lopme:Q.t Commissi~n 

Altoona, Blair Coµnty, Pennsylvama 

Ge1'(1ld Walker, Secl'etmy 

A Local Development District Serving Bedford, Blair, Cambria, Fulton, Huntingdon And Somerset Counties 
3 Sheraton Drive, Altoona, PA 16601 -9343 • 814.949.6500 • Fax 814.949.6505 • E Mail sapdc@sapdc.org • www.sapdc.org 



ECONOMIC 
IMPACT 

PROJECTIONS 

Introduction: A developer from Austin, Texas, has proposed developing a resort at Raystown Lake in 
Huntingdon County PA. Based on the designs and plans it is estimated that the resort construction costs will be 
more than $89 million and will take 2 years to construct. When opened, the resort will employ 300 people with 
a combined annual payroll of $6.5 million. The annual operating expenses beyond payroll are projected to be 
more than $15 million. 

Southern Alleghenies Planning and Development Commission (SAP&DC) developed the following projected 
economic impacts that may be realized should the resort be constructed. SAP&DC used IMPLAN, a world 
leader in providing economic impact data and modeling to governments, universities, and public and private 
sector organizations for assessing the economic impacts of project decisions in all industry sectors, and the 
construction costs, annual payroll projections, and annual operating expenses provided by the developer based 
on marketing and feasibility studies that were conducted. 

Projected Impact from the Construction of the Resort 
697 Direct Construction jobs created 
1119 Indirect Jobs 
106 Induced jobs 
$35 million in payroll dollars spent on construction 
$39 million of value added dollars due to the investment of $89 million. 
$2.9 million new state and local tax revenue 
$5.7 million new federal tax revenue 

Projected Impact from the Annual Payroll and other Operating Expenses for the Resort Operations 
300 resort j obs created 
217 direct j obs created in the community 
42 Indirect jobs created annually 
17 Induced jobs created annually 
$15 million of additional payroll will be influenced by the annual reso1t payroll and operating expenses 
$2.3 million new annual state and local tax revenue 
$1.5 million new annual federal tax revenue 

Indirect jobs and payroll will be created by the resort' s suppliers. 
Induced jobs and payroll will be created because of the employees of the resort buying additional goods and 
services in the community. 

The industries that will benefit di1~ctly from the reso1ts operations include: food and drinking places, services, 
maintenance and repair of other buildings, adve1tising and related expenses, civil, social and professional organizations, 
postal services, accounting and payroll preparation serv ices, waste management and employment services. 

~P&DC 
-~-·---

July, 2017 



9/24/2018 

Avis Kennedy 
Project Manager/ Raystown Lake Master Plan 
US Army Corp of Engineers 
6145 Seven Points Rd 
Hesston, PA 16647 

RE: Letter of Support for the proposed Hawn's Bridge Recreation Area on Raystown Lake 

I am writing to provide a public comment as part of the Raystown Lake Master plan update. I would like 
to request that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers rezones the Hawn's Bridge peninsula for high-density 
recreation so that a concession lease can be issued for a public recreation area to be developed using 
private funding. The northeastern shore of Raystown Lake needs a public access po int t hat is 
handicapped accessible and available to people of all ages. Idea lly, the area should include a small 
marina, beach, camping area and restaurant, along with other amenities open to the public. 

I feel this area really needs the economic benefits that this will bring to the area. Especially to the 
eastern side of the lake. 

Burges S ith 
310 2nd treet 

Huntingdon, Pa 16652 



· Anchorage Enterprises, Inc. 5922 Seven Points Marina Drive Raystown Lake Hesston, PA 16647 

8 14-658-3074 'f: 814-658-0057 www.7poinfsmarina.com fours@7poinfsmarina.com 

lakeside boat rentals & charters 

September 3, 2018 . 

Nicholas E. Krupa 
Operations Project Manager 
Raystown Lake 
6145 Seven Points Road 
Hesston, PA 16647 

Dear Nick, 

Raystown Lake 

. . 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide stakeholder input to the Raystown Lake Master Plan. Please consider the 
following comments based on our 40+ years of operating Seven Points Marina on Raystown Lake. Our stockholders met 
to gather- the following comments. · . 

Zone 5 
This area of the lake is ideal for small boats and paddle sports. Any enhancement to further promote safe areas for 
paddle sport enthusiasts seems logical. · · 
Zone 4· . . 
The Shy Beaver, Resort and Tatman Run areas are highly congested areas. Depen~ing upon the outcome of the boat 
study, perhaps additional parking fo r the Tatman Run Beach and launch cou ld be included in lo rig range plans. 
Zone 3 
• The Trough Creek State Park and Rothrock State Forest Areas are beautiful assets bordering the USACE property; is it 

possible for the USACE·and DCNR to partner to allow for improved access by boaters to the state park area? From 
the lake to the Ice Mine, Rainbow Fa lls and Balanced Rock is a doable hike from the inlet at Trough Creek. It seems 
that some shoreline clear!ng for boat t ie up and access to the land would allow for more access to this under~utilized 
park and forest. · 

• The Aitch and James Creek no wakes zones are ideal areas for paddle sports and if the existing no wake area-was 
increased this would allow for safer access between the rabbit ears for this boating population. Perhaps the area at 
the Juniata Field station could be th~ beginning of the no-wake area which provide safe haven and also protect Pee 
Wee Island from continued erosion. 

o One option would be to expand the Aitch and James Creek boat ramps to allow for non-motorized boat 
parking and easy access for those who wish to remain in the safer no-wake zones. 

o Another alternative might be the utilization of several 'old ~oad beds' that lead into the lake (examples 
in.elude Hollow Road and Backbone Road) to allow fo r paddle sport and fishing/parking access in these 
areas which might help relieve some of the pressure at the public ramps. · 

• Party Cove, along with a few other places in different zones continues to be a popular spot for boats to raft together. 
Unfortunately the shorelines are paying the price for those who enjoy a day/weekend in these· areas without 
bathroom facilities. One of the rangers suggested a floating porta potty which makes sense but the management of 
these faci lities seems unlikely with the current budgetary limits on the federal. park. Perhaps there are 'best 
practice' models at other Corp facilities that could be applied at' Raystown. If grant opportunities would exist, 
perhaps Friends of Raystown Lake cou ld manage a floating rest room system 

· . A I 
J 



Zone 2 
This z.one encompasses another high density-area, but is also. the widest part of the lake. Seven Points Marina is located 
in this z.one and has been in operation over 40 years at this location. We are probably most familiar with this area since 
it is our "back yard". 

• We would like to keep the area of ~pper Corners as an area· for future development. Even with the expanded trail 
system in this area, we believe it could be ideal for development for outdoor camp for youth similar to the network 
of camps in New York State. When the upper corners project was but out for bid, this particular market was not 
included in the campaign to attract developers and we believe this was an oversight. It would be helpfL!I to maintain 
development status for this location as an opportunity that could be further explored by the economic development 
organiz.ations in the region. 

• A few years ago, the 'beer barrel' bay between Upper Corners and Point camp was changed from no-wake to wake. 
At the time; we were told the USACE had to cut expenses of buoy placement and that is why t he designation was 
changed. We have mixed feelings about this decision. In many ways it is another area for paddle sports and anglers 
to get off the main channel of the lake; and it does have a crappie/per~h honey hole, but we have suggested to our 
daily pontoon rente rs that it is a safe place to tube in an area that is off the main .channel of the lake on busy 
weekends. The USACE. will know best if there has been more erosion and or boat dam~ge for those camping at 
Point campground. It would be difficult for us to recommend campers moor boats at this campground without the 
no wake protection. 

o If it were changed back to no-wake; the upper corners could perhaps become another paddle sport/shore 
fishing area for non-motoriz.ed craft. · . 

o If a youth camp type facility was attract'ed for development, they may want to have the option to t each 
watersports such as skiing, wake.bO'arding; perhC)ps have a ski jump, slalom course, etc. in this bay. 

Obviously we do not have a clear opinion abqut this bullet point, but want to offer suggestions. Bottom line is 
that we see potential for some type of development of the Upper Corne.r.~ land, and believe it is worth 
additional thought and·consideration by the USACE·and regional economic development/tourism agencies. 

• The public boat launch in the Seven Points basin is a popular ramp and expansion of this facility shou ld be based on 
the o_utcome of the boat study. 

• With our expanded 663' courtesy dock and given the hike to the public rest rooms at the boat launches.( understand 
it is a flood plain issue?} we are becoming a most popular spot for bathroom facilities and we do welcome the 
general public during business hours. While we are happy .to offer the facilities ............. it does p,ut pressure on our 
facilities and water and sewage costs paid to the Corp.. · 

• Please do NOT change the no - wake designation for the bay between Mile Marker 8 and Susquehannock · 
campground. The shale barrens are magnificent and this is also becoming a popular spot for. boaters to 'raft up'. . . . 

• Raystown Lake Maps clearly define Marty's Island but the beautiful island near Susquehannock has no name. We 
respectfully request that it be designated as "sheep rock' island in honor of the archeological site close to this area. 
The Filson family owned this land prior to the development of the lake so we feel it appropriate to ask for the nar:ne 
designation. 

• For several years, we have offered Rothrock Outfitters space at our marina for the rental of canoes and kayaks. 
While we are happy to have this servke on the lake, we wou_ld rather have space.for them in an area that is not 
between our docks for two· reasons. We are a high congestion area and we have electricity running to many. of our 
docks which causes us concern for folks wh? may not be stable on paddle sports. Is there space in Senoia area for 
the outfitters to operate? This would be a much safer access point and perhaps launch site for paddle sports. There 
is enough to do for a day in this no-wake area whieh wou ld keep visitors in a safer environment than from our 
facility. We would be happy to keep Rothrock as a subcontractor 'offsite' if that would help maintain the service and 
provide a safer access for their customers. · · 

• Since the development of our marina, we have expanded as much as USACE will allow and while we respect this 
decision, we still have over 200 potential customers on our waiting list. From a business point of view-supply and 



demand are out of sync. We have re-arranged our rack spaces and dock spaces trying to adjust for the demand for 
larger boats, but want to make sure that we have plenty of ,spaces for the smaller boats which allows the 'average 
joe' the affordability and convenience of a slip at our marina. Pending the outcome of the boat density study, we 
may request additional docks. 
Zone 1 

• There has been much ado about the Hawn's Peninsula Proposed development, we will simply state that we are 
not opposed to the development from ·an economic development point of view if, indeed, the market research 
study is accurate with. r_evenue tq local municipalities, _tcix base and job creation. Our 9so+ slip marina empl~ys 
24 full time seasonal employees; the job creation aspect would have to include.the private land development in 
order to truly have a significant impact.. We support the expertise of the USACE to make a decision on the 
project based on results of the boat study and the environmental assessr:nent as well as the overall plan for 
development not ~nly on the la rid that would be leased, but also, the act[vities proposed on the private land 
bordering the USACE lar:id. We did find the Striper C!ub .research to be an· i~teresting aspect of this 
development, as Raystown Lake as a fishery does support the local economy. 

o From a marina development point of view, our marina is tucked into the cove and even with the 2 wave 
break.s we've installed; we have had to add a double seawall in many places because ot'erosion. We feel 
certain this situation will also occur on the Penins1:1la at Hawn, and should be addressed by their marina 
development company. 

o Since we are tucked a bit into the cove, we still experience damage to our docks on the Oak Peninsula 
. side of our facility with high wind episodes: The prevailing wind hits the Peninsula; the USACE would 
have to determine if this would be an issue for the development. 

o Based on presentation from the Public Relations arm of the developer, it is understood that the lodge 
and other activities located on the private land would have· to support the loss which appears to be 
logica l outcome of the proposed income stream on what would be the USACE concession area. 

• The Snyder's Run a·rea of Raystown is an incredible space for many activities. The 'Pebble Beach' area allows for 
visitors without a boat to enjoy the lake. Some further expansion of this area development of parking and 
paddle sport access ~ould allow others to safe ly enjoy the passive activity offered in this space. 

• Future development of. the coves in Zone-1 may help to reduce the congestion in other areas. We would suggest 
further development of the dead end road beds to allow visitors without ·power boats access to Raystown Lake. 

• We also suggest that the area around Moonbeam Island be included in the no wake area of Snyder's Run, which 
should help to preserve this are~. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to share our comments .on the master plan update. 

Seven Points Marina 



MARK A. SATHER 
SCOTI' WALLS 
JEFF THOMAS 

MICHELLE BARNETT 
Chief Clerk 

August 10, 2018 

Avis Kennedy 

Huntingdon County, Pennsylvania 
OFFICE OF 

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
HUNTINGDON, PENNSYLVANIA 16652 

Project Manager/Raystown Lake Master Plan 

US Army Corps of Engineers 

6145 Seven Points Road 

Hesston, PA 16647 

Dear Avis, 

PETER McMANAMON 
Solicitor 

MEETING DAY 
TUESDA Y--9:30 AM. 

PHONE: 814-643-309 1 
FAX: 814-643-8152 

First off, I would like to say that I am a lifelong resident of Huntingdon County and experienced the creation of 

Raystown Lake. With my entire childhood being in Marklesburg, I cherish the memories with family and friends 

from the displaced areas. Some of my fondest memories are visiting camps along the now flooded areas of the 

Raystown Branch of the Juniata and the ride from Marklesburg thru Aitch to visit the swimming and picnic areas 

of Trough Creek State Park. It was sad to see the families being forced to leave their homes and farms and many 

folks hold a grudge until this day. We all know that change is difficult and uncertain, but folks have moved on 

and adjusted for the most part to the new man made environment of Raystown. 

Where are we today? We have this beautiful treasure in the midst of our County that multitudes of people 

enjoy every year. Raystown exhibits and displays the beauty of nature, but it is a "man-made creation". Those 

that oppose further development and expansion of recreational and hospitality resources on the premise that 

"natural beauty will be destroyed" are taking a very delusional position on the proposal for the Hawn's Bridge 

Peninsula. We all know, or at least those of us who have experienced the construction of Raystown, that with 

careful planning and foresight good things can come from what some view as destruction. 

Being a County Commissioner and lifelong resident of Huntingdon County, compels me to seek the best for 

every resident of our great County. Be assured that I would never support any project which could have the 

potential to harm our environment or our citizens. As Commissioner's, we face situations every day in which 

we must weigh the benefits verses the impact on our citizens. From this prospective I must lend my full support 

for the proposal to designate the Hawn's Bridge Peninsula area of Raystown as an area for High Density 

Recreation. The term High Density Recreation can be misleading to the public as it sounds like major change, 

however, I believe this would be the same designation as Seven Points Marina and Raystown Resort. As outlined 

previously, change does not necessarily have to mean destruction. Those who oppose this development do not 

want to consider that changes to what they see as their natural beauty, could result in additional opportunities 

to experience that beauty. 



Page 2 

The concept for the development of Hawn's Bridge, that the Corps requested, and Mr. Roberts provided, was 

exactly that, a concept. It should be noted to the public that "not a single shovel full of dirt" will be turned on 

any Corps or public accessible land, without stringent regulations and final government approval. There can be 

a balance that will allow further development of th is area to provide services and opportunities for others to 

enjoy. 

The "all my way or nothing" attitude is not what we are seeking nor want from others. Any development will 

have to go through the regulatory process and will have to continue to comply after construction. My issue with 

those who oppose any development is that they are unwilling to come to the table and try to compromise. I 

believe that by working together, the Hawn's Bridge Peninsula can be developed into another asset that will 
enhance the recreational value of Raystown "The Crown Jewel of Pennsylvania" . 

Respectfully submitted, 

Scott Walls 

Commissioner, Huntingdon County 

233 Penn Street, Huntingdon PA 16652 

814-643-3091 

swalls@huntingdoncounty.net 
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